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THE NEW AMERICANS EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANCE ACT

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1974

Hoes): or 111:ettEsEx.vrivi:s.
SuitcommtrEr. ()eeturrux

TIES 01, TIlE Commrrril: OX
L'itut..yrios xi) LABOR,

11" aNh ington, D .0

The :-Iliwomitlittee met at 9 a.m.. pursuant to call, in room 2261,
Mt.\ lanti I louse ()nice Building, lion, Augustus F. Ilawkins presid-
ing.

Present : Represent atit e- Ilatrkins, Mink. Bell. Chisholm, 13enitez.
and Steirer.

Sail' nit tither:, present : Ho% d A. Johnson. stall (lirector: Susan I).
Gra son. special assistant : Alartin Laor. mittorit.t legislatit
elate: Yt onne Franklin. mittorit legislat it e associate. and ('arole
Schanzer.

I Text of I 1.11. 9;495 follows :1

[tut. 9593.93d Cong.. lst I

.1 MM. To tr.% tile Federal programs of educational. emplo meat. and other a.:..i+tam e
to areas a ith heavy coneent rations of foreign horn po.on,

f /MI ft d hy the.'( nate and lloue of Re pees( atatiec.% of flu 1 ailed Mutt .%
of .intuits in l'ong, CNN axxembled,

S,1101 'I VI LI:

Sit to I. This Act Imo he cited as the -New Anierit an, Education and Ent-
plo3 silent .ks,i,t a nee Act-.

tILt LAI:A I 10 \ VI, 1,1 VD1

St.r. 2. MI. ilittTesi, (ill(IS and declares that- -
I t t 111.1113 roleign-bora persons til the L'Ili1(.11 States 1:11.1: S11111(41'111 (b(111(11-

Iiiill 1(0 lunation adequately in our technological society :
tlw la* k of adequate education prevents matt% such person, from

hil ittg sat i,factory employment opport unit ie, :
tat new 13 an ived foreign-born .km1.11(11115 also experience diflieult3 Iii

such area, st, fund. housing. and health :
Ili the to ed, of nett ly arrived foreigh-horn American, Islay place Item 3

financial st rains on the communities in which they reside
.1 number Of "tta te so cities" exist here such per,ons reside in

at at Nun:her,. thei city placing di,proportionate burdens on particular
afff.f.: of the coma ry :

Ifii the le Ilicies tattler iticis persons move to the l'itited States ale set and
determined by the Federal Government :

I 7 1 the ream al Government therefore lots a evon,ibilit3 to asskt those
Stale, .11111 it', 11(11111Z ctnaeutnttions of foreign-born po),ulations- in met-
ing the special need, thereby thrust upon such communities.

( 1 )



2

ITIONS
SI c. 3. As used in this Art -

t I t the term "State" means. :w\ Slate of the United Slates. the District
of Columbia. the Conitioltmealtli of l'nerto Rico. Guam, the Virgin Islands.
and .%inerican Samoa :

12 the term immigrant" means a foreign born ittli% idttal residing in
the United States (except any 'Jerson ill the United States for purposes
of representing other governments in a diplomatic or sintilar rattar::
and American Samoans residing in part of the United States. other than
American Samoa,

tail the term "gatea city" means any city or unit of local government
ha% ing a population of fifty thousand or greater. having more Omit d per
cent um of such population who are immigrants.

ENTro.mt ENT

Sk.4 . I. ta I The Secretary of IIealtIi. Education. and Welfare thereinafter
in this At: referred to as the Secreta"t shall determine the entitlement of each
Slate under subsection lo for each fiscal ear at least six months prior to the
commencement of that fiscal year.

(It) Eat It State shall hate an entitlement Jas determined by the Secretary)
for each fiscal year as follows :

(1) Compute the percentage of all immigrants in the United States ho
reside in that State, as reflected in the 114)St recent available dermal:al
census.

2o Compute the percentage of all functionally illiterate l in the
language) immigrants in the United States %%he reside in that State.

t3) Compute the pert outage of all unemploet1 immigrants in the 16441
States who reside in that State.

t It Compute the percentage of all immigrants el% ing fuddle assistance
in the Poised States who reside in that State.

1 5t Ctoniptite the pert pillage of :with( at ions for permanent residency
over the rnited States hiell °rein. within t hal State.

I Co Add the percentages computed under paragraphs (1 I through IS).
(7) Obtain the ratio %%hit li the stint of percentages obtained under para-

graph Ili) for such State bears to the total of the sums obtained under that
paragraph for all of the States.

IS) the total number of immigrants in the United States by
$ 1.000.

If)) (Al The vlititivinnt of the state emr the purpose of grants under
section 5 shall bear the ratio obtained under paragraph (7 ) to the figure
obtained under paragraph IS),

I it) '1'lle entitlement of the State fur the purpose of grant under set lion
It shall be one-half the entitlement of the State for the purpose of grants
under eet ion 5.

(to The Secretary shall make an animal determination lit. OW IH111.11tage
increase t if any) in the pi he index %%hith occurred during the preceding year.
After :atilt determination. the Secretary may adjust the dollar figure which is
used to make olatintat ions under paragraph IS) to equal the figure used for such
outputations in the pre% ions tear plus that percentage of $1.001) %%hick equals

melt percentage increase of the price index.

011.\N I s 7n rs

Sht . 5. The Set retar shall make grants eat 11 fiscal tear to each State. on such
terms and condition. as he 201.111 establish. to t al ry out the purposes l i r I At t.
to carry out programs of education. health. housing. job training. orientation.
public assistance. and other activities, all as approved by the Seereta . for the
benefit of immigrants. Such grants shall equal in the case of each State the
entitlement of such State under section -1th)(9)iA1 for such fiscal t air. but if
sufficient fluids are not appropriated for that purpose. the amount of the grants
to each State shall be reduced pro rata by the Secretary.

GRANTS To CATFAVAY ell

Si r. 0. The Seeretar shall make grants each fiscal year to the gatcm ay cities.
if no. of each State. Such grants shall be made ou terms and t toulitions estab-
lished the Secrettio to arry unit the purposes of this .Act. and shall be used

9



3

I.A hit (It tint lit, 4.1113 OM plogrants of olio Aim. health, housing, job train-
ing. orit citation. public assilant c. and other at ti% ities, all a. approe(1 by the
set 111.10. fur the benefit et immigrants. Slit grants shall equal in nob case of
(:1:11 State lia% lug a gato.a3 cif) the (10111(.11'1W of such State under set lion 4
110) (911 It) for slit 11 fist) I 3 ear. but if sufficient funds are not appropriated fin.
I hat !impose. the amount of grants to the gatea3 cities of each State shall be
reduced pro rata by the St ereta ry.

msa art losAav cab't :yrs 10 GA !MAY r11111.::

SIA . 7. .1 l The So rel.' r3 is ant hol izeti to make animal grants in his dist retina
g.ttc a3 it ies to care 3 out progi anis iu t he areas of edneat ban health. lealing,

job Italians:, orientation, public a,sistatire, and other act bt ities fur the benefit
or tanokran:q. all as approned loy the Secretary.

lo t No grant made under subsection ta l shall exceed 75 per eentum of the
test of the total annual progr tins and mil% it ies (minim boil lo3 such it3 under this
set lion. but the remaining 25 per It Moan too lie supplied lo3 sot h t it3 flow funds
gamed under sect ion 6.

mist Fun 1 %1 M

s1,, . S. (it I Set t bin 322i a I of the l'uldie Ile:Mil Service Act 142 l'.S.(!. 249 (a ) )
i amended by ---

t it .strikitt, out "and" at the end of paragraph 171 ;
21 striking the period at the end of paragraph (S) and inserting in lien

t hereof anti-: and
i::1 1,3 inset t hot immediately after paragraph (s) the follo%% lug ne para-

graph ;
I91 An3 foreign born non% idual residing in the roiled States. and an3

.thttrit an Samoan residing in any part of the l'uited stat.s, except .tnieri-
eau

Iii lettm shall be barred front eligibility for food stamps under the Food
Stamp t id* 1:)61 i 21111 et seq. I because such person i. an immigrant.

ti 1 lie St 4 reta is alit limized to make grants of tip to $250 to melt immigrant
mplo3 molt. and to each member of his immediate faini13. to enable smell

.eel to travel fur the purpose of changing residence from nit3
gat e%%,13 it' to aid State other than that in %%Idyll slid( gate%%:( totaled.

td, Till' I114tell States 1.:11111111 Meta Sen lee is directed to establish and main-
tain pi io..1.111. ii gattvta3 t it it's of job referral for ilmiligrant to jobs ri%iiilable
in slates other than that in tthich such gateway eify is located.

ArrItollIZAT10:st of APPI:OPHIAlIONS

sa t . 1 There ale authorized to be appropriated surli snail as ale neessnr3
Im' the purioot s of grants midi r sections 5. 6. and 7. If ruflit ion( funds are not
appropri.itt d fill any Ikeal year for the purposes or ttrant., under settiole. 71.

7 no finals shall be allocated wider section 7 mail all fund. mailable
1,.1% belqi ated under suction 6, and no final"ball be allot:11yd under section
6 until all fan(1.4 availably have been allocated Wider m411.1115.

There i authorized to be appropriated the sum of S20.0)00)0. to remain
.ciailable until t \pooled, for grants and programs tinder sections Ste) and :141).

,N11. 1111% 1:( \:.. The :"4111)(4)1111111ttel. on Equal Opport unit ies Is called
tior(It1.

I ,11,i t pi( dais looming to commence sulk.ontinitt he.teitors
on the Ica Aloe' icans Edoelt ion and Einplo moult Assistance ,et.
I did ha,I .1 prepared ,tatemnt %%hid! I trill foro.0 Jose it is in%
1,11,1, I (hut %%, do 1,:rt e a ,!..rreat number of t% it ncsses and 1 think

(Iidul (II all the Rif 11('N1:-. ate %%Ill 11.1%c to eX1)(414(' the
Ilya ring as min+ as possible.

Sonic of the xitnesses hate tonne from long distaw.es and we are
appiceiatie of the fact that the itilesses dale been cooperat -

in.. %%lilt 11-. The first witite,s comes from as long a distance as is
possible.
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Nits. Mild, has eany bee], the outstanding leader in thi, subcommit
tee. on t his subject and ha,. I t hink. done all excellent job in pioneet ita-r
not only this. but ill so man% other matters, before the subcommittee.
I think it %%wild be a ppiopriate in lieu of my statement. %%hit h he
(Altered 111 the 1(4'01(1 at 1111s point. that I tIIIII the ga%ei 0%er to but. to
conduct t11fs Ilya] iter and also assi..n hut as haii man of the subcom-
mittee for all hilt her heal insgs peitaining to the Ne%% Ariel kali:.
Education and Employment .1ssistance .let.

So at this time it gi% es IOU great pleasure to turn the ga el met. to
my colleague. \I vs. Nlink.

[Statement follows

tiT.%TrNtENT or 110N. AI (.1 11.%% 11 INS. A ItErt:r:4:N1 Ilt
I . CONtati.sg Pitom Till: Si.vi OW ('.\I.11,10)5 IA

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Equal ()moor! unties. I am ph .1,ed that
the Sub, ottottoittec i (.5.1nolioing the proogranos and tooth ies :Mu( 1(1(.4 immigrants
ill it, hearing this morning. I ,nu toatictilarl pleased that .1 member of this
Suloo omontittee. Itepresentativ Pat NUM.. has introdured the Ne American,
Faltuation and Ett.toloo mold A,,istance Act to adde,s a glarflig onds,ion lu
the manner in %%Welt our nati welcomes its mow arrivals.

The Federal 1....mernment makes immigration policy. but except for requiring
annual registratbdt 10f ali( II, and processing itizen,hip app11,11 1..11.. 41,1111,,o,
.1 -hands off- attitude. There b, no federal proogrdloo loirelitta. int:114:1'3111 41.
si,141/1CV in 11111.414.1. ethiotiotilota, etlatatitoll her :10..4 of ittoniediate
ooneern. The tie a rri% al mica fend for himself in .1 strange out itooninont wit !'
amok: regulations and progr.1111,. hl .1 1:11ig1litUt. Whit la Mo./ fivIiii.111 doe

14.1,1 illillunqa1111. The !Willa Of esponsiloilit for ol,similating the no% arri%
falls olo ItIrcad pressed loyal g00% ernment agent io s and pri% ate ooranizat %IOU,. Ad-
ditlimaily. there 1, .1 Im Is of (outreach sem ices to inform the hualigra11t of the
Program.: avaiinbte to him.

mt.. Minh.'. proposal .1111 Ion tzes tunas for .tale, and it ilk toe( (,,ary
scr% ices to handl:1.:111th and plate, parth ular emphasis on tiolo,e *.l.ttoq%.1Y ities"
such as Los Angelo.... San Franci,co. Ilotioduln and Ne York. %%1410 ha\e high
numbers of immigrants.

III Lo, Ang(.1eS. el. one minim' alien. regi.f ereli III 197:1. e it 11 over 1..000
ari%inl daring mat )ear. The 11):111 %%hi, h IIIi, Idaro. 4411 airemb 10%erimrdened
.0.rlee a geneies and sluool sy,t ems is gra ve.

I fully support Niro:, propoo,al. and look forward to I I.: intuiting's
test inlet*. Oil her

Mfrs. NEIN!: ( presi(Iing). 'rho 111: yon. Mr. Chairman.
1 appreciate the idiot and generous wools of the Chairman %% ith

1.,.gard to 111% 101' oil this subcommittee and for thi s opportunity tothis
begin hearings on %%bat I consider to be 0 very, %el..% important pieee
of legislation. I realize the tremendously cro%%ded calendar of acti%
ties of this subcommittee. so I doubly appreciate tan grant it4.r. and
schednlinu. this hearing at this t hue.

It %%-mild be my hope that as a re:,olt of the rout ribm t hat A ill be
made today that %%e V. ill be able to make the neee;,.:11.% this.
ieZiSint 1011 to get it ready for int roductirm on the 6 1,4 day of the
session next year.

I Iopefully that %%ill iehl to the possibility of hearings on the %%est
coast anti in .Ne%v City .and in other places 111 the e()111It I'y :111(1
peril:11/S 111 ITC/11(1111111. 'Chore IS l%idespread interest in till., legi.latio
and I believe that their is a unique oportimity for this committee to
exercise leadership %vit reolird to t his legislation.

'rids is a very (litlicult issue and one %%hid' I think has sitorular
re-i)onsibility in the Coterre:-s of the 1'114(41 States for. after all. it is
Federal law %%hid% establishes the immigration policy for this vomit ry
and hymn r-e so many- rifle, and States ha% e etwinon:. Frolalems, V. it It

11
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reo-trtl to t he 41(IiIM Mehl 11(441 hi' 1111111.1;liallt:',. flue nniyne proloielitsrs
t hat collie %t it h special echo at iona I programs t hat are required. special
t raining prt)gra ins that arc requited. all t lie attendant tlillicult ie %t it la
regartl to adjust inent. so it is appropriate tint! I his roilintit tee %%mild
undertal:e t his considerat ion at tlusIhue.

ant pleased. Mr. Chairman. before you kid I he _.ales to ale. in
expressitar M% appret haunt( for tills opport unit o ha tea lector(' es-
tablished b leaders in t he coinitittititt hrottghout t lie count r.% %%110

have ve come this distance to 1 est i fy on this bill.
I %t ould ask :It t his t hue. Mr. (*It:lit-man. t hat Itit tt 1 it t 1 at meld be

insert et1 at this point in t lie record.
; Statement follows:1

Si it or noN. 1'.0 s% T. NliNot. A It1,1.121 rm. a:: VoNaa 11toul I nn:
SIMI: or I I %%% %1

I uo Id like to thank the Chairman of the Soilleotintnittee. no3 colleague the
iloottoraloic Ilaukins. for scheduling this hearing ou Il.lt. iisirs and
t..r :icing me the opport tinit3 to present it nesse:- in fa% or 11' .s 11111.111.

lit. uauuulg %%1I. %%ill hear from reprosentaIi%es ul totalt3 grooms from all at toss
the otintr3. 1 hope this trill be the first of mat13 hearing. in carious put ts oof the
count yonthis11111.

11.It. Oisto7o seeks to tiro% ide Feder:11 e 1141 N1.11es and cities ulth Nig:ali-
o ant tottinfoers of immigrants. While the Federal gel el'Itmeitt jitgittjgr:tijim
1.M MO Ikon. It 11:1:. et (is allitiM ledge the onotiset113 1111111 pa tern of
inattigrat,t settlement or the resulting strain upon -gattoua3 1111., Mad 1:114,N
,1111,111g to Meet nods. tlatetta.t boe:11111m. pre,..eto 13 hear a
pot t ional to share cif the gevernetental askuinee being pro% hied.

Immigrants hat e great need, hIthh itttat not and cannot be ignored or
11,41,-cied If Ile %%il to re:111.4e their INT .ostual potential and their contribution to
tom. soeie13. %Vt. are otear13 :ill the prtotlaci of the riouage and daring of first
,,euelation immigrants. Yet that same zetterati %%bit It sat rill, cai so much to
come to the tailed States has been least renamed. Once in Anotoriva these
totintigrants: initiali% e %%as often crushed ic,t poor language shill. nalluiraI
2.44.111'11y. 2111i111111:1111ed Pe011011lie 'm114111211.

rot the 2:10411 or our 1121thili 21 Hell :Is for the good of indi%iolloal immigrants
roe need 311 111110%2113%e, &XII& :11111 lb II:11111i 6,111M through t our iinotigration

Ili-. We need to ease the trauma of transition rsiii olle soci13 lo another ;
%%to need to tit ilize Mir 11111112111 resource'.

.tssistanee in languago skill. emumantit :Ohm. cultural orientation and Job
training ate imestments in the future. Immigrants are 10;00 twilit med. I ant
NImuloritig 11.1t. us97, a a mean.: of sustaining and fulfilling this mot i% at bat.

For the immigrant the period of adjustment k the eritical lime. Tension.
misunderstanding. um ertaint3. dew,/ and :..te.islo ion t roud their first moonlit. and
all to often determine the rest of their li% es. Language isolate atAl
of cult taral 11011e= engender no etontioletere or achievement.

A 3 ming man %vino had immigrated to the f'.S. from China as a teenager
recently recalled Ins first days ill an .thaerienai school. Ile spoke %e. little
ttgliz-11 but eager13 joined a school-suonored now ratio. natlerstanding mottling
of the rapidly spoke!, instructions but unit iting his teacher's dire. Ilona! gestures.
be lined up with his classmates. Ile broke ahead of the group and rail to the
tomeosite side of the field before titration: to see hull close the others here. The
(othe wren't close at ail The others had !tinned around at the 'pi- Med point
and here now racing to the finish line.

N.ou ten 3 ears Inter and a young:Wulf. he could still litlab ree.ill the frustra-
tion and Immiliation of standing alone ton that far side of the field. In his shame
and fear of similar mistakes. he never again took part in school sports. Ile had
!tan the fastest race but Sou don't win stu3 thing if Sou don't understand the rules
of the :tome.

My bill is designed to get tot the roots of those areas %%hie!' present potential
problems to ease the adjustment :and transitimi period of our new Americans. 11.R.
.95 is designed to nutlr a positive ematributien toward this goal by the
establishment Of English language progrrans. job training. and other educational
programs. 1 hope that as a result of these hearings that %%4 will be able to %%in
wide support of this bill assuring its early tonaetment.

4 ,
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NEI:, NEIN Our itnN, this morning is Councilman Frani:
Imo of tlw cit,% and count of 110110111111. %%110 took leaderollip tlii.
matter before the itl- council. the result of which %%as an endorse-
ment resolution %ltich I am sure the councilman will have inserted
in the record to!ret 'tier with his statement:

We an extremely pleased that you there able to attend this hear-
Mr. Imo. We have sou nritte statement and It copy of the

resolut it'll in hand, which %%it hunt objection %%ill he inserted in the
record its its entiret. trill be pleased to have our summary or
such supplemental statement as %on %%mild care to make at this time
as an addeliduni to t lie tsta.enient. %%hick trill Ile insetted ill the 114'01%1

this thit.
1 "rliv documeitts referred to follow :1

1'13. PA111.11 St AIF.N11..N r or rti.%NK W. C. Lao. CITY COUNI (Tr\ 01

Tionoable Cimino:1n and 'Members of the Subcommittee : I am City Contwiltuan
Frank W C. Lot) of Ilimidulu. Today. I represent the City Council of the City and
County of 1101toltiltt. one of the gateway cities covered by your

1 ant making a ,journey of over 10.000 miles for a tell minute speeeli to you
bei :taste dun are taking an important step im au ;trate problemthe immigration
problem:

The State of 11awaii bas tho highest per capita population of immigrants ill
the Clain! St.ttes. Moreover. over tn le-thirds of Ila wail's immigrants live in my
district I probald represent the most emmentrated immigrant eonstitilmey
of any elected official in the count*. Hence. I think I lsnon something about the
immigrant pi oblent.

Even a casual observation leaves no doubt that II:mail\ itn popula-
tion is sit:mine:wily greater on a per capita basis than that of other states. In
fiscal 1971, 05's1 immigrants planned to .4ettle in This represents
of all iminigrants to the r.S. in that year and is 11th highest of all states. At
the `time limo you must 1-1.111l.11111(.r that the estimated population of 11:m aii
its 1973 ti as :r2.0011. playing us 411th among floe 50th states. The )'SiP immigrants
represent s.2 persons for nie 11 1000 Ilan aii nesidtents.. And the figures for 1973
:ie representative of 11:mail's immigration patterns for many year,.

May I insert into the record the Iteport on Immigration Services and I'robleties.
1973. published by the Slate InentigiCit Services ('cuter. Commission on llatt-
poner and hull Emptoyment. state of 11.Ittaii. and 1 aluation Report the
Falihi hitasissi Ttuu igtdut sun ss. cynics.. State consissis,ims 1.0 -Arsississm awl
ren weld. Mine of the (inventor. August 1971. These documents detail
the recent Jigntes. but het tate .itest (extract a few Mee:en-mime, for you.

1 In the past live tears, there have been :13.913 immigrants destined for
ilanaii. 1,1er 75ri- of whom settle in the City asst County of Ilonolnin.

2 The immigration and N:11111.111Z.161111 54.1' Vivi' reported that (11.-13() anew(
lie sit rho a it as of .Tamar- 1971 This figure tepresents 7.7r; of the population
of 11.111,0i When 3et1 add to this number an 1 N1i111:1I(.11 13.000 S:11111):111,
in 11:111-,111, the nett .ialprican tidal reaelies nearly 10r; of 11.mairs. population.
More than one ill (each 5.1et Et.,Ident 111.1% . 1111.11e:111.

11:1,1 loi.1.11 a .1i Al 111111.1111111111.11 grim tit in the Pen of
who set tie in Iianaii.

Of 111111.'1' re are !wood amd delighted that e Mier been Ode to attraet and
lo rid tminv new Ane.ricons: we hieliele that this resters, nen tint only on the
Cnit, lull on the Aliel Stale as nell. lit this vein. ne :ire deet'lv and
finely 1,mtaitted tie fling otir new Amyl is tits to achiele (Me .111141,14 anti bet tor

of life Oa n Lich slit bate 14 WO I1. A111141'11. Iltenever. ILe effect of there
valid crs in a small ronniiimitl such as noes cannot be denied. T 1111 Vi ill! l'0111114.11
111:111.1'1,11, 11111.11.:11illz 111;11i1 ;1.14.1.1, or 111i. problem. thmever. T went(' like
to 1 ricin statini.tive them a, they nyrt.iiii to the 'minim no!. etittelion.
bedith. inot,ing acid Lfi.111.1.11 111.1f.111.. ills 11111i111: 111111I'a I iloll 111111 l's.1.11.1111.111.

1 OYMEY'r

litlwaii'S ohiliaa o rot form' in 1971 hovered around vs:10.mo, slit:101y over
a third of all newly arrived immigrants are immediately ready to enter the

13



labor market :11.1.11t 12:100 per jear ur 0.7'; of the below (serve. Of these, over
half or about 1,100 11.1%e no marketable shill or training. These figures do not
include students and lonesevive.s. tnanj of Whim are potential 1.hers. The

through. the 3Iodel Cities l'rogram. and the State. tu,tituaiii on going job.
mining programs. Also. the Cenutt lllll itj College Sjstem of the I'neeritj of

offers manj prsegrams leading 1.1 oratiomal protirieury. nut. all of
It prograins are tinauriallj Ilal (I pressed to sere the number of ppe-ti

leartieipants. 11e need more money.
In addition. in just the past fen %veil:N. the City and County of I Wed

$3.000,00 iii re%enne sharing federal funds to institute an emergency emploj-
ment program which has made aailable about :',0 jobs in public service areas.
It is estimated that _'0rt of the people Ilenelitting felon this program are new
Anrirans.

At the other end of the speetrunt. about RIO nev Americans ammallj are
profession:1 : tb 'Ours. engineers. architects and t he like.

Nlatty could till position, ill critical shill shortage. areas, ben art. Imam,. to
meet arions licensing requirements inenweliateij. .1s jolt %%ell t:unily
bread inner an't afford to .1it to begin norh and many professionals and
skilled won kers ale fon el into other Old meat here !neje. Asia, , aago.ite
further and maj eventually be bot III thew 31111 of all
attempt to ;Ilk% hilt. !hi, problem IN a series of Satitt11:1 I'laM'S at the

Neel ivy Center at uleil la foreign medical graduates
11. assisted to prepare for examination, ri.1111:1191 to obtain a

Ate externship program developed by a timeline of hero imple.
111(111(.11 due to 'auk of fiends.

t tint .pt* t he Ma ifit :*11111,t ill VIII . 1,r %%01 as
eitizen,hip and to Ina nj other apecis of 'girth spat ion ill up. is

an inahilitj to so alt Katgli,11. Although iu 1 1.1%%aii this is rug, a
cap in daily life. it is nonetheless essential to getting a tood job or eouduetBng

8,10ects of piNotta I 1.11Nint.,,,.. %Vt. one partioll arlj teetwerned that young
people be tiro! i 1,1c opportunist to lea 1 n a, soon as uso,i1.1e. .1 nealth
of public and priate agem it... in 11:1naii prooide let-oresbawl and olunteer
Intriletor in Engli,11. but still there ane too fen to sole the problvot entirelj.
11t. have a number of edneatiimal pig:nem, te-ing F.S1.1.1 Title. I and NIsidel
tits fund,. but the program, ima be expanded. Commintivation problem, in our
,I11,11,15 lead to stress and I/erasion:II ;toile flare tiles betneen immigrants and
local,. including death and gang lights. Iticultual ;vaulters and counselor, are
needed for assimilation program, already undrnaj in our schools and to
Ilegin programs in other schools %%here they are not jet available.

Abonr 21u1) eleildren of immigrants enter our hook, emit rePrescutilm
nearly lfir:c of the enrollment of the publir school,. The rongres, has rt.j
cc kelj and appn.priately seen tit to subsidize puldit si hook in militarj iaip,us hit

Theis. a titling precedent ha, been set for similar assist:me. to state., and
other cities overlmidened by t heir member, of non Atnerieans.

111-1.%1:111

Immigrants do not for 1 he Ino,t tear! present Hon, health problems. With
l'et% 11111:110 for !Wall ,Anse, i, .11,1/111. I Ils. that

ilonii 'grant population.
The major task faring 11, in l*, br.11lIi s al,' ..r

-rho most be taught him to 11,1. 'Wall .41.111 tt us :Ill'
a unique in nLU1j I 1,11ei t. l'ii'ceulice all lntfamlili ;sr
olluild to mauj immigrams, as are fundamental, ..r nutrition. All these area,

rail for a converted docational program. I'd lila, to come bar!, to this in .1 fen
minutes.

1101's: VII

.111 of Iiavaii face, a homing problem of unbent.% able proportion,. neut. are
high, land k high. the Kiee of a home i !ingot ont of sight. Publie lioning
one an,uer to Chi, Problem, hut the Waiting li1 for public housing 7,0 -co0
families atul grim liar. '!'hi. tratates into a too or three jear Wait. In the
meatilitu. families Prove! into homes of relati% es to get bj a, best Ihcj ran.
The Stale and the City and CounIj of 1 1.1111.1111 et Ii,, 1.1.:411t1 holm. bnildimg pi II
grant.) oll expanding s ale but thi Hill no: solve the problem complete-1j. to
addition' manj of the ogas in Han aii and e,pellally iu inj elitrit of Ka I 1 hi

41
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:11111 l'ala 111:1 are i1i poor condition. ( tverct owding only makes matters worse yet
111:1W 11111114:rants are reluctant 111 :apply for public ionising or are nimble to seek
other adequate :wet lllll nodat ions.

At curresrtox
And this bring. 11$ 111 Ike single most intim:I:tut aspect or the entire program :

arculturation. I think that you till agree with me that the only signilieant
difference between immigrants and natives is tIto difference in vulture, habit.
viewPoillt however you want to name it. .Inst as I would be ingt 1111 your turn-
pikes and belt ways here in Washington. the immigrants are confused by what
utolfronts them oil their arrival in Anteriea. But I grew up in Am erica and at least
I van read the roatisigns. That may not help me if I'm in the left lane when 1
should be heading for :111 exit. but it helps be to be aware, at any rate. Many
immigrants tio not 11:1%1...Veil I1 1k adVanta;:e.

flow clues SVIllefille !hid a jolt if he has never heard of employment agencies
itt- want all.? How does he apply for a eOri:11 :41'1'111'11y Lard ur ('Veil 1111d out that
he MINI have one? Parents must find not how to register their children for selood
anti attend to the ueeessary intimmi%ations and the like if these requirements
haven't been satisfied. I mentioned earlier that the immigrants primary health
problem is the problem of using the system. Many of our immigrants are used to
sowialized medicine. Others have 1144 concept of health insurative. And on top of
problems stud' as these. of course. is the pervasive obstacle of a foreign language.
NI it being able to commit:tit-ate adequately eau shut the new arrival of from help
sim;dy because be vanilla find out where to go get it.

think you ean see that we could eliminate many of the problems immigrants
face and millet. the impact of many others. if. as soon as possible we could pro-
vide effertive. bilingual and bicultural ttrientation and counselling. Likewise.
if we timid help the immigrant becinne acquainted with the agencies titan can
help him. we could materially assist his getting settled and established. The
State of Hawaii operates a program at the airport with one part-time worker
&ton the Itt llll igrant Serviee Center. The program is providing a needed sevie
and doing a very creditatde job, but nonetheless should be expanded to a full-
time 'Term

There are other agencies actively involved in acculturation and orientation
programs. The Kalild-Palama Immigrant Service Center, begun late last year
with Federal funds through the City Demonstration Agency of the City and
Comity of Honolulu is one of the best examples. The center is now administered
by the State Commission on Manpower and Full Employment and has received

addit" :11 grant from Law Enforcement Assistance Agency. It also received
S2 WO from the Mayor's Summer College Employment Program. The Service
tenter conducts a munber of acculturation and general welfare activities in-
finding athletic programs. referral services. assistance in tilling out forms and
rill:owning% It also acts as a coordinating agency for the many other private
service agetwies operat hug in the Kai ihi-Palama area.

me aspect of the I:alibiNI:nu:1 Immigrant Service Center, as well us many
other agencies. is an active ontreaeh program. This involves workers actually
apt wo.whing immigrant families and making the first contact. Many immigrants.
as I have menthowd. either aro not aware of the services available to them or
are reluctant to avail themselves of them. Outreach programs are invaluable in
averting crises and in preventing unnecessary stress on the part of immigrants.
Altiomgh it is a highly compassionate, highly effective program, it is one of
the costlier pl"frgraffig in terms. of !ilia. and effort.

Another important service is youth acenituration and youth aetivities. Those
of your who are teachers or parents know that young people respond best when
they are interested and having fun. The City Department of Parks and Reerea-
t the holitl Depart nunt. neighborhood vommunity centers and literally dozens
of private ageneies are very active in this regard. Yet a number of worthwhile
!Projects. recreation. tutoring anti orientation have been rednetol or delayed lbw
to inadequate floating. It really is gratifying to see the pervasiveness of the
commit ty'.: desire to help our new Americans. Church groups. YMCA and YWCA
programs, etlinie organizations. everyone is doing their part as best they can.

The City Council has passed a resolution in support of II.R. 9SM. We believe.
:lc the bill states. that the immigration policies of the nation are promulgated
by the federal government. which demands some form of federal responsibility
in their nvrall administration. When you consider that three-fifths of ITawairs
population is of immigrant stock and that only comparatively recently have
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their relatives. ft:cabals and c Wino' been ahowed to enaigrate to the V.S.,
it is readily understandable that we are now facing a large influx.

The City Council is proud of the response Hawaii's residents have tamale to
welme our new Americans. It will continue to be actively involved in assisting
public and ehaitable agencies to help immigrants deal with the problenas that
face them. Rut I'm sure you understand that our resources: are limited. I
believe 'AI' bat e made excellent use of the local and federal ftuads that have been
available to us. Our Model Cities program has been recognized as one of the
best in the nation. 3incla of its program is of direct benefit to immigrants. The
private service agencies, in Hawaii have been working heroically for years and
the City Conned hopes under the provisions of this bill to maintain and broaden
dialog with Bose experienced :agencies to provide the leadership and support
that is required to obtain maximal results.

the suboantnit tee and each of you to come to Honolulu to see personally
how great is the support for this bill aml for the intent of the bill.

%Vt. in Hawaii are happy hat immigration to the United States has been per-
mitted to increase. This permits the reuniting of many families that have been
separated f.Ir a hang time. We also believe that there is am better public relations.
uo better waabidtide advertising for America. Regardless of what may he said
ablaut us iu .otne quarters. e have no short:age of immigrants arriving daily.

these a re net the down and outs who couldn't make it anywhere else. Most
have ackivved some level of success :abroad and are within; and capable of
variat' far t liem,:elvis and contributing to society as well. They have laid their
futu% on the line to come here. The spirit of America and the American dream
resides in them in every hit as great a measure as ita you or me; if it didn't they
wouldn't, be here. Their faith ha America is evident in their vaulting. They arrive
with high ideals :and great determination to build a better life. not simply find one.

America has alt ays been the land of opportunity. Vet, for some. the oppor-
t minim les may be a little tougher to grab than for others. It has always been our
tradition to help others who were temporarily :at a disadvantage. We cannot now
deny that tradition %%hen I ile.r.e men, %%Innen and children have taken us entirely
on faith.

Confuciut s. a distant relatit e. said that the longest journey starts with a single
step. Let ti help those new Amerivans to start that journey oil the right foot to
aim in and perpet Ha to the American dream :

RI:S01.1"rIOS

Urging the United States Senate, the United Slates Ilouse of Representatives,
the House Sallecinannittee oat Equal Opportunity and Congressional
title:Nation to support the passage of MR. its95. a bill to provide Federal pro.
grains la: educational. outdo) lomat. and other assistance to areas %%in' heavy con-
centrations of fereigbocit persolt.

Whereas. The Constitution of the United States of America authorizes the
Congress to coact la as regulating the immigration of foreign-born persons into
the Uni:cal States : and

IN'hereas. the Congress greatly liberalized the immigration laws ha 19(ri to
the extent that the total dumber of immigrants to the limited States has increased
significantly: natal

11'hereas. suds immigrants are Istioa n to experience diffieulties iaa adjusting
Its 'wit. new ',livid' :Mil prolilitille i 11)111'1(41LS I artieularly %%MI respect to
education. entployttacht, health, food and housing ; :and

Whereas. certain cities i a the United States which serve as "gateways" to
these ilea immigrants are asstuning a disproportionate share of the nation's
ttat resppsibility for assisting such persons make :t full and meaningful
adjustment- to their Hew surroundings; and

Whereas'. !bt:4111ln is a gateway city and has had, in relation to its total
',opal:at:on, a greater infitix of immigrants since the liberalized immigration
volley of 1:11:5 than any other city in the nailed Stales; and

Whereas. the United States Government has by virtue of its inmaigration
policy. an obligation to :assist those cities which have been disproportionately
impacted by the influx of immigrants : and

Whereas. the Honorable Patsy Mink, Representative to Congress from Hawaii,
has introduced a trill Ililt. 0s95) in the House of Representatives, 93d Con.,
grass. 1st Session, which would provide financial assistance in the amount of
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820.000.00 to states and gateway cities for the purpose of ea rrying out programs
.,f edueation. health. housing% job mining. orientation and public assistance for
the benent of immigrants; and

Whereas. the people of the City and County of Thom Mtn and the State or
Hawaii and the immigrants who now reside here would benefit greatly front
such programs; now therefore.

Be it resolved by the council of the City and Comity of Honolulu that the
Subcommittee on Equal Otmortunity, House I:tine:Ilion and Labor Commit tet. is
hereby requested to act favorably on H.R. 895 and that the Congress of the
United States is hereby requested to pass ILIt. 9595. and that Hawaii's eon-
gressional delegation is hereby requested to do all in their power to bring about
the passage of H.R. 9895: and

lte it further resolved that the Clerk be. and she is, hereby directed to
transmit copies of this resolution to the Honorable Augustus F. IRmkins, Chair-
man. Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity. House Education and Libor Com-
mittee; the Honorable Gerald It. Ford. President of the U.S. Senate : the Honor-
able Carl Albert, Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives; and to U.S. Senator
Iii rant L. Fong. 1*.S. senator Daniel K Inouye. U.S. Congressman Spark M.
Ma tsunaga, and U.S. Congresswoman Patsy P. mink. tr

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK LOO, COUNCILMAN, CITY AND
COUNTY OF HONOLULU, HAWAII

Loo. Chairperson Patsy Mink and Chairman Hawkins. I appre-
ciate the courtesies. I will take it back to illy colleagues back in Hawaii.

honorable Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am City
Councilman Fran W. C. Loo of lionoltiln. Today, I represent the
City Council of the city and county of Honolulu, one of the gateway
cities covered by your bill. 1 ant making a journey of over 10.000
miles for a 10-minute speech to youI am flying over 10.000 miles a
minute so to speak, but I do this because you are taking an important
step on an acute problem. the inuniffration problem.

The State of Hawaii has the highest per- capita population of
immigrants in the -United States. Moreover, over two-thirds of
Hawaii's immigrants live in my district. I probably represent the
most concentrated immigrant constituency of any elected official in the
country. Hence, I think I know something about the immigrant
problem.

In fiscal 1973. 6.881 immigrants planned to settle in Hawaii. This
represents 1.4 percent of all immigrants to the -United States in that
year and is 11th highest of all States. At the same time von must
remember that the estimated population of Hawaii in 1973 was
832.000. placing us -10th among the 0 States. The 6.8S1 immioTants
represent 8.2 persons for each 1.000 Hawaii residents. And the figures
for 1973 are representative of Hawaii's immigration patterns for many
years.

In the past 5 years there have been 33.913 immigrants destined for
Hawaii. over 75 percent of whom settle in the city and county of
I fonolnln. The Immigration and Naturalization Service reported that
64.430 aliens lived in Ifawaii as of January 1974. This figne repre-
sents 7.7 percent of the population of I lawn ii. There has been a slow
but continual growth in the percentage of immigrants who settle in.
Ifawaii.

Of con rse We are proud and delighted that we hays been able to
attract and hold ho many new Americans: we believe that this reflects
well not only on the 'United States. butt on the Aloha State as well.
In this vein. we are deeply and firmly committed to helping our new
Americans to achieve the success and better way of life for which they

17
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The State and the city and county of Honolulu have begun home-
building programs on an expanding scale. but this will not solve the
problem completel.. In addition. many of the homes in I htwaii and
especially in my district of Ka IN 'and Palaina are in poor condition.
Overcrowding only makes matters worse. yet many inunipTants are
reluctant to apply for public housing or are nimble to seek other ade-
quate accommodations.

And this brings its to the single most important aspeet of the entire
program : acculturation. I think that you will agree with me that the
only sir.niticant difference between immigrants and natives is the dif-
ferenve in culture, habit, viewpoint, however you want to name it.
Just as I would be lost on your turnpikes and beltways here in Wash-
ington. the immigrants are confused by what confronts them on their
arrival hi America.

I kw lees someone find a job if he has never heard of employment
agencies or want ads? Ilow does he apply for a social security card
or even find out that he must have one Parents must find out how to
register their children for school and attend to the necessary inunima-
t ions and the like if these requirements haven't been satisfied.

I mentioned earlier that the immigrants' primary health problem
is the problem of using the system. Many of our immigrants are used
to socialized medicine. Others have no concept of health insurance.
And on top of problems such' as these, of course, is t he pervasive obstacle
of a foreign language. Not being able to communicate adequately can
shut the new art ival oil from help simply because he cannot find out
where to go to get it.

I think you can see that we could eliminate many of the problems
immigrants face and reduce the impact of many others, if, as soon
as possible. we could provide effective, bilingual and bicultural orien-
tation and counseling. Likewise, if we could help the immigrant become
acquainted with the agencies that can help him, we could materially
assist his getting settled and established.

The State of Ira waii operates a program at the airport with one
part-time worker from the Immigrant Service Center. The program is
providing a needed service and doing a very creditable job, but none-
theless should be-expanded to a full-t hue operation.

We have other out reach programs, but more money is needed to
provide more.

The city council has passed a resolution in support of RR. 9895.
We believe. as the bill states, that the immigration policies of the
Nat ion are promulgated by the Federal Government, which demands
some form of Federal responsibility in their overall administration.
When you consider that three-fifths of Hawaii's population is of
immigrant stock and that only comparatively recently have their rela-
tive,.. friends and s.ociety as well. They have laid their futures on the
line to come here. The spirit of America and the American dream
resides in them in el ery bit as great a measure as in you or me; if it
didn't. they wouldn't be here. Their faith in America is evident in their
coming. They arrive with high ideals and great determination to
build a better life, not simply find one.

A meriea has always been the land of opportunity. Yet, for some the
opportunities may be a lithe tougher to grab than for others. It has
alwas been our tradition to help others who were temporarily at a
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disadvantage. We cannot now deny that tradition when these men,
women. and children have taken us entirely on faith.

C jConfucius. a distant relative, said that the longest journey starts
v ith a single step. Let us help those new Americans to start that
journey on the right foot to attain and perpetuate the American dream

The greatness of America, was built by immigrants of many lands.
Let us continue to welcome immigrants with open arms as symbolized
b the Statue of Liberty. Let us keep the torch of liberty ever bright.
Let us be proud to be Americans. Let us be proud that these American
inninrants have chosen to be Americans. Let us resolve to help them
be good Americans.

It is great to be an American.
Mrs. Mixt:. Thank you very much, Councilman Loo. for your very

informative and provocative statement and particularly for your
moving conclusion to your statement. I thoroughly concur with every-
thing you have said and I am sure that the information that you
have provided this committee will assist it in deliberating on the
merits of this legislation.

Does my colleague from California have any questions?
Mr. ILwKixs: I, too, would like to commend you on an excellent

statement. I think it outlines all of the arguments in behalf of this
bill. Last week at a hearing in Los Angeles which I attended. there

as one statement that was made which represents, I think, an attitude
which I assume we should not underestimate.

It was an expression by several persons in the audience that, why
should we 1.):o out of our way to welcome new Americans when we can-
not really take care of those who are here noun in terms of employ-
ment. housing and the other essential needs ? It was not specifically
directed at this particular bill. but toward others bills, several of which
I have introduced myself.

-Why should we go out of our way to help, invite and make com-
fortable new Americans when we really cannot take care of those that
are here?" I am not expressing my views, but point of view that was
expressed and I would like to hear your reaction to that attitude.

Mr. Loo. Congressman Hawkins. as an elected official I always hear
that in various areas. The haves always say "Let's forget about the
have-nots in housing, in social services, in education." These people
forget that they themselves are of immigrant stock: They came from
immigrants. The only original Americans were the Indians.

So they should not be so smart now that we have invited those
people to come from various lands to come to America as a welcome
guest, to stay with us, to show that we have a great America, to show
that we can open our arms to all people. We should take them in and
absorb them to continue to grow and to get new ita I ity from them.

I think these people. the conservatives who look upon these things
as not within their responsibility-1 think. Mr. Chairman. that they
should not forget that these people who conic from other lands. if they
are not taken care of properly, to put them on the right path toward
being good Americans. to grow up to be good Americans. they are
going to cause other Americans who are here problems. Police pro-
tection. tires, housing and all these shun awns begin to build. Thee
Americans who come from foreign lands don't want to be in shuns
packed like rats in hovels, but that is the best they can have.
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I think we should get them out of these areas. these ghettos andget. them into the other areas where all of us can enjoy the greatP.America we promised to everybody.
Mr. IlAwlitss. Thank yon and thank you, 3lada m Chairman.
Mrs. Mtx K. Any other questions from my colle:pYlleS ?
Mr. Bell.
Mr. But.. Madam Chairman, thank von.
I and certainly sympathetic to what you e liven say in;... 1 am

wondering, since we have to be practical and realistic in a situationlike this, it the chairperson or yourself could give um any idea what,this legislation means in dollars as far as the United States is con-cerne(f. I low much would it cost us to do this ?
Mr. Loo. I think, Congressman Bell, it is well taken. I think in

legislative halls we always worried about where the money comes from.I think here as far as 1Ia wail is concerned we get about over 6,000immigrants a year. Assuming that the bill were to pass as isthethousand dollars per yearthat will be over $6 million.
Mr. BELL. You also would include with that the other StatesNew

York as well as California. What would the total bill be for all theStates ?
Mr. Loo. I would not know, but I know this. which we have itprecedent for. In I fawn ii and my area particularly as selected as aModel Cities area., We get approximately $5 to $6 million a year in thatparticular area to help some of the problems that we face here. Of

course, in a short while the Model Cities is being phased out. bat I thinkthat if the moneys are not available in the quantity ire want. 1 thinkcertainly we can look to a smaller program, it beginning anyway, and
to try in different areas. In fact, in order to make an impact it should
not he too little and too late. I think perhaps if yon are going to pat xnumber of dollars, then you should select certain target areas and say,
-Let's try it here and see if it works," and if it does, spread it across thecountry.

I think that other communities will be askino. for it if it works
in the communities because on would be saying in other areas. Sir. in
that I happen to be 11 member of the State Law Enforcement Agency.
LEA, and we spent quite a sum of money for crime prevention and this
may be part of the crime prevention.

We will be saving in other areas. It is not a total money that will
he new moneys. There will be something that will be you will be
losing in some, areas and gaining in others. Certainly since this will
involve housing. this would help the housing industry which yon people
are looking to. It is in the dohlums. That will take out some of the
moneys instead of going to housing.

The same with education. instead of going through education as such
von v onld opt a package bill that takes care of the immigrant !yob-
'Jon in total. You cannot just take care of one problem. I think you
have a series of problems, a package that we have to address ourselves
to.

Mr. -Flt.Lt.,. Could von give me some idea as to what you are talking
about in certain problem areas? For example, what percentage of un-
employment. and criminal involvement are new immigrants: and do
you have any figures on that so we can have some idea, of what we are
talking about ? In other words, how many new immigrants are un-
emoloyed? how many of them are involved in crime, on welfare, and

forth? Do you have any figures?
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Mr. Loo. I don't ha% e t he figures available. but 1 can make them
available to you later. llowever, the area 1 do represent with all these
new inunigrants and the people that come therebesides the new
Americans mentioned in the bill, we do have a lot of Samoans and they
all settled in may area. 'iVe have the highest crime rate, the highest
%re] fare and the highest housing problem in my area.

So it would be a symptomand I would say for surehaving gone
house to house in this area myselfI do not know that many of the im-
igrants are in very wretched ciremnstanees. For instaee, we do have

a zoning code that &ere should be only one family per :0)00-square-foot
lot. However, because of the crowded conditions I mentioned iu my
speech the immigrants are coining and staying two or three families in
those particular homes of their relatives and others.

In order to take care of them, I have told the inspectors that "I am
going to give you the funds, but I hope you NVIII I not chase them out."
In other words, they ran log this down as the illegal d%velling because
of the number of people, but don't chase them out because you have to
provide them a home. Therefore, we have a lot of illegally housed and
illegally fed people.

We have started a program also for getting money from the State
and operated by the city to give a square areal per day, every day to the
senior citizens. and most of these people who have come as immigrant
stork work in the plantations and after they retire came into may area
and stayed because it is closer to town and closer to many of the things
that they need and closer to their relatives, so therefore we have to
provide these things for them.

Mr. BELL. The concept of this leolslation appeals very much to me,
but I wonder about the problems that could evolve as a result: I think
there are some practical problems we have to consider. One is the fi-
nancial problem that I suggested in pis questions. but also the problem
of others who are unemployed. They could very well turn around and
say, "You are doing it for them. now how about me

The question might also come to mind as to how !mu programs
do we already have that the immigrants would be eligible to apply
for? Perhaps we should reinforce existing programs and see that the
applications are properly handled and the commitment ions are made
so that immignmts know such programs are available, and maybe
i itemise fundino. to make theta niore

These are all thoughts that cove to my mind. 1 am only making
isuggestions and not indicating I am opposed to or n favor of the loll.

Mr. Lao. Sir, as far as the funds, I think I have some of the richest
areas closest to the poorest areas that I mentioned. We do have a lot
of the people who get involved in crime from the lower area going to
the rich area. So these rich people would be happy if these people are
taken care of so they don't bother them in the heights and the valleys.

The other thing is that I do not think that we have to worry interne:
of Hawaii's concern. If we are taking the lead in certain areas in i-
migrations. we are not forgetting them. It is just we do not have re-
sonrees and certainly you can beef up some of these through von'
package and vonr America bill. Those who are concerned about
"Well, we are gain., to help a certain area of people and are not helping
other areas," I think that has not happened in two areas. One, our
mode! cities area. T told you that is in my area. We are already
operating.

&qv1,9
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There has been no complaint as far as saying we are putting millions
of dollars there so. therefore, why are we doing t his 1 t link they think
It is a good program.

So I think that it would be well received anyway. 1 do not think
that these people feel concern. After all. don't forget that at least in
Ihmaii any way. many of these people who we are going to help are
actually relatives of those people who are there. They have been
brought here by the new act. liberalized act of immigration to come
to their relatives and .friends. But unfortunately it does cost money
to live in paradise and the high cost of living and the people %tit°
wanted their parents to come, their relative to come found it hard
°nn., to help them.

They are helping as much as they ean, but it could be much more
if the help is more front the Federal Government. which is eansing the
problem. 3.'aturallv we appreciate the fact of the liberalized immigra-
tion law, but at the same time certain areas are so impacted that I
think we have to help those areas. the other areas of the States to be
helped. After all. my area does not grow any wheat. Yet I feel great
concernand I think it is a good billthat we help the wheat farmers
and other irople.

Here we cannot say in this great country of ours that because we
do not help ourselves that therefore we forget about the others. All
areas where we have special concerns, we have to take those special
concerns. This time we will not 1w able to be covered by a certain
program, but another program will he covered. They get there, you
'night say, their share in other ways.

Mr. BELL Thank you. Mr. Imo.
Mrs. Maxi:. We thank you very much. Councilman Loo. for your

responses and for your contribution to the hearings this morning.
I would like to call the next witness. Jack ('asford. Human Rela-

tions Representative. Human Rights Commission. representing the
Office of the Mayor. eity of San Francisco.

Mr. Loo. May I put this in the record, this "Report on Immigrant
Services and Problems, 197:1. State Immigration Service Center. Com-
mission of Manpower and Full Employment. State of I Ia wa ii."

Mrs. 'MINK. That report will be placed on file in the committee.
M. Loo. There is another one. "Evaluation of Kalilii-Palania Im-

migrant Service Center, State Commission on Manpower and Full
Employment, Office of the Governor. August 1974."

Mrs. Mtxx. That also will be received for the files of the committee
and, if appropriate. will be inserted in the record at a later time.

Thank you very much. Councilman Loo.
Mr. Ctsonn please.

STATEMENT OF JACK CASFORD, HUMAN RELATIONS REPRESENT-
ATIVE, HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, REPRESENTING THE OF-
FICE OF THE MAYOR, CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.

%Ir. C.tsronn. Thank you very much.
Mrs. MINK. You have a prepared statement which will be inserted

in the record at this point.
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from black peoplelet me put it on the linewho have been here for
years, and are not able to be cared for. I wonder if there can be sonickind of reconciliation.

The burden on the States is unequal. Just about four or five States
have large concentrations of Asian Americans acrd large numbers
of Spanish-speaking people. They need and are entitled to concrete
help from the Federal Government, Immigrants are using the services;
sanitation, police, educational services. and the people m those States
are not able to absorb. in terms of their own tax dollars. the kind of
programs they nutst put into being in order to help new immigrants.

CAsFORa. It is my belief these are not assistance or gifts. These
would be Federal moneys that are an investment in everybody's future.
When any person lives in this country or comes to this country to live.
I do not believe that assistance initially through funding is a gift or
a preferential kind of thing given to any one rroup of people.

I believe an investment in the opportunity to have a decent place to
live, to have your family with you, to have self-respect. to assimilate
into another culture is an investment for everyone and it is that con-cept that I would hope that the clashing cultures would be able tounderstand.

I have idealistic perhaps and unrealistic things from that stand-
point because it is the hope for the human understanding. Ina that is
my response when the question is put. how can we afford in times of
economic stress to make this particular kind of allocation. and my
answer is that the allocation in the long range is an investment. a long-
range investment and that the people ivho are living here now cer-
tainly cannot be expelled.

There is no expulsion policy here any longer. There was in Cali-
fornia and there have been some dreadful experiences about that. but
there is not to be any expulsion and an immediate investment in peo-
ples' job training. in their feeling of stability in the muummity is an
investment that will pay off much sooner for time en t ire society.

Mrs. CIllsam.m. I agree wholeheartedly. 1 am not against the con-
cept enntwiated in the bill, Ina I am trying to grapple in a very realistic
fashion with the kind of problems that come to me as a representative
of a specific minority in this country who also have been trying
desperately to be absorbed in the midstream of American life.

I am just asking maybe in kind of a rhetorical fashion. how are we
going to reconcile this. herause I think we have to face the realities of
the sit eat ions with which we ate dealing today. That is all I ant asking.

Thank you.
Mrs. Mixa. Questions?
Mr. Btu- Yes..lIadatn Chairperson.
Mr. (*a..;ford, how many immigrants who already have come into the

California area thtongh San Francisco already have jolts lined ern
be fore thew come. and isn't this mandated by either the State or the
Nation ? I *know itty (Alice has helped immigrants enter the country. and
most of t hem had to hate a job lined up.

Mr. CAsrono. A sponsor, yes. I think most of I lie people who entered
until the last few years were required to present documentation to show
they had a sponsor. It was some concept the sponsor had to guarantee
that the immigrant for whom they were speaking would not become a
burden on the local system, butt I ao believe that served to lie exclusion-
ary and I think it was considered unjust and the MeCarran Act was
then repealed.

A:7
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Am I correct in that idea. Madam Chairperson ?
Mrs. MINK. 1 :1111 afraid not. The requirement is still in certain

categories of the preference system that the individuals be able to
obtain employment guarantees or be able to show through the filing
of financial affidavits that they will be cared for financially. But may 1
respond to that point by saying that even though a family may be
able to amore financial support and tile the necessary affidavits and
put up the necessary public bonds to have a family member come. this
does not mean that that family can cope with the social, cultural
changes which that individual is going to be fared with when they do
arrive, and it is this area of public responsibility that no financial
aflida vit statement is going to be able to answer.

So it is not a question of money or the question of having a home to
go to or even in some instances a job, but all the other attendant prob-
lems that an with coming into the country for the first time.

Mr. Bus,. I always hate to be a devil's advocate and it does not
necessarily reflect how I feel about this, but 1 think there are questions
that we have to ask. On the House floor we have pretty smart people
who ask many questions. and I would like to be prepared with some
of the answers.

Again, if it is mandated that an hump:nit have a job when he

collies in, then if he somehow loses that job after he gets here, then my
question still stands: Wouldn't they be in the position to get training
through programs that we have already established ? Do you have any
statistics on the comparison, for example. of State and Federal dollars
that go to immigrants?

Mr. C.srogo. No. sir. I don't have figures of that nature, butI can
netell you that I do not myself know as regards um iployment n the

city and county of :74an Francisco. which is approximately $ percent
now

Mr. PELL. Unemployment?
Mr. CAsrono. Yes. sir. I do not know whether or not figures are

kept that show a breakdown of the proportion of the unemployed
who are inunigrants.

Mr. BELL. Yon do not have any idea what the State of California
pays or what the city of San Francisco pays per immigrant?

Mr. Casrono. No. si r. I eonld provide that.
Mr. BELT- I believe there is an amount that the State pays and the

city of San Francisco pays.
Mr. C.: S 4:1". Per immigrant?
Mr. BELL. I think so.
Mr. Casroun. At the time of entry or for general assistance you

mean?
Mr. Bia.L. For general assistance. yes.
Mr. CAsrone. Through our Welfare Department. our Social Serv-

ice; Department ?
Me. BELL. reS.
Mr. Casroan. I don't know specifically. I do believe that there are

very. very few moneys that come into the city of San Francisco from
either the State or Federal Government that are designated to take
rare of any particular extra burden beeause of immigrants. I believe
nor entire social system operates without any additional funding or
any additional appropriation because of the extra burden.
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How do we specify that? The bill says -any foreign-born
but that is not limited. In other words. where do we define who

is an eligible recipient for assistance under this act ?
Mrs. Mixt:. Under the laws of the United States there is a specific

definition for an immigrant and an immigrant is one that has a valid
permanent visa and soif we have not made that point clear in the bill,
I certainly will modify it to satisfy the gentleman. That is certainly
the intent here.

Mr. STEIGER. That is the intent ?
Mrs. Mixt:. Yes, that they have to be in possession of a bona fide

visa.
Mr. STEIGER. That being the case, why are we limiting this assist-

nce only to those who emigratethose w.lio come to the United States?
For example, if I have an unemployment rate in Adams County, Wis.,
of 16 percent, I would be very hard pressed to say that as job-seeking
citizens they are precluded from getting this kind of assistance we
are making available. including $250 to each member of a family, to
the immigrant and family who travel from the gateway city under
t he bill to any other State except that State in which the gateway
city is !weed for the purposes of finding a job.

I low do I defend that ?
MIS. MINK. I don't quite understand your question. If you are sug-

gesting that because we single ont a specific category f individual
for assistance and do not nmke it generally available to everybody,
that yon will have difficulties in your local for supporting this bill,
t lien I can understand it.

Obviously the assistance is not being made available to your com-
munity if you do not have large numbers of immigrants, so if the
pressures of your constituency are such that yon cannot develop a
national posture on this issue. then that is something that I cannot
respond to. It seems to me that this is a national issue. It is a national
immigration law anti immigrants do tend to concentrate their places
of residence when they arrive in certain selected areas in the country
and thereby create and compound their difficulties of adjustment and
it is in recognition of (hat problem that it seems to me logical to specify
special assistance for these groups of indiVIdni118.

To the extent that we can provide assistance and help them adjust,
then they will constitute no further problem wherever they might
then decide to live and move to and continue to maintain their fin:li-
lies. so it is a matter of trying to do something at a period of time
%%lien it is critical for their adjustment into the country. And it seems
to one this is the least we can do.

It is a new idea. It may take time for Members to appreciate the
enormity of the problem. but I believe that it is a legitimate request
upon the Federal Government that when it establishes an immigra-
tion policy that there be contributions to the local communities that
have excessively large numbers of immigrants to absorb. It is not the
national policy, Mr. Steiger, to dictate to the immigrant where he or
she can live. If that were the national policy with regard to the immi-
gration law, then perhaps we would not need this law as Wisconsin
communities would be required to take their percentage of new Ameri-
cans and everybody then would have an equal responsibility to sup-
port the American philosophy of having an open country which
xvelcomes new citizens.
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Mr. STEna-at. I ant trying to miderst a ntl the thin-t of what you said
why San Francisco is trying to get out from under the Chinese com-
numity

Mr. CAsFotto. What do yon interpret as trying to get out from under
the Chinese comnu ? San Francisco does not consider the Chinese
community an onerous burden. It considers it a part of the community.

Mr. STEtuF.R. I hope it would. but by virtue of what you are saying
let me read from your statement--using the example of the Chinese
community alone you can appreciate the increased burden placed on
the social service capabilities of gateway critics which like San Fran-
cisco:Iry the arrival ports for 6111h: flints:

Mr. CAsroun. I was using the Chinese community to show the in-
creased numbers of people who ale coming into the country to become
potential citizens. fellow citizens of this country. and indicating by
the use of the statistics and the numbers. the greater burden. The
term I used "burden" wasrathe, I would use the words "obligation
of this country." We do not consider it au onerous burden.

I would say also. sir, that any community where you felt objections
from a constituency vho were native born. spoke the language fluently.
had been employed and educated there, had every availability of know-
ing the system, friends, relatives, freedom of movement and so forth.
that the special minor advantage that an inunigrant might receive
from a :4250 allocation was extremely modest compared with what
a native-born person here would have.

So that it would not be considered a special advantage in any way
at all. As a matter of fact, it would be such a modest thing as to be
almost negligible.

Mr. rmain. Tt seems to me what San Francisco is doing in this
case is seeking to have those who are a burden on the social service
capabilities of San Francisco move someplace else.

Mr. CAsyonn. No. sir. The statement does not say that San Fran-
cisco seeks to have them move someplace else.

Mr. SrEIGER. Then let's take out of the bill that grant of funds.
Mr. CAsom. That would be a point on the bill that you could

debate with the members of your subcommittee. but San Francisco
not on record and will not be on record as saying it is trying to get

its fellow American citizens of Chinese ancestry to leave that city.
Mrs. Mtsk. If the gentleman will yield at that point. If I could

get the gentleman's support for this legislation. that might be a point
of compromise.

Mr. Simin. The gentlelady has said. I think perceptively so, that
it is going to be a long time before a majority of this House will move
in the direction of the bill and I say that respectfully to the gentle-
lady because I know of her interest and of the fact she has a very deep
commitment in this field. but there is a chasm here which at the
moment at least is not decreased by what T have heard. And I shall
listen with great interest and I *',ope I can learn and I thank the
witness.

I am delighted to know you are not trying to move them oat.,
Mr. CAsrono. I rein force my denial of that feeling; at all. Come to

San Francisco and see how we live together. We are trying every day
to live together.

Mr. STEIGER. San Francisco is a great city, one of the greatest in the
United States.
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Mr. I would second that, being from California. I think that
is one of the greatest cities next to Los Angeles.

Mr. CAsrono. We appreciate, in San Francisco, what can be done
in this House toward helping this country really make a tiling of its
invitation to everyone to heroine fellow citizens.

Mrs. Cutstita.m. 1 just came back from San Francisco yesterday.
morning.

CAsrono. I am returning t his a ft ernoon.
NIrs. NI1N K. Thank von. Mr, Casford We appreciate your contri-

but ion.
1 wonid like to call next a, panel of witnesses: Lemuel Ignaeio,

executive director, Pacific Asian Coalition. San Francisco, Calif.; Po
Wong. director. Chinese Newcomers Serf ice Center, San Francisco;
and Rod Estrada, director. Filipino Newcomers ('cuter. San Fran-
cisco. There is also Dr. William Chen, Special Assistant to the Presi-
dent, National Capital Lodge, Washington, D.C., Chinese-American
( *it izens Alliance.

If you will take your places there at the witness table, we will start
with Mr. Irnacio. We have copies of your statements and in the inter-
est Of time I would nuke an urgent plea that each of you summarize
your statement. All of your materials will be inserted in the record
at this point in full as through presented to the committee and we will
welcome your summaries. After the four of you have concluded your
presentations, you will then be open to questions from members of the
snlicommittee.

(Tile documents referred to follows:]
PACIFIC ASIAN Com.rriox.

San Franei.wo. Calif., November la. 1971.
Hon. I'xrsY T. M:xx.
Cemyress of the United States,
Waxhington, D.C.

DEAK CONGRESSWONIAN MINK: MI11014.41 is our statement of support for your
Lill H.R. 9S95 or the New Americans Education and Employment Assist:it:fp
Act. It was minnimonsly voted in our last Board of Directors meeting to sup-
port this hill. Our support carries the endorsement of nine regions throughout
the Fit ted States.

We commend yon for your efforts and work on our behalf as Americans of
Asian :1101 Facia(' ancestry. We are deoply grateful to you.

We hope that the U.S. Congress will pass your bill and appropriate the neves-
sary funds to fully implement it. Let ni all hope for the best.

Sincerely yours,
PAM Kmvrto BAnnnt:.

Choirpeoam,
LF:NIET F. IoNcm.

Raw/dire Direr/or.

Tun Nrw IMMO:RAI-LON: A MAJOR PROIS.K.I IN TIR: PACIFICIASIAN COMMUNITIES

I have been mandated to testify at this committee hearing on H.R. 9895 by the
National Board of Directors of the Natini at Coalition of Asian Americans and
Pacitie 1.41and Peoples for Ilmnan Service: and Action. Our short name is the
Pacific/Asian Coalition. This statement cf support was jointly prepared by
Ms. Pa ige Kawelo Burlier of Hawaii, our clmirperson. :11:4 T.

The Pacific/Asian Coalition is the only organization of its Mild in America.
This is the first time in the history of filo _Fnited States that Americans of
Asian and pacific ancestry have organized 1 at homily into a coalition. We are a
coalition composed of Chineoo, Guamanian, Hawaiian. Winn from Asia, Japa-
nese. Korean. Filipino. and Samoan. We hay( nine regions throughout the United
States:: Pacific Northwest, Hawaii, Northern California, Southern California.
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south last, North Central, Mountain and West South Central, \lid At lantie. and
New England. Each Of the regions in the last eine months have held a regional
conference phis a special conference for rural Pa elie:Aian peoples. The problem
I rought 'about by the new and massive wave of immigration since the liberaliza-
tion of the National Origins Act in 1905 was a recurring and dominant problem-
(imitation subject in all the conferences.

Ilet e is a quick overview of the situation :

1. JAPANESE) POPULATION, 'NI:Mc:RATION, AND PoVEJ:TY

a. Piqilation. The Japanese are the largest Asian American subgroup with a
t!qui..)pwation of 191,000 persons. 72% of all Japanese Americans live in Hawaii
a tol California,

Immigration. Between DOG and 1970, the Japanese population in the United
States increased by 27%. Since 1970, the rate of Japanese immigration to the
l'uited States has averaged 5,000 per year.

e. Poverty. There is an average of 2.1 families in poverty for every one family
receiving public assistance in the United States; the ratio for Japanese families
is 2.2 to one. The ratio is most imbalanced in states of gateway cities where there
are 3.s Japanese families with incomes below poverty for every one family on
welfaie.

2. tilINCSE POPULATION, ININIIGnATIoN, PoVEnrY, AND 110USING

a. Popoativa. The Chinese are the second largest Asian American subgroup
Rh a 1970 population reported by Census at 431.000 persons. Over half of the

Chinese population live in the western states: 31we in California alone with
another I2 in Hawaii. Additilmaily 27% of all Chinese live in the Northeast
wit h almost 20% in the State of New York.

11. Immigration. During the decade between I900 and 1970. the Chinese popula-
tion in the United States increased by 84%. At least two-thirds of lie additional
people added to the population are new immigrants. Chinese immigration to the
1-S, has averaged 19,(K)0 persons per year in the last i; years. High proportions
of recent immigrants are concentrated in cities in California and New York:

of the Chinese in San Franseisco. 54'r of the Chinese in Los Angeles, and
(;7' of of the ChimNe in New York City are foreign born,

e. INverty. There are 2.8 Chinese families in poverty for every one that is on
welfare. Ilatils of families in poverty to families revel% ing public assistance
among Chinese are particularly imbalaneed in urban New York State, where
there are four families in poverty for every one that is reveling welfare.

d. Housing. A fifth of all Chinese housing in the United States is regarded as
overcrowded. The conditions for the Chinese are worse in Nov York City where
a third of all housing units are overcrowded. Additionally, a fifth of all Chinese
housing in New York and San Francisco is without adequate plumbing.

FILIPINO PoPULATION, IMMIGHATIoN, PMEIrlY, AND DOUSING

a. l'irpnlation. The Filipinos are the third largest of Asian American sub -
groups Vi ith a 1970 populatiod reported by Census of 343,000 persons. During the
decade between 1900 and 1970. the Filipino population of the United States
nearly doubled. liver w 0-third9 of the Filipinos live on the West Coast, 40%
in California and another 28% in Hawaii.

lo. Immigration. Filipinos are now the largest of Asian groups immigrating
to the United States and the second largest of all natitmal groups immigrating
to the 1*.S. Since the Corms was taken in 1970, an additional a0.000 Filipinos
have immigrated. representing an inCrem, cf about 25% over the 1971) figure,
It' the eurrent rate :. of Filipino immigration continues throughout the 70's,
Filipinos will outnumber !loth Japanese and Chinese in the United States.

e. Poverty. In many urban areas there are 3.5 families in poverty to everyone
on ii el fare. In San Francisco, while 31% of all poverty families are on welfare,
only 19(4 of Filipino fa n1 ies in poverty are.

d. 1Gnning, 2,4% of all Filipino households in the I'nited States live in over-
erou deil conditions, lint 10(r. of all Filipino families in Honolulu and 30% in fir,u
Francisco live under such substandard conditions.

I. Konrxst POKYLATION, IMMIGRATION, AND LANGUAGI: FACILITY

a. Population. The 1970 Census represents the first time that Koreans were
ennmerated as a distinct ethnic group, In that ear, 70,000 were reported. The
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Koreans in the United States are a more dispersed population than other Asians.
In 1970, 44% of all Koreans lived in the West, 20% in the Northeast, 19% in the
Midwest, and 17% in the South.

b. Immigration. Currently, Koreans are the second largest Asian group immi-
grating into the United States. Since the 1970 Census was taken another 56,100
Koreans immigrated to the U.S. representing an 80% increase over the 1970
population.

c. Language Facility. English language facility is a major problem for all
Koreans, hampering the ability of the adults to obtain a job commensurate with
their education as well as the performance of children in school. In 1970, 58%
of the native born Koreans and 91% of the foreign-born Koreans listed Korean
as their mother tongue.

d. May it be noted that demographic data on Koreans is very nil.

5. THE PACIFIC ISLANDERS: GUAMANIAN, HAWAIIAN, AND SAMOAN

a. The 1970 U.S. Census did not seriously consider gathering statistics on
Guam:whim, Hawaiians, and Samoans. This must become a priority in the next
U.S. Census. It is highly recommended that a special census must be taken in
order that an accurate demographic profile can be constructed.

b. The New Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act must con-
shier the unique problem of the Pacific Island peoples. It is not a problem of immi-
gration as defined in the bill n.R. 9895. Guamanians, Hawaiians, and Samoans
who migrate to the U.S. mainland suffer more than the immigrant from Asia.
They get the worst deals and are in the worst conditions. This is a growing
problem in the gateway cities of Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.

Now let me translate the facts and figures into case histories :
1. Chinere.Mr. A, a Chinese, is thirty-six years old, married, with four chil-

dren. He immigrated to this country with his entire family because he heard and
read about the good life in the United States in Hong Kong. After seven months
of job hunting, he finally became a waiter in one of the restaurants in China-
town in San Francisco. To make both ends meet for the family his wife works in
a garment factory. Both earn below minimum wages.

2. Japanese.Mrs. 11, a Japanese, is a 44-year-old mother of five children, all
still living in Japan. After a year of job hunting she finally resigned herself to
the fact that the only job she can obtain is a hotel maid.

3. Korean.Mr. C., a Korean, is a married 54-year-old former Professor of
Mathematics and Statistics at a university in Korea. For one year he sought for
a job as a teacher at any level. He failed and is at present a mail clerk.

4. Filipino. Mrs. D., Filipino, is forty-five years old and a dentist. She ob-
tained her dental degree in the Philippines and practiced for fifteen years before
she came to the United States. After seeking employment in her profession or
any related field for nine months she gave up and accepted a job as a nurse's aide
in a convalescent home.

A SUMMARY OF THE FACTS, FIGURES, AND CASE HISTORIES

The estimated total of immigrants since 1970 from Asia alone is over a quarter
of a million persons. Measure that in terms of disillusionment, frustration, and
human suffering. The equivalent is hell !

And our parents came
to share the Amerikan dream.

Yes, they made good workers,
diminutive tontos to help . .; .

Set tables ;
Wash dishes ;
Pick produce;
And clean up after

the waste makers.
And our parents stayed

to share the Amerikan dream.

The American dream? With the passage of the New Americans Education
and Employment Assistance Act and the necessary appropriation to implement
the bill Asian and Pacifle Island peoples will have a chance to be part of the
American reality of equal opportunity and fulfilled lives.

43-523-75-3
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FILIPINO Okossuana CoaturraE,
San Francisco, Calif., November 14, 1974.

U.S. Representative Pam T. MINK,
Congress of the United States,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mu. MINK : The Philipino Organizing Committee is a mass-based people's
organization iu the South of Market neighborhood, the Filipino turf in San
Francisco. There are 10,000 Filipinos in this threecensusract area with almost
100 percent new immigrants.

During the decade between 1960 and 1970, the Filipino population of the United
States nearly doubled. Two-thirds of the additional population were new immi-
grants. Filipinos are now the largest of Asian groups immigrating to the United
States anti the second largest of all national groups to immigrate to this country.
Since the Census was taken in 1970 an additional 90.000 Filipinos have lanai-
grated, representing an increase of about 25 percent over the 1970 figure.

We strongly support your Bill H.R. 9895 or the New Americans and Employ-
ment Opportunity Act of 1974. The passage of this bill in the U.S. Congress and
the necessary appropriation to implement the bill will be of great benefit to our
people.

We thank you for your wonderful work in our behalf.
Mobutu' y

ANTONIO A. GRAnto,
Coordinator.

ASIAN COALITION FOR Acortox,
November 16, 1974.

Hon. PATSY T. MINK,
Washington, D.C.

Dn.tu CONGRESSWOMAN MINE : Asian Coalition for Action supports your bill.
H.R. 9895. AC .t. is a San Francisco Bay Area based organization composed of
concerned Asians from the various Asian communities in the area. ACA belikes
that although each Asian-American community faces some problems that are
peculiar to that community, we Asian-Americans face a host of problems that
are common to all communities. ACA recognizes the urgent need to articulate
and focus attention on specific and collective problems. ACA is dedicated to
serving all Asian communities. Under normal circumstance ACA believes in
the principle of self-determination with each and every Asian-American com-
munity. Thus, ACA is not the spokesman for all of the Asian-American communi-
ties. Instead, ACA is a facilitator and a catalyst organization.

ACA is aware of the discriminatory and racist policies of the Federal govern-
ment in regards to immigration laws towards the Asians in first half of this
century. ACA is also aware of the contributions of Asians to this country. Asians
through their "blood, sweat and tears" have contributed much to this country
but have received little back from this country. Since the liberalization of the
immigration laws (in 1965) which eliminated the quota system, the immigration
of Asians have made a profound impact on their respective communities. In the
ease of Chinese. they immigrated heavily beginning in the mid-sixties. In the
ease of Filipino, Koreans and Samoans their immigrantion have begun in
the late sixties. In all of these cases the immigrants find their way to the "gate-
way cities" such as Los Angeles, San Francisco, Honolulu. New York and other
major metropolitan areas. Within these gateway cities these immigrants seek
out their own ethnic group in order to find a sense of security and a sense of
belonging. The enormous task of making a new l In a strange environment
overwhelms the immigrant when he lands in this count-.:.-. Language and cultural
differences inevitably isolates and prevents the immigrant from full interacting
with this society.

Again. ACA is in total support of your bill which would allow the allocation of
Federal funds to the regions most affected by newly arrived immigrants. How-
ever. AOA prefers that actual funding be channeled directly to the local "grass-
root" Asian communities that are most affected by the problems that occur on
a day to day basis. So far the bureaucracy and the insensitivity of the local
government (State and local municipal) have become a major obstacle for the
Asian seeking necessary resources to cope with these immigration problems.
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Our sincere appreciation for your deep concern about these recent immigrants.
In closing if you need any more support for your bill please contact us.

'Sincerely,
DAVID DON CH UEN QUAN,

President.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Po WONG, DIRECTOR, CHINESE NEWCOMERS SERVICE
CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALM

Representative Hawkins, Representative Mink, Committee members and
friends: we are here today to discuss a bill which sets historical precedent: H.R.
9895 addresses the concerns of immigrants in a positive light and constructively
tries to deal with long standing needs, apathy and exclusion. My name is Po
Wong, I ant the Director of the Chinese Newcomers Service Center in Sun Fran-
cisco, California. In a real sense, what is said today affects me. I have been in this
country for six years. I am an Umnigant, a new American and a U.S. citizen. I
have been asked to come here today to share our needs anti aspirations with
you.

Five years ago, San Francisco was feeling the effect of 1065 Immigration and
Nationality Act amendments. The revisions were made in order that family
members previously excluded from this country could be reunited. Many parents,
spouses and children were able to again live with their relatives, us one family.
Social, health, manpower, education and other agencies were realizing they could
no longer ignore the increasing numbers of non-English speaking clients, patients,
parents and children. In Chinatown, co:mum:its' agencies' bilingual staff resin:ices
were drained with requests for translators, interpreters. end bilingual profes-
sionals. From this need, the Chinese Newcomers Service Centerwas begun.

A first stop multi-service office, the Newcomers Center, a private non-profit
organization, provides home visiting, information, referral, switchboard, escort
and other services to any Chinese speaking person who needs help. Over the last
five years we have been commended by public agencies for a vital service. The
police, welfare department, health department and public schools all depend
upon our Center's interpretation and support services. In the last two years
other Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Filipino communities have used our model
of service delivery in their own Centers. There is seldom a question about the
need and urgency for such services to non-English speaking persons. However,
verbal support is rarely followed by the necessary financial support.

In the last year 75 local and national private foundations have refused to
fund our proposals because our needs were not "new" and our needs were for
ongoing already proven programs. At the same time government agencies tell
us that our needs are not legislated into their budgets and their hands are tied
by policies made elsewhere.

It has been nine years since the 1965 amendments to the Immigration Act, and
almost two hundred years since immigrants began making this country what
it is and can be. It is about time that the government recognize its responsibility
to assure and foster the development of one of its richest resources: its
Ileweomers.

Let's take an example like San Francisco's Chinese population. Over the last
five years between 10,000 and 15,000 Chinese have arrived in San Francisco
to restart their lives: to bring up their children, learn English and take on new
anal better employment. The Department of Labor has various manpower train-
ing programs which provide job training and job related English-as-a-Second
Language instruction. In these manpower training programs, 215 Chinese were
enrolled last year. Over 95% were placed in full-time jobs at the conclusion of
their training. These newcomers were unemployed, often unskilled for jobs in
this country, and without other income when they entered the program. The
95% who are now working not only demonstrate the ability of newcomers to
embrace such a program, but also represents the lowest cost per unit factor and
the highest success rate of any other program of its kind., What else needs to
Ise done to demonstrate that newcomers do not coma to America with their
hands out. We come with a willingness to work hard and to persevere. Given
the chance and opportunity to learn English, to update work skills and to
compete for jobs in every sector of the community, we will succeed. We will
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make our contribution to this country and we will join and share in the work
that needs to be done, but we must all work together.

Continuing the example of the manpower programs in San Francisco, the
small number of Chinese immigrants who can enroll in such programs represents
only 15% of the Chinese adults who arrived in San Francisco within that year
alone. What about the thousands of other adults for whom such programs are
not now available? This same need exists in Filipino, Korean and other coin.
=tales. The same communities where having employment means more than
moueh food on the table and adequate shelter and clothes for the family ; it
means a condition to stay in this country; it means necessity to make their new
living environment work for their family.

In fiscal year 1974, over 50% of those naturalised in San Francisco were
Chinese, Filipino, Japanese and Korean. Historical observations that Asians come
to this country to make money and return to their country of origin are no
longer true. Newcomers in this country who are permanent residents and refugees
intend to stay, to take citizenship, and to make their contributions to this coun-
try's future.

In dosing, I would like to remind you the H.R. 9895 does not say it will solve
all of the problems of immigrants, but it will make the first historical step in
the right direction. I urge you to rote for passage of this Bill and to urge your
colleagues to vote the same way. Thank you.

INFORMATION ABOUT TUB SPEAKER

Name: l'o S. Wong.
Inunigration Status: Immigrant and U.S. Citizen.
Sex : Male. Age : 46.
Place of birth : China.
Date of Arrival : December 10,1968.
Occupation Pre-migration in Hong KongAdult English Language Teacher;

Aircraft Engineer ; Industrialist. Post-migration in San Francisco; Job Devel-
oper /Liaison Field Worker ; Concentrated Employment Program, Spoasored by
the U.S. Department of Labor (1970-1972). Director of Chinese Newcomers
Service Center (since 1973).

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Serves and has served the following boards and committees in San Francisco,
California :

S.F. Chinatown District Council.
San Francisco City Manpower Planning Council.
S.F. Chinatown Manpower Planning Committee.
San Francisco Skills Center ESL Program.
S.F. Chinatown Employment Development Department.
San Francisco Skills Center Student Association.
S.F. Chinatown Advisory Committee to the Community College District.
Junior High New Family Project.
Children's Bilingual T.V. Program.
S.F. Chinese Radio "Community Hour" Program.
East-West Weekly Editorial Board.
S.F. Chinatown Acculturation Committee.
North East Community Mental Health Services, Inc.
Teamsters Local 850 English Language Training Program.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHINESE NEWCOME

Zoe Borkowski, Director,
International Institute.
2209 Van Ness Avenue.
San Francisco, CA 94109.

Joe Chan, Attorney,
S.F. Neighborhood Legal Assistance

Foundation,
250 Columbus Ave., Run

San Francisco, CA94133.

Rosemary Chan, Teacher,
Chinese Education Center,
954 Washington Street,
San Francisco, CA 94108.

Buddy Choy, Director of Christian
Service Dept.,

Dona Mina Cameron House,
920 Sacramento Street,
San Francisco. CA 94108.

Cecelia Lfti, Director,
Oakland Chinese Community Council,
257-8th Street,
Oakland, CA 94007.

Ilarriet Haber. Director,
English Language Center,
615 Grant Ave., 4/Floor,
San Francisco, CA 94108.

Cecelia Jac Lson. 1.D., Director,
North East Health Center,
1490 Mason Street,
San Franeiseo.CA 94133,

Mei 1.-ttn, Social Worker.
S.F. Public School District,
247 Webster Street.
San Francisco, CA 94117.

Emily Leung. Director,
china town. YWCA
965 ('lay street,
San Francisco, CA 94108.

Norman Lew, Attorney,
626 Grant AVelitle. Suite 202,
San Francisco, CA 94108.

RS SERVICE CENTER

Sheldon Lim, Student,
C.C. Berkeley,
2241 Durant, #18,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

George °glut), Director,
Chinatown, North Beach Employment

Development, Dept.,
6til Commercial Street,
San Francisco, CA 94111.

Rev. James Pun,
True Sunshine Episcopal Mission,
1430 Mason Street,
San Francisco, CA 94133.

June Quail,
427-.20th Avenue.
Sun Francisco, CA 94121.

Matthew Fong, Director,
Chinatown, YMCA,
S55 Sacramento Street.
San Francisco. CA 94108.

Jane Tout. Social Worker,
116 Tunnel Road.
Berkeley, CA 94705.

Sarah Wong. Social Worker,
North East Medical Services,
615 Grant Avenue,
Sall Francisco, CA 94108.

Diane Louie, Health Educator,
North Past Health Services,
1490 Mason Street.
San Francisco, CA 94133.

Vera Haile. Supervisor,
Self-Help for the Elderly,
3 Old Chinatown Lane.
San Francisco. CA mos.

mansou P. Wong.
Insurance Omeepts. Tue.,
1255 411110ms Avenue.
San Francisec, CA 94133.

Eileen Heo, Psychiatric Conteebir.
699 Arguello Boulevard, #205,
San Francisco, CA 94118.
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CA811

Here are two actual case histories from the chluese Newcomers Service
('enter files which demonstrate that relatively short-term services related
to employment and English language learning in conjunction with supportive
cettweling and referrals can and will turn around the life situations of new-
comr:. In 140th eases these clients needed a myriad of interventions at the
same time and the provision of such help prevented the onset of possible mental
illne4Q. family conflict. and financial need.

T. UR. AND MIS. I.P.UND

Leung Nal Hung and his wife arrived in Sun Francisco in March I, 1974.
Mr. Leung has a degree in electrical engineering from a mainland China uni-
versity and has worked in his own field for 10 years. He speaks some English.
At the time when he dropped in at our Center, he expressed a desire to itnprove
his English so that he can put his skills to use. We gave him information about
job training and eventually, he got into a training program. After completing
5 months training, he found a job as a draftsman at the Bechtel Co. Re is
now receiving (whom* training in the design section. A promotion will follow
at the termination of this training.

his wife Sook ling was 5 months pregnant at the time of first contact with
the Center. She speaks a northern Chinese dialect and consequently was unable
to communicate with anyone except her husband. She was very nervous and
depressed because of the change in environment and because of conflicts between
herzelf and her mother-In-law. She was so depressed that at one time she con-
teniplated 8111eide. Fortunately our workers spoke her dialect. After long ses-
slow: of counselitm we referred her to a doctor who spoke her dialect, and ar-
ratm491 for her to see counselors at Family l'Ianning.

We also referred her to adult English classes. she has since given birth to a
healthy baby boy. and is continuing to attend English lessons. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Leung feel they have settled down very nicely and anticipate a good
life in their new country.

rt. MR. AND 3155. LIM

Harrison Lim arrived in San Francisco with his wife and 3 children in May
1970. Both Mr. Lim and Mrs. Lim graduated from college. Mr. Liut
obtained a master degree and his wife a bachelor degree. Mr. Lim worked
in a school as Dean in Hong Kong. and Mrs. Lim taught in a high school.

Immediately after arrival the MDR began to face many problems. They could
not speak the language and they could not get a job. They were totally frustrated
and they needed information regarding employment. housing. language
training and schooling. When emergency strikes there is no one to turn to. They
were in a state of anxiety and depression.

Later on Mr. Lim was very fortunate to get into a training program. which had
a job and language related training in 1971. After completion he worked for
a social agency in Chinatown in San Francisco. The wife also learned English in
an ESL class. Encouraged by the program. Mr. and Mrs. Lim decided to struggle
along fora better life in their new country.

Mr. Lim now works in a social agency and also plans to establish a cultural
institute to publish a bilingual Journal to promote and enrich the American
culture. As to the wife. Mrs. IAm is a partner ofa cafeteria.

A PANEL CONSISTING OF LEMUEL IGNA CIO, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR. PACIFIC/ASIAN COALITION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.; PO
WONG, DIRECTOR, CHINESE NEWCOMERS SERVICE CENTER, SAN
FRANCISCO; ROD ESTRADA, DIRECTOR, FILIPINO NEWCOMERS
CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO; AND WILLIAM CHEN, SPECIAL AS-
SISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CAPITAL LODGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. InNAcio. I have been mandated to testify at this hearing on
IT.E. 9,495 by the National Board of Directors of the National Coali-
tion of Asian Americans and Pacific Island Peoples for Human
Services and Action. Our short name is the Paeifiei.ASian Coalition.
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This statement of support was jointly prepared by Ms. Paige Kawelo
Barber of Hawaii, our chairperson, and I.

The Pacific/Asian Coalition is the only organization of its kind
in Imeric.a. This is the first time in the history of the United States
that Americans of Asian and Pacific ancestry have organized na-
tionally into a coalition. We are a coalition composed of Chinese,
Guamanian, Hawaiian, Indian from Asia, Japanese, Korean,
Filipino and Samoan. We have nine regions throughout the United
States. Each of the regions in the last nine months has held a
regional conference plus a special conference for rual Pacific/Asian
peoples. The problem bmught about by the new and massive wave
of Immigration since the liberalization of the National Origins Act
in 1965 was a recurring and dominant problem-definition subject in
all the the conferences.

PREPARED STATEMENT or ROD EMMA, FOSIMIlt DIRECTO* SANDMAN. 7:11IPINO
NEWCOMFAIM SiMWICE Czxvtat

Mr. Chairtuatt. honorable Members of the subeouttuittee. respected colleagues
of the Asian/American community, until two weeks ago. I was the Director of
the Filipino Newcomers Service Center (SANDIG.:N). a privately-funded
ethnic community agency in San Francisco.

I have attached to my testimony this morning. mane endorsement letters
which do not directly address themselves to this hearing. but which are very
recent supporting documents of SANDIOAN's request for funding and. as such,
reflect a broad base of support and representation in the San Francisco Bay
Area Filipino community, and do bear relevantly on the purpose, nature and
subject of this hearing. I am therefore submitting tnem as part of this
document.

On behalf of SANDICAN and those organizations serving and concerned
about the Filipino community's welfare in the San Francisco Ray Area, I
respectful!' declare that we support Congresswoman Mink's billII.R.
the New Americans and Education and Employment Assistance Act.

This is the first humane bill to be introduced in Congress that responds to
a hitherto unmet need of a significant segment of the Population of the United
States. If passed. Congress would have helped in creating a potent source of
manpower.

On 'numerous occasion in this country's history. the United States has benefited
from contributions of Immigrants from all over the world in most fields of human
endeavor. Many Asians living now as immigrants, if given the opportunity,
are waiting to be given the same chance to give their own coutributlowt to their
newly adopted country. Indeed, this country has already been fortunate in
reaping rich harvests in Asian contributions. An outstanding example of this
is the continuous exemplary performance of Congresswoman Mink and other
distinguished member.4 of Congress from Hawaii and, more recently. from Santa
Clara. California: not to 'mention significant contributions in science. culture
and technology. The story of immigrants and immigration is the story of Americo.

Recently. as a result of the Immigration Act of 19e6, more Filipino immigrants
have been coming to this country. The last three years. there has been an average
of 20.000 annually. Rather than become creative citizens, many of them go
unemployed for various reasons. like language deficieney, discrimination in em-
ployment through hiring. promotional and other policies. Many more are under-
employed for these shine reasons and more.

For our community In an Francisco alone, when 38.000 Filipinos form
5.6% of the city's population of d81.200.1 SANDIGAN's caseload of 1.367 during
the fiscal year /97344 showed a profile of underemployment of almost 8.1%.
Simply stated. this means immigrants have jobs which have little or no rela-
tionship with their previous training and/or qualifications or. if they show any
relationship at all, the jobs they are given place them much below their level
of eompetency. The ensuing psychological trauma stud mental agony Jeopardize
their creative drive and stifle their potential. Anyway you look at it. it spells
WASTEboth of the person and for the country.

!Sandi:An Annual Report. 1974-74: Nor. 5. 1974. p. R.
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Most public agewies are insensitive to the immigrant's problem or need. This
necessitates the formation and funding of ethnic comnamity agencies like
SANDMAN which fully understand cultural difference and maximize the utili-
zation of 1:4Jaigrant manpower, and translate immigrant training and qualifica-
tion into metiaingful economic output. Unfortunately, not all immigrants have the
facility for the English language. Even Filipinos who have the basic introduction
to the rudiments of English grammar have it gap in their bargaining power in
the labor market in terms of articulation and ti tency. that needs retraining and,
in a few eases, polishing up.

However. public agencies do not provide the vital services needed to answer
these problems. Unfortunately, ethnic community agencies struggle from year
to year in search of funding, thus undermining their program and service delivery
capability. Some never get off the ground at 811 for lack of funds.

Like the experience of all other Asian groups in the Bay Area of San Francisco.
Filipinos are excluded in jobs that require policy- making. public contract and
are union-dominated. For instance. they might be employed as professionals. but
not as lawyers or judges: as dentists, but not as physicians or social scientists;
as managers in self-employed retail trade, but not as sales managers or school
administrators; as file clerks or typists, but not as receptionists or secretaries'

This fact is further attested to by SANDIGAN's caseload. Out of the 215
clients that SANDIGAN was successfully able to place in various jobs during the
last fiscal year (out of a total of 816 clients with employment problems). 159 were
professionals, but not one of them was hired beyond the level of technician.

Among the top forty industries in the San Francisco-Oaklad area. from
1970 to 1973. based on Equal Employment Opportunity Reporting Form 1 survey,
Asian-Americans have gone beyond population parity in terms of Affirmative
Action only in the following areas : Eating and Drinking places. Banking and
Credit. Health Services. Apparel and Accessory stores. Hotels and Motels
Professional Services, and Apparel and other Finished Products"

Our children suffer in situations where bi-lingual education is sadly inade-
quate in curriculum content and methodology. In many instances, School Boards
play politics to the entire disregard for remedial quality education. We have
waged an uphill fight in having our children identified and categorized as Fili-
pinos and not as Spanish-surnamed or Other Non-Whites"

Our youth have now surfaced with serious problems for the Police Department.
and while there might be law enforcement, the basic psycho-social causes of
their delinquencies are not given proper attention and understanding. Killings
between gangs are a new dimension to the Filipino community in San Francisco
in the last 3 years"

Although I ant highly appreciative of the opportunity afforded the Asian-
American community before this Subcommittee this day. I feel that the very
short time alloted us in presenting our collective problems for our respective
communities do not do Justice to those problems nor to the communities.

Therefore. I am also submitting a copy of SANDIGAN's Annual Report for
1973-74 to Congresswoman Mink and the Subcommittee. And I hope that it will
shed additional light in your study and consideration of our problems.

Thanks, ladles and gentlemen.

(The 3Iabnhay Republic, San Francisco, Calif.]

FHA HIT EDUCATION CATEGORIES

A group of concerned Filipinos met :It the Community Relations (MCP of the
San Francisco Unified Sehool District on March 4 to discuss the exact categoriza-
tion of Filipinos in San Francisco. This action was deemed necessary by the rep-
resentative group after the publication of the guidelines for desegregation-inte-
gration plan of time District in the handbook entitled "Operation Integration."

The plan presentpd five categories and statistics for the ethnic groups which
comprise the student population of San Francisco. According to the plan, the
categories were white. negro/blacks, Spanish speaking/surname, Asians, and
other non-whites.

*A Study of Emplovine,t Dieriminntion Acninet Minn Americans in the San Fran-
cisen.Onkla tut SNISA Inc.. led by Dr. Amado Cabezns. 1974.

3 Thiel.
See Appendix.

5 Additional documents (newspaper clippings) to be submitted to Ms. Mink's oMce later.
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The Filipinos, constituting '5,374 or 7.3 per cent of the student population in
the District, were included in the other non-white classification.

Mr. Carlos Cornejo, Director of the Office of Desegregation and Integration,
explained the advantage of classifying the Filipinos among the non-whites. He
reasoned that they would be the least affected in the busing of children from
one area to another. He also added that the hi-lingual programs which mostly
centered in one area of the District would remain pretty much intrct.

The Filipino group refuted this statement and showed that a large percentage
of the Filipino children In the regular schools were already being bused to
achieve racial Imlay in the schools. It was also explained that the Filipino
children being given an intensive one year English instruction at the Filipino
Education Center could not upset the racial balantv in the schools of Zone III,
because the Filipino Education Center did not fall under the plan to desegregate
and integrate. It was a language Center established primarily for the newly-
arrived immigrant students who were not capable of regular school work in the
integrated schools.

Mr. Orandvel Jackson. of the office of Comnu Relations. vowed that it was
not the intent of his office nor any other offices to overlook the Filipino identity
in the new desegregation-integration phut. He reiterated that the Filipinos would
be categorized as Filipinos in the revised plan.

Speaking in behalf of the Filipino students were Mr. Rod Estrada, Director of
the Sandigan, and Mr. Sid Valledor, president of the Filipino Voters League,
%rip, maintained that the Filipinos. because they constituted a significant per-
ventage of the student population of San Fr:theism. should be given a category
that would identify their ethnic identity. that of a Filipino.

-This stand was further emphasized by the two Filipino representatives at
a bearing held by the Hoard of Education on the new plan tor tksegregation-
integration belt] :It Nourse Auditorium.

The hoard of Education members were also informed of the commitment by
Mr. Jackson that the Filipinos would be separately eategorized. so that there
would be no Ilt`il for the community to return to the board to demand such action.

Pnermuo STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CUM M.D.,
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO TILE PUESIDENT, CACA

Founded in 1S95 with established lodges in all the metropolitan areas of the
country. the Chinese-American Citizens' Alliance has been n vanguard orgnniz-
lion for support of legislation to improve the well-being of the Chinese immigrant.

The Chinese Historical Society of America reports 9t is quite accurate to
state that the CACA Was the first Chinese group to organize and fight for its
civil rights and the injustices suffered at the hands of all levels of government."

CACA lead the fight against the enforced inhuman separation of American
citizens from their wives when the Immigration Act of 1924 was ennetedsuc-
cessfully campaigning first for partial nllevintion of the hnrdship in 1935 and
finally for allocation of non-quota status to Chinese wives of citizens on August 9,
1946.

The Alliance recognizes the needs of the Chinese immigrant whose desire to
enter the mainstream of American life is handicapped by the complexity of our
technological society. In an overview by nualogy, congestion. pollution. end even
crime are only symptoms of our highly urbanized communities, our so-caUed
gateway cities. which are enclaves for the newly arrived immigrant. These areas
are -haracteristically noted for unusually high unemployment (San Francisco's
estimated unemployment in Chinatown has been as high as ten percent by one
stms) and underemployment of the immigrant whose other needs also nbound
for more adequate housing null !lentil' ore (ns reported in one New York City
Chinatown study on services from the local hospitals). To meet the needs of the
new immigrant. local resources Lave not always been adequnte. A case In point
concerns our CACA lodge in San Francisco. which co-sponsored (with Salvation
Army, Chinatown Employment Development Department and a local community
volleg) a chef training school. Following successful placement of several grmlunt-
ing classes. further training wns interrupted for over a year for Inck of govern-
mentnl funds VItit restorntion of funding, the fifth class started this past August
for the treble s who are immigrnnts preparing meals for the Chinatown elderly
ns pnrt of their training.

To respond to the needs of the Chinese-Amerienn communities, CACA in its
usual role supports Mt 9895 the "New Americans Education and Employment
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Assistance Act." This bill will provide that assistance for today's immigrant to
become tomorro's community leader.

Here is a quick overview of the situation :
1. Japanese-72 percent of all .Japanese Americans live its Hawaii

and California. Between 1900 and 1970, the Japanese population in the
United States increased by 27 percent. Since 1970, the rate of Japanese
immigration to the United States has averaged 5,000 per year.

There is an average of 2.1 families in poverty for every one family
receiving public assistance in the United States; the ratio for Japanese
families is 2.2 to 1. The ratio is most imbalanced in States of gateway
cities where there are 3.8 Japanese families with income below poverty
for every one family on welfare.

2. ChineseOver half of the Chinese population lives in the West-
ern States; 39 percent in California alone with another 12 percent in
Hawaii. Additionally, 27 percent of all Chinese live in the Northeast
with almost 20 percent in the State of New York.

During the decade between 1960 and 1970. the Chinese population
in the rnited States increased by 8 percent. At least two-thirds of
the additional people added to the population are new immigrants.
Chinese immigration to the United States has averaged 19,000 persons
per year in the last 6 years. High proportions of recent inunigrants are
concentrated in cities in California and New York: 52 percent of the
Chinese in San Francisco. 34 percent of the Chinese in Los Angeles.
and 67 percent of the Chinese in New York City are foreign-born.

There are 2.8 Chinese families in poverty for every one that is on
welfare. Ratios of families in poverty to families receiving public
assistance among Chinese are particularly imbalanced in urban New
York State, where there are four families in poverty for every on"
that is receiving welfare.

A fifth of all Chinese housing in the United States is regarded as
overemwded. The conditions for the Chinese are worse in New York
City where a third of all housing units are overcrowded. Additionally,
a fifth of all Chinese housing in New York and San Francisco is with-
out adequate plumbing.

3. FilipinoDuring the decade between 1960 and 1970, the Filipino
population of the United States nearly doubled. Over two-thirds of
the Filipinos live on the West Coast, 40 percent in California alone
and another 28 percent in Hawaii.

Filipinos are now the largest of Asian groups immigrating to the
United States and the second largest of all national groups immigrat-
ing to the United States since the census was taken in 1970. an addi-
tional 90,000 Filipinos have immigrated, representing an increase of
about 25 percent over the 1970 figure. If the current rates of Filipino
immigration continues throughout the 1970's, Filipinos will outnumber
both Japanese and Chinese in the United States.

In manv urban areas there are 3.5 families in ;welly to every one on
welfare. In San Francisco. while, 31 percent of all poverty families
are on welfare. only 19 percent of Filipino families in poverty are.

Twenty-eight percent of all Filipino households in the United States
live in overcrowded conditions, but 40 percent of all Filipino families
in Honolulu and 30 percent in San Francisco live under such sub-
standard conditions.

4. Korean. The 1970 census represents the first time that Koreans
were enumerated as a distinct ethnic group. In that year 70,000 were
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reported. The Koreans in the United States are a more dispersed
population than other Asians. In 1970 44 percent of all Koreans lived
in the West, 20 percent in the Northeast, 19 percent in the Midwest,
and 17 percent in the South.

Currently Koreans are the second largest Asian group immigrating
into the Milted States. Since the 1970 census was taken another 56,100
Koreans immigrated to the United States, representing an 80-percent
increase over the 1970 population.

May it be noted that demographic data on Koreans is very nil.
5. The Pacific Islanders: Guamanian, Hawaiian and Samoan.
The 1970 U.S. census did not seriously consider gathering statistics

on Guamanians, Hawaiians and Samoans. This must become a priority
in the next U.S. census. It is highly recommended that a special census
must be taken in order that an accurate demographic profile can be
constructed.

Now let me translate the facts and figures into case histories :
Mr. A, a Chinese, is 36 years old: married, with four children. He

immigrated to this country with Ins entire family because he heard
and read about "the good-life" in the United States in Hong Kong.
After 7 months of job hunting, he finally became n waiter in one of
the restaurants in Chinatown in San Francisco. To make both ends
meet for the family his wife works in a sweat shop. Both earn below
minimum wages.

Mrs. B, a Japanese, is a 44 year-old mother of five children, all still
living in Japan. After a year of job hunting she finally resigned her-
self to the fact that the only job she can obtain is as a hotel maid.

Mr. C, a Korean, is a married 54-year-old former professor of
mathematics and statistics at a university in Korea. For 1 year he
sought for a job as a teacher at any leyerlle failed and is at present
a mail clerk.

Mrs. D, a Filipina, is 45 years old and a dentist. She obtained her
dental degree in the Philippines and practiced for 15 years before
she came to the United States. After seeldng employment in her pro-
fession or any related field for 9 months, she gave up and accepted a
job as a nurse's aide in a convalescent home.

A summary of the facts, figures and case histories: The estimated
total of immigrants since 1970 from Asia alone is over a quarter of a
million persons, or approximately 60,000 a year. Measure that in terms
of disillusionment, frustration and human suffering. The equivalent
is Hell !

. . . and our parents came
to share the American dream.
Yes, they made good wo:kers

diminutive tontos to help
set tables
wash dishes
pick produce
and clean up after

the waste makers
and our parents stayed

to share the American dream.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you.
Mr. Wong.
Mr. Worm. Representative Mink, committee members and friends.
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We are here today to discuss a bill which sets historical precedent.
H.R. 9895 addresses the concerns of immigrants in a positive light and
constructively tries to deal with long-standing needs, apathy and ex-
clusion. My name is Po Wong. I am director of the Chinese Newcomers
Service Center in San Francisco, Calif. In a real sense what is said
today affects me. I have been in this country for 6 years. I am an im-
migrant, a new American and a P.S. citizen. I have been asked to come
here today to share our needs and aspirations with you.

Five years ago San Francisco was feeling the effect of 1965 Immi-
gration and Nationality Act amendments. The revisions were made in
order that family members previously excluded from this country
could be reunited. Many parents, spouses and children were able to
again live with their relatives as one famly. Social, health, manpower,
education, and other agencies were realizing they could no longer
ignore the increasing numbers of non-English-speaking clients, pa-
tients, parents and children. In Chinatown community agencies' bi-
lingual staff resources were drained with requests for translators, in-
terpreters and 1 lingual professionals. From this need the Chinese
Newcomers Service Center was begun.

A first-stop multi-service office. the Newcomers Centers. a private
nonprofit organization, provides home visiting, information, referral,
switchboard, escort and other services to any Chinese-speaking person
who needs help. Over the last 5 years we have been conunended by
public agencies for a vital service. The police, welfare department,
health department and public schools all depend upon our Center's
interpretation and support services.

In the last 2 years other Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Filipino
communities have used our model of service delivery in their own cen-
ters. There is seldom a question about the need and urgency for such
services to non-English-speaking persons. However, verbal support is
rarely followed by the necessary financial support.

In the last year 75 local and national private foundations have re-
fused to fund our proposals because our needs were not "new" and our
needs were for ongoing already proven programs. At the same time
government agencies tell us that our needs are not legislated into their
budgets and their hands are tied by policies made elsewhere.

It has been nine years since the 1965 amendments to the Immigration
Act, and almost 200 years since immigrants began making this coun-
try what it is and can be. It is about time the government recognize its
responsibility to assure and foster the development of one of its richest
resources, its newcomers.

Let's take an example like San Francisco's Chinese population. Over
the last 5 years between 10.000 and 15.000 Chinese have arrived in San
Francisco to restart their lives: to bring up their children, learn Eng-
lish and take on new and better employment. The Department of Labor
has various manpower training programs which provide job training
and job-related English-as-a-second-language instruction. In these
manpower training programs 215 Chinese were enrolled last year.
Over 95 percent were placed, in full-time jobs at the conclusion of
their training. These newcomers were unemployed, often unskilled for
jobs in this country. and without other income when they entered
the program. The 95 percent who are now working not only demon-
strate the ability of newcomers to embrace such a program, but also
represents the lowest cost per unit factor and the highest success
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rate of any other program of its kind. What else needs to be done to
demonstrate that newcomers do not come to America with their hands
out. We come with a willingness to work hard and to persevere. Given
the chsrce and opportunity to learn English to update work skills
and to compete for jobs in every sector of the community, we will
succeed. We will make our contribution to this country and we will
join and share in the work that needs to be done, but we must all work
together.

Continuincr
i'

the example of the manpower programs in San Fran-
cisco, the small number of Chinese immigrants who can enroll in such
programs represents only 15 percent of the Chinese adults who arrived
in San Francisco within that ;ear alone. 'What about the thousands
of other adults for whom such programs are not now available? This
same need exists in Filipino, Korean and other communities. The
same communities where having employment means more than enough
food on the table and adequate shelter and clothes for the family it
means a condition to stay in this country; it means necessity to ;mike
their new living environment work for their family.

In fiscal year 1974 over 50 percent of those naturalized in San Fran-
cisco were Chinese, Filipino, Japanese and Korean. Historical observa-
tions that Asians come to this country to make money and return to
their country of origin are no longer true. Newcomers in this country
who are permanent residents and refugees intend to stay, to take citi-
zenship, and to make their contributions to this country's future.

In closing, I would like to remind you the H.R. 9895 does not say
it will solve all the problems of immigrants, but it will make the first
historical step in the right direction. I urge you to vote for passage of
this bill and to urge your colleagues to vote the same way.

Thank you.
lIrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Mr. Wong.
Mr. Estrada.
Mr. EsTRADA. Madam Chairperson, I realize you are working under

a time limit and that you enjoined us to make a summary. -At the
same time I would like you and the subcommittee to understand and
realize we have come from several hundred and some times thousands
of miles and we would like to make our statement as clearly as pos-
sible.

Madam Chairperson, honorable members of the subcommittee, re-
spected colleagues of the Asian-American communities :

Until 2 weeks ago I was the director of the Filipino Newcomers
Service Center (Sandigan), a privately funded ethnic community
agency in San Francisco.

I have attached to my testimony this morning some endorsement
letters which do not directly address themselves

morning
this hearing, but

which are very recent supporting documents of Sandigan's request for
funding and, as such, reflect a broad base of support and representa-
tion in the San Francisco Bay Area Filipino community, and do bear
relevantly on the purpose, nature and subject of this hearing. I am,
therefore, submitting them as part of this document.

On behalf of Sandigan and those organizations serving and con-
cerned about the Filipino community's welfare in the San Francisco
Bay Area, I respectfully declare that we support Congresswoman
Mink's bill, H.R. 9895, the New Americans and Education and Em-
ployment Assistance Act.
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This is the first humane bill to be introduced in Congress that re-
sponds to a hitherto unmet need of a significant segment of the popula-
r ion of the United States. If passed, Congress would have helped in
creating a potent source of manpower.

On numerous occasions in this country's history the United States
has benefited from contributions of immigrants from all over the
world in most fields of human endeavor. Many Asians living now as
immigrants, if given the opportunit3. are waiting to be given the
same chancre to gi% e their own contributions to their newly adopted
country. Indeed, this country has already been fortunate in reaping

ih harvests in Asian contributions. An outstanding example of this
is the continuous exemplary performance of Congresswoman Mink and
to her distinguished Members of Congress from Hawaii and, more
recently, from Santa Clara. Calif.: not to mention significant eon-
t ributions in science, cniture and technology. The story of immigrants
and immigration is the story of America.

Recently. as a result of the Immigration Act of 19G5. more Filipino
immigrants have been coming to this country. The last 3 years there
has been an average of 29,000 annually. Rather than become creative
citizens, many of them go unemployed for various reasons, like Fin-
gunge deficiency, discrimination in employment through hiring, pro-
motional and other policies. Many more are underemployed for these
salmi reasons and more.

For our community in San Francisco alone, where 38,000 Filipinos
form 5.6 percent of the city's population of 681,200, Sandigau's case-
load of 1,397 during the fiscal year 1973-74 showed a profile of under-
employment of almost 85 percent. Simply stated, this means immi-
0-rants have jobs which have little or no relationship with their pre-
vious training and/or qualifications or, if they show any relationship
at all. the jobs they are given place them much below their level of
competency. The ensuing psychological trauma and mental agony
jeopardize their creative drive and stifle their potential. Any way
you look at it. it spells waste, both of the person and for the country.

Most public agencies are insensitive to the immigrant's problem or
need. This necessitates the formation and funding of ethnic, com-
munity agencies lilw Sandigan which fully understand cultural differ-
ences and maximize the utilization of immigrant manpower. and
t ranslate immigrant training and qualifications into meaningful eco-
nomic output.

Unfortunately not all immigrants have the facility for the English
language. Even Filipinos who have a basic introduction to the rudi-
ments of English grammar have a gap in their bargaining power
in the labor market in terms of articulation and fluency that needs
retraining and. in a few cases. polishing up.

However. public agencies do not provide the vital services needed
to answer these problems. Unfortunately. ethnic community agencies
struggle from year to year in search of funding. thus undermining
their program and service delivery capability. Some never get off the
ground at all for lack of funds.

Like the experience of all other Asian groups in the bay area of
San Francisco. Filipinos are excluded in jobs that require policymak-
i ng. nubile eontect. and are union dominated. For instance. they might
be employed as professionals. but not as lawyers or judges: as dentists,
but not. as physicians or social scientists: as managers in self-employed
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retail trade, but not as sales managers or school administrators; as file
clerks or typists, but not as receptionists or secretaries.

This fact is further attested to by Sandigan's caseload. Out of the
215 clients that Saiidigan was successfully able to place in various jobs
dining the last fiscal year (out of a total of 816 clients with employ-
ment problems), 159 were professionals, but not one of them was hired
beyond the level of technician.

Among the top four industries in the San Francisco-Oakland area,
from W7() to 1973. based on Equal Employment Opportunity Report-
ing Font, 1 survey. Asian Americans have gone beyond population
parity in terms of affirmative action only in the following areas: Eat-
ing and drinking places, banking and credit, health services, apparel
and accessory stores, hotels and motels, professional services, and ap-
parel and other finished products.

Our children sutler in situations where bilingual education is sadly
inadequate in enrrieulm content and methodology. In many instances,
school boards play politics to the entire disreard for remedial quality
education. We have waged an uphill fight in having our children
;dem i fled and categorized as Filipinos and not as Spanish surnamed or
other nonwhites.

Our youth have now surfaced with serious problems for the police
department and while there might be law enforcement, the basic
psychosocial causes of their delinquencies are not given proper atten-
tion and understanding. Killings between gangs are a new dimension
to the Filipino community in San Francisco in the last 3 years.

Although I am highly appreciative of the opportunity afforded the
Asian-American community before this subcommittee this day, I feet
that the very short time allotted us in presenting our collective prob-
lems for our respective communities do not do justice to those prob-
lems nor to the communities. Therefore, I am also submitting a copy
of Sandigan's Annual Report for 1973-74, to Congresswoman Mink
and the subcommittee. And I hope that it will shed additional light in
your study and consideration of onr problems.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
Mrs. yfixx. Thank you very much. The report you mentioned will

be received and placed in the files of the committee.
The final participant of the panel, Dr. William Chen.
Dr. CHEN. I thank you, Chairwoman Mink and distinguished mem-

bers of the committee.
It is a great privilege and honor for me. to represent the tiniest Amer-

ican Citizens Alliance of the United States as special assistant to the
Korean President, and I am co-president of the National Capital
chapter of the CACA. This organization entirely consists of the nat-
uralized or native-born Chinese Americans exclusively. So we have a
()Teat stake in this matter, and therefore, we strongly support Chair -
woman Mink's bill, II.R. 9895. It is a very good bill. It is the New
Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act.

If I read the terms, it speaks out very well. It is the trends of this
Nation. We emphasize the employment of the minority. It is a great
thrust in placing every minority on the job.

Let me give you a little bit of history of our organization. The
CACA, the Chinese Americans Citizens Alliance, founded in 1895
with established lodges in all the metropolitan areas of the country,
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has been a vanguard organization for support CI legislation to im-
prove the well-king of the Chinese inunigrant.

The Chinese Historical Society of America reports "It is quite ac-
curate to state that the CACA was the first. Chinn° group to organize
and fight for its civil rights and the injustices suffered at the hands of
all levels of government."

CACA led the fight against the enforced inluunan separation of
American citizens from their wives when the Immigration Act of
1924 was enactedsuccessfully campaigning first for partial allevia-
tion of the hardship in 1936 and finally for allocation of nonquota
status to Chinese wives of citizens on August 9, 1946.

The alliance recognizes the needs of the Chinese immigrant whose
desire to enter the mainstream of American life is handicapped by
the complexity of our technological society. In an overview by analogy,
congestion, pollution and even crime are only symptoms of our highly
urbanized communities, our so-called gateway cities, which are en-
claves for the newly arrivedinunigrant. These areas arc characteristi-
cally noted for unusually high unemployment (San Francisco's esti-
mated unemployment in Chinatown has been as high as 10 percent by
one source) and underemployment of the immigrant whose other needs
also abnund for more adequate housing and health care (as reported
in one .New York City Chinatown study on services from the local
hospitals).

To meet the needs of the new immigrant, local resources have not al-
ways been adequate. A case in point concerns our CACA lodge in San
Francisco. which cosponsored (with Salvation Army, Chinatown Em-
ployment Development Department and a local community college) a
chef training school.

Following successful placement of several graduating classes, fur-
ther training has interrupted for over a year for lack of governmental
funds. With restoration of funding the fifth class started this past
August for the trainees who are immigrants preparing meals for the
Chinatown elderly as part of their training.

To respond to the needs of the Chinese American communities,
CACA in its usual role supports H.R. 9895, the New Americans Educa-
tion and Employment Assistance Act. This bill will provide that as-
sistance for today's immigrant to become tomorrow's community
leader.

Personally I am of the positionI could only report to younow
Mr. Steiger came back and ho was questioning about the immigrants
I have been an immigrant before. I came to this country over 30 years
ago. When I first came, I had been as a doctor. We cannot get a regular
doctor job. We have to be an intern and many, many of us have gone
through that.

Usually when I go to have a haircut, people ask me, "Oh, do you run
a laundry next door? Do you work in a restaurant?" This is important
because we are the Orientals. We look different and this is our ono big
handicap.

Now today is different. When I go to meetings, go out and eat in
restaurants, people say, "Are you the Ambassador, I saw you last
night" or "Are you a doctor, I suppose?" There aro many doctors.
I am president of the Chinese Medical and Health Association in
Washington. You would not believe we have over 100 Chinese Ameri-
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can doctors plus the doctors organizeddo you know how many
doctors we have organized in the Filipino doctors, over 100. These
are the legally admttted immigrants in the United States. They can-
not get in. But once they get in, we must support. This is very
important.

I don't want to take too much time, but I just want to recall to you
some of the great Chinese professionals in the field of science and
medicine. We have Professors Lee Tsung-tao and Yang Chen - acing,
both of whom are Nobel prize laureates in physics. A. lady. doctor,
Dr. Wu Shien-shiung, is a co-worker with the two Nobel prize win-
ners. They are not native born Americans. They came less than 10
years ago and this is the land of opportunity. That they are able to
earn a prize for this country is great.

You know, Don Hinman, (treat artist, great painter of this country.
Wonk Ho, great einemaphotographer of this country. In politics, like
Madam Mink, Mr. Inouye, highly informed, and we have all the
others. You can state a hole lot of them. In other areas, great
architects. I. M. Pei you all heard about. He is designing the library for
MC. People, Chinese, are poor to come to this country, but we all
get rich nowaClays.

Yes, that is all right. Everybody poor conic to this country. How
many are Rockefeller? But we could be Rockefellets tomorrow if we
work hard.

So much for this.
Mrs. MINK. I must ask you to colicludo your statement.
Dr. Cimr. So therefore in conclusion I like to say that with this

bill I hope this bill will change the image of America. You arc all
aware of the book "The Ugly American." You read it. Many people
make it harder for us.

Now with the peace. our image. we are going to share with other
people. So therefore we must be singing "America. Beautiful" every
day. If everybody who was legally born in this country or legally
admitted to this country. do not try to improve then we cannot have
a beautiful America. We will have an ugly Americ at and we do not
want that.

So I think this bill will provide the opportunity that in the long
run this will be a best nation championed in real democracy and equal
opportunity for all, for all nations and will last forever m a human
history.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much. We appreciate your statement.
As there are no questions, I thank the panel for their contribution

and in the interest of time and because my colleague from New York
must leave, I would like to depart from the printed agenda and call
the New York witnesses here, Mrs. Mary Sansone, Tino Calabia,
Johann Lee, as well as Wells Klein.

Your statements will be inserted in the record in full at this point
as though presented. I ask that you cooperate with the committee and
merely summarize the main points or comment or respond to quedions
of other witnesses so that you can expand upon the points that have
been raised and permit an opportunity for Mrs. Chisholm to present
questions that may not have been covered in your testimony. This will
be greatly appreciated.

[The documents referred to follows:]

43-523-75----4
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l'EARED STATEMENT Of TINO CALABIA, CHAIRMAN, ASIAN AMERICAS CAUCUS
OF GREATER NEW You':

My name is Tino Ca labia. Though born practically in the shadow of the
Capitol, Just blocks away on North Capitol Street, I am the son of immigrants
from the Philippines and am now a resident of Brooklyn, New York and the
Chairman of the Asian American Caucus of Greater New York. This organiza-
tion attempts to serve the 125,000 or more Chinese, Filipinos, Japanese, Koreans
and other Asian and Pacific peoples who reside In Northern New Jersey and
New York State.

Although the area we cover includes Northern New Jersey, we are forced to
limit ourselves to statistics and other data which relate to New York State. This
is because none of the data readily available distinguishes those Asian and
Pacific peoples who live in Northern New Jersey from those who live in Southern
New Jersey, and the southern part actually has closer ties to the metropolitan
area of Greater Philadelphia. A second limitation stems from the fact that a
major "Subject Report," published by the U.S. Bureau of the Census on ethnic
minorities, deals solely with the Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos in the United
States. Consequently, the primary statistics touched upon here deal only with the
three abovementioned Asian groups in New York State.

Where possible, we have endeavored to include figures on the burgeoning
Korean population, especially regarding Korean immigration. As you may know,
Filipino immigrants constitute the second largest immigrant group to this coun-
try from any part of the world, and Koreans make up the third largest,. Indeed,
the number of Korean immigrants Is roughly the same as that of Filipino Immi-
grants. In short, wherever numbers or percentages are referred to in this text
or in the attached Table, you can estimate with confidence that the actual num-
bers or percentages of Asian and Pacific peoples in our area is higher today.

Before citing the data, a word or two of commendation and thanks to Sub-
committee Chairman Augustus Hawkins, the Congressman from Watts and the
21st Congressional District of California, and, of course. our deepest gratitude to
Congresswoman Patsy 1'. Mink from the 2nd Congressional District of Hawaii.
The problems addressed by Congressman Hawkins' Subcommittee, as highlighted
in Congresswoman Mink's bill. have gone too long without serious consideration
and action by the general public. Indeed, now that the proportion of Asian and
Pacific immigrants is escalating, I do not think it is too cynical to feel that the
chances are even less that the majority population would give more than a
second thought to the plight of today's immigrants. Just over a year ago, the
sizeable, liberal readership of the influential New York Times Magazine' was
treated to a lengthy article entitled "Should We Pull Up the Gangplank?" by a
writer who frankly admitted among other things that she "felt cheated to have a
recently arrived foreign physician treating me."

While this Times article was not altogether subtle in its attitude to immigrants.
one need only observe that the worldrenowed Statue of Liberty, holding her
torch high over New York harbor, faces towards ship travellers steaming in
from Europewith her back to the immigrants arriving from the Pacific. Asian
Americans throughout the nation must stand indebted to Congresswoman Mink.
a sister Asian American, for reminding all Americans about the hardships that
each immigrant has had to face, no matter which ocean the immigrant crosses.

Regarding the Bill itself, the Asian American community is in a strong position
to benefitparticularly on a percentage basisfrom whatever sums may even-
tually be allocated to New York State and possibly to New York City as a "Gate-
way City." The attached Table shows that, of the total numbers of immigrants
admitted into New York State from all countries, over 10 percent of that immi-
grant flow is now made up of Chinese, Filipinos. and Koreans. Between :he years
of MO and 1978, the percentage of these groups alone has grown approximately
fivefold in New York State. (For 1960 and 1961, the pecentage of new immigrants

sWeatoff. Leslie. Aldridge. "Should We Pull Up the Gangplank?" Tha New York Times
Maga:ine. September 19. 1973.
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who are Chinese, Filipino or Korean was 23 percent and L$ percent respec
tively.)

While the absolute numbers of othg.". Asian and Pacific immigrants may be
small, the likelihood is that the number of all Asian and Pacific immigrants
may bring the total percentage up to at least 11 percent of all immigrants into
New York State, if not more. On the other hand, AM= and Pacific peoples in the
Greater New York area have never shared in any Federal program to tins extent
of 10 percent or 11 percent of the resources made available.

With the exception of a few services funded and operating in Chinatown,
no services exist anywhere in the Greater New York area which are funded
for and operated by the Filipinos, Japanese, Koreans or other Asian and Pacific
peoples living in that area. Indeed, given the large numbers of new immigrants
among the Chinese and the concentrated numbers impacted into Chinatown,
not enough services are available in Chinatown either.' Since the Bill proposed
by Congreswoman Mink holds the hope of funding and tailoring services to
meet the needs of Asian and Pacific immigrants, a major opportunity apears
which might appreciably change the bleak picture of services designed for our
communities. Consequently, the Asian American Caucus of Greater New York is
solidly in support of the intent and goals of this legislation.

But two questions might require further examination. First, why is the com-
putation of all immigrants in the United States limited to data "reflected in
the most recent decennial census"? Census Bureau data grows out of date each
month and year until a new census is taken. But highly reliable figures from
the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service are obtainable on a year to
year basis, and it is the facts of immigration which are at the heart of the Bill.
Furthermore, immigration data strengthen the rate or level of allocation of
service resources for Asian and Pacific peoples who in Greater New York usually
have to compete for such resources on a very unequal basis in other program
areas.

Secondly, where can one find data on the "percentage of all functionally illit-
erate (in the English language) immigrants in the United States who reside
in [each] State"? The U.S. Census Bureau collects data on the number of years
of education completed by an individual, and less than five years of education
may characterize a functionally illiterate person in general. But to our knowl-
edge there may not be a category dealing with functionally illiterate persons
in the English language as collected by either the U.S. Census Bureau or the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.

One serious objection raised outside of the Asian American communities to
the Bill in its present form is already known to those of us who tots° work with
our Puerto Rican brothers and sisters in the Greater New York area. As it now
stands, the Bill entitles American Samoans to be computed towards the fund-
ing allotment which any State receives, as long as the Samoans counted are not
residents of Samoa itself. Why are not Puerto Ricans afforded equal treat-
ment? That is, why, for example, cannot New York State compute into its cal-
culations the number of Puerto Ricans immigrating to New York State from
Puerto Rico?

Although the net total of Puerto Ricans remaining in the Greater New York
area may be gradually diminishing, there still is daily immigration from Puerto
Rico, and New York State continues to absorb that immigration with its exist-
ing limited resources as it attempts to absorb all other immigrant groups. In
short, it is probably both logical and non-discriminatory in the context of the
Bill's treatment of Samoans to include Puerto Ricans as eventual beneficiaries
of the legislation as well as humane to do so. Moreover, additional political
support could probably be expected for the Bill from the majority of the New
York State Congressional delegation which counts 39 Congressmen and, of
course, two Senators.

In 1070. New York City replaced Sa^ Francisco as the home of the largest Chinese
community in the United States.
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At any rate, thank you again for the opportunity to present the views of the
Asian American Caucus of Greater New York ou this landmark piece of pro-
posed legislation. I would also like to express my gratitude to the Office of Con-
gressman Hugh Carey, now Governor -elect of New York State, for helping to
arrange for our organization's appearance. In addition, I hope that the Sub-
eommmittee will find it possible to hold regional hearings on the Bill, particu-
larly in the Greater New York area. which for decades has served as one of the
greatest ports of entryaud homefor millions of immigrants who have already
contributed so much to the vitality and strength of the nation. If our organiza-
tion or I can be of further service, please let one know.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOIIANN Lee, ASIAN AMERICANS FOR A FAIR MEDIA,
NEW Yoke, N.Y.

Asian immigration to America has had a distinct but not inexplicable pattern.
The Chinese were the first Asians to touch American shores. When mobs and
legislation had driven thent from the fields, railroads, canneries and factories
they had helped established, the Japanese came to fill the vacuum. The Japanese
were in their turn driven out of direct competition with whites; Filipinos, Kor-
eans and West Indians came in their turn. Just as blacks were brought In as a
cheap. easily exploitable labor pool for the South, the Asian was brought in to
build the industry of the West. When the white man came to the West, he did
not want a land tainted by the blacks so Asians were brought In as it was felt
that they would be more acceptable than blacks. But the primary consideration
was the need for cheap, exploitable labor; thus the economic requirements of
18th Century American capitalism became the pull factor in Asian immigration
to American shores.

Unlike our black citizens, the Asian was able to exercise some choice In their
coining to these shores. The events which drove Asians from their homelands
are the push factors. These factors varied from nationality to nationality but
all had the same effect. The growing imperialistic hunger of Europe had by
the end of the first half of the 10th Century succeeded in making serious en-
croachments upon the sovereignty of China. The moribund Manchu Dynasty
was powerless to stop the flow of "foreign mud", opium, from slowly poisoning
the Chinese people and the growing demands of the European powers. In 1854
the reply of the Chinese people to this encroachment was manifested in the
Taiping Rebellion which started in the south of China and spread north towards
Peking. It was stopped only by the intervention of the European powers who saw
it more functional to keep a weak dynasty in power than risk dealing with a
popular anti-imperialist regime. What followed the defeat of the Rebellion was
a reign of terror against those who had supported the Rebellion. This repression
came down most heavily upon those areas where the Rebellion had tremendous
support. This repression combined with natural calamities combined to force the
Chinese in the Canton area to seek refuge and sustenance overseas, and America
beckoned.

Japan was rudely ushered Into the modern era by Commodore Perry's war-
ships in 1853. Soon after the opening of Japanese ports. the Tokugawan lords
who had ruled Japan for almost 200 years fell to a coalition of merchants,
warriors and intellectuals. The industrialization of Japan began in the 1880s.
The brunt of this process was felt by the Japanese peasantry through loss of
their lands. forceful conscription Into the military and rapid urbanization of
the population. At the same time In America. the "threat" of Chinese labor bad
been dealt with by the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. By the 1890s the pool of
laborers which bad been supplied by the Chinese was drying up and so the
Japanese came to take their place. The violent suppression of the popular Filipino
independence movement in the first decade of the 20th century caused such
social and economic disruption that many left for America to replace the Japanese
who were then being phased out of the fields of California. The Koreans came
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to escape the imperialism of Japan when their country was given over to Japan
with the tacit approval of President Theodore Roosevelt.

Today, the Chinese, Filipino and Korean immigrants still seek refuge from the
social, economic and political blights visited upon their homelands. These three
.khan nationalities composed 19% of all liniulgratits who entered the United
States in the last fiscal year. My presentation will focus primarily with the
Chinese but the situation varies only In degrees for other Asian groups.

PROFILE OF ME Nr:w Yong. CI lin;SK CoNtMVNiTY

On the Lower East Side of Sew York City you will find approximately 60,000
Chinese. The most recent reports indicate this community may be corapmed
of as many as 87.7% immigrants. In this limited area you have concentrated
almost 60% of all Chinese in the New York metropolitan area. The-information
which follows has largely been extrapolated from the preliminary report of
the HEW Asian-American Field Study, the records of the U.S. Commission en
Civil Rights New York State Advisory Commit Mee hearings held this past :outl-
iner, literature from Asian -Americans for Equal Employment and other reports.

Estetovsn:Nr

The 1969 Chinatown Report found 93.3 percent of their respondents engaged
in blue collar and service professions. The IIEW report suggests that this per-
cottag bILS changed little In the part five years with a reported rate of 88
percent. Fully 64.1 percent of those questioned in the IIEIV Study entered the
United States between the years 1960-1:43. However, according to the annual
report of the Immigration and Naturalization Service only 48.3 percent of all
chinese who listed an occupation could be classified in similar occupations. (It
should be kept in mind that 61.1 percent of all Chinese who entered the country
in the last year were housewives or children.) We are also informed by the
IIEW Study that 10.8 percent of their respondents were unemployed, In the
1969 report the figure was placed at 7.6 percent. In both instances the rate was
considerably above that for the nation as a whole. This is consistent with the
observation that unemployment always hits minorities hardest. Perhaps a more
ominous indicator of the employment picture is the high 26.6 percent which
said they were under-employed.

The 1970 census reported the median income for a Chinese fatally in New York
Chinatown as being in the area of approximately $6500. This figure is quite
deceptive as it fails to consider the number of persons working in the family and
the average size of the family (5.2) (city family average size 3.2). Also important
is the time that the worker spends on the job in this attempt to provide for his
own. Almost 50 percent of those working full time reported work weeks in excess
of 40 hours, (see Table A below). In addition to the long hours the Wind:Mitt
has limited access to the job market although this is not the funetion of lack of
skills as Table B de:mm.4 rates.

Tams AI
fervent of

Hours per week : respondents

35-39 12 5
40 09.6
41-48 8.

49-56 7.9
57-44 25.5
65-72 15.3
73+ .5
Source : Preliminary 111:%if Chinatown study report.,
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It is also important to understand the structure and nature of those industries
witch the Chinese immigrant is concentrated in and the types of exploitation to
which they are subjected. The 1969 Chinatown Report found 75 percent of working
women In garment industry related positions, generally. seamstresses. The
following excerpt describes the position of garment shops of Chinatown in relation
to the rest of the apparel industry.

The economic structure of the women's garment iudustry is unlike most indus-
tries, where the manufacturing is closely related with distribution. Bemuse of
the importance of the merchandising function and its designing aspects, as dis-
tinguished from physical production, there is often a separation of functions,
each handled by different businessmen. The manufacturer is the one who obtains
the materials and determines the "what. when and where" of production. He
may perform all the production in his own plant. But In most cases, as iu Sau
Francisco, the manufacturer acquires the materials, cuts the garments, and then
contracts with a submanufacturer for physical production. Sub-manufacturers,
also known as contractors, own the 15'J shops in Chinatown. The contractor bids
for work from the manufacturers and receives a certain amount for the pro-
duction of the garments. The procurement of labor and the management of
the shop are his concern. Thus, the manufacturer is relieved of the responsibilities
in the physical and material sense.

The ease of entry into the contracting business, which requires little capital,
results in a number of contractors competing among themselves; thus the man-
ufacturers frequently find a substantial savings can be made by contracting.
Also, in an industry where manufacturing is subject to great fluctuations in
volume, such a system transfers the burden of this instability to the contractor.
A manufacturer finding himself with a "hit number" need only to add contractors
rather than to undertake the expensive and prohibitively time consuming proem
of expanding his own plant to handle his temporarily increased volume. Through
contractors, he has an almost unlimited supply of labor without the expense
or responsibility of maintaining a labor force. More important. through this
contracting system. the manufacturer is freed from the responsibility of factory
management and permitted to figure production costs with complete disregard
to labor costs. Prices paid for contrail work are forced downward by pitting one
contractor against another. The knowledge' that there is always another com-
petitor eager to snap up the order. remains a constant threat to the contractor.

The development of contracting was paralleled by the development of sweat-
shop. As has been pointed out, the eontractor, in his attempts to compete
successfully for the work. tried to decrease labor costs. Thus, wages were
lowered : hours were increased. Homework has been another evil that grew out
of decreased wages. Many workers found their meager earning insufficient to
supply their families, so they added to their income by taking work home at the
end of the day. -Not only are the workers paid less than market rates for their
work, but in addition they have to hear the cost of rent for their working place,
as well as light, power and heat which in a shop are paid by the owners." They
must also supply their own nmehines. Consequently. there is a further reduction
in labor costs. whirl' workers themselves Deist obviously hear" (THE ('HINA-
TOWN SWEATAHOPS: Oppression And An alternative. Dean Lon.
.4 3f ER.151.4 JOUR A'A h. Vol. 1. No.3, NI memller 1971)

The human effect of this structure is expressed in the following interview with
a Chinese garment worker, this interview was printed in Getting Together. a
Chinese community paper. in their Aug. 20-Sept. 3. 1972 issue. Although the
excerpt relates the experience of a Snn Franciscan seamstress, the situation in
New York Chinatown is similar if not identical.

Question : What is the general situation of sweatshops in San Francisco
Chinatown?

Answer: I worked in a garment factory sweatshop in San Francisco China-
town. From my own experience and from talking with my fellow workers in the
garment factory. I found out a lot about the sweatshop situation. There are n lot
of them up and down the block. ',reliably at least one iu every single block. Most
of them are illegal in that they pay the workers lower than the minimum wage
which is :$1.05 an hour. That is why they don't put up a sign outside the door
saying that it's such and such a company.

How you eau tell that inside is a sweatshop is usually it's a storefront. nn the
ground floor, either they have curtains all around the windows so you can't look
inside or they paint the windows and the door is closed. Thit when you walk pat
it you can tell it's a swentshee. The owners or the sweatshops. depending ou how
many they own, are in general part of the petit bourgeoisie of Chinatown.
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Q: How do they become sweatshop owners?
A: Probably a lot of them started out being seamstresses. Atter like ten years.

when they have saved up enough money and they have learned enough about the
trade. they open up a sweatshop themselves. Not every person that works in a
sweatshop can later on open up one themselves, though. Most of the people that
work there work for the rest of their lives.

Q: How much do iLe workers get?
A: The workers are not paid by the hour, but on the piece rate, between

$5.00 and $S.00 a dozen. which is 50 cents to GO cents a piece. This is the
standard price in San Francisco Chinatown. The workers sew on an average of a
dozen a day. and that is from eight o'clock in the morning to six - thirty or seven
at night.

Most of them take only half an hour to eat lunch. They eat lunch right there
at the sweatshop, they either bring their lunch or cook something right there.
When I said workers sew an average of a dozen a day. I meant the experienced
workers. When I first worked there. I made five dresses in three days. For workers
who have worked in this trade for five to seven years. some of them are
super-fast, they make about two dozens a day, but that's only twelve dollars for
like ten hours of work. How they get around paying the workers the minimum is
by talking them into not using their social security number. The sweatshop
owners have different ways of not reporting to the government.

Q. What are the conditions in the sweatshop us far as health and safety go?
Are there any regulations?

A. There are no regulations whatsoever. There is no sick pay. As far as safety
goes, sewing machines are relatively safe and since most of the workers are
experienced, there's not that much hazard. But one thing that affects your health
is the lighting of the plate. The lighting is so dim it really affects your eyes.
Sewing is a very delicate task and when you have to bend over a sewing machine
for like ten hours a day, your back hurts, your eyes hurt.

Q. Who are the workers and why would they take such low wages?
A. The garment workers in Chinatown are all immigrant women.
The immigrants are from Hong Kong. Most of them work's' in the factories in

Hong Kong. They came over here because the conditions in Hong Kong are too
oppressive under the British colonial government, they came over and find them-
selves slaving away for the American capitalists.

Most-of them are middle-aged. Some of them are young 'anthers. Most young
immigrant women work as waitresses in the Chinatown restaurants where they
make a little bit more.

The reason why they would take such low wages is because the American
capitalist system has created this sweatshop system with the sole purpose of
exploiting them and making the sweatshop system their only way of making a
living, The big white corporations know that they can exploit Third World
immigrants better than the American workers because of language barriers, so
instead of hiring the Third World immigrants themselves, they piece out work to
these small sweatshops in Third World communities, for example in the Mission
and Chinatown, owned by the Third World shop owner who in turn would hire
the immigrants to do the work.

These small sweatshop owners are not the enemy, they too are exploited by these
big companies. They work in the sweatshop themselves, not as long hours, but they
do the buttonholes. they sort out the materials delivered by the big companies.
They just barely make it to be middle class or lower middle class. They receive a
lot of pressure from the big companies too. They have to meet the deadlines and
the quota in order to contract work and they in turn have to pressure the workers
to work extra hours to get the work done. The big companies give the sweatshop
owners something like $1.00 a piece, the sweatshop owner gives 50 cents a piece
and the big companies sell the finished product in big stores downtown for $8.00
to 510.00 a piece.

Ilow I found out was that one time after T quit the sweatshop job, I got a job at
Maey's downtown to do inventory work for twenty hours altogether. I was wan-
dering around the store on my break and I saw these dresses that they sell which
a re the same material, the same pattern, as the ones I sew selling for $S.00 to
$10.00 a piece. It's just super-exploitation.

For restaurant, and Chinese food wholesale workers the situation is not very
much better. The following interview is taken from the July 22-September 5.1072
edition of getting Together.

Since capitalism places the accumulation of wealth as the highest goal in this
society. it is no surprise that Joh safety and met ical earc for workers plays a MS-
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twit second fiddle to business profits. Despite the technological achievements in
the United states, woacrs* welfare in these fields is terribly deficient. Every year
industrial accidents take a toll of 15,000 lives, and many more are injured.

Chinese workers are also victims of this carnage. The majority of Chinese
workers do not belong to any unions. When they have injuries, they have no one
to turn to. Even when they do belong to a union, it often doesn't do much since
the union is not under the control of the rank-and-file. Thus, when Chinese and
other workers arc injured on the job, they arc often sacrificed through legal
maneuvers to the almighty dollar.Thc following into view with a Chinese woman
worker is a good example.
Could you describe the accident you had at work?

It happened on March 10, 2 p.m., on the job. I work at a restaurant in Manhat-
tan. There was a sudden crash of a big pot of spaghetti water. The boiling water
spilled all over the right side and front of my body. At that moment, myemployer
saw the accident, and he came over to tell me to just "go back home and change
your (tress." Ile rushed me home, not concerned with my h try at all. Actually I
got off work at 2 p.m., and this was on my own time. But my boss wanted me to
work until 3 p.m., an extra hour without pay. Even then at 2:00 after I had lost
all feeling in the right side of my body, he wanted me to come back to work.

So I took the train home, and on the train my body was getting hotter and
hotter. I almost fainted on that train, it was so hot. I stopped at a store and
bought some burn ointment. When I got home, the skin on my body was already
blistering. I fainted In bed at S p.m.. and when I got up my body was full of
blistering and skin was peeling off.

The second day I went back to work, and my boss and another girl discussed
whether they should call a union doctor. They called up and made an appointment
with this union doctor, who was not a specialist in this field at all. The doctor
only gave me some ointments, not any internal medicine. And then he went on
vacation, leaving a small girl in his office to act as a doctor in his place. This girl
was the one who actually treated me.
What did the boss do to help you!

From the beginning the boss tried to tell me that my injury was not serious,
wouldn't agree to let me take days off work. He was trying to conceal time real
facts in my case.
Why was hc trying to conceal the facts!

To receive Workmen's Compensation from the union you have to prove you were
disabled from work for at least seven days. The boss made me conic to work even
though I was in no condition to work, and could just stand around. The union
doctor did not even make himself available to see or treat me during those first
weeks, so he would not have to sign proof of serious injury and treatment over
those seven (lays. So I think this was a whole legal trick. These people were just
trying to save money for themselves. They bluff you, the boss says, "Just change
your dress." They let you stand at work although you can't do any physical work
because you are in pain : they think your life is just like an ant's, and to die is
a small thing since this world is overpopulated anyway. They want to save money,
not save your life.
Why did you decide to report this case nowt

I recently filed a compensation claim. The union doctor discharged inc as soon
as he found out, I have seen other doctors since then. and found out that I need
to have therapeutic treat ment, and will have muscular pains for a year. I have
had fevers. permanent internal injuries and permanent skin damage.

When I was first injured and needed care I had to accept whatever care I could
get. no matter how bad this union doctor treated me. How could I reject the union
doctor's care when my life was at stake? You have to take care of yourself first.
But now I have recovered and am strong enough to question back. expose the legal
tricks of my boss. I demand repayment for these injuries and injustices.

In MIGRATION

During this past simmer (July 1974) the United States Civil Rights Commis-
sion conducted hearings on the whole spectrum of possible areas where the civil
rights of Asians in America may have been abused or denied. One entire volume
of the verbal testimony is devoted to the topic of immigration. I respectfully re-
fer the Committee to that record %shin I have heard will be submitted as part
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of overall testimony. I feel that the inclusion of the following section will serve
to give the Committee a sense of the apprehension that immigrants live under. I
mean, how would you like to walk the streets knowing that just because of your
physical features you might be detained for interrogation? This abuse of their
civil rights has its effect in that many immigrants become overly sensitive about
their status and feel that it will hinder them in getting them needed social serv-
ices for which they may be eligible. The entire area of immigration requires
urgent overhauling as many community people see it as the center of institutional
racism.

.. Another form of discrimination is caused in connection with the so-called
area of control operations, also called dragnet-raids, on illegal aliens. Asians
are comparatively easily identifiable. The raids are made possible by a provi-
shm in the immigration law which would be shocking to the average lawyer and
is not permitted in criminal cases. It can be said without qualification that a
suspect in a criminal proceeding enjoys much more constitutional protection
than is available to an alien or an alien-looking person walking in the streets
of New York. This vulnerability is based on section 287 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act which reads as follows:

"PowEltS OF IMMIGRATION OFFICES AND EMPLOYEES

"see. 28T. (a) Any officer or employee of the Service authorized under regula-
tions prescribed by the Attorney General shall have power without warrant :

"I I) to interrogate any alien or person believed to be an alien as to his right
to he or to remain in the United States*;

-42) to arrest any alien who in his presence or view is entering or attempting
to enter the United :Mites in violation of any law or regulation made in pur-
suance of law regulating the admission, exclusion or expulsion of aliens, or to
arrest any alien in the United States, if he has reason to believe that the alien
so arrested is in the 'United States in violation of any such law or regulation
and is likely to escape before a warrant can be obtained for his arrest, but the
alien arrested shall he taken without unnecessary delay for examination before
an fttlicer of the Service basing authority to examine al ens as to their right
to enter or remain in the United States:

-(3) %vithin a reasonable distance from any external boundary of the United
States. to board and search for aliens any vessel within the territorial waters of
the (*tilted States and any railway car, aircraft, conveyance, or vehicle. and
within a distance of 25 miles from any such external boundary to have access to
private lands. but not dwellings for the purpose of patrolling the border to pre-
vent the illegal entry of aliens into the United States: and

-(4) to make arrests for felonies which have been committed and which are
eognizable under any law of the United States regulating the admission. exclu-
sion. or expulsion of aliens. If he has reason to believe that the person so arrested
is guilty of such felony and if there is likelihood of the person escaping before

warrant can be obtained for his arrest, but the person arrested shall be taken
without unnecessary delay before the nearest available officer empowered to
em omit persons charged with offenses against the law of the United States. Any
such employee shall also have the power to execute any warrant or other process
issued by any officer under any law regulating the admission, exclusion, or
expulsion of 01101M"

AI the hearings held before the House Subcommittee on immigration, Citizen-
ship and International Law, which took place in July 1973. testimony was taken
on tho stscalled area control operations. The District Director for the New York
District gave a graphic description of the operation and among other things
testified :is to the criteria for stopping individuals in the street. He said:

for example, some of our men will observe the shoes these people are
wearing. and these shoes are peculiar and unique in that they are generally
cheap shoes that have been fabricated in institutions. like prisons. The cut of
their clothing. oftentimes it is skimpily fitted the lapels are quite different
from the general run of our American styles. or people that we would ordinarily
eneounter. Oddly enough. there is one group that carriers a brown paper bag
in going to work, and that, sometimes. together with other factors, leads to
stopping and interrogation. Many of them might be wearing ponchos draped over
their shoulders.

ETLIIKRO: They stand out from the normal.'
" 'MR. MARKS: They stand out from the normal pattern. And, of course. there

is the language which is different. And then, as is Indicated here, some individ-
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uals observing this operation would break and run, which is a ground of
suspicion.

"'So, taking all of these factors together and using their intuition, they score
a rather high average in the persons that they intercept and talk to. It is their
considered opinion tha,, they are correct in virtually 90 percent of the people
encountered.' (Hearings before the Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship
and International Law of the Committee of the Judiciary, House of Representa-
tives, 94th Congress. 1st Session, on Legislative Oversight of the Immigration
and Nationality Act)"

Needless to say, that among the aspects which differentiate Asians from other
persons is the color of their skin and it is, therefore, no accident that so many
eases taken to court for tests of Section 287 are brought by Chinese plaintiffs.

It is known that raids are frequently conducted in small Chinese restaurants
where the possibility of locating illegal aliens among the kitchen personnel is
fair; and in the process of these raids, not only illegal aliens but their Chinese-
background fellow workers are obligated to establish over and over that they are
in the country lawfully.

I do believe that Section 287 of the Immigration and Nationality Act is the
most uncivil libertarian act of very many uncivil libertarian acts and should,
in my opinion, receive great attention by this Committee . ." (United States
Commission on Civil Rights New York State Advisory Committee Hearing,
July 1974)

EDUCATION

An attentive observer will note that much of the Chinese community is quite
literate in their native tongue. The HEW report suggests that as much as 16.2
percent of the Chinatown respondents have had no schooling and almost 14 per-
cent have a high school or beter educational background. In the past it has been
alleged that the Chinese were unwilling to learn the language of his adopted
country. The truth of this statement lies in the fact that America made it so
difficult for the Chinese to interact with the white majority that a facility of the
language was not necessary. The present day situation is quite differentevery
English language program I know of in New York Chinatown has more students
than can be handled and the waiting lists continue to grow. HEW statistics indi-
cate that 86.2 percent of all Chinese respondents want English language pro-
grams but only 14.8 percent are currently enrolled. Vocational training Is even in
more demand, such training is necessary if the immigrant is ever to break out
of the pattern of economic marginality.

Given the traditionally high value placed upon education, it is not surprising
that many parents are concerned about their children's performance in school.
They are cognizant of the alienation which their children experience at the hands
of insensitive teachers who subscribe to dysfunctional stereotypes of their pu,
pits. The HEW report indicates a high acceptance and desire for bi-cultural and
bi-lingual programs in the Chinese community which would mitigate the cultural
shock of the child and serve to help him or her realize hteir full academic
potential:

IlEmoit

The majority of complaints (90.1 percent) of those not covered by health in-
surance are expense, eligibility or knowledge of such services. Among those
who sought help almost one out of two experienced some difficulty. Area medi-
cal facilities are at best difficult to get to and until recently, almost totally and
arrogantly unresponsive to community health needs.

SOCIAL SERVICES

By and large the community does want and seek such services. The problem
cannot be said to lie in the non- acceptance of the community in this area. How-
ever, more often than not problems are encountered. 25A5 percent of those ques-
tioned in the HEW Study who sought assistance cite problems ranging from
long waits, accessibility, language. uncooperative staff or red tape. Also, when
they were turned down for service, they were not referred to alternative agen-
cies which might have been able to assist them, Almost all (96 percent) who
complained of accessibility said they did not know where to go for assistance.
The failure rather than being on the part of the immigrant or client is more
correctly placed at the doorstep of the social service agencies. The greatest ma-
jority learn of services from indirect sources rather than from the agencies
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themselves. This indicates a serious breakdown in the outreach programs of
those agencies capable of serving the Chinese community. More ominous is the
suggestion that some social service agencies are not even attempting to service
the Chinese community.

The preceding litany of problems which confront the Chinese immigrant com-
munity is not new. Each and every objective study of the Chinese community
has found these same problems, from the Cattel Report in 1962 to the China-
town Report of 1969, the Chinatown Health Fair statistics in 1971 to the emerg-
ing picture of the HEW Asian-American Field Study. The only variation in
all these is the growing intensity of the problems in each succeeding study. In
the past, American society saw lit to force its Asian win pities into small, con-
centrated urban ghettos where their problems would be out of sight, out of
mind. We were valued only for our economic value and our indispensable scrape-
goat function. The relaxation of immigration restrictions for whatever social,
political or economic reasons has served to add fuel to those ghetto hires which
have been smouldering for over a hundred years. It may be suggested that
immigration be once more restricted but that would solve neither the immigrant's
problems nor the country's. In admitting the immigrant, the State assumes an
implicit responsibility of making possible the individual's rapid integration
into the affairs of his adopted home. However, if the State creates or allows to
continue those practices which militate against the immigrant's participation as
a full member of society, the fault is to be placed before those who seek to deny
or exploit the immigrant for their own gain, not upon the shoulders of thedisenfranchised and exploited.

We are told democracy is a two-way street and the Asian community has not
been voeel I,* making known their grievances. I think the next section will provethe contrary.

RESPONSE OF ASIA?? COMMUNITY TO OPPRESSION AND EXPLOITATION

A stereotype held by many Americans is that Asian people are a docile and
submissive group who will take no action against those who would oppress them:
If the response of the Vietnamese peasants to American militarism is not suffi-
cient evidence, perhaps the response of Asians in America should also l.e ex-.
amined. During the later part of the nineteenth century Asian contract laborers
on the plantations of Hawaii suffered from long work hours, $4.00 a month
salaries, and the whips and guns of the overseers. Despite such vicious conditions,
these early immigrants replied with courageous strikes, work-slow downs and
sabotage. These job actions involved up to 70.000 workers at a time, Such mili-
tancy is poor evidence of subservience. Although they were the targets of
numerous laws designed to deny them freedom of enterprise with the white
community, the Chinese community was not content to merely bow their heads
to accept the yoke of oppression. They took these laws to court to test their
constitutionality and in many cases won. Laws such as those forbidding, "aliens
ineligible for citizenship (Chinese) from fishing in California waters", requiring
lodging houses to provide a minimum of 500 cubic feet of air per resident, the
prohibition of operating laundries from non-brick or stone buildings, were en-
acted with the Chinese in mind and enforced against Chinese only. These and
others were contested and won.

Japanese and Mexicoan farm workers in California came together in 11)03 to
successfully win a strike and establish a union for better wages and working
conditions. Although cut off from support and faced with the threat of military
force. Chinese railroad workers in 1867 dared to strike for better working con-
ditions and wages NOR was this the last such strike for the history of railroad
building in the West. Asians struck their employers over a wide range of issues.
This tradition of active protest of oppression was continued up till the McCarthy
era when like much of the country the Asian immigrant community was cowed
into submission and silence. You may reply that this is all well and good but it is
all in the past now., I say, "NO!, the conditions which gave rise to the militant,
response of Asians in the past are still with us today". Tin y differ only in form
as it assumes an institutional and more subtle character. e.g., behavior modifica-
tion via stereotyping and information denial, or as a co -n otter called it,"closet
bigotry". The tradition of resistance established by the early immigrants is an
integral part of the history of Asian people in America and this tradition has
withstood the test of time.

We see this tradition still operating today and glowing to even higher heights
is the Asian immigrant communities across the country. In San Francisca. Chinese
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seamstresses and waiters strike their employers for better working conditions
and wages. Here also, the Japanses community is fighting to sa"e their shops and
homes from the bulldozers of the real estate developers. The tradition manifests
itself in Philadelphia where the conununity has fought to a temporary standstill
a plan which would have converted their homes into a superhighway ; here, too,
we find garment workers on the picket line striking for the right to collective
bargaining and union representation. In New York, the Confucius Plaza Project
was the catalyst which bought a community-wide coalition to demand jobs for
the community and challenge the racist practices of the building trades. In a
similar controversy in San Francisco a few years back, the reply of the con-
tractor was that Asians (Chinese) had no skills in the building trades. Such was
the response given to the descendants of the builders of the Great Wall, the
American railroad system, the wine cellars of Northern California and the drain-
ers of the Sacramento River Delta region. The immigrants of today as the enclosed
data will show ARE skilled in these areasthey are in fact some of the workers
who built the housing projects in Taiwan, Hong Kong and the reconstruction of
the Mainland.

The recent and continuing controversy around Community School District No. 1
in the Lower East Side in New York is a tribute to collective community action.
The decentralization of the elementary schools in New York came into being in
1969, 'rho purpose for the decentralization was to make possible parent-community
input in the policy-making of neighborhood schools. On the Lower East Side, the
community school board became the center of the struggle to create a non-alienat-
ing school system which would be responsive to the community, It was not until
the second community board was elected in 1971 that the hoped-for reforms
began to materialize in the form of hi-lingual, bi-cultural teaching programs. In
1973 reactionary elements seized control of the board in an election which was
later overturned by the courts, and proceeded to dismantle programs and dismiss
personnel who had been sympathetic to the community. In the interval between
the decision of the court and the new election, the anger of the community was
most clearly manifested in their boycott of the schools. Throughout this struggle,
Chinese parents and community members took up sides with the rest of the black
and Puerto Rican minority. Chinese parents participated in the testimony of
voting irregularities and participated in the boycott of classes as well. The silence
of the Chinese in community politics was broken in a most convincing fashion.

In any economically-depressed community, you will find health care and delivery
an issue. The Chinese community in New York is no exception. Pressure by the
community has resulted in the beginnings of a realistic response of health-delivery
institutions in providing bi-lingual staff and a voice in policy making. Even so,
a free Chinatown Health Clinic is the only medical facility which speaks to the
immigrant in his or her own native tongue. With a community numbering 60,000
and growing, more such facilities are required, if the health needs of the com-
munity are to be adequately administered.

Betrayed by the ILGWU, which actively works to suppress wages and overlooks
dangerous working conditions. the women of the garment shops are not adverse to
periodic. unpublicized wildcat strikes which are their only means of curbing the
abuses of their employers.

In short. it would be dysfunctional at best and racist at worse if this Com-
mittee were to conceive of the Asian community as waiting upon it to initiate
change. The community is not waiting for you to initiate the fight ; the community
has, is and will continue to fight. And we may win some hard fought battles.
Ours is a proud people and I was not sent here to ask your assistance with hat-
in-hand and upon bended knees. I was sent here to tell you that the democratic
rights of the Asian community have been denied and to ask your support of our
just cause to secure the rights of equal employment, education, health and jus-
tice. What is required of this Committee and of Congress is an admission that the
institutions and practices which make such struggles necessary be declared
illegitimate and void. The passage of the legislation you are considering today
may become part of that declaration of illegitimacy.

ADDITIONAL ARGUMENTS

In the course of this Bill's movement through the legislative chambers, a num-
ber of arguments will be raised in opposition to its passage. Asian-Americans for
a Fair Media (hereafter known as AAFISI) would like to address itself to some
of those arguments in advance of their articulation.
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An element `" be raised might be the accusation that immigrants are social
parasites on the society. It would be well to keep in mind that we pay much the
same taxes that citizens are required to pay. It is also true that we have not
been receiving those services which we pay every week we work. As to aspersions
to our commonality with other Americans, if we did not seek the same things
you did, we would not demoustrate against discriminatory employers, insensitive
schools and hospitals or for that matter be before you today.

It may be charged, as it already has in some circles, that such legislation will
only encourage immigration which will compete with citizens for the growing
scarcity of jobs. Two years ago the ILGWU initiated a campaign which implied
that Asian workers (specifically .Japanese) were taking :1%%: jobs from garment
workers in the United States. AAFM and other Asian groups strongly denounced
such tactics by pointing out that, ". . . American businesses are firing workers
In this country and setting up businesses elsewhere to 'rip off' the American
people. This is something the ILOWU has not pointed out. Unemployment is not
made in Japan. it is made in America (by corporations who relocate overseas).
The union should fight for the workers (and) not play on racism and narrow
nationalism" (reported by the New York Times, October 26, 1972). And may
I point out that they still have not done so. Firms such as the makers of Catalina
sportswear, Levi-Strauss and Van Heusen have continued to move their produc-
tion facilities elsewhere without so much as a raised eyebrow on the part of
ILOWU leadership. Major retail chains such as Macy's, Korvette's and the Em-
porium also make huge profits from plants they operate in Korea and Hong Kong.

The corporate leaders are quite honest in their justification for such moves.
In 1970 the President of Admiral International said the assembly of television
sets in Taiwan "won't affect pricing stateside. but it should improve the com-
pany's profit structure. Otherwise we wouldn't be making the move." In Business
Week, December 13, 1969, Henry Ford II stated, "in South Korea, Taiwan and
Indonesia, we see an attractive supply of cheap labor". The Harvard Business
Review computed in 1972 that average labor 9,nd fringe costs for manufacturing
industries were 16d per hour in Taiwan as opposed to $2.50 in the
United States. Such sentiments have caused the loss of over 60.000 electronics

'workers in America. In the auto industry. we find similar patterns-44 percent
of Ford Motor Corporation workers are located overseas. Ford workers in
South Korean plants average $40 a month. In 1969 20 percent of General Motors
and 30 percent of Chrysler Corporation cars and trucks were being produced
overseas. Chrysler also markets the Dodge Colt, which is made entirely in
Japan by a firm in which Chrysler has 15 percent ownership. To continue the
effects of runaway shops, the following firms have closed domestic factories
to relocate In other countries: Emerson TV and Radio, Ford-Philco, General
Electric, RCA. Motorola. Zenith. Mattel (toy manufacturers), Smith-Corona.
US Plywood, National Cash Registerthe list could go on but you begin to
appreciate the magnitude of the problem.

The total loss of jobs created by runaway factories can hardly be attributed
to immigrants if only for the fact that there aren't enough immigrants to
replace those who were laid off. In recent days the New York Times reported the
following item :

".. . Over 50,000 auto workers are now out of work and last week it was re-
poted dint Chrysler Corporation will probably close a major plant in Detroit.
laying of 5.000 more employees. Ford reported a ONE WEEK (my emphasis)
lay off of 12.100."

The news media has in recent months made thinly-veiled references to the
effect that immigrants from Ash, and Mexico are in part responsible for the
growing economic crisis. Such a charge deserves to be more fully examined.
According to ft.:ores from the immigration and Nationalization Service covering
the fiscal year 1973, the total immigration of Mexican, Chinese. Filipinos and
Korean totaled 145,526.A considerable number of any measure, but this averages
out to 2.79S per week. This figure pales when compared to Ford's one week lay-
off of 12.100 in the same time period ! (432 percent greater). We could go on
to note that these factories aren't even located on American soil anymore let
alone employing American workers. It should also be kept in mind that immi,
grants come to the United States in an attempt to escape the brutally ex-
ploitative pay scale in their homelands. Add to this fact that institutional racism
keeps immigrants in specific industries (e.g.. garment and service trades) the
language problem and one begins to realize that immigrant workers are just as

ietimized by runaway shops as Amerlefin workers and probably more so.
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In sum, the effect of runaway factories affects workers in America in a variety
of ways:

(1) Causes major unemployment when whole factories close down and initi-
ates a chain effect ;

(2) Such unemployment hits the minority and immigrant workers hardest as
it is they who are last hired, first fired ;

(3) Employers are not above using the threat of runaway shops to blackmail
workers into accepting less than adequate wages, or even pay cuts in some
instances as well as speed-ups, euphemistically called "production quotas"; and

(4) The fact that runaway shops are established in countries where unions
are illegal or ineffectual allows them to undercut the effectiveness of domestic
strikes.

Being employed in a runaway shop overseas is not the most pleasant of cir-
cumstances either. Working conditions are 12-15 hour work days, six days a
week, to producing things which they could never afford on the wages paid
them (see table below). Unions are nonexistent or weak at best and the ruling
cliques are more sympathetic to corporate interests than those of their country-
men.

Harvard Business Review May-June 1973

Average labor and fringe costs for manufacturing industries, 1972
Wage

Country: per hour
United States $2.50
Puerto Rico 2.00
Japan 0.90
Dominican Republic 0.60
Mexico (northern border area) 0.51
Hong Kong 0.40
Mexico (interior) 0.37
Singapore 0.35
Korea 0.31
Colombia 0.30
Taiwan 0.16
Indonesia 0.10

Given all these factors the only beneficiaries of the runaway factories are
the corporations who set them up. In the entire process of brutalizing native
workers and displacing American workers, they are the only winners as their
"profit structure" improves. Thus when the hue and cry over cheap immigrant
or cheap foreign labor is raised let us keep in mind who is really reaping the
benefits.

CONCLUSION

It would be instructive to keep in mind the research done by a Japanese
American scholar in Los Angeles. He simply counted the total number of news-
paper inches devoted to Japanese and Chinese regardless of context. He then
plotted these on a graph. The resultant picture was one of many peaks and
valleys. In an attempt to explain this phenomenon, he then plotted a graph
of the stock market's ups and downs. When placed over each other there was
found to be perfectly inverse relationship! In years of economic crisis, interest
in Asians rose tremendouslyan examination determined that Asians were
used as the scapegoats for the problems of the economy.

In summary, during times of economic duress and crisis, it becomes expedient
for the corporate interests who control the media to blame immigrants, particu-
larly non-white immigrants, and to pit white workers against them. Racism
practices at any time is unconscionable but in times of political or economic
crisis, it can develop into a deadly and insidious force to oppress an entire root:-
talon. And I do not think there is one of us here today who would not grant
that the present is a time of political and economic crisis.

Tactics such as the above are part of the legacy of past generations of immi-
grants and history has shown the fallacy and illegitimacy of such scapegoating.
It will not do to revive once more such sensationalism. The immediate task of
this Committee is to examine the merit of the Bill before it today but the larger
and most important task is not the Bill. The passage of this Bill should be seen as
part of a greater goal, that goal is the denouncement and repudiation by words
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and deeds those institutions and beliefs which justify and/or perpetuate a sub-
ordinate economic, social or political class of people.

APPENDIX

U.S. COM MIRSION ON CWIL RIGHTS, Pcsu.w MARINO EWA/. OPPORTUNITIES Fon

ASIAN AN/MEANS, Jinx 12, 1974

During May of 1974, a month long series of rallies, picketing and demonstrations

were held, culminating in the arrest of 57 Asian Americans for Equal Employ-
ment (further referred to here as AAFEE) supporters. Many people both in and
outside of Chinatown asked why we fought so hard, so militantly and raised

our voices in doing so. Perhaps Asian Americans are tired of speaking so softly.

The corner grocery store owner saluted (that was her word) our effort and that
of others who publicly demonstrated their support, She said that it was about
time we started getting what was coining to us.

Since our first wave of immigration to this country in the 1950's, Asian Ameri-

cans have been boxed into a narrow confine by a racist society which sought
to protect their economic status quo by limiting our opportunities. Many of us
who demonstrated are the children of immigrants, and who saw very little of
their parents as they worked, as they still do 00 hours a week in a restaurant,
perhaps outof-town, or from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. in a garment factory earning ap-
proximately 400 for one single dress that was finished. if these cited figuies still
choke me as I recite them. then it may be very evident why so many of us were
willing to agitate as forthrightly for jobs in our community.

AAFEF has been organized since December 1973 to combat racist exclusionary
hiring tactics in construction, and to breakthrough in jobs for people who face
a future of declining or potentially exploitive industries. The reaction from
Chinatown was supportive and broad-based. The reaction from labor and private
industry was condescending at best and indifferent at worst. Except for the
extensive and over-reactive use of the New York Police Department, we gen.
erated little confluent in the beginning.

It is necessary to go back in time to briefly examine, historically, American

!shoes response to the early Chinese settlers. Entering in various manners, in-

cluding as indentured servants and contract laborers, the Chinese entered milling,

railroad building, cigar-making and other factory work, as well as agricultural
and service fields. They were seapegoated during the economic depression of
1873 and 1877. The thrust of the Workingman's Party of California, which had
arisen at that time served to rid the factories of tho Chinese. on the basis that
Chinese and the rich had conspired against white workers. This Party consisted
of small owners and unorganized workers who mounted a boycott of goods wade
by Chinese.

Labor leadership took an active role in the passage of anti-Chinese legislation
in 1882, with the first Chinese Exclusion Act. And the role assumed by American
labor against the Chinese continued, as witness an excerpt front a paper by Legan
Wong. a graduate student, sociology, The New School:

An example of this is the role of labor in the expelling of the Chinese in the
cigar making industry. The Chinese first appeared in this industry in the 1850's
and by 1860 half the cigar production in San Francisco was owned by the
Chinese. By 1870. they comprised 90 percent of the labor force organized into the
Tung-dak Tong labor guild. In response to this, white cigar makers adopteu the
cigar label in 1874 certifying that it was made by white labor. Under the leader-
ship of Adolph Strasser and Samuel Gompers in 1884, the Cigar makers Interna-
tional Union organized to drive out the Chinese workers in San Francisco. A
boycott of all brands who employed Chinese laborers was successful as the
Chinese were completely driven out of the industry by the late MO's.

As the spokesman for organized labor. Gompers was one of the leading advo-
cates for the passage of the Act of April 29, 1902 which extended all existing
Chinese exclusion laws for an indefinite period.

The labor campaign to exclude Chinese from competitive industries forced us
Into the service industries, where many in number remain today. We do not
attack restaurants, factories, grocery shops or laundries in their necessary work,
but only comment on the democratic rights of all people to exercise their r:ghts
to equal opportunity.

On January 10. 1974 AAFEE met with HDA (Housing Development Admin-
istration) to gain more knowledge of where more people could be placed and
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how. Their response to us was one of mild shock, that any such Asian American
group existed at all, vocalizing discontent with the status quo. We interpreted
the meeting iu three suggestions made to us at the meeting. They %%ere. that
all Eng lisle:peaking journeymen en our lists be referred to WIT, that special
arrangements be made with contacts at the Board of Education for English classes
serving those with no fluency, and that known community :subcontractors apply
fur III).Vs list of minority subs for future reference. Nothing was new auLa sure

had been repeatedly misunderstood in our intentions. Attempts were made to
pave the way for minority squabbling, when it was stated that they could not
very well hire Asians for the Confucius Plaza site when there were already
black and Puerto Wean workers hired. Another time. %%e were informed by the
Administrator that if we insisted on the hiring of Asian Americans at the Plaza
because it was in our community, then %%e could not work in Harlem or Brooklyn,
because residents of those areas would claim the same. Never is there any mention
of where the white %%other cam go or nut go. We had never stated an objective
of working only on one site within our own community. Ita it is a peal place to
begin. so that people of Chinatown may visibly realize the possibility of entering
other areas of work, that the door can be opened,

We view the placement of Asian American workers at Confucius Plaza as an
indication of the Industry's good faith in working to increase the numbers of
-Wan Americans in the industry and in the unions. Although we have been
focused specifically around this one housing site in Chinatown, our object is the
entire nlust'y including unions. As well. we Include in this grouping those
federal!, state lied local government bodies who give cover to diseriminatory
practices, protecting private interests, contrary to their own public charters.

For the past 7 nonalles we have met aith or contacted 111)A, ECF (Education
Construction Fund for the school), the Board of Urban Affairs stile 110m:try's
mouthpiece p. the New York Building and Construction Trades Council, RTP,
NYC,: office of Contract Compliancy. union representatives, null the sponsors of
the pojeet. W' leic even met %%ith DeNiatteis Corporation, general contractors
and danelopers a the Plaza, to .no avail. Claiming compliance with over '10%
minority %%others on their sites. they owe us nothing. On May 8 we attempted to
pleset so00 signatures from the community, urging the hiring of Aian American
%%orkers at the site. They rejected the signatures and our claims that workers
finest be hired. We looked into their work force on the site that day and saw
%%bite %%orkers, %%ith few non-%% bite faces, certainly not enough to warrant a 10%
eompliane claim. Speaking to a black worker on the site aiming this period of
time. he said that Ile bad only been on the site a day, having been brought in
from another site. This was on the second day of public support and pressure
upon DeMattels in Chinatown.

Chetherboarding is a Mee, precise term for an Industry-wide practice which
is not so nice --the Illusion of presence and numbers is there. but the real
strength of inereasdng minority participation is missing., Checkers aro brought
in during periods of crisis and heademints by monitors.

Nor were the unions always 'linted to by contractors as Ha. FO neglected
in our considerations. Hundreds of letters were written to union locals found
in the 't'a'llow pages. A copy will be submitted for the record. We simply
requested information on what openings they had in skilled and training posi-
thins. as well as bow to enter the union, setting up a meeting to discuss these
things% If possible. We received 2 written replies from the carpenters (who
promised to send information when available) and the ironworkers (who stated
that their union suffered :10% unemployment. and could do nothing for us).
We met with union representatives of the couerete workers. local 0A. and brick-
layers. local :ti. We did lint receive any communication from the mechanical
trade:, which are more secure. less subject to automation : plumbers. eleetricians,
sheet metalists and steamfitters. Not a great response from the 21 skilled trades
and five unskilled trades in NYC.

With sonic assistane from third part) fumes suet' as the 1'8 Department of
.11Ntice, ES Commis.s.bm un Chit Rights, City Connell President. Councilwoman
Friedlander. the Office of Sen. ,davits. the Institute for Mediation and f'onflict
Resolution. Commissioner Chin of the City f'ommission on Human Rights. and
various other individuals sump agencies, seven MOW' s after we first appeared.
IIDA. and the BETA showed some signs of working out some solution to begin
placement of workers. As of Jame 27, HEM has committed a total of twelve jour-
neymen positions In citywide sites. excluding the Plaza. The BHA on July 10 at a
meeting with AAFEE, the sponsors and IIDA. agreed to 12-13 trainee positions to
be filled by Asian Americans from our lists, at the Plaza.

43-n23-75-1
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Though they may constitute some breakthrough for jobs in the construction
industry, 24 is still a small number in comparison to the numbers of persons who.
applied with us months ago. With farther press releases and information into the
community we are reasonably sure that numbers would swell. We have 121 imli-
vidual muues submitted to 111).1 and the BUA. Some have experience in mote
than one trade, and the total number is 134 names listed upon traineeship (no
exp erienee-19). the rest are categorized by trade. We will submit a profile of
52 of these workers to the Commission for the public record.

Some of the men came with prior expriemes in their own attempts to find
Jobs. A few had registered with UT,' but claimed never to have heard anything
further after application : one man 1 ''wen placed with it P's aid. Im` was bayed
off during a strike and has not workeo .n construction since. Mr. i. had six years
experience as a sheetmetal worker in Bong Kong but was placed as a seciaul year
apprentice in a four-year program. The Ill'A. queried as to their policy of exile-
rieneed apprentices, said that they are never jumped into journeyman status:'
rather salary is modified. commensurate with their skill. But at least Mr. Lis
working as a sheetmetal worker. Mr. (' (50) is a um twice Mr. L's age with 23
years of experienee in the field in Hong Kong. Mr C was one of the two AAFE
workers placed at another DeMatteis site as laborers. One day after demon-
strations began. both men were "bayed off" w,thout adequate explanation. NowMr. C is working at the Plaza as a concrete laborer. through the intervention
of the union. Ile would like to work in the area vOwee he has the skill and
experience.

The compliance of contractors it meeting minority quotas has been in con-
fusion in recent months specifically because there are two plans for integration.
each with its supporters and opponents. The industry supported plan. The New
York Plan. calls for vague numbers of minority trainees to be incorporated into
the industry. While there was a maximum. first of 800 then 1,000 to be placed,
there was no minimum whatsoever. Compliance is on 011 area/industry wide
basis, not craft by craft and project by project, as the Lindsay instituted
Equal Opportunity 71 calls for. Speeific percentages are given whichare to be met
by specified time periods to Increase representation In the trades. In late .11111e.
the Itepartment of lahor ordered institution of Ef171 into effect in NYC. stunning
the industry. However, a brief front the New York Times: (see excerpt)

Is this considered a symbol of good faith. that the US Dept. of Labor would
extend a unworkable plan that cannot be implemented for the good of the people?

Unless specified numbers are stated. minority workers will continue to reside
in the lower paying. less secure. non meet:a:deal trades, while the more exclusive.
attractive trades continue to be dominated by white workers. Also, if census
figures are to be used in the assignment of minority members, please note that
the undercounting of Chinese has always been a problem for the eolamunity.

We ante the following recommendations:
1. That status to be granted commensurate with actual experience, not accord-

ing to a slot the worker is placed in by the industry.
2. Shortening the period of traineeship to be more realistic. Seventy percent

white workers never went through any such training program.
3. Practical tests: foremen: special crash working English class;

Asian American investigator for headcount. development of programs. etc.
It has long been investigated and confirmed that the construction industry

is proceeding in a slow and flatfooted manner to increase numbers of minority
workers within unions. Blacks and Latin organizations have already en:mined
and disseminated views on the contradictions between what the industry has
voiced on expanding opportunities. and what they have actually implemented.
The government sector in housing and eonstroction must set an example for the
industry.

Asian Americans in P owut projeets. organizations and individuals have
gathered here demanding .o know why we are not being given the opportunity
now. after we had made ourselyes and our grievances publicly loom n previously.

At our meeting of July 10. 1974 with Board of Vrhan Affairs Mr. George Daly.
newly installed Executive Director. distinctly encouraged his tmeertainty to
us at that time regarding the Board's appearance today. due to their limited
amount of time. Can we assume that their absence. today is all indication of their
good faith in the matter of increasing numbers of Asian Americans in the
zee. t ruction industry?
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ASIAN AMERICANS FOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF APPLICANTS

1Total number of applicants tabulated:571

Yeats Number Percentage

Years of elptliefICe; I
None. ...
5, yrs and under...
6 to 10
11 to 15... .... .. .......
16 to 20.. ... ,

_ .
_.

18
15
9
1

6

34.6
78.8
17.3
1.9

11.5
21 to 25. 0 0
26 to 30, 2 3.8

Trade experience I
Electrician _ . 8 17.0
Carpenter IC 31.9
Plumber . - 8 17.0
Sheetmetal ... 2.1
Bricklayer.. .. 1 10.6
Mason 2 4,2

5 10.6
Machinist. .. I 2.1Tile---------------------------------------------- 2 4.2
No trade ...__ 19

Trade desired. s
Carpenter 22 34.9
Electrician . . 14 22.2Bricklayer_ ..... _ . . . ..... . . - .......... _ ... . --. 7 11.1
Plumber - , . .. . ......... . . _ 7 11.1
Machinist . . .- ... .. 4 6.3
Painter. . . 4 6.3
Mason .. 3 4.7
Operating Engineer . I 1.5
Sheetmeml. 1 1.5

Fluency Number Percentage

English language fluency:a
None. 2 3.8

14 26.8
Average 29 56.0
Fluent s 6 11.5

Age range Number Percentage

Age;'
Under 25. 72 25.0
25 to 29.. 9 18.730 to 34. -. ..... - ........ . .... ....... . ......... -..... ............ 9 18.7
35 to 39.. 3 6.2
40 to 44. 11 22.9
45 to 49 . .. . . .. .. . 2 4.2
50 and over.. ... . 7 4.7--. --- -- ---- --- - - ---.

II cid not respond.
2Some applicants did not have experience. others were meditated in more than I trade.
Some applicants desired more than 1 trade.

4 4 did not respond.

Note: Total number of applicants is over 100.

ASIAN AMERICANS FOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
PROFILE OF WORKERS AND EXPERIENCE

Number Years Trade experience English fluency Trade desired Ate
experience

1..,_... None . . Mirage. Carpenter_ 23
20 , Many skills . Pcor Bricklaw:

3..... - thane . Average Machinist 23
4 . do __ .... ..__ __.do Carpenter_ _._ . .._ ...... 28
5.... _ _ I .......... Electrician do Electrician 76

do. eel . .. 34
7. . 28 Arr.conditioning, Poor Electroanair.conditioning 50

sheer:I.:tat,
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ASIAN AMERICANS FOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

PROFILE OF WORKERS AND EXPERIENCEContinued

Years
Number experience Trade experience English fluency Trade desired Age

8 20....._.._. Carpenter
9..... .. 9.. .. ..... __ do.
10 20 .. . Electricianplumber
II___, 8 ..... .,_ Machinist12 _ + hone
13 do..
14_ ..... . 2 weeks._. Tile.
15.... ..... 6 ...... _ . Bricklayer
16........ 7 .--- . . P l u m b e r electrician

do_
do

Average
None

_ Fluent
Average
Fluent.
Poor

do

. Carpenter...
_do

Electrician...
Machinist
Carpenter
Mason
Plumber
Bricklayer
Plumber -electrician

35
44
42
34
22
27
22
43
42

17______ None Average Painter 22

18 2 mo Plumber Fluent . Carpenter plumber 20

19 Carpenter... do.. ., Electriciakcarpenter . 40

20 None Average Carpenter 24

21...._,.._ , . o Poor do

22 5 _ . .. Carpenter... Average. do._ 43

23 6 mo. do do do. 27

24. ..... ... None do do 22

25 5 . ._ ...... Several stalls do Carpenter.painter 33

26 . .... . 3 -- Brick'ayer None Bricklayer 34

Ca r pente r... Poor Carpenter_ 41

28... Hone .... Average Electrician 24

29- ..... .. ... ...do.. . do. Carpenter 35

3S._.._.... 3 . Carpenter. do Carpenter /plumber 28

31 None do Carpenter 32

32 6 Carpenter Poor

33 20 Electrician Average_ Electrician 46

do Machinist plumber ...-

Mason__ do Mason 28

38 ...... . 27 Carpenter_ Poor Carpenter 42

37
In Electrician,plumter. . Average Electrician 43

38 None do 24

39 do fluent Painter machinist 38

40_ . do do Operating engineerisheelmetal_ 28..... ...
Electrician, plumber. Poor Plumber glazier 33

42 5 ....... Electrician Average.___ Electrician 25....
43,_ 10 ..... Several skills do Carpenter,bricklayer 33.....
Si__ 3 mo ........ Labor do Electrician 23

45.... ... None do Bricklayer 21

46._ _ do Poor Ele.trician 30
.

47 20 Bricklayer 'mason do. Bricklayer,mason 49

48...... . 2. _ Paint pler carpenter__ Averaee Masombricklayer 34

Carpenter. do Carpenter 53

50 Norte
Electrician 44

51 10............ Carpenterrcander Average Carpenter/painter 44

ANTI-CIIINESE LEGISLATION

Anti-Chinese legislation.: counties
1652 Columbia District Mining Regulationsprohibit Asians front mining.
DOS Mariposa Count Mining Regulationsprohibit Chinese mining.
IS70 San Francisco ordinanceoutlaws Chinese pole method to peddle vege-

tables and to carry laundry.
1673 San Francisco Laundry Taxhigh tax on laundries [mostly Chinese]

that don't use vehicles.
1873-5 San Francisco various ordinances against use of firecrackers and

Chinese ceremonial gongs.
1875 San Franci,co Anti-Queue Lawshaving off queues of all Chinese

arrested.
I575 San Francisco Cnbie Air Ordinanehealth regulation aimed at clearing

out Chinese ghettoes.
lsso San Francisco Anti- Ironing Ordinanceaimed at shutting down Chinese

nighttime laundries.
1552 San Francisco New Laundry Licensing AOlicense required of mostly

Chinese laundry
1870 San Franciscono Chinese can be hired on municipal works.

;in ti-chine.ve ielliinf : California Slate Leviaatnre
1s50 11 s'2, '53, '551 Foreign Miners Taxtax initially aimed at forcing Chinese,

out of the mines.
1652 Bond Aetropfires all arriving Chinese to post a $500 bond.
1S5.1 Calif. Supreme Court DecisionChinese ineligible to testify in court

against whites.
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1855 [Head Tax] shippers must. pay 850 for every Chinese passenger they
bring to America.

I558 Act to Prevent Further Immigration of Chinese and Mongolsprobibits
Chinese entry.

1860 Fishing Tax tax on Chinese activities in fishing.
1870 Act to Prevent Kidnapping and Importing of Mongolian, Chinese and

Japanese Females for Criminal Purposes prevents entry of Chinese women with-
out special certificate.

1870 Act to Prevent Importing of Chinese CriminalsChinese males' entry
prohibited without proving that person is of good character.

1880 Fishing ActChinese prohibited from engaging in any fishing business.
1S80 Act to Prevent the Issuance of Licenses to AliensChinese unable to get

licenses for businesses or occupations.
1879 California State Constitutionprohibits corporations and municipal

works from hiring Chinese; authorizes cities to remove Chinese residents from
their boundaries to specified areas.

1885 Political ('odes amendment Chinese prohibited from public sclu, 's must
attend separate ones.

1882 California Legislature deelares legal holidayto allow public anti-
Chinese demonstrations.

1591 Act Prohibiting Immigration of Chinese Persons into Stateprohibits
Chinese entry.

1893 Fish and Ganie:. Actprohibits use of Chinese methods [nets] of fishing.
1873 Law to regulate the size of Chinese shrimpcatching nets.
1887 Penal Codefishing license tax :limed at Chinese fishermen.

Anti-Chinexe legbdation: Federal
1S79 Congressional -let limits number of Chinese that can come over on one

ship at a time [151.
1880 Illirlingaine Treaty Amendmentprohibits entry of Chinese laborers.
1888 Scott Actprohibits Chinese re-entry after leaving temporarily.
1892 Geary Actprohibits Chinese entry; prohibits Chinese right to bail and

habeas coning procedure: Chinese must possess residence certificates.
1889 Act of July 7Chinese not permitted to enter Hawaii.
Source: Chinese Working People in America, Wei Min She Labor Committee,

United Front Press, Calif., 1974.

(From the Yellow Seeds, September 19741

"LUCKY FOLKS" GARMENT WORKERS NOT SO LUCKY!

The Lucky Folks Garment Factory is located at 1027-9 Race Street. But the
workers who work at the factory are far from being lucky. Among the approx-
imately twenty-five workers, most of them are Chinese women. Many of them
are immigrants who face many handieaps upon arriving in this country. Because
of the language problem, limited skill, lack of training programs, and few job
opportunities for women in Chinatown, many of them seek employment in garment
factories.

There k a small number of garment factories in Philadelphia. The Lucky Folks
Garment Factory. however, is the only one owned by a Chinese, Stephen Pang.
When the factory first opened in 1973. it was not unionized. This means the work-
ers get no retirement benefits. no paid sick leaves. and no paid maternity leaves.
The lack of union also puts the workers in a very difficult position to demand
fur higher wages :Ind better working conditions.

the workers are paid by the piece and not by the hour. This means that
almost all the time the workers are paid below the minim= wage of $2.00 per
hour. In unionized factories, the workers earn 83.00 per hour.

The work schedule is usually seven hours a day and five days a week. For
overtime. the workers are 'mid time and a half. At Panws factory. the full time
workers usually work more than eight hours a day andr six days n week. There
is no extra eompensation for overtime.

The workers confronted Pang and demanded to know why the factory was not
unionized. Pang made all kinds of excuses. He fired one of the workers who
spoke up. But due to the pressure of the workers, Pang rehired the worker and
was forced to give in a little. But Pang did this in a way that benefitted himself
and not the workers. Pang hired a few Black garment workers who were already
in unions alai deelared the Lucky Folks Garment Factory to be unionized. Let.
us analyse this tactic and see why it i harmful to the workers
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J. lty !winging %% orkers who ate already nnionized into the factory, the workers
in the factory are not allowed to choose which union would and could best
represent them. The workers cannot bargain collectively with Pang on what
condition et the union would represent them. The nonunion workers who are
already working in t be facture are not automatically in the union which could
be the ete.e it' the wollseis %%i re allttwe., to bring in the union themselves.

2. Pang would not gi%t the Chinese %%inters al* information concerning union
benefit, and pm edin es to j the ninon. Pang, hinelf a Chinese. knows full
NVP11 that the Chioese %%orkt rs, because or the language problem. would have a
difficult time getting this information for thousel% es. This is an eNample of the
exploitation of Chinese by Chinese capitalists.

:3. Pang is using this tat tic to di% ide the Mack and Chinese workers. Paug had
apparently %%aped the Mat workers he hired out to talk about or give out any
information to the Chinese workers concerning the union. This is a blatant
oxample of a rapit alba using racism to benefit hinetel .

I. Pang advertised itt the ne%%spaper that his shop is unionized with all the
benefits. In fact. this is deeei% ing aml cheating any worker who applies for a job
t here.

Smitten Pang. the opportunist %im tried to undermine the Chinese Com-
tomtit% 's militant struggle to save our eon llllll nity with his Winnow: China Plaza
Owl It trot !see l'cnott St obt A (lett/toper, Vol. II. no. l) must be fought against.
Pang's garment fat tory. like many other small factories. along with the large
garment manufarturing plants such as the Farah Pants Company. large depart-
awn! tores such as (Ando+, and corrupt nnitin officials. are making profit out of
the hard work of garment workers. 'nit, all must be fought against. (see Yellow

(Wm i irxpoper. Col. 1. tin. -1 article "Chinese Garment Workers)
one %%:* to insure that workers will get smite ot' the benefits of their labor is

to hate that trul represent the interest.: of the workers in the factories.
But factory owners %%ill not sit idly when the wo:kers are getting organized. The
Cdp11.11ists will use every maus to squash the worker's organizing attempts. Rut
worker% are gaining more % let ories such as the succes4n1 struggle of garments
mot-laws against the Farah Pants Company. The experiences of Third World and
progre,si% e white workers have shown that militant struggle is the only real
%vett Pon to light with for workers' rights,

Mrs. Mixt:. _Ma we hear first from Mary Sansone, executive direc-
tor. Congress of Italian - -American Organizations, New York City.

A PANEL CONSISTING OF MARY SANSONE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CONGRESS OF ITALIAN-AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS, NEW YORK,
N.Y.: TINO CALABIA, CHAIRMAN, ASIAN-AMERICAN CAUCUS OF
GREATER NEW YORK; JOHANN LEE, ASIAN AMERICANS FOR A
FAIR MEDIA, NEW YORK, N.Y.; AND WELLS C. KLEIN, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR NATIONALITIES
SERVICE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mrs. SAxsosE. Mrs. Mink. I would like to thank you for giving us
the opportunity to present our statements.

Mrs. Chisholm. Mr. Steiger. that New York City is a gateway city
for immigrants can never be denied. Each year over 9.0,000
immigrants alone enter the TThited States. most of them through New
York. Tit 1971 m er 150.000 immigrants front around the world entered
he United States just as tourists. students or as other tempora ries snch

as trade commissioners. Again thousands of lte:e settled in New York
City.

As the 19TO census showed. there were 212.160 declared first-genera-
tion Italian-Americans in the city at that time. This figure. of course.
did 1101 include those 111111144T:tilts who entered illegally tip to that
year. It is estimated by the Cent r for Migmt ion Studies in New York
-City that 5,000 to 6,u00 hillnigTantS cutter illegally each year. Thou-
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sands remain in New York City as part of the city's hidden popula-
tion. who also add t 0 t he cit.% 's emplo) ment, housing, health, and educa-
tion needs.

In the 1970 census f70.453 persons declared themselves second-gen-
eration Italian-Americans lip in!, in New York City. and together with
the 21.160 first generation Italian- A merie.ms they comprise 8.6 per-
cent of the city's total population. The following are percentages of
first- and second-generation Italian-Americans, according to the 1970
census. excluding illegal aliens, tourists, students, and other
temporaeies

PERCENT OF THE POPULATION

1st 2d
generation generation Total

Bronx 2.67 5.32 7.99
Brooktvn 3.47 7.22 10.69
Manhattan 1.01 2.07 3.11
Queens 2.96 7.04 10.00
Staten Island 2.70 11.10 13,80

Contrary to popular belief, Italian-Americans of first and second
generation are found in large numbers in New York City's poverty
areas and pockets Of povert. These poverty areas. defined in 1966 by
the New York City Council Against Poverty, are found in every
borough in the city.

Poverty areas containing census tracts with 20 percent or more first-
and second-generat ion Italian-American population are

1. 13rookiyn-7 out of 10 Brooklyn poverty areas: Sunset Park,
South Brooklyn. Williamsburg-, Bushwick, Brownsville, East New
York. and Coney Island.

2. The Bronx-2 out of 3 Bronx poverty areas: South Bronx and
Tremont.

3. Manhattan-2 out of 6 Manhattan poverty areas: Lower East
Side and East I fa dem.

1. Staten Island-2 out of 6 S.I. pockets of poverty : Mariner's
If:111)m. and Rosebank.

Queens-3 out of I Queens poverty areas: Long Island City,
Corolla-East Elmhurst. and South Jamaica.

In addition. there are several census tracts. whose population of
first- and second-generation Italian-Americans is well over 30 percent,
tt hied tracts are located in poverty areas. These include tracts in South
Brooklyn, Williamsburg. Bush wick. Coney Island. and Tremont.

In 1974. CIAO took a sampling of census tracts in the city that
contained bet %%evil 50 percent and 9 percent first- and second-genera-
lull IrtIlit111--111VrirtIllti. 1111d pulled out data front the census publica-

tions On people li% ing in those 11 tracts. The following were among
the shocking averages for those tracts:

1.2 30 senior eit izens-60 years pins pert race.
). 17 percent of young adults between the ages of 16 and 21 were

not school graduates and not enrolled in school. that is. dropouts.
3. 9. fntedian number of school dears completed by persons 25

years of age and over.
1. 30 percent of persons 23 years of age and over were high school

graduates.
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5. 5 percent of the male ci% i I ia n labor force unemployed.
G. 3.1 percent of the female ei yi ian labor force unemployed.
T. 10 percent of all families were living below the poverty level

with only 19 percent of these families receiving public assistance.
8.23 families with female head per t raet.
9. -11 percent of all unrelated individuals were living below the

poverty level, but only S.3 percent were receiving public assistance.
10. 11.3 percent of all persons %%ere lip ing below poverty level, but

only 30.5 percent were receiving social security.
11.35 percent of all persons living below poverty level were 65

years of age and over. yet one-third of these seniors were not receiv-
ing social security.

'The above fignres show supportive evidence for the following long-
standing opinions concerning Italian people v ho come to this country
as immigrants. and even concerning those whose parents came from
Italy as immigrants:

1. Immigrants tend to arrive with an educational disadvantage.
Either their mean number of school years completed is lower than the
average American citizen or their educational credits are not readily
recognized here.

2. Older Americans of Italian descent cannot collect adequate so-
cial security benefits if their work experience was mainly in Italy:
this poses a serious lack of ineoni, to older immigrants.

A young Italian student coming to this country, therefore, faces
placcment in classes not geared to help him overcome his language dif-
ficulties or. if he has had sufficient high school training in Italy, faces
the inability to obtain. with reasonable facility. an American high
school diploma which would put him in at least a fair position to com-
pete with others in the job market.

Furthermore, serious publications concerning student programs in
city schools and concerning parent orientation to city schools are
either not printed in Italian at all, or are not distributed in sufficient
quantity to schools with Italian populations.

New York City, as well as of her gateway cities, needs to become a true
gateway in more than just. the physical sense. We need more educa-
tional opportunity programs, more outreach. more job training and
placement. and more government program awareness on the part of
our immigrants. For this reason the Congress of Italian-American Or-
ganizations hereby supports Patsy T. Mink's bill, Ti.R 9895.

Mrs. Mixt:, Thmik yon very much. Mrs. Sansone. We appreciate
your testimony.

Our next panelist is Tino Calabia.
Mr. CAr.AntA. This is one Asian who worked with your eommunitv

in the past few years on the X1.3 million multiserviees ^enter. A meet -

ing was held last night with your staff.
Vn fortunately Congressman Bell is not here, but m calculationc

would be that with respect to the figures (riven in the bill itself about
:4100 million would 1w needed to assist flue 00.000 immigrants com-
ing to the Vnited States from all countries: A100 million. Congress.
man F er. is about the cost 0,i7 100 miles of Federal highways. which
T one of a, raild snly-f; .ofe with assistance to immigrants.

Congressman Steiger. T might mention one thing about your re-
maks on the unemployment in Wisconsin. Tt is obvious that there is
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unemployment ever) m here and hopefully you and the Republican
leadership and the Congress at large could provide bills to deal ade-
quately with the unemployment problems of Wisconsin while also
focusing attention on the problems of immigrants.

Getting to our presentation. We have a corrected version there and
I will briefly excerpt parts of it.

Although the area we cover includes Northern New 'Jersey, we are
forced to limit ourselves to statistics and other data which relate to
New York State. This is because none of the data readily available
distinguishes those Asian and Pacific peoples who live in northern
New Jersey from those who live in southern New Jersey, and the south
part actually has closer ties to the metropolitan area of Greater

A second limitation stems from the fact that a major "Subject Re-
port:" published by the U.S. Bureau of the Census on ethnic minor-
ities. deals solely with the Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos in the
United States. Consequently, the primary statistics touched upon here
deal only with the three above-mentioned Asian groups in New York
State.

Where possible. we have endeavored to include figures on the bur-
gentling Korean population. especially regarding Korean immigra-
tion. As you may know. Filipino innnigrants constitute the second
larr.est immigrant group to this country from any part of the world,
and Koreans make up the third largest. Indeed. the number of Korean
immigrants is roughly the same as that of Filipino immigrants. In
short. wherever numbers or percentages are referred to in this text or
in the attached table. you can estimate with confidence that the actual
numbers or percentages of Asian and Pacific peoples in our area is
higher today.

Before elfin!, the data. a word or two of eommendation and thanks
to Sulwommittee Chairman Augustus Ha %vkins. the Congressman front
Watts and the 21st Congressional Dist riot of Cali fornia, and. of course,
our deepest gratitude to Congrmswoman Patsy T. Mink from the See-
ond Congrel.sional District of Hawaii. The problems addresQed by
Congressman Hawkins' subcommittee. as highlighted in Congress-
woman Mink's bill. have ...one too long without serious consideration
and action by the general public.

Indeed. now that flue proportion of Asian and Pacific immigrants
is esealating. I do not think it is too cynical to feel that the chances are
even less that the majority population would give more than a second
thought to the plight of toda"s innuigrants.inst over a year ago the
sizable. liberal iradership of the influential New York Times Maga-
zine etas treated to a lengthy article entitled "Should We Pull rp the
Gangplank?" by a writer who frankly admitted among other things
that she "felt cheated to have a reeently arrived foreign physician
t 11';`...

While this Time, article was not altog-t her subtle in its attitude to
immigrants. one need only observe that the world-renowned Statue
of Liberty. holding her torch high over New York harbor, faces toward
ship travelers steaming in from Europe with her bark to the inuni
grants arrivhor from the Pacifie. Asian-Americans throughout the
Nation must stand indebted to Cir monresswoan Mink. a sister .ksian-
A inerican, for reminding all Americans about the hardships that each
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immigrant has had to fare, no matter which ocean the immigrant
C Fosses.

Regarding the bill itself. the Asian-American community is in a
strong posii loll to lxlie tit part iunlarly on a percentage basis from
whatever sums mar eventually be allocated to New York State and
possidy to New York City as a gateway city. The attached table
shows that. of the total numbers of immigrants admitted into New
York State from all countries. over 10 percent of that immigrant flow
is now made up of Chinese. 1.1 and Koreans. Between the years
of 1900 and 1973. the pereentage of these groups alone has grown ap-
proximately live-fold III New York State. For 1900 and 1901, the per-
centage of new immigrants who are Chinese, Filipino. or Korean was

percent and 1.0 percent respectively.
'While the absolute numbers of other Asian and Pacific immigrants

may he small. the likelihood is that the number of all Asian and Pacific
immigrants may bring the total pereentage up to at least 11 percent,
if not more, of all immigrants into New York State. On the other hand.
Asian and Pacific peoples in the Greater New York area have never
shared in any Federal program to the extent of 10 percent or 11 percent
Of I he resources made available.

With the exception of a few services funded and operating in China-
town, no services exist anywhere in the Greater New York area which
are funded for and operated by the Filipinos. Japanese. Koreans, or
other Asian and Pacific peoples livinr. in that area. Indeed. given the

numbers of new immio-rants amour. the Chinese and the concen-
trated numbers impacted into Chinatown, not enough services are
available in Chinatown, either. Situp the bill proposed by Congress-
woman Mink holds the hope of funding and tailoring services to meet
the needs of Asian and Paei tie immigrants. a major opportunity ap-
pears which might appreciably change the bleak picture of services
designed for our communities. Consequently. the Asian American
Caucus of Greater New York is solidly in support of the intent and
t- ds o f this legislation.

But two questions mirlit require further examination. First, why is
the computation of all immigrants in the 'United States limited to data
"refleete(l in the most recent decennial census..? Census Bureau data
()Tows out of date each month and year until a new census is taken.
nut highly reliable figures from the C.S. Immigration and Natural-
ization Service are obtainable on a yea -to-year basis, and it is the
farts of immigration which ire at the heart of the bill. Furthermore,
immigration data strengthen the late or he el of allocation of service.
resources for Asian and Pacific peoples who. in Greater New York,
usually have to compete for such resources on a very unequal basis in
ot ,e program areas.

Second. where can one find data on the "percentage of till Cum
tional v illiterate (in the Eindish lanunage) immigrants in the I -nited
States who reside in each State"? The C.S. Census Bureau collects
data on the number of Nears of education completed 13 an individual.
and less than 5 war- oreducal ion mat charact et ize a functionally illit-
erate person in genera I. But to our know ledge there mat be a caiegory
dealing. with functionally illiterate persons in the English language
as collected by either the C.S. Census Bureau or the U.S. Immigra-
tion and Nat u t.a fixation Service.
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One serious object ion raised outside or the Asian- Ainerira 0010-
munitier, to the bill in its peseta form is already know n to those of
us who also work tt ith our Puerto lewan brothers anti sisters m the
Greater New York area: As it now stands. t lie bill entitles American-
Samoans to be C011ipined to11 I'd the funding allotment tt hich any
State revel% es. as long as the Samoans monied are not residents of
Samoa itself. Why are not Puerto Ricans Alordeil equal treatment ?
That is. why, for example. cannot Nov. York State compute jut°, its
calculations the number of Puerto Ricans immigrating. to Nev. York
State front Puerto Rico?

Although the net total of Puerto Ricans remaining in the Greater
New York area may be gradually diminishing, there still is daily
immigration from Puerto Rico, and New York State continues to
absorb that immigration with its existing limited resources as it
attempts to absorb all other immigrant groups. In short, it is probably
both logical and nondiscriminatory in the context of the bill's treat-
ment of Samoans to include Puerto Ricans as eventual beneficiaries
of the legislation as well as It 'mane to do so. Moreover, additional
political support could probably be expected for the bill from the
majorit.1 of the New York State congressional delegation, which counts
39 Congressman, and. of course, two Senators.

At any rate, thank you again for the opportunity to present the
views of the Asian-American Caucus of Greater New York on this
landmark piece of proposed legislation. I would also like to express
my gratitude to the office of Congressman I (ugh Carey, now ( sot ernor-
elect of New York State, for helpinr- to arrange for our orranization's
appearance. In addition, I hope that the subcomittee w ill find it
possible to hold regional hearings on the bill, II.R. 91)9, pas ticidarly
in the Greater New York area, which for dee:ides. has served as one
of the greatest ports of entryand homefor millions of immigrants
who hate already contributed so muck to the vitality and strength of
the Nation. If our organization, or I, can be of further service, please
let ono know.

Mrs. Mixt:. Thank you very much. Mr. Calabia.
3k. Lee, Asian Americans for a Fair Media, New York.
Mr. Lr.E. I am here out belmlf of Asian Americans for a Fair Media.

Our organization is dedicated to the combating of spedfieally racist
images directed toward aliens in the media, but we feel that in the
course of our study we have noticed other patterns dot eloping and
for those reasons we, wish to make the following- testimony.

I would like to refer--if the committee has not alreadythat they
get, copit s of the IIE'W Asian Ameriean Field Study from whirl'
many of my statistics come and also the transcript of the Cit it
Eights Commission hearing in New York City held this past July 1971.

I have noted with growing concern that many of the previous
speakers lure not interjected historical footnotes to the whole process
of immigration. I think that is imperatite to understand why people
come to America. Why do people leave their homeland as it were?
It would be most fitting. therefore, to start with the (*hinese.

Chinese came to the United States primarily because the eiwroach-
'tient of European imiierialisin b the end of the Iti5O's had reached
such a point in China that it etas no longer possible for the Chinese,
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people to determine their om a destinies. The Europeans %vere also
supporting a morabund, dying, corrupt, inefficient Manchu dynasty.

The Tai .Ving Rebellion. Now if yon read history books, we find
that the 1 al Ping Rebellion initially had the support of the European
powers, probably because it had certain pseudo-Christian-type beliefs.
But tom anl the end of it it became apparent that -MN', Lord, these
Chinese really want to control their own country." So the Europeans
changed sides and they supported the Manchus in suppressing this
_rebel lion.

The result of this was that immediately following it there came a
reign of terror throughout all of China. most particularly in Southern
China where support for the rebellion had been quite strong. As a
result of this poiitical oppression combined with natural calamities
many Chinese saw fit to leave their country.

When they came to America, they found the West opening up.
Industries were opening up in California. It was not the goal they
caw for. They built the railroads. They built canneries, they drained
sm amps. established the winery industry in northern California. This
annul!, many other things. IIoweyer, they became a threat to the white
laborers. so in 1 S,S2 after numerous agitations the Chinese were legis-
lated out of the immigration.

But in the MO's. Japan began Japanese immigrants began to im-
mi:rrate to this (lunar% . specifically to California. One of the reasons
they came was the rapid industrialization of Japan was causing such
social and economic Wino': that again Japanese peasants were forced
to !ca%r t heir homelands and the sere v (lone in California because
they were willin r to take the place that cheap Chinese labor had origi-
nally taken. This is very interesting because a few years later after the
suppression of the Filipino independence movement in the first decade
of the .20th century. the Filipinos began to come to this country in sig-
nificant numbers and there the introduction of the Filipinos on the
American scene neatly coincided with the heightening of anti-Japa-
nese agitation.

Also in the early 20th century the Koreans began to come to this
country in significant numbers. This was in response to the imperial-
ists of Japan N% Ito had taken over their country and I might add this
takeover of Korea was done with the tacit approval of Theodore
Roosevelt, for wIlich he got. the Nobel Prize.

Now. presently today we still have these time Asian national ties
primarily the Chinese. Filipinos and Koreans. Together the coin-
posy 19 percent of all immigrants ho entered the 'United States in the
last fiscal year.

They are still running ;may front the same sorts of problems. Tt is
inlet esting to note that the social. economic. and political plights wImich
visited their 110111AITHIS in the past are still in very much lire form
still a ffect iur their count ry today.

Statistically most of Inv information will deal with the Chinese
since that is the community from which I mini,. lint the information
is it:14111v the sa me for all other Asian groups.

liost reoonf reports indicati that t his community may be composed
of a- many as ST.7 percent immigrants in the New York ('its area. And
of this population fully Of penult of those quest ioned in tie HEW
study entered the Vnited States N it the last 13 years, between the
years 1969 and 1973.
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have actually suppressed Ragas and they do not terribly support
workers who agitate for greater benefits and greater.wages.

Another form of discrimination which may. inane Asians see is in
the area of immigration, immigration itself. The whole enforcement
is fraught with a- it is fraught with ample opportunity for the
abuse of au individual's civil rights. Again, from the testimony
from the U.S. Civil Eights Commission, one of the individuals testify-
ing thereand these are the criteria %%hid' arc used for detaining an
individual for questioning.

. . . For example, some of our men will observe the shoes these people are
wearing. mind these shoes are peculiar amid unique in that they are generally cheap
shoes that have been fabricated in institutions, like prisons. The cut of their
clothing, oftentimes it is skimpily fitted; the lapels are quite different from
the general run of our Ameriean styles, or people that we would ordinarily
encounter.

Then he is questioned.
nos stand out from the normal. That is, they stand out from the normal

pattern and. of coarse. there is the language whieh is different. And then. as Is
indicated here, some hub% lanais observing this operation would break and run.

would say that if someone were looking at me very inquisitively,
I might be prone to run also because how do I know that he is not going
to take a baseball bat to my head, but the thing is, on the basis of
rather subjective criteria an individual will be detained for ques-
tioning. And this is not only among people who look unusual.

couple of years ago my uncle, who lives in a suburb of New Jersey,
had his house literally in ailed by an immigration agent who was
without search Iva,. rant. M uncle happens to bean uncle and his
wifewho are American citizens by birth. This was in a white com-
munity %%here they are li%ing and this immigration agent wanted to
come in and seam!' their house for illegal immigrants.

I do not know if it is true Or not, but I have heard accounts where
he did pull a gun on my- uncle, all of which was quite unnecessary, I
think.

So. again in the area of education there is a necessity and those
existing programs are totally :nadequate for the 61 percent of the pop-
ulation of the Chinese population and there are comparable figures for
Filipino and Korean, that these people require bilingual and bicultural
programs.

In New York City we have this interesting variation called Com-
unity School _Boards and right nt,w on the Lower East Side of New

York there is raging a fantastic cont ersy in the school d *st riet, one
w here- a small: group wanted to take mtr the community sOniol hoard
and in doing so, they would dismantle t In,se bicultural. bilingual pro-
grams %% hik II identified and uhninister-d to the needs of the Puerto
Eicans, Chinese, and black smilents in that area, which do happen to
form the ina jority of he school population.

Chinese parents have act; ely taken part in this. but with the present
atmosphere, in Washingt 0.1 of cutting back on these programs, even if
t hey do win, the picture ;3 not at all very rosy.

I would also like to add that in the area of vocational training,
again in New York City recently there has been those of you who
h ale been to New 'York recently have noticed in Chinatown there is
this huge mist ructimi project going up called Confucius Plaza and
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This fact has been acknowledged in formal legislation and programs
by a Imost every immigrant-receiving country except the United States.
Both Canada and Australia hat e national programs to assist the im-
migrant upon his amt al. for these countries recognize the importance
of maximizing the immigrant's contribution as quickly as possible,
and accept this as a public responsibility.

Israel is another case in point, and Sweden, from yet another point
of view, has a broad, Government-financed program of assistance to
immigrants.

With today's changing patterns of immigration and settlement, in-
cluding greater geographical diversity and sweeping changes in our
society. it is becoming increasingly clear that we need a new and/or
siremithened structure of assistance to immigrants, and assistance to
our Own society in taking advantage of this important resource.

While today we have a broad structure of health. education, and
welfare services, and in many ways a greater sensitivity to cultural
patterns in the planning and delivery of services, nonetheless, effee-
tit e inter-ration for the new arrival is becoming increasingly difficult.

Our complex and bureaucratic society requires more sophisticated
and social skills to take advantage of the many resources which exist.
It also takes a greater degree of sophistication in communication abil-
ity for the new immigrant to find his way in our society to such essen-
tial things as appropriate employment, education, housing, and medi-
cal care.

In short, many immigrants need social and educational assistance to
take their place in America. On the other side of the coin, it seems
to us that it is clearly in the best interests of this Nation to make
such services available.

I would like to continent on two questions which come up in this
poposed legislation. One is: Where should services be provided?

'We like the "gateway" concept embodied in this legislation, though
it need not be a seaboard city. Based on experience, the critical need
for expanded and strengthened services to immigrants is in those areas
of high immigrant population. Hawaii, the San Francisco Bay Area,
and New York are obvious locations of concern.

I [mem.. the pattern of immigrant settlement since 1965 is signifi-
cantly different from earlier years. and recent immigrant settlement
statistics offer some surprises. Among cities or areas with large new
immigrant populations which might not readily conic to mind are
Baltimore. Washington, D.C., Houston, northern New Jersey, south.
ern Connecticut, Chicago. Seattle, San Jose. and San Diego.

These. as well as some of the more traditional settlement areas, are
impact areas of concern.

'Iro be effective, we would suggest that Federal funds for service
to immigrants be allocated to high impact areas, which generally
means at the city or local level. With the exception of Hawaii. which
is a special_ situation, we are fearful that immigrant assistance handled
through State government would be cumbersome and would tend to
dissipate funds to other than high impact areas.

A second consideration Through what mechanism are set vices
to be delivered? It would, in our opinion, he counterproductive, and
wasteful to duplicate present services where they exist. Instead. we
wolld urge that both public and private sector services now available
for immigrants be strengthened through additional funding.
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I have particularly in mind those services provided by our own
member agencies :uui many of the other orgainzations testifying here
today.

Where there is presently no adequate structure for services, a:- in
tile case of sow of the newer areas Of settlementand, surprisingly,
in New York Citythere may %veil be the need for developing new
si menu es.

IIoweyer, of paramount importance, in either situation. is the type
of structure or a!rencv utilized. The immigrant, as a newcomer un-
familiar with our complex society, is often fearful of, and generally
unable to deal with, a variety of separate agencies (Government or
pri% ate), each providing specialized assistance:

In fact. one of the primmy obstacles inhibiting the effective inte-
gration of inam immigrants. is the difficulty he has in finding his way
thronr-h the totally unfamiliar maze of agencies and Government
areneies. The impersonal and bureaucratic nature of seine of these
a!,enies (perhaps unavoidable). combined with his language handi-
cap. simply compounds the problem.

We !nice learned from long experience with many different immi-
grant _coups that the most effective approach to assisting the new-
comer to achieve his potential is through an integrated approach. fly
this. 1 mean a centralized yoint to which lie can come for a variety
of direct serf fees and knowledgeable referral. Through such an lute -
grated structure he ran also learn how to utilize the broad range of
community s-erites available to all of us.

I will r' ip over the discussion of the types of services and close out
my comments. although I think types of services are important and
they are across the board of educational, wel fare, employment counsel-
ing and. part ienla rly important, referral service.

Inc losing rut (.mitments.I would like to point out that the legislation
before us is particularly important today. The history of public atti-
tudes toward immigrants and immigration is like the swing of a pen-
dulum. During t inies of prosperity and domestic tranquility, the coun-
try is receptive to Immigrants, to the concept of immigration. and
understands the important contribution that numignints make to our
society. Itowei er. every time we swing into a period of economic dif-
ficulty, or %%hen other problems are upsetting the equilibrium of our
society, the um% est arrivals seem to be those first blamed for our dif-
lieu It ies, regardless of objective considerations.

We are, unfortunately, in such a period today and there is a clearly
growi:rg anti- immigration sentiment developing in this
country. I regret to say that the statements and actions of the Depart-
ment of Justice and, in particular, the Immigration and Natualiza-
tion Service, ha e hardly been helpful:

They have created or reinforced an unfortunate linkage between
the persistent prohlem of how to deal with illegal aliensa totally
di &lent question- and the subject of our general immigration policy.
I am a fraid the public is beginning to perceive immigrants and immi-
gration generally :Is a problem rather than as one of our traditional
as-sets and strengths.

In this context, it is particularly important that we assist new ar-
rivals to achieve economic and social stability as quickly as possible,
so that they can make a maximum contribution to our society. H.R.
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of things for blacks and Puerto Ricans. So it goes on and on in this
so- called melting pot.

Why is it that. each group has to fight so hard and fight so much
for his or her particular group? It is because the espousal of equali-
tarian principles in America has been a fraud. That is why we are
having so much polarization. This is why we are having all of these
different problems.

I know May I tun sure very well. She is an articulate spokes-
person for the Italian community. her group has certain problems
all of your different ethnic groups have problems. My question to all
of yon is thatand I really mean this very deeply.

Ilow do we collectively resolve the problem of making sure that
every group that makes up this melting pot, or salad bowl, as I like
to call it. truly. has an equal opportunity in this society? How do we
do it

Those of its on the subcomtnittee will do a job to the best of our
ability. but we are only 9 or 10 people in this U.S. Congress, and
some of yonI have seen you coming down here every time there
is legislation that has to do with trying to do something for the
particular groups you represent, and yet we do rtot get any further
in this melting pot. I just want to find out how do we econcile
this.

IThat is it that we do? Do any. of you have any suggestions? Be-
cause yon will be coining back next year for :mother hearing.

Mr. Lt.E. I would submit that. granted that Asians and blacks
arc not the only people that are beinras a friend of mine, uses it-
-skit"' upon. but I think there is a pattern that will emerge upon
careful examination of American history and that pattern is that a
particular group of individuals does appear to al was come out smell-
ing- like roses. you know.

I mmld like to refer particularly. Mr. Steiger, to pages 22 through
2f;_of onr written statement where we address ourselves in part to
the issue which yon raised of unemployment because I do not think
unemployment is imported by bringing in immigrants, nor is it made
4n-el.:was in Japan. as HAM; 2 years ago said so in their subway
pf /St e

I think what is nece.K-Iltry not only on the part of Congress but
certainly on the part of everyone in thi.. 1'00111 and everyone in this
country is a very careful objective analysts a "do we really have a
government for the people and by the people or .s it a government
for some of the people by some of the people.% and if that is !,:o, then
we must identify who that -some.' is. Is it Mr. Rockefeller? I per-
sonally think it is. It certainly is not sott.e of my wealthier relatives,
because they have nowhere near the kind of clout that Rockefeller
and his fiemls have.

That is the kind if analysis that I think the entire popttlat ion
should submit themselves to. And it i., a rigorous examination and it
is a hard examination, but if we are ever- to get out of this morass
that we find (mist-Ives in. I think that is the kind of task we must
do. because tlitliillt problems require difficult solutions. That is what
my father said to me and I think that applies here.

Mr. Kmax. MN. Chisholm, I would not attempt to answer .your
broader question. If I could, I think I would throw my hat in, the
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ring. in 197(1. But I -Would like to eminent that as we as a society
attempt to deal H ith the inequities that result from discrimination.
rare. reli7ion. color, creed. %% hatever, nut it whatever %%ay you want
and we are talking about native Americans. native Indians. we are
talkine- about blacks. every di fference we havethere is this group
that we are locusitT. on this morning- which are the innoigrants. Now
they represent this crosi section as smell it not more so than tun-
whole population. They are black. they are bro%% n. they are given. they
are Yellow. They come from different cu ltures:Ind tilt* face a problem
even greater than our own:

For the sake of the discussion. let us use minority groups. Because
they belong to minority structures by reason of rare or nationality
and their disadvantar.ed status is further compounded by cultural
differences. by language differences, and by their total unfamiliarity
with the society.

Therefore, it seems to me it is incumbent upon usand I would
emphasize most. othe immigrant-recei% inr- nations have faced this
problem and dealt with it by accepting national responsibility it is
incumbent upon us to recognize these additional factors which make
Ii fe even more difficult for these people as they come in.

And :wain it. should be pointed out that immigrants conic to this
country for three reasons. One, they come under rain...tee status. I
don't think there is a soul in this room that would sugrest that the
United States change its historical pattern of pnwiding asylum for
refugees. They come under family reunion elements of the law. and
this is fundamental to our whole concept of the inter-ritv of the famiiv
and society. And they come on the basis of having skills needed b'y
this society or skills in short supply by the society.

So under any one of these three basic ways immigrants come to
this country. they are assets to this country.

My final point is that not only from t. 'r point of view but front
our point of view, it is essential that we ..taximize that asset to this
country.

The. broader question is one. the whole society is dealing- with. I think
Mrs. Mink's bill. although I would question -ertain specifics of it. is
the one piece of legislation which has meornized a Federal responsi-
bility in this area and it is badly needed in today's society.

CALAULL 1. might comment on the gains that have been made by
SOnle_Of the minority groups e Ho are actually. and have been for more
years than a lot of us. citizens. the blacks and Puerto Ricans. and par-
ticulaly blacks, the gains made in nwny cases especially with respect
to wcourees first. and then resources led to opportunities which then
led to political opportunities. Some of those trains were based not on
trying. to educate the merirail public by milting to hearings: some
of these gains were made by those poor communities de% astating their
own communities. leveling parts of cities.

we do not propose to attempt to do that but it may be the only
alternative. We are coming in gond faith. We hope this country does
not have to experience that kiln I of edncationai process on belut!i of the
minorities we are talking about, but that is the only recourse I can see.,

The danger started with great cities being torn asunder and America
final responding to what they should Ilane done a long time ago.

SANsose. 31y feeling is we would like a little more peace of
ntind. I think our legislators. our Congressmen, our Senators, should
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make the communit au are of 5ome of the problems that are existing.,
and the way I see it. a lot of the repre5entatives do not make their
people aware of what i5 roins on. u hat really is going on. and I think
this is making our lives pretty miserable.

I know I go into so many communitiesI know I don't only work
with the Italians and I try to etliteate theta so they can accept other
groups. What I am doing the legislators in the entnumnity should be
(loin!, and they are not (loiter it. Aly revlin is they really 5110111(1 be
doing their job. whieh titer are not doing, and I think that it all Stella;
front the higher-ups.

Mrs. ClusItot.m. Thank you.
Mrs. MINK. ..Any questions?
Thank you very much.
I would like to call the next panel: .tutv Cahill. 'Robert Santos.

Royal Morales, and Barrett() Ogilvie. Your prepared statements will
be entered in the le ilea rill!, record at -this point.

[The documents referred to follow :f

PREPARED STATEMENT OF A Milt. Al:RATAN I-PAH:IA_ DIRECTOR. Ortatxrios M.v.soNu.
KALI011PALAMA iNTER-ARENCY COUNCIL FOR !MMICRANT :SERVICES

I am Antetil Agbayani-Crll. a Filipino immigtant residing in Hawaii. I crone
to the rutted States tell ve..rs age. I am the Director of "Operation Manong- :1
program funded by the Universitz: Year for Action that provides assistanev to
rece.itly arrived immigrant youth in Honolulu. I nut presenting testimony en
behalf of the tialilli-Palama Inter-agency Council for Immigrant Services of
which "Operation Manong" is :t member.

Our ouncil strongly endurses the objectives of H.R. 5995 -New Americans
Education and Employment Assistant Act.'" This Commeit consists of staff mem-
bers and representative:: of private and goveruntent agneies that service or
attempt to service 'grants living in Kalilti-ralaum. an older and poorer part
of Honolulu. There are airman thirty a:wades represented on the Council. Marty of
these agencies are not specifically organized or equipped to provide services lo
immigrants but are attempting to do so locanse of the large numbers of poor
iu llll igrauts ill the area. The Council is it private non-protit group. It does not
provide any direct services to immigrants. Instead. its purpose is to share in-
form:atom to identify and articulate the needs of immigrants and to coortlinale
limited resources.

Immigrants share many of the problems currently rating native-born poor
Americans. Most often the immigrants live in the same neighborhoods us the
urban poor native-born Anteriemas. In Hawaii, the bulk of the ittlttligrints settle
in lialihi-ralama. a de mated Model Mies loWinnone neighborhood. Althomgh
they share many of the sante problems as the how-incom American-born residents.
inkmigrants have some problems that have not Yet been adequateiy adotressea
federal programs or local programs.

OOP of the barriers to allmtate service for immigrants is tiw eNpeetation.
shared by some local officials and residents. that the Federal government should
be the unit of governMent most responsible for providing resotrees to help immi-
grants been use immigration and naturalization fall in the domain of federal
policy., This problem is espcially pronounced in cities and states that have very
large numbers of inttnigrantS, breatete immigrants Nettie disproportionately' in
select cities and states. There Were 63,034 'diens living in Hawaii in 1973.' In
addition to this large alien pode are 5 MOD:111$. who are American nationals.
and persons who have become taturatized. Hawaii has time highest ratio of immi-
grants per civilian population of nil taw states in the 1:nlint. The national avermme
is 1.92 compared to S.S7 for followed by New York 5.I3. One typical
statement by a State official on this matter is "Our concerti basically is one of
whose r(mlllll hi1ity this is ... this is a national policy but tilt states are paying.

inf. Stair of jrairaii Date Book 127 S. Department of Pi:on:Ong and Economic Develop.
noon(, nomotoot. 1973. . :10,

.tan mat &Tort of too U.S. Immigration anal Natureakrition 1973 (1974).
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the costs:" Another facet of the same general problem is that in order to get
federal assistance represent: th es of States with few immigrant: must agree that
other states and cities be given more funds to service this special clientele. The
tuffs:mutate result k that the immigrant population is receiving little assistance
from It wal governments, is sometimes seen as illegitimately competing and using
local resources, and is served by very fe federal programs designed to assistthem.

Ans her Priddel iS that immigrants Jo not aggressively seek assist:Ince they
need. They are hesitant to seek assistance or advocate on their own behalf be-
cause they often feel that they are not full members of the croumnmity and
therefore not entitled to its services. For example. many hinnigrants do not
accept pul.1Ic Itc"sing or food stamps because they believe that if they do so
--they 1 ecome public charges and as such, either risk deportation or loss of
eligibility to become naturalized citizens."' Furthermore, immigrants %%In: do
need help. even those who are willing to press actively for assistance. are
severely hampered by their lack of English language skills and by their unf amili-
arity with government services and praetices.

Stilt another aspect of the situation is that immigrants hesitate to seek certain
kinds of government assistanee 1,3VallSe same of the values they bring with
them from their !maw coma ries are out of phase. as it were. with the style,
sv"Pe and role of government as it has evolved iu America. Itt many of the cultures
from which Asian immigrants derive more responsibilities which in the United
States are assigned to gin-mimoa. are characteristically borne by the f: "Iy.
both the unclear and the extended famiiy. Thus government assistance in its
current form. like istiblie housing. welfare. food stamps. and unemployment
bent fits. is not used umelt bemuse immigrant- prefer. expect and are accustomed
to depend primarily on relatives fur this kind of help. Rut the 4-s:stares avaiiable
to such Mathes are themselves likely to be seriously deficient. For example.
it...st of the Filipinos who eome to Hawaii elm so luwa use they have relatives
here. Problems arise, however. because the relatives in Hawaii. although
willing to give as much support as they can. are inadeountely equipped to provide
the aMount of support that is actually needed. Aerording to one survey. Filioino
immigrant households in one section of Kalihi had an average of three families
living in a single dwelling.' One of the reasons given for this is that i lllll tigrants
prefer to live together. rely heavily on relatives for assishmee. and view accepting
public housing as gem-rally undesirable. perhaps especially because they believe
that to accept such assistance will result in a loss of social esteem.

The State and local wirer uncut agencies and private agencies are at present
ill-euipped to deal with problems of i llll nigrants. In 3 seminar held in January
of this year. Hiroshi Minami. Executive Director of the Health and Community
Services Council of Hawaii, delineated what he saw as "hang-ups which hinder
effectix e delivery of services Ir. both public and voluntary ageneies- to the
immigrant segment of Hawaii.' After listing various services provided by
attencies lift painted snit that -most :X their programs were established for hwal
elienteli- and therefore ageneies have difficulties in ehanging gear to meet the
needs of the revert immigrants . . . nokt often our problem in delivering the
serviees is our lack of flexibility and resourcefulness . our system. whether
publie or voluntary. should be flexible eaough to hire supplementary. or recruit
voluntary help of Isiliogual Fdipinos or Samoans to respond to these fast grow-
ing grottos." Bet, as he points out, most of the immigrants "who can respond
to this need canard qualify acrording to oar civil servire system."

Among the set.% iees that immigrtt.s need most are cultural orient:db:It and
mitre:telt programs. Minami points not that for some ageneies in Hawaii "it may
mean a repeat performance of what they did during the earlier plantation days
when they t% ere :wave in working w ith and through Pi113.1 aS344:IiigniS Snell as
the Japanese. Chinese. OkIrmwan, Portuguese, Puerto Rican and Filipino. . . , In
tiloce days ethnic groups in %arbors cant 06: were active in r t diting identify with
their cultures and the whole eommenity freely part ieitsated in Ile, t trimis ethno-
pregrants. Their aetivilies served several purposes %% Welt from their own Stand.
!OM provided them opportunity a Montt lising their own identity for a more

xtvrnn n. Thtoopqon. Mreetor of S,retnl Serelees and Making. flooniolo filar fluttering
robr-ory 2(. 107.

g The loinaorobon Xtroly. (Mire of Social Itesoureea, city and County of IIInololm 1972.
it r'

'11 D. TIm.eKnIthl Area Neeas Sorrey." In The funntforolMn
"Hiroshi MItunt. ''Serrlees of thy. Volunteer Seetor." Proreedioox of Reloroor on 7111111.

PrOITPIll* and Arrifbalo &racer. state IrandgratIon Service Center. lIonnlida. 1974.
pp. 39-40.
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gradual process of acculturat hot, socialization. anti social approval and accepta-
bility. 'these neighborhood associations of ethnic group became a valuable
part of the solutions to their problems of adjusting to the new environment in
Hawaii." These observations support the tanins" that agencies which offer
services to immigrants should try to utilize the and resources of groups
in the community, such as ethnic organizations. which are likely to share many
et the tallies and exiteriences of immigrants.

On the need for outreach activities, Alinami noted that agencies "should not
wait for persons to come to ask for help. In areas where there is a concentration
of people that eau utilize our assist:wee, agencies must activate their outreach
services to them. This is true whether the service is in education. social welfare
or health.- It is possible that the outreach worker could lit into the coleept of
"broker" or -go-between" that is part of smile of the culture and experience Of
the inunigrants. To be sure the outreach approach would be responsive to the
needs of low-income groups, not only to those of immigrants, but outreach to
immigrants requires different technitmes and skills, which should in some cases
be added to the capabilities of existing agencies but which in other eases may
best developed and implemented by new agencies and new programs.

The immigrants have nmuy areas of neededucation. health. housing.sing- job
training etc. The problems are well delineated and documented in four recent
pnblieat" s in Hawaii :

1. Gorerwo's Conference on Immigration: Proceedings. vol 1 & II. Hono-
lulu, 19.-.9.

2. The Immigration Study, Office of Social Resources, City & County of
Hon° Nu. 1972.

3. Report on Immignud Serrices and Problems 1973. State Inunigration
Service Center. Honolulu, 1973.

4. Proceedings of Seminar on Immigrant Problems and Available Scrrices,
State Immigration Service Center, Honolulu, 1914.

I refer interested persons to look at these sources for details on immigrants to
Hawaii and their needs. I wish to limit the rest of my testimony to only one of
these areaseducat" needs of immigrants. I do not think the Bilingual Edu-
cation Act alone tau lie expected to alleviate all the problems of immigrant
youth's educational neells. but I think the underlying assumptions and ohjective4
of that Act appropriately address some of the problems. The bill that is pres-
ently under consideration, H.R. 91,95. would be more comprehensive in scope and
approach and could complement the approach of the Bilingual Educat" Act.

Under present conditions the unfulfilled needs of immigrant children in the
schools generate frustration among all participants in the school systemadmin-
istrators. teachers and students. both immigrant and notehninigrant students.
In attempting to come to grips with their experiences in their new environment,
immigrant children face tremendous pressuresfriends left behind. the need to
acquire prolieiency in a new language. quite different peer and authority strut.-
tures in the schools. and often a ho of social status and income over what they
experienced in their country of origin as well as a disappointing gap between
the material gains they had expected to accrue to them in their new environment
and the actual material circumstances of their lit-PS. Immigrants. in hum. present
serious problems for administrators. students and teachers over and :dome the
average of problems that is the lot of any modern American school system. Approx-
'nudely 2,000 immigrant youth. 1S years of age or less. hare been admitted
annually to Hawaii as permanent residents since 1965.7 In the Honolulu School
District alone. 1,370 foreign horn non-English speaking students entered the sys-
tem during the 1973-7 school year." The resulting pressure on the Moods to
provide for the needs of immigrants. while maintaining or upgrading their
educational services to the COMIIMIlitY. are enorn lllll s.

At present there are few programs that service the special needs of immigrant
students and together they constitute what can only be deseribed as a modest
effort. The Honolulu School District has one major State funded program de-
signed to help the new arrival. This program. known as "'feasting English to
Speakers of Other T.:menages" (TE,SOL). employs seven teaehers and
a few part-time tutors. In the Kalilti-Palatna area three teachers and part-time
tutors work with over 200 immigrant students who are identified as needing

Oille1. of Research. Department of Edurotion. "Survey of Non-En:Mgt' Speakitur Stu-
dent4 Attending' the rotate Schonlq." nowrnrch 'Report No. :"A, ltottototu. tons.

-.% Propel. Pronmal for Hawaii BtlinrunI/Itictiltural Education Program. Ilawall
State Depart:ant of Nitration. August 79.1974.
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siteeial assistance in English. in addition, hmnigrant youth receive special
tutorial assistance from -Operation Ilanottg." a program begun by a volunteer
group Of Filipinos and currently funded by ACTIOS:

These programs to assist grant youth are useful, bat limited by the
automat of resources available to them and by the scope of their objectives. I see
a need for programs designed to realize the following specific goals: (1) reducethe presently debilitating tensions w hieh exist between immigrant and non-
immigrant paint, and also the tensions width are at work among it ttttt tgrattt stu-
dents themselves; (2) assist 'grant youth in closing the gap between their
experiences in the school and their experiences in the home; and (3) assist teach-
ers in creating learning situations and styles more appropriate to it lllll igran'-
yttuth than are there which are now available to them.

There have been numerous tights in Haaii's schools between native-born youth
and innuigrant youth, and also among the var. s ethnic groups which comprise
the it lllll igrant student population (Filipinos, Samoans, Koreans), A recent case,
tragic but hopefully not typical. involved an 1S-year-old Filipino in llll igrant high
school student, Limo Pedronan. Lattro Pedronan died on September 11, 1974
after he was beaten up by a group of native-born students on the school grounds.
Although the events sum l ling his death are unclear, and while it is pos.sible
that the ultimate cause of death may have been accidental, or not immediately
attributable to the fight itself, the important point is that the young immigrant
boy did die immediately after a school tight. Fights llllll lig immigrant youth and
native-born yowl' may be reduced if services designed to help "grant children
deal with the demands and frustrations of their new setting and to hop the re-
mainder of the school co llllll unity to acem lllll odate more appropria ly to the
presence of the new immigrants were provided. Programs that service immigrants
11i reetly need to be supplemented by, and coordinated with. programs designed to
reduce the anxieties w Welt native-born youth experience iu the presence of immi-
grant peers. while at the same time expanding their capacities for toleration and
even appreciation of cultural diversity in the sehool setting.

In addition, immigrant youth need assistance in creatively coping with the
demands placed on them by the fact that the values supported in the home may
be radically intmnpatible with the values that are given precedence in the schools
by both teachers and native-born students. To be sure, tensions between children
and their parents are common enough in any coma lllll ity, particularly when the
children are adolescents, but in this case all such tensions are significantly
heightened by the need for working out kind of reconciliation between the
et:hurt:I values of radically different soc.eit-. The burden of bridging the gap
between these cultures typically has to be shouldered by the immigrant child, and
at present he is getting Kee s little help with carrying such a heavy load.

The immigrant child presents new and demanding problems to his peers and to
the regular classrman teacher. The school is responsible for ednotting all children
and this requires the teacher to respond capably to an unusually diverse mix of
vultures in the classroom. saltily diverse because in Hawaii such cultural
diversity already remarkable. even in the absence of immigrants, but is then
significantly complicated by the influx of recent immigrants.

Most teaehers are well motivated, but they often leek the skills and experience
needed to deal adequately with such a situation. They may misinterpret the be-
havior of the child or use techniques that hamper, rather than foster, learning.
For example. "silence" as it "response" r1 a teacher's question might be inter-
preted as sullenness. or as inattentiveness. or as evidence that the child di .:s not
understand the question. or know the nte-w er, or even understand the la-atuage
itself. Rut, iu faet, the child's Silence" may indieate "respect" for the h arber's
:authority. or it may indicate that the child's culture of origin tolerates or expects
longer periods of silence than is usually comfortable for Westerners, or that the
child is conforming to a norm that does not encourage children to stand out among
his stadent peers, or that the accent in which his answer is given will subject hint
to ridicule at the hands of his classmates. Many teachers do encourage verbal
participation, and other forms or active social behavior, and use these as stand-
ards of academie le-rformance and motivathm,. often quite inappropriately. In ft
similar vein. while "standardized" tests have been sufficiently criticized for being
on culturally biased to adept,: ,ely measure the ability or performance of nwnt-

hers of a variety of groups in the United States, including low-income groaps, it
i worth noting that this crirei-,m applies equally to the use of such tests to
tUllittgrala eiildreu, whose abilities :Ie often misjudged. Cruelly, this judgment
all too often turns out to bo a self-fulfilling prophecy. ''Tested'' by tests and
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teacher evaluation. and found wanting. the immigrant child is oftentimes seen as
academically inadequate and may begin to believe so.

Teachers have made it clear that they are interested in finding out more about
the immigrant child. Earlier this month a Filipino organization requested $1,000
from the State Manpower Commission and, in cooperation both with the College
of Education and %%Rh faculty members from various components of the Univer-
ity of Hawaii, designed a %%orkshop on the bilingual-bicultural child. The group
had funds to support only 3.1 teachers, but over 100 teachers wanted to attend
and %%ore finally accommodated. This workshop, and the teachers' response to it,
are solid indications of the ememing amareness in Ihm an's educational manna-
nity of the need for research and program development aimed at meeting the
problems experienced, and 'presented, by immigrant youth in the schools. It is
becoming increasingly clear. to inertusing numbers of teachers, students, admin-
istrators and parents. that %%ell-researched, %veil-supported programs need to
to be implemented if %%e are to meet the problem. and meet it. not merely by ac-
commodating immigrant youth, but by enhancing their potential and bringing
the rich dowry of resources which they have to offer more effectively into the
:whoa& and into the community as a whole.

H.R. 9S95 promises to be an extremely valuable piece of legislation if it should
be enaeted into haft. This is true because it straightforwardly acknowledges that
immigrants who, under existing federal laws, have been lawfully admitted to the
railed States, should have equal opportunities to participate in and contribute
to this society. It a ekium ledges, too, that supplemental support for existing pro-
grams as %%ell as support for the development of altogether new approaches to
the unique array of 'problems which immigrants, and the "gateway" coma lllll 'Ries
tthieh house them. now face. The state and local gmernments by means of which
these communities must identify, define and resolve these problems stand in
special netsd of federal assistance if they are to cope adequately %%Rh the results
of federal policy. H.R. 9S97i, if enaeted, will make possible a truly valuable re-
sponse to that need and, to that end, on behalf of my (mu agency, "Operation
Manion:- and the I:Mitzi-Pal:1nm Inter-Agency Council for Immigrant Services,
I large its mho-se:nem by the U.S. Manse Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities
of t he Commit tee on Education and La bor.

l`nt.emam STATEMENT or Rot-.ti. P. Moa.tr.Es, PROJECT DIRECTOR, ASIANAM RIGAN
(.703011:NM MENTAL DEALTII TRAINING CENTER, Los ANGELEs, CALIF.

I am pleased to testify on the "New Ameienns Education and Employment
Aet of 1974." My statements are based On my studies and experiences on the sub-
ject. in and around the ',cis Angeles area and as the Director of the Asian Ameri-
can Cconnumity Mental Health Training Center, a program sponsored by the
Aslau American Social workers and Special Service for Groups.

At a time when there is a revival of growing anti-feelings and fear of new
immigrants. it is meaningful to strongly support such a bill and I commend the
efforts of Congresswoman Patsy Mink, to assist the adjustment and integration
of new Americans to this country of cultural

The historical development of this country include the unprecedented con -
tributions of immigrants. III their efforts to become citizens and make this their
adopted country, they toiled through thick and thin and valiantly overcame
adjustment difficulties and racist confrontations. On that point, I can reasonably
say that in one way or another. for most of us, if not all of us, can claim our
heritage and ancestry as originating front a foreign and distant land. As for the
tt hy .nad how %%e got here, include the just null reasonable Virtues of life, liberty
and pursuit of individual and family well being.

The population gram di. definitely underestimated by cenns count, of legally ad-
mitted new comers and their families is phenomenal and striking as indicated
by the following ehats. Appendixes A, II, C, and I). These reflect the Pacific
awl Asian American people. Reliable projection of gram th points to rapid and
high increase towards the 19$0s.

The profiles of the lam Americans include basic ally of ler folks (parents of
residents and citizens), children and youth and middle age professionally trained

'Where Gile,Gg are Wearing Ont Their Welcome." r.g. Yetrg old World Wood, May 7,
07.1 Cris Kainkareg. Impart of a New Life." Philippine Ve rs, Auctm 2:1 30. 1973,
Leslie Aldridge .,totT. 'The Nation Can Afford No More." Log .1 nyrleg Titan, Opinion
Seribm. Siotonber 19, 1973; "Deport A Million AlleasSaxbe. , Los Angeles Times,
october 31. 1974.
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people. As they enter into I he A merit an society, like many earlier immigrants.
man) face problems. and if I mm) limit ni) statement OH the Pat ifie and Asian
Americans, specifically on the Filipinoswhom I am closely associatedthe
problems, initially include (ulture shuck. language barriers, value and ulnae
conflicts: and for youth, miseduea Bon, learning difficulties and dropping out
and for the career and professional people, mho) are nude' cuiplo) ed and unon-
plo)ed. ln addition. there are the pressuig and basic problems associated with
immigration papers, housing and shelter meomodations: feelings of loneliness
and alienation for being different and low speaking English with a distinct
ac eat.

The following excerpts, illustrate these points : Appendixes G, II, I.
obviously, there is an initial and temporal') time when the New Aineriean

needs the greatest help and assistance. To some the immediate available help
may mean greater livelihood, iirodacti% ity and happiness, and eventually, like a
"friend in deed", an asset to a community as a civic minded tax payer and
citizen part icipator and emit Manor.

During the temporal.) Iilue of need, several project assistanee can be provided
through, 1) existing educational and career guidance institutions, 2) at the point
of departure of once origin the pre-orientation on the myth and half truths of
the American wa) of life, the kinds of social. pconianie. and life-style environ,
and available resources, and 3) additional orientation and guidance or "de-shock-
ing" stations at the point of entry or destination.

"At a public hearing on Civil Rights, Dr. Jenny Batougmalaque of the Filipino
Community Action Services and Atty. Leon Barinaga, Jr., of the Oriental Service
('enter, brought the problems facing professional immigrants into sharper focus.
In their testimony they identified the problems as follows: unemployment and
under-employment; acculturation, emotional, physical and mental health ; the
annoying and restrictive unwritten codes and examinations foreign trained
Persons have to under go.

"It is their contention, based on their own professional and personal knowledge
that classes or course are significant steps to help solve the problems enumerated.
With self-help concept, programs can be set up, making it possible to hove the
professionals learn and be re-trained while serving the needs of the emninunities,
without heavy outlay on any institution. The project would guarantee the utiliza-
tion of the under-utilized 1111(1 qualified professionals."

Finally, in the American society, people of Pacific and Asian American ances-
try, like other ethnic minority groups, face various problems. be it in health,
edueation and welfare. The issue on the New Americans is but a distinct part
of the problems. The kinds of immediate help accorded insure, in the long run,
countless productiveness of their children's children as they help develop this
country, worthy to be known with its multi-cultural pluralism.

Thank you.
She/he goes about the business of job hunting If a Filipino ever gets to

teach it is generally in some far off places where the pay is sub-standard and
conditions are reminiscent of wagon days. Getting to teach and hanging on to
it are entirely two different things. The Filipino teacher either resigns before
his time, or accepts a library assignment. In certain cases he is laid off, the
cause being his speech namely, his defective plosives, his shs and chs ... (23)

Munoz goes on to describe the internal "struggle" the Filipino is confronted
with.

"He exits in a huff, and for a long time indulges in self-doubt, self-pity and
rebuke : "flow conic those tykes do not find faults with the French-American,
the Canadians and the English whose accent is as thick and foreign as my
Buono English? Why did I leave home in the first place? Why? Why? Why?"

This makes him furious and sad and introspective. He begins to suspect
that skin texture, build, !night. origin more than just speech. have some-
thing to do with his ease . The Filipino immigrant must then start an
entirely different life and does. For him, it is a question of picking up the
pieces and begin all over again." (24)

Royal P, Morales. MakibakaThe Filipino American Struggle, Monntainview Pub.
114ers. 1ne.. Los A nceles, Ca. 1974.

Josmina Intintao .Tayme, "Demographic and Socio-Psychological Detriments of Highly
Trained Filipinos To The D.S.",, Dissertation, Psychology, Carnegie-Mellon Pniversity.
1973

Alfredo manna. Filipinos in America, Monntainvietv Publishers. Inc., Los Angeles, ('at.
1971.
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In meek years, nurses of Filipino ancestry have been victims of tragic Or-
cumstances. There %%as the well knots n death of nurses in a Chicago boarding
house for nurses in 1966. Two Pinays were involved, and the lone survivor of
Richard Speck's shocking multiple killing was a young nurse, Miss Amara°.
Other publicized deaths. included an abduction and death of a 2-1 year old nurse
in llonston, robbing-stabbing of au elderly Pin:* nurse in Chicago and a shooting
of a young nurse at an off ramp freest a) near downtown Inglewood. In addition,
tuaio hat e been caught bet st evil the emploer and the union. Lateen other ethnic
groupsas the "strike breakers" and "scabs".

The exploitation of the men and %%omen Filipino immigrant is just emerging.
In Britain. the Parliament decided to ban "temporarily'', the importation of
Filipino "servants° because of alleged "force labor and lost wages- expose of
abuses being committed 113 the employers. It st as reported that 1600 girls tt ere
recruited last year (1972 and Filiidno "mill workers" were re-housed following
vompla hits that they %sere living in squalid and over crowded conditions. (25)

Sour. e: "Samoan Project." Terry Bumble, Radgi MasIgia, et al, Asian American
Studies, California State. Long Beach, Calif., January 16, 1973.)
samoa Asvimilution in America

Samoans imiliar13 lihe 11.1 atians are basically proud people and have shown
a great independence in their relationships tt ith st bites. They had the opportunity
to choose what the %%anted to adopt from Western culture. They have accepted
Christ ianit3 more readily in its maw forms %%bile still heeping much of its tradi-
tional forms. 1 t has been proposed that the character of t he Anwricau-Samoan
relationship ha. largely been shaped and patterned by the image of the Navy
personnel st ho %% ere statiimed in Samoa where the attiti des tott ard rank of the
naval personnel were similar to the social ranking of Samoans.

In this particular magazine article, it is reported that "Samoans report very
fest in-aances of felt disc rimination in the Pantie Cities. The Samoans generally
relate sell to non Sanonins. despite language barriers. They are relaxed, mit-
t:ohm and jovial, and exhibit characteristics that are generally attractive to
American." They e ork hard for honor and good %%ages for litemselt es and
their families. Although. they may be attractive to Americans. Samoans %%Milli
Samoan communities live centered around their family. their churches and jolts
and apart from their job, they virtually live in a So moan world of their (mu
when they are surrounded by family members, speak their native language. eat
traditional Samoan food and even wear brightly colored Samoan attire.

The Samoans have developed and maintained a large and strong community in
the U.S. The family still remain:, the key to social unit where a fa inW may
consist of six to ten in a household. Individuals and families are kept %%Rhin a
linkage of fancily and church. It is not unusual for young relatives to stay with
aunts. uncles or cousins for the purpose of attending school. At times of crisis,
the extended family and communit3, are a vital important e because mutual aid is
alt%ays at hand. The Samoans have implied that sthenever a member of their
family is in chronic !limn( ial need, his relatives will nit% ays be relied on to help
pa.t e% poises. Most Samoan. %%ould cotder it shameful to receive public st elfare.

111 relationship %%Rh their workers, Samoans can easily relate to employees
and are successful in buNinesg dealings with employees and employers. When
1%1110 needs or obligations allow for a Samoan to lie excused from work or if
he finds himself in difficulty with paying his rent. the Samoan finds little dif-
ficulty in arranging such solutions with his employer or landloard without
penal t..

SOME H.ECOM ENDATIONS

luput from the Chinese Community Re. Congresswoman Patsy Mink's 13111.
jfelhod of computation of "unemployed"

Unemployment figures ft): the Asians do not reflect those that are under-
employed.

Unemployment rate for the Asians as opposed to the rate for the Blacks and
Browns do not reflect the sane situation : for the latter group, the unemploy-
ment rate reflect also those that are on government subsidized training programs,
whereas the rate for the Asians reflect only those that registered tt ith the local
unemployment office and our people do not register for unemployment when
die3 are unemployed lawanse of language and transportation problems.
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The computation of percentams in this manner will not benefit the designated
newly arrived immigrants' needs. There are so many loopholes and unanswered'
questions concerning the category "imaigrants". How long do you rentaiu
au immigrant? For life. for five years. or till you Leconte :t citizen? Does Mt-
n:rant include those Chinese who came to the United States on a refugee visa,
and who for two years hits no green card?
llefugecn

Special colNideration has to be given to the Chinese refugees in this Bill.
These people lgmany came here with very little regnurees ht terms of money,
contacts, or ,kith. Usually they have no English ability and so saleable skills
at all, Ye:, 01 the Dept. of Labor's Acts have exeluded the refugees from par-
tieqoating in their training programs because a green card is required. E.g.ESL. muTA. CEP etc.

immigrants tend to congregate in their own ethnic communities for support
and minors:we. Each ethnic community has thew own unique problems. Ottr'sneed reraining in marketable skills because many of our people came with
skills that are obsolete in the U.S. E.g. carpenters are still using hand tools.,
A seemed major area is in bilingual training for adults, namely English as
Second Language programs nut <t be installed because many of our people have
high intelligence and good education, but they do not 'cpeak fluent or acceptable
English. These people must be' able to use their education aml their foreign train-ing, and not be allowed to work in menial jobs because they cannot afford tospend time in school learning English.

another suggestion is that the Committee look at the alien registration recordof Immigration Dept. to get the real figure of immigrants and not look at the
1970 census as it basis for determination of number of Immigrants in each city.
Many Chinese cause within the last fotr years, and our numbers have double eachyear in some cities.

Also pg. 7, line 13 should read "front any gateway city to any county or state."
also line 17 should read "jobs available its IIIIS county or state."

'rut: N my I NI NtIon.tNTS

(Source: NaibukaThe Pilipino American Struggle, Mountninview Publkh-ers, Los Angeles, 1974.)
Starting slowly in the 'Ws and escalating rapidly in the '60's, there was it

marked volunteer exodus of thousands of "professionals" from the Philippines,
seeking employment in countries abroad. Identified as the seemed wave of Filipino .
immigrants, the majority of them settled In the United States while the rest went
to Canada, South Africa and Europe. The phenomenon has been referred to as the"brain drain"the immigration of young professionals related to the "push" fac-
tors front the "home" country and the "pull" forces by the "host" country. By pro-fession, the leading categories are from tnedieine, nursing, law, dentistry, swum:-
ing, engineering. teaching and social work. From the United States Census counts
the following statistics revealed the startling increase of immigration to the
United States. In 1940, there were over 1230/0 Filipinos; by 1960, 176,310; andby 1970, the census minimum count was 343,000. On a year to year count, the
united States Immigrat Mu and Naturalization Ferrite. No. 137 Annual Reportshid iea t ed : 196S--1 tom:: 1969-20,203 ; 1970-30,307 ; and 1971-27,65S ; 1972-73,
30.799.

In the Loi ..i»geles area. the majority of Filipino immigrants came within the
years of 194711 and 1970. The' tiguros (minimum) below indWate the registration
pattern that followed : 1960-4.620: 19614-8,408; 1970-12,405,

For a 1301%, thorough anos4is of the Filipino immigrants the National Seienee
Foundolhot released some statistics. From this source, The Asian Student
Monthly, rcporidoi

''that ttotil 1905 tin' United Kingdom, Canada and Germany were the lead-ing Of immigrant scientists. engineers 810 physieians. But by 1969,
India and the Philippine bad replaced these European countries as leading
Sources Of scientists and engineers in 1970 while Philippines led in the sup.ply of physicians to the United States. Ity 1972, India surpassed the Philip-
pines in the supply of physicians. Of the 13.300 selentists admitted to the
United States in 1070, the largest number. 22% came front India, 12% front
the Philippines, followed' by Canada with 9%. Itepublie of China 7%. (ter-many 3%. and South Korea. 2%. Asians contributed roughly 75(X) immigrant
engineers and scientists. With respect to the immigrating physicians, in 1970,
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the Philippine,: supplied 21%, India and Canada, 8% each, South Korea, 7,%,
and the United Kingdom, 6%.

Ov Fttartsos

(Source: IIEWIlrban ANsoelates. "Study of Selected SocioEcomonie Char-
net erist les, of Ethnic ,Ilinorities, 197(1 Census. 1974.)

FILIPINO IttOIILIGIITS

I az ion and Popu/nlion
The Filipinos are the third largest of A:Yin American subgroups with a 1970

populatitin reported by Census of 343,01N) persons. During the deeade between 1960
and 1970, the Filipino population of the United States nearly doubled. Two-thirds
of the additional Population were new 'milligrams while the remaining third
e. as due to new births of Filipinos in the US%

Filipinos are now the largest of Asian group) immiga Ming to the United
States and the second largest, of all national groups to immigrate groups. Since
the Census was taken in 1970. an additional 90,000 Filipinos have Immigrated,
representing an increase of about 25% over the 1970 figure. If the current rates
of Filipino immigration Continue throughout the '70's, Filipinos sill outnumber
hoth.lapanese and Chinese in the United States.

Over two-thirds of the Filipinos live on the West Coast. 40% in California alone
and another 28;',r, in Hawaii. A majority of the older Filipinos who immigrated
earlier in the century and their descendents live in these two states. The more
reeent immigrants are fantod In concentrations in urban areas throughout the
United States. particularly iu the urban areas of California.

In 1960. 2S% of all the Philipinos in the United States lived in rural areas. By
1970. however. that Ia.:Tentage had shrunk to 14%. 22% of all elderly Filipinos
still like in rural areas.

lu Ilawaii, over a third of the Filipinos (35%) are foreign born. In California.
718% are foreign horn while outside California and Hawaii, 63% are.

In 1960 there were almost two Filipino males for every Filipino female in
the roiled Slates. Since then, more Filipino women have been immigrating and
the ratio of nudes to felonies is becoming more equalized. By 1970. the ;movie.
Bon Of males in the Filipino population was only 10% higher than the propor-
tion of Pqnales. Among the elderly, however, the Imbalance is still very marked.
Among Filipinos 65 years old and over, there are 4.5 thaws Inure wales than
females.

American society, however, force us to look at the community with a different
perspective. Each of the Asian groups has its own history, culture, experienees
with life in Ameriea and social problems. Until the Korean War broke (mt.
Korea was virtually unknown to average Americans. Recently. Korea has begun
to emerge signitiently in the international polities in the Far East. In the pre-
ceding pages I have tried to deseribe the geographical boundaries of the Korean
community.

The Korean population expansion the United States has been implemented
by immigration, particularly because of the relaxation of restrictive immigration
laws in 1965. We have been seeing an manual increase of 5,000 to 10.000 Korean
immigrants In the last few years with the greatest concentration in Los Angeles,
which now has become the center of Korean neti vides in the United States. It is
estimated that there are about 40.004) Koreans living in Southern California.

The Korean population in Southern California was no larger than Hawaii's
until late 1965 who) the Korean residents in Northern California as well as
those living in the Eastern United States started to migrate into the Los An-
geles area seeking milder climate and favorable working opportunities. The
foregoing is signitleant ht view of the fact that until 1965 there were only
about 6.000 Koreans III the Southern California area,

TABLE 1.--KOREAN IMMIGRANTS AND NONIMMIGRANTS ADMITTED DURING 1961-70

Year

1961 1362 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Immigrant 1.534 1, 938 2.580 2.362 2,165 2, 492 3.956 3.811 6, 045 9.314Nonimmigrant 1, 771 2.112 2 853 4,068 4, 717 5, 076 6, 206 9, 309 12, 478 13,171
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The term, **Asian and Pacific Peoples" is gaining greater areeptanee to de-
scribe t hose people vhose origins ,re from t he count ries of China. Japan,
Koorea. Samoa. ftnam, Vietnam. Thailand. Malaysia. Indonesia and

hers.
There is eon lllll nudity and (liven:By within the group.

pflpulation in Los Angeles t 'minty is estimated to be:

1970 census
Community
estimates'

Comae 40.798 80.030

Fatima . 33.4:9 75.000

liavexian . 4.634

Japanese.. 104,078 150.000
....... __.. 8.650 33.000

Samoan. 25.000
Vietnamese. :0313ssan, Indonesian.. .. 25.000-35.000
Tan . . .. 10.000

t Foe 'Menu' Smice Center.

Census fitawes are not accurate because method for gathering data is not
preci,e: language stud other factors.

If the population in Los Angeles Coomity is 7 million :It the present time. Asian
Amerieaus comprise 75, or .100.000 of the total population. The bulk of this
number live in the area served by Cuited Way, Region V.

Since the 1963 liberalization of immigration' laws. there has been a great
holux of immigrants from the Asiatie and Pacific nations. esp.:chitty front
Korea. Samoa. and Philippines and China.

plagued by fatagnage and caltorat dill". relives. the most critical need of the
Asi.m Americans are:

Employment.
Aoleoinate housing.
Services from agencies. governmental and private.
Mental and physical health care.
Care for the aging.
Delinquency prevention programs.
IteleVallt educat

Therefore there is a tietialte need for bilingual, bicultural workers to serve
this commumity. There are many grassroots organizations in L .% Asian American
communities but very few are funded. therefore have little or no staff. Volunteers
do the best they can to provide assistance. Problems are identified but there
are no means to provide service.

There is no doubt that without the help front funding sources, suet: as ruited
Way. the Asian Americans will continue to live dreary, isolated lives with no
promise for tomorrow.

In the December DX InCIN issue of Newsweek. Paul A. Samuelson wrote an
article oon the -Brain Drain". Like other observers. he cited the phenomena Hs
a c-sititoloie, proeess with its historieal precedence; the recruitment of European
intelleetuals and scientists during the Intlerian era. Although. the historical
event of the present time may not be the same. there is also the ironic
larity of the exploited brain drain" with the exploitation tho new -brain"
which characterized the early development of the country. Samuelson wrote it
nicely:

-Yet the brain drain COntillUeS. Outstanding scholars. manager:4. engi-
neers and artists continue to our shores bemuse they can earn a higher
standard of living here. And there is nothing new to this. For every Pilgrim
who hoarded the Mayflower to achieve freedom of religion, there have been
hundreds of peasants and artisans who booked steerage betause they knew
a eonsin with a better job and standard of living in Detroit or Fresno,
Throat:out our history. alongside the brain drain. there has gone on the
brawn drain. The dirty work of building our transcontinental railroads was
done by imploded Chinese and Irishmen. Sicilians weeded our true!: farms;
MeV is :Ins still give IN cheap tomatoes. If your mother and grandmother
were spared dishpan hands. it was probably because of someone named
Bridget or jemiumh. And let its not forget that those who hoed our cotton
and made aristocratic living possible down on the old did not come
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to our shores seeking freedom of worship t.nd Tom Paine's "The Rights of
Man."

Munoz (1971) devoted a great deal of his writings and observations on the
0.protile" of the -professional". his book described some of the basic reasons
why the immigrants chose to come to the United States: their goals mid hidden
ambitions, their ambivalence and personal "struggles; their temperament and
moods. Somewhat satirical in his commentary, Munoz wrote about the doctors,
the nurses, engineers. lawyers, teachers, accountants, chemists, etc. with this
comment :

"The professionals who leaves the Philippines for America does so e"sen-
tinily to improve his lot for what promises to be a life-time opportunity
He leaves and does for the Almighty dollar* * *" (6)

Jame (1971) appropriately documented her desertation:
-In 1965, 90 Filipino professionals migrated to the United States. In 1967,
this number have risen to 2,500. In 1919, of the 40,427 "professional" techni-
cal and kindred workers', vho migrated to the United States, 7.396 or 16%
were Filipinos(7)

ON: Fnartsos

(Source: UEW-Urban Associates, "Study of Selected Socio-Economic Charac-
teristics of Ethnic Minorities, 1970 census, 1974.)
Poverty Characteristics and Sources of laconic

Filipino families in the U.S. are receiving Social Security at a rate far
lower than that of families In the total population (14% compared to 20%)
and the amount they receive is less. Elderly Filipino household heads in both
San Francisco and Los Angeles are receiving Social Security benefits at rates
below the total population in those cities. This situation is duplicated
throughout the country.
Filipino families nationally are receiving welfare at a ratio equal to the
U.S. national level (2.1 families in poverty for every one receiving pubic
assistanee). In selected local areas. however, there is a serious imbalance.
In urban areas outside Hawaii and California, there are 3.5 families in
poverty to every one on welfare. In San Francisco, while 31% of all poverty
families are on welfare. only 19% of Filipino families in poverty are.
25% of all Filipino elderly are poor. 66% of the Filipino elderly who are poor
live alone; most are men.

of n11 Filipino households in the 'rutted States live in overcrowded con-
ditions. but 40% of nil Filipino families in Honolulu and 30% In Sau Fran-
cisco live under such substandard conditions.

Date: August 28, 1974.
To: Task Force on Non-English Speaking Persons
From : Ruth Markovich, Community Iluman_ltelations, Los Angeles
Subject: Data

According to the 1970 census, 11% of the population of the Comity is foreign-
born. However. those persons residing in the Comity whose mother tongue is other
'Iran English comprise 24.7% of the total population. 13.5% of the county res-
iden,: list Spanish as their mother tongue (972.247 persons). 5.3% of the total
population (375,720 persons) listed their mother tongue as other than English
(Asian. Europeanother than certain specifiedand African language). 63,575
persons identified Polish or Russian as their mother tongue.

(Source: "Ford Kuramoto. Lessons We've Learned In the Federal Funding
Game." MIIS, N13111. HEW Rockville. September 1974.)

PRIORITY CONCERNS OF ASIAN AND PACIFIC 'ISLAND PEOPLE

discussion cviil fociN on the type of learning experience concerned with
in-tit:11N that the community has (1(.1111e191 about itself. The community insights to

ell ca-s-41 will be perceived priority eotteerns of Asians and Island
communities. While the concerns of.the communities are many, this section will
limit its presentation to the four most significant and most common concerns.

The four priority concerns are. (1) Ameriean racism as it affects Asian and
Pacific Tsland people, () the changing nature of the Asian and Pacific Island
poi),;,os in the rnitell States (mg. esperially the impact of immigration), (3)

-the impact of the Asian and Pacific island cttltnres upon life in the United States,
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and ( II the t arions forms of soi )! intervention that are supposed to help meet
the human service neetus u. Asiatu a ml Paei tic Island people.'

The Iir,c priority concern. the impact of American raeista upon Asian and
Pacilie Island 1eople began with the first influx of Asians into Ameriva, i.e. the
importation of Chinese laborers to site West about IN.10.: Shure that time. Asian
and Pacific Island people have been an oppressed minority. The Pacific lsland
communities are of great convert, to these people. however. the more basic issues
molt flying these problems :4:wild also be rem: hired. These issue are the mat-
distrilan ion of potter and resources and the lark of cultural and social pluralism
that ignores the needs a ml concern: specific to Asian and Pailie people.

Taw third forth oT racism. barriers to opportunities. institutional neglect.
are Comas of in-44111:14l racism. For example. immigrants uutheredetif ials trim'
Asian and Paitie ',land countries hale itourd:nant difficulty in obtaining licenses
to praetice their professions in the United Statt-s. Educated anal higoly skilled
people find it hard to get jobs. alters are mider-eunployed and are often tunable
to move upward into higher leel elattagemeid positions.

The second priority coneern, the changing nature of the Asian and Paeitie
Island population is an important clement in the experience of these people in
the United States. Since 1965 the United States immigration policies have per-
mitted a signitieant increase of Asian and Pacific Island people in various parts
if the United States. As mentioned earlier, these new it 'grants are victimized

IT American racism Nilo all of its implication.; upon education, employment,
Ionising.. and social relationships.

I Source: David Lee. "Korean American Contra.- thesis UCLA. 1974.)
Seine of the new Korean inunigrmits are fluent in English. highly skilled. and

well educated. as seen by the 'professional-immigrants. However, most arrive
with little or no knowledge of English. specially spoten English. and without
much cultural preparation for their new envirouatent. Thoughuatt the pros
of settlement. these immigrants fare troublesome problems of adjustment. Their
rudimentary agrarian background has not eutnipped them with the skills essential
to making their way in their sopluistirated new vollul. Whether as fanners or
industrial laborer: they fontill a place for themselves ooh with extreme dilliettl-
ties. Even the immigrants equipped relatively better with some skills find them-
selves in the similar situation in %Odell their skills are being wasted doe to the
language barrier. Moreover, they eneminter problems previously not eonfronted
in their homeland -11 as juvenile delinquency, and increased educational re-
quirements. and most, of all the racial discrimination.

A kn. we find that the Korean community has not only grown in size: but it
has changed in character to such au extent that the immigrant does not consider
himself a mere "sojourner- but expects to take part in and become emerned
with those problems which ult.(' typically confronted by :my family. man iu
America. Nevertheless, he realizes that he will have to face two problems not
eonfrouted by Ids American eounterpart which in a very painful reality as well as
discouraging.

C. Ser,c1rte PitontExts

1. Fatet.ot Nt EST

Among all the problems the Koreans face. the employment is the most serious
one. alumg with tIu language barrier. The unemployment rate Within the Korean
community is higher than any other ethnic group. In 1972. I conducted : sample
survey on Employment of Korean Immigrant. and according' to the Survey.
if, i may quote. the rate of unemployment was 1S/a of all able bodies, compared
to 7.2( 'e of Los Angeles County-wide.

Also. the unemployment period is longer than for other groups. Once they get
laid off or lose their jobs, it is really difficult for them to get another job, accord-
ing to the same survey.

iEt 1,1tould he noted that there hag been relatively little Federal aQaktanee stwelfirane
romp:I on the Asian and Pacific Island communities other than the SITS and NINTH
projeets.

4: For diseussions on the impart of American raelqm on Minn and Nellie Island people.
honer Daniels and Ilarry }Mono. American Racism (Englewood elltr4. N.J.. 197a)

Irma' 1)tallq. The Politicg of Prehalice (New York. 10621 Carey firotherg
the akin (Boston. 1064): Amy Taehlkt. ct al (Ed.). ItootgAn Axian American

I:cader (Log Angeles. 1011) and Ford II. Kurnmoto, "What Do Asians Want?'
netween 1061 and 1970 the chinese population rose from 236.1151 to 4::1.1)62 (stql

1S1.614 to 343.060 (S0,1) ; and Japanese, 473.170 to 501,200 (23,1,). Accurate
(.01.014 data for other groups, e.g. Guamanians. Hawaiian!. Koreans. Samoans, and others
are not yet available, nod; Lim kW. -AstamAluericans: No Model Minority," p. 50.
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There are few factors to this high unemployment rate; tradithmally. Korea
women are not supposed to work, but stay in the house and concentrate only
child raising and education, housework, and mainly the husband is resprov.ible
for the financial matters. Usually, many husbands (lo not approve their wives'
employment, unless it is inevitable. Consequently, when a father is out of job.
the family is left without any income. And the unemployment period lats longer
than other ethnic group, due to the language difficulty and lack of skills. and
the short period of working experience ill the United States. 31any employers do
not 'valor the experiences :throat'. The children's; employment is not favored
with the same reason: they are sent to school to learn. therefore, they are sup-
posed to study -hard" for the success in the future. according to, most of the
parents. They are not allowed by their parents to work part-time even he it
they can. Many Korean families like to see their children in the libraty or their
rooms studying "hard" rather than in the gasoline :order stations, restaurants,
or in the grocery stores.

The most serious p.mblem lies with the under-employment. There b: a Kure-an
Medical Doctors Association of Southern California. with the mendrership vomit-
ing about :to, and another professional organization called the Kotean Dentist
Society. Only two or three of them have engaged in the Inert:eat fk-Id. according
to the organization officers. Few of them rim grocery stores. mo-t of them rod:
in other business offices as general clerks, two restaurant owners, even machinists
and janitors.

MAN RELATIONS RESEARCH-GRAM

POPULATION SY MAJOR ETHNIC GROLIParGS-LOS ANGELES COCNTY. 1550. 1960. MID 1370

Toll pcpulaHon....._
AnisWhire
All minorities

SpanishAmeican white
Negro
Japanese
Chines.
American Indian
Rusin°
KOW4
Hawaiian
Other nonwhite_._. I

Apr. I. 1950

Annul
overage
percent
change

1550-69

Apr. 1. 1560

An.whi
average
percent
1 ham
1969-70

Apr. 1.1970

Number percent timber perc....!
-

aLotb-s pe,cect

4.151.687 100 0 3.818 6 028 771 100.0 1 534 7.032.075 100.0
3. 590, 330 86.5 3.1!1 4 877. If 0 50.8 -.206 4 777,591 67.9

551.357 13.5 7 543 I. 161.621 19.2 6.854 2. 254, 171 32. I

287,614 6 9 7.205 576.716 9.6 7.£56 1. 228.595 17.5
271.991 5.2 7.795 451.5:4 7.6 5.153 762.844 10.8

35 761 .9 7 7113 77,314 1.3 3.017 101.078 1.5
9.187 .2 7.693 19 285 .3 7.769 40.798 .6
1.671 17.111 8.109 .1 11.696 23 509 .3
5,418 .I 8.356 12, 122 .2 10.666 33.459 .5

8 650 .1
2,825 A 8.737 6.528 .1 24.812 / 4.621 .1

46 604 7

SPANISH INDICATORS BY
Tad Whit: Negro Other n3nwhite

RACE-APR. 1, 1970 Number Percent Number Petcent Number Percent Number Percent

SpanishAmerican 1.289.311 100.0 1,228.565 0, 3 23,844 1.8 35,872 2.9

Spa ,.ish language_ _ . 1, 194. 137 100.0 1.150.995 18.853 1.6 24.281 2.0
Spanish surname only._ 95.113 100.0 77,600 ,... 4.986 5.2 12.588

-1. .
13.2

--.....--.-...=
96.5 18.'1.83Sprosh ori:4-t deteent.._ _ __ 1,051,409 109.0 1,014.441 1.7 18.585 1.8

Puerto Rican origin 'descent _ . 21.314 100.0 20,306 95.3 761 3.G 247 1.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census Special Spanish 1.rdicators compratians by race courtesy of the Populition Pescara)
Sxhoil, Regions! Planning Commission.

PiaaAnED STATENtENT OF ROBERT N. SANTOS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT IMPROVEMENT AssoetATIoN, Smyrna:, WASH.

Ify name is Rob Santos. Exec' tive Diretor of the Internat. anal District Im-
provement Association of Seattle, Wash. and i'ast Chairperson of the Demotertra-
tion Project for Asian Americans, a research project funded by the United States
Department of Health, Education, am/ Welfare, which had offices in Los Angeles,
San Fru Heise°, and Seattle.

Mitch of my testimony is based on the findings of the D.P.A._ . stall who hare
spent considerable time researching problems of the Ash) . American communi-
ties %%ith portieular emphasis this past r on Filipho. Health Profesthouls
and Korean War Brides.

Since the revision of the hatnig Ilion Laws in 196. there has been a dramatic
Increase in Immigration of Asinns into the United States. This has resulted in
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an urgent need to assist the newcomer in his socio-economic adjustment in his
newly adopted country: Some of the problems facing the new immigrant are un-
employment, underemployment, crowded housing, communication barriers, in-
sensitivity among personnel of public and private agencies and institutions, and
the growing alienation of many immigrant youths from their families and the
general society.

The new immigrants range from babies to wives of American se icemen to
elderly parents of new citizens; their skills range from those of a farm laborer
or factory seamstress to those of a teacher, engineer, or skilled physician.

It is imperative that attention be given to these people who hare come to the
United States with so many hopes and dreams. It is tragic that too many of them
have found that this country has not seen tit to develop their latent contributions
to the general welfare tint/ good of the Nation.

Filipinos are immigrants to the United States in unprecedented numbers, some
30.000 every year. If this trend continues, this would put the Filipinos as the
largest group of immigrants in the country since 1965, a 200% increase. These
people are usually highly educated and have had corresponding work experiences
in their respective technical and professional careers. Therefore, they are coming
from a background where they have achieved some degree of personal work and
dignity.

The Filipino immigrants do not suffer a traumatic cultural shock. They are
generally acculturated in the American way, although of course, there are equally
-discernable distinct differences. and uniquenesses. It is all a matter of the
Cnited States Government and its people to recognize that the Filipinos be ac-
cepted and treated as (spd human beings. to be given a more aggressive, affirma-
tive opportunity to serve and contribute In this society.

There is a tremendous wealth of talent in the Filipino immigrants and the
ruited States could not afford to ignore the use of these available resources.
They can generate tax dollars, not wlefare rolls. Ironically, however, the Filipino
immigrant is looked upon as a suspect or threat in the socio-economic base of
the United States.

The needs of the Filipino ITealth Professionals are many and very real. The
D.P.A.A. verified the intensity of the many problems facing these highly edu-
cated people who have skills that are badly needed in this Country.

Despite this, there are too many instances of unemployment and or ,rwhelm-
ing evidence of underemployment. One method of excluding Health Pt ,fession-
als are the Licensing Laws which may vary according to profession and various
State Laws. Their very exigence implies that mie who is unable to meet all the
qualifications set forth in the Rules and Regulations must be the product of an
inferior educational system.

Most doctors. dentists. and pharmacists find it difficult to secure a position
in a related medical field. Often times they are told they are either underquall-
tied or overqualified. Many doctors have been turned down for jobs such as tned-

paraphysicians, and researchers; and never for the same reason. Doctors, who
may have had many years experience in their own country, may be told that they
are ineligible to attain the position as a medic because they do not have the
required training and/or certification to be a medic. Others are denied positions
because their 'kills are higher than what a job description calls for. All they
want is the opportunity to work in a related medical field if they must be denied
thin right to practice their profession.

One of the most fundamental and pressing problems that the Korean War
Brides experience in this Country is language. the inability to communieate.
language difficulty arised ultimately from their poor family background and low
level of education. The D.P.A.A. survey date shows that the average length of
formal education of the 137 randomly selected Asian (mostly Korean) wives is
only S years.

Language handicaps become n major deficiency in their living in the TTnited
Stites. Such simple things as writing a check. riding a ins, reading newspapers,
and getting a driver's license are major tasks for them.

The inability to eoinnumicate also reinforces their cultural alienation. Unc-
log no confidence in English. they find difficulty in making friends with neigh-
bors and other Amerieatet. They feel afraid to go out. and try to avoid outings as
touch as possible. Their life is thus confined within the family circle.

Langungn handicaps and the isolated fife style lead to excessive dependency
on husbands. Ire may understand his wife's inability for some time. bit finless
he is exceptionally good-natured. he may soon get impatient with the wife's
dependency. W!res. Of course, do adjost to the environment but only very
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slowly. When the adjustment lags behind the husband's expectations, family
conflicts develop. Consequently separation and divorce tak,!s place. According
to D.P.A.A, data, the divorce rate among these couples reaches 30%, which is
an alarming figure for an Asian cultured background,

%Viten the wife is divorced. deserted, or separated, she finds herself alone in
a country foreign to her, lacking educational skills, a deficiency in English, and
the inability to secure a normal position of employment. In order to exist, she
turns to menial jobs such as farm laborer, seamstress, go-go dancer, sauna
tuf.seuse. etc.

The passage of this bill is imperative so that bilingual and bicultural educa-
tion programs can be developed by and within the Asian communities to assist
Health Professionals and other Professionals to prepare for the state creden-
tialing process which will eventually lead to licensing in their chosen profes-
sions. Basic education in language and other skills are needed for War Brides
and other immigrants with similar low educational backgrounds so that they
Witt be better able to contribute to this Country which they have chosen to lice.

A PANEL CONSISTING OF AMY CAHILL, XALIIIIPALAMA INTER-
AGENCY COUNCIL FOR IMMIGRANT SERVICES, HONOLULU, HA-
WAII; ROBERT N. SANTOS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INTERNA-
TIONAL DISTRICT IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIh rION, SEATTLE,
WASH.: ROYAL F, MORALES, PROJECT DIRECTOR, ASIAN-AMERI-
CAN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH TRAINING CENTER, LOS
ANGELES, CALIF. ; AND A. BARRETTO OGILVIE, PROGRAM SPE-
CIALIST, CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND SERVICES FOR MULTI-
CULTURAL EDUCATION, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, SEATTLE
UNIVERSITY, SEATTLE, WASH.

Mrs. MINI:. I did want everybody to be a part of this, but regretfully
some of the members will have to leave. I intend to stay until every-
body is heard and the record is completed.

Mrs. Cahill.
Mrs. CAuti.r.-. Mrs. Mink and members of tho subcommittee, I am

Ametil Agba% aid-Cahill, a Filipino immigrant residing in Hawaii.
I came to the Cnited States 10 years ago. I ant the director of "Opera-
tion Manong.- a program funded by the 'University Year for ACTION"
that provides assistance to recently arrived immigrant youth in Hono-
lulu. I am presenting testimony on behalf of the ICalilii-Palama Inter-
Ageny Council for Immigrant Services, of which "Operation Ma-
nong ' is a member.

I will make my testimony short. partly because of my difficulty in
speaking and also the short ness in time.

The first point I would like to make is that immigrants share many
of the problems eminently facing native-born poor Americans. Most
often the immigrants live in the same neighborhoods as the urban poor
native-born Americans. In Hawaii. the bulk of the immipTants settle in
Kalild-Palaina. a designated model cities low-income neighborhood.

Although they share many of the same problems as the low-income
American-born residents, inunirrants have some problems that have
not yet been adequately addressed by Federal programs or local
progra m4.

One of the barriers to adequate service for immigrants is the ex. pert a-
tion. shared by some local officials and residents, that the Federal Gov-
ernment should be the unit of government most responsible for pro-
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creating learning situations and st les more appropriate to immigrant
youth than a re t hose now a va i table.

One, 1. Avon't go into details, I \you'd just like to point, out there are
serious problems between the immigrant children and the local chil-
dren. Last month one Filipino immigrant did die after being beaten up,
and I think this was not merely unfortunate but, unnecessary.

I have %-onie illustrations of asiwets of the school situation that
actually hamper learning of the immigrant chill which I won't go into.

In closing, I just would like to nay that the State and local govern-
ments by means of at !Lich the "gateau ay" communities must identify,
define and resolve these problems stand in special need of Federal
assistance if they are to cope adequately with the results of Federal

11.1Z. 9S95, if enacted. mould make possible a truly valuable response
to that need, and I urge the subcommittee to endorse, this bill.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much, Mrs. Cahill.
Mr. Santos.
Ajr. SANTOS% My name is Bob Santos, executive director of the Inter-

national Dist net Improvement .1ssociation of Seattle, Wash., and past
chairperson of the Demonstration Project for Asian Americans, a
research project funded by the F.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, which had offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco, anti
Seattle.

Much of my testimony is based on the findings of the DPAA staff
who have spent considerable time researching problems of the Asian
American communities with partieular emphasis this o t year on
Filipino health professionals and Korean war brides.

Since the revision of the immigration laws in 1965, there has been
a dramatic increase in immigration of Asians into the United States.
This has resulted in an urgent need to assist the newcomer in his
socioeconomic adjustment in his newly adopted country.

Some of the problems facing, thenew immigrant are unemployment,
underemployment, crowded housing, communication barriers.insensi-

vit.; among personnel of public and private agencies and instriutions,
and the growing alienation of many immigrant youths from their
families and the general society.

The new immigrants range from babies to wives of American
servicemen to elderly parents of new citizens. Their skills range from
those of a farm laborer or factory seamstress to those of a teacher, en-
gineer, or skilled physician.

It is imperative that attention be given to these people who have
come to the United States with so many hopes and tire: axis. It is tragic
that too many of them have found that this country has not seen fit to
develop their latent cont ributions to the general welfare and good of
the Nation.

Filipinos are inunirTants to the United States in unprecedented
nninlierssome 30.000 every year. If this trend continues. this would
put the Filipinos as the largest group of immigrants in the country
since 1965a 200 percent increase. These people are usually highly
educated and have had corresponding work experience in their respec-
tive technical and professional careers. Therefore, they are coming
from a. background where they have achieved some degree of personal
work and dignity.
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The Filipino immigrants do not suffer a traumatic cultural shock.
They are generally acculturated in the "American Way," although of
course there are equally discernible distinct differences and
uniquenesses.

It is all a matter of the U.S. Government and its people to recognize
that the Filipinos be accepted and treated as equal human beings, to
be given a more aggressive, affirmative opportunity to serve and con-
tribute in this society.

There is a tremendous wealth of talent in the Filipino immigrants
and the United States could not afford to ignore the use of these avail-
able resources. They can generate tax dollars, not welfare rolls. Ironi-
cally, however, the Filipino immigrant is looked upon as a suspect or
threat in the socioeconomic base of the United States.

The needs of the Filipino health professionals are many and very
real. The DPAA verified the intensity of the many problems facing
these highly educated people who have skills that are badly needed in
this couittiv.

Despite this, there are too many instances of unemployment and
overwhelming evidence of underemployment. One method of ex-
cluding health professionals are the licensing laws which may vary
according to profession and various State laws, Their very existence
implies that one who is unable to meet all the qualifications set forth
in the rules and regulations must be the product of an inferior educa-
tional system.

Most doctors. dentists, and pharmacists find it difficult to secure a
position in a related medical field. Oftentimes they are told they are
either underquali fled or overqualified. Many doctors have been turned
down for jobs such as medics, paraphysicians, and researchersand
never for the same reason.

Doctors who may have had many years' experience in their own
country may be told that they are ineligible to attain the position as
a medic because they do not have the required training and/or certi-
fication to be a medic. Others are denied positions because their skills
are higher than what a job description calls for.

All they want, is the opportunity to work in a related medical field
if they must be denied the right to practice their profession.

One of the most fundamental and pressing problems that the Korean
war brides experience in this country is languagethe inability to
communicate. This language difficulty arose ultimately from their
poor family background and low level of education. The DPAA
survey data show that the average length of formal education of
the 137 randomly selected Asian (mostly Korean) wives is only 8
years.

Lanouage, handicaps become a major deficiency in their living in
the United States. Such simple things as writing a cheek, riding a bus,
reading newspapers, and getting a driver's license are major tasks
for them.

The inability to communicate also reinforces their cultural aliena-
tion. Having no confidence in English, they find difficulty in making
friends with neighbors and other Americans. They feel afraid to go
out and they try to avoid outings as much as possible. Their life is
finis confined within the family circle.

Language handicaps and the isolated lifestyle lead to excessive
dependency on husbands. He may understand his wife's inability for
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some time, but unless he is exceptionally good-natured he may soon
get, impatient with h the wife's dependency. Wives, of course, do ad-
:iust to the environment, but only very slowly. When the adjustment
lags behond the husband's expectations, family conflicts thvelop. Con-
sequently, separation and divorce take place.

According to DPAA data, the divorce rate among these couples
reaches 30 percent, which is au alarming figure for :in Asian cultured
background.

When the wife is divorced, deserted, or separated. she finds herself
alone in a country foreign to her, lacking edcational skills, a de-
fciency in English, and the inability to secure a normal position of
employment. In order to exist, she turns to menial jobs, such as farm
laborer, seamstress, go-go dancer, sauna masseuse, et cetera,

The passage of this bill ismperative so that bilingual and bicultural
education programs can be developed by and within the Asian com-
munities to assist health professionals and other professionals to pre-
pare for the State eredentialing process which will eventually lead to
licensing in their chosen professions.

Basic education in language and other skills are needed for war
brides and other immigrants with similar low educational backgrounds
so that they will be better able to contribute to this country in which
they have chosen to live.mrs.,m Thank

Mr. Morales.
Mr. Monm.Es. I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify on the

"New Americans Education and Employment Act of 1974." My state-
ments are kLed on my studies and experiences on the subject in and
tit'01111d the Los Angeles area and as the director of the Asian American
Community Mental Health Training Center, a program sponsored by
the Asian American Social Workers and the. Special Service for
Comps.

I wish to commend Congresswoman Patsy Mink for sponsoring this
bill --a bill that is undoubtedly an initial assistance to many immi-
grantsif and when it is enacted.

By now, with the challenging statements of the witnesses, and the
stat 'stied merits of the documents provided, I confidently ask all of
you to look favorably on the enaet Iowa of effective measnres to deal
with the plight of the new Americans and their families.

The historical development of this country includes the unprece-
dented contributions of new Americans. In their efforts to become
citizens and in their ambition to make this land their adopted country
they toiled valiantly, though thick and thin, to overcome adjustment
difficulties and racist confrontations.

As I look around, I can reasonably guess that in one way or another,
for most of us, if not all of us here, we can claim dearly that our heritage
and ancestry originated from a foreign and distant land.

Speaking basically of the Pacific and Asian peoplespe-Tically the
Filipinos. with whom I am associatedthere is a striking population
growth, as reflected in the annual immigration counts. It is projected
to rapidly increase. In the documents which you received, the statistics
indicate, the trend. Obviously they are lured by the "pull" factors based
on myths mid half-truths in this country; "pushed" by various forces
of their country.
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As we look at the profiles of the new Americans, they include, basic-
ally, older folks, residents and citizens, children and youth, and
like many earlier immigrants, many face initial problemsproblems
of the middle-aged professionals. They enter into the American
society, which includes culture shod:, lalig11111% barriers, value and
culture conflicts; and for the youth, mis-eductttion, learning difficul-
ties, and dropping out. For the career and profesAonally trained, it is
the harsh reality of underemployment and unemployment.

In addition, there are the pressing emotional and psychological
basic problems associated with immigration papers. housing and shel-
ter accommodations; feelings of loneliness and alienation for being
different and for speaking.linglish with a distinct accent.

Obviously, then. there is an initial and. temporary period when the
new American needs the greatest help in his life. To some, the inune-
cilate help means great Pr livelihood, productivity and happiness
and for the inititiA investment, the community will eventually reap
the benefits of a ontributing citizen-prticipator and a taxpaver.

During the tenyorary and initial time of need, several assistance
projects can be developed, in terms of health, education and welfare;
edneational and career guidanee; and at the point of departure or
embarkation point, the e4ablishment of pre.orientation meetings on
the myths, truths. and half- t of the American society; and addi-
tional "de-shocking" stations at various points of entry and destina-
tions, to further assist t lto new Americans.

In summary. since we have legislated the legal entry of the new
American, it is also our moral responsibility to insure temporary
assistance and the adequacy of resources to those in need. The initial
hell) is an insurance, for a brighter tomorrow.

Thank von.
Mrs. 'fix K. Thank you very much, Mr. Morales.
Mr. Ogi I vie.
Mr. Oon.viy. I am A. Barrett() Ogilvie. I am currently serving.as

program specialist working in the area of bilingual education with
numerous school districts in the States of Washington and Oregon.

In July 1972, the chief instructor of the Chinese teaching center of
the Asian American English-as-a-Second Language program iu
Seattle, of which I was the director, wrote:

Very often a newcomer's first impression about the United States is not likely
to be the long-expected or dreamt-of hind of acid and opportunities, but a whirl-
pool of Insecurity into which he finds Wilmot drowning every minute. Ile is at
mice confronted with various doubts such as:

Will I be able to adjust myself to this new environment? Can I understand
or be understood? Will I he accepted as one of them or shut out as an ou,sider
forever?''

Chung Kwong Ho Wu, the chief instructor, found herself in an
environment that did not adjust to her. misunderstood her, and she
became an outsider forever when she decided to return to Hong Kong,
at the end of the program. Unlike Cluing Kwong Ho Wu, however,
the other 619,000 = and new Asian Americans who have come hero
since 19G0 have elected to stay and are part of the population to which
H.R. 9895 addresses itself.

1 Seat tle Asian American Community ESL Report. SMCP project, final retort, Chinese
position paper lit.). 2. "A Stranger in Paradise or MIL"

1111ta from 1970 census and U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, annual
reports.
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In response to the quest ion of why this situation exists, the Urban
Associates, in their study previously cited, states:

"There is some evidence that despite the highly skilled background
of a majority of Asians who have recently immigrated to this coun-
try. due to factors of discrimination, noneitizenship status, licensing
requirements or lack of ability in English. many former professional
workers have been forced to shift to lesser-skilled nonprofessional
occupations.'

In a short phrase. "For pure survival."
Highly educated underemployed residing in urban areas. 1.7rban

poverty and all its natural attendants are upon the Asian American
community and communities. The 1970 census does well when it iden-
tifies that 17 percent of all foreign born Japanese families had in-
comes under the poverty level in 1970; "a fifth of all Chinese hous-
incr in the United States is regarded as overcrowded:" 2 "40 percent
a-Filipino families headed by females are in poverty," 3 et cetera,
relating the numerous indices of poverty for perhaps the highest edu-
cated populat ion group in America.

And yet to be uncovered are the resultant consequences of urban
and rural poverty affecting the youth of these communitiesincreas-
ing drug abuse and deaths by overdose, alienation front the schools,
the society and even thier own families, and their ultimate rejection
and retaliation against a society dedicated to the equality of all hu-
mankind in the pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness.

But it need not be this way if the causes of these symptoms are ex-
amined and remedied by the very system, in which they are operable.

Hopefully, it has been pointed out that we here today are not talk-
ing about an uneducated, nonproductive. isolated or fringe element of
our total population nor about a group that aspires to be these things,
but to the direct opposite. And no doubt it would be safe to assume
that those least likely to partake in the American amenities and op-
portunities are those most likely who are unable to secure them
became of unawareness, language and cultural differences and insti-
tutional inabilities to outreach for them, and even if they did reach
them their lack of bilingual and cross-cultural understanding capa-
bilities would not provide, the necessary services to which the Asian
immigrants are fully entitled.

In 'short, honorable subcommittee members, we are not asking for
a new Constitution. a new set of amendments or a new bill of rights.
A bilingual translation will do, and IT.R. 9395 will assist in giving us
this.

Mrs. Mtn:. Thank you very much. I appreciate your indulgence
with the crowded witness schedule. Your prepared statements and
your presentations this morning were excellent. I am sure that the
committee will benefit greatly your participation.. , .

Thank you very much.
Mrs. Mixic. The last group of witnesses will be those from the

Washington, T).C.. area. Mr, Tfunkin. who is the assistant to the dele-
gate at large. Territory of American Samoa, Washington; Ms. Doong
of the Inter-Group Council: and Miss Gail Nishioka of the Japanese
American Citizens League. Washington, D.C.

1 Vrhon As 4oelotos. op. Mt p. 99.
2 rrhan Ag.loclatos. op. cat.. xl.

reran Acqoela too. op. cit.. p. xvII.
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A PANEL CONSISTING OF ENI HUNKIN, ASSISTANT TO THE DELE-
GATE AT LARGE, TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA, WASHING-
TON, D.C.; TUE/ DOONG, INTER-GROUP COUNCIL, WASHINGTON,
D.C.; AND GAIL NISHIOICA, ASSISTANT WASHINGTON REPRE-
SENTATIVE, JAPANESE AMERICAN CITIZENS LEAGUE, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.

Mrs. MINK. Mr. I Tonkin.
Mr. Humus. 1 would like to express deep regrets of Delegate

Fttimaono for not being able to attend. this hearing. lee is currently
in American Samoa for the purpose of the election which is today.

So I ant here in his behalf and would like to read the statement that
has been prepared if time is permissible.

Mrs. MINK. The statement will be inserted at this point in the
record in full as though presented. If you would like to just briefly
summarize the statement I would appreciate it very much.

As you know the House is iu session and we have already
r

had s.
quorum call %davit I did not respond to in the interest of getting
all the statements in for the record this morning.

[The statement referred to follows:]

rimeAnED STATEMENT or MN. ASCENItt U. CIMAONO, DELEtIATE-AT-LARGF,
'Mmmy or AMERICAN S.

Mr. timirman and Members of the Subcommittee: I 0111 Astienin U. Fnimaono.
American Samoa's nationally elected representative to Washington. D.C. I aut
humor( d at this opportunity to present before you my views in support of the
provisions of Mt 9b11:5 in the hopes that congress will duly give it favorable
eonsideration.

May I first express my sincere appreciation to Congresswoman Pasty Mink
for her continued sensitivity to problems affecting the Samoan people wherever
they reside. and for the valued assistance she and her colleagues have given in
the past. Provisions of Hit :)SP-5, which she now proposes before the Congress.
are indicative of her understanding of the unbole politic:II association of the
Territory of American Samoa with `he United States. Although this bill has
wider implications, I must aecessartly present my testimony purely front
Samoan point of view.

The Territory of America' Samoa has been a prote'torate of the United States
since the peaceful cession of our Islands by our forefathers some seventy years
ago. It might be of interest to members of the Subcommittee that America*
Samoans are the only people under United States sovereignty who are currently
classified as "nationals, and lawyers will define the tern' 'national" as a
person who owes permanent allegiance to the United States, but is not a citizen
nor an alien. As such. however, we are accorded most of the privileges and liber-
ties of the American citizen.

As Americans, we are proud of and fiercely loyal to the institutions of the
United States. As a people, we are still very much Samoan with a cultural heri-
tage of centuries that has so far withstood the test of time, and fortunately
with the kind protection of the ruing! States.

As you art aware. our Islands have li011 a haven for atabropoiogien1 mud Ssr
ciological studies by the scientific community. Tho interest. I daresay, is in the
way the Samoan is trying to cope with the influence of Western eivilization
Inevitably encroaching his hen Samoa, i.e., the Samoan way As a ',millet of a
It:thou. and aneient Polynesian social system, the Samoan is Muting himself every
day being increasingly confronted with social values that are IT and large 'Ha-
mel rieally opposed to his own. With advanced technology from the outside, logis-
tical dillieulties in terms of transport and emummdeation Inv now tI thing of the
past. Four hours away by jet lies Honolulu. and another four hours away. the
Continental Vnited States. Coupled with the reassurance from such informa-
tional marvels tis television. together with other things with wide,' we have
associated the outsider, the setting produces the irresistible lime to travel over-
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seas for a different and perhaps better opportunity. Consequently. the rate of
mobilization beWeint our Islatuls and the rnited States has been very high.
It has heed estimated that there are approximately. some 0.000 Samoans living
on thittllaintand, largely on the West Coast, and another 20.000 now in the State
of Ilanaii. On American Samoa itself, the population is less than 30.000.

4 len arriving here. the Samoan finds much to his dismay. that reality is often
very harsh and inconsistent with expectation. Ile finds himself in an utterly
alien nay of life to which he is socially defenseless.

To tins a few instances of cultural disparity: lacking here is the extended
family system of Samoa, while in its place the immediatenediate family system: laeking
here are his values of reciprocity and redistribution, and instead the values of
bargain and contract; whereas he has been brought tip in a surrounding where
group net ivity is the way of life. lie will find here a different orientation towards
individuality and competitive self-interest. Without delving too deeply into an
area which is properly left to the social scientist. suffice it is for me to say that
those of us who have joined the migratory movements from the Islands have
invariably found Western life styles to be confusing and bewildering.

'the cold facts will disclose the sad picture that most Samoan immigrants
are comparatively uneducated and unskilled. ami at the outset. this poses severe
restrietions on what is available to theta in terms of employment and educational
opportunities. Although we have no concept of poverty in terms of economic sol-
vency. Samoan newcomers are in point of fact inheriting the lower economic
stra

The majority of the employed are on incubi! jobs. and at the same time, many
are recipients of welfare assistance programs. Naturally incident to this situa-
tion are problems with substandard housing and overcrowded conditions, coupled
with health and the inability to seek medical assistance.

This unhappy picture, whirl, I am sure refleets the soeioeronomic difficulties
of most immigrants. has hugely been left with the individual states concerned.
Unfortunately. there has been the understandable tendency with immigrants to
congregate in certain states where they can hind reassurance in their numbers.
As a result, the problem of acculturation and settlement th: immigrants is over-
taking a state's capacity to :won't:iodate accordingly.

I submit to you members of the Honorable subcommittee that Section 2 of
Hit 9s9 presents some very real aud valid findings. To the extent that this
bill is geared towards alleviating these difficulties. it makes very good sense to
have an educat het mid employment assistance act. Shonhd there be a perpetna-
film of the (gamut situation, the Samoan. like other immigrants. w;11 eomilme
to lose himself in his numbers and remains ill-prepared to accept the.

motifs and responsibilities of American society.
Thank you very much.
'Mr. I fi-xtus. in the essence of time T will summarize the statement

of Delegate Fttimaono. I think all the things that have been presented
1,y previous speakers in this subcommittee is just another reiteration of
what the delegate is also concerned with with reference to American
Samoans.

But I think I would like to comment on previous statements rela-
tive to why such specifics were made on American Samoans in the
definition of the bill itself.

It is my. judgment personallyalthough the chief is not herebut
I am sure in your sensitivity and understanding you know the unique
political association that the territory of American Samoa has with
the United States.

For this reason I think some proposal was made to the effect that
iPuerto Ricans should also be inclusive of this bill. And I believe,

without realizing American Samoans are not American citizens, I
believe. if I am correct, this was the reason why you made this spe-
cifically to American Samoans.

Mrs. MINK. Yes, sir, the bill is only intended to cover non-ITS. citi-
zens in terms of establishing the gateway city or the State's eligibility
for funds.
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It may well be that others that fall outside the perimeter will benefit
front these programs but for the purpose of distributing the moneys,
the non-U.S. citizen only would be counted under the current language
of the bill.

You are correct.
Mr. Iltxulx. I would like to cite, then, the last three paragraphs of

the statement: I think that will give conclusively the essence of the
chief's statement as a whole.

On arriving here, the Samoan finds much to his dismay that reality is often
very harsh and inconsistent with expectation. He finds himself in an utterly
alien way of life to which he is socially defenseless.

To cite a few instances of cultural disparity: lacking here is the extended
family system of Samoa, while in its place the immediate family system; lacking
here are his values of reciprocity and redistribution, and instead the values
of bargain and contract; whereas he has been brought up in a surrounding
where group activity is the way of life, he will find here a different orientation
toward individuality and competitive self-interests. Without delving too deeply
into an area which is properly left to the social scientist, suffice it is for me to
say that those of us who have joined the migratory movements from the
Islands have invariably found Western life styles to be confusing and ben ilderiug.

The cold facts will disclose the sad picture that most Samoan itumigrants
are comparatively uneducated and unskilled, and at the outset, this poses
severe restrictions on what is available to them in terms of employment and
educational opportunities. Although we have no concept of poverty in terms
of economic solvency, Samoan newcomers are in point of fact inheriting the lower
ecommnie strata.

The majority of the employed are on menial jobs, and at the same time,
many are recipients of welfare assistance programs. Naturally incident to this
situation are problems with substandard housing and overcrowded conditions,
coupled with health and tae inability to seek medical assistance.

This unhappy picture, which I am sure reflects the socio-economic difficulties
of moqt immigrants, has largely been left with the individual states concerned.
Unfortunately, there has been the understandable tendency with immigrants to
congregate in certain states where they can find reassurance in their numbers.
.1s a result. the problem of acculturation and settlement of immigrants is over-
taking a state's capacity to accommodate accordingly.

I submit to you members of the honorable subcommittee that Section 2 of
Hit. OS9-5 presents some very real and valid findings. To the extent that this
bill is geared towards alleviating these difficulties, it makes very good sense
to haze an education and employment assistance act. Should there be a perpetua-
tion of the current situation, the Samoan, like other immigrants, will continue to
lose hiniself in his numbers and remains illprepared to accept the require-
ments and responsibilities of American society.

Thank you very much.

In closing I would like to also say on behalf of Delegate Faimaono
may I first express my sincere appreciation to Congresswoman Patsy
Mink for her continued sensitivity to problems affecting the Samoan
people wherever they reside and for the valued assistance she and her
colleagues have given in the provisions of H.R. 9895 which she now
proposes before Congress. This is indicative of her understanding of
their unique plight with the United States. So I would like to thank
you.

Mrs. MINK. Thank you very much. I do appreciate your participa-
tion here, and I certainly welcome the Chief's support of this

I know it means a great deal to him and certainly to the 15,000
American Samoans who reside in Hawaii, it is a bill of enormous
significance.

Thank yon very much.
Ms. Tuei Doong of the Inter-Group Council.
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Ms. Ttmii Dooso. My name is Tuei Doong, and I represent the-
Inter-Group Council (IGC) of Washington, D.C. On behalf of the
IGC, I wish to thank you and the subcommittee for this opportunity
to express our views on H.R. 9895.

As you know, IGC is a coalition of three Asian-American youth
organizations involved in improving educational, social, and cul-
tural exchange among Asians in the Washington, D.C.. area. These
groups are: the Chinese Students Association (University of Mary-
land), the Chinese Youth Association of Washington, D.C., and the-
Asian-American Workshop.

We have included in our discussion on RR. 9895 comments and/
or formal statements from the following groups

1. Chinese Community Church. Washington. D.C.
Q. Involved Together Asians. Los Angeles, Calif.
:3. Midwest Asians for Unity. Skokie, Ill.
4. Asian Forum. Chicago. Ill.
We see various community problems which this bill may help to

alleviate. 1 fowever. this bill. as presently written, could be modified for
clarification and greater utility. We would like to give this bill our
qualified support.

We are categorizing some suggestions into four general areas:
(1) 1)emographic data base,bases: (2) employment : (3) education:
and () the need for State and Federal amountability.

Because of the time factor, I will just read the salient points of
our recommendations.

Mrs. MINK. Your ent ire statement will be inserted in the record.
[The statement referred to follows:]

PnEma:o Sr.vo:Ntrxr or Ms. Trrt Dooxo. INTEDGROVP Coexcil. ANI) Ast.tx
NIKRITA Wolt6S110P ; WAS IIINGTON, D.C.

Good morning. 111.1)TP4`1/flItiVD iTink 1111(11 Other (liStillf.DIislipfl members of the
Subcommittee. My name is Toe( Moon, aml I am representing the Inter -Group
cnaavii 1 IC(') of Washington. 11.C. On behalf of the MC. I wish to thank you
and Ilse Subcommittee for this opportimity to express our views on II.It. 9891.

As on know. IGC is a coalition of three Asian-American youth organizations
involved is improviiu educational. social and cultural exchange among Asians
ill the Washington. D.C. area. These groups are: the Chinese Students Association
(university of Marland). the Chinese Youth Association of Washington, D.C.
and the Asiati-Amprieati Workshop.

We have ineluded in our discussion on RR. 9095 comments and/or formal
statement' from the following groups: (1) Chinese Community Church (Wash-
ington. D.('.): 12) Involved Together Asians (l.os Angeles. California) : (3)
Midwest Asians for Unity (Skokie. Illinois); and (4) Asian Forum (Chicago,
Illinois).

We see various col:inutility problems which this bill may help to alleviate. How-
ever. this bill. as presently written. could be modified for clarification and greater
utility. We would like to give this bill our (nullified support.

We are categorizing some suggestions into four general areas: (1) demo-
graphic data base(s) : (2) employment ; (3) education ; and (4) the need for
state and federal accountability.

I. DENTOGRAPIIIC DATA nAsKs

usu:i. a,: now written. would authorize federal assist:imp to states and
cities determined by computations using data based on the most recent decennial
coigns. which ig now the 1970 U.S. Censns.

There is substantial evidenee that the 1970 U.S. Census has significantly
undereminterated the populations of Chinese-, Japanese-. Korean- and FIlipit.o-
Americans. ". . . the Census Bureau admits to errors in the 1970 Census. The
Bureau estimates that the nonwhite population in the United States has been
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by fje,0 while the it late population has been underenumerded
by 1.9c'e." Factors such as diversity of language and not - English stk.:thing flu-
ency has contributed to this error. 'The Census Bureau has not taken into con-
sideration the diverse languages spoken by Asian Americans in the limited efforts
to translate the I970 Census forms into languages spoken by ethnic minorities
in the' United States."

-One sonny of underenumeration arises out of the fact that where the Asian
populations are concerned. ethnicity' has been identified on the basis of raee and
nut according to origin (%%bereas the Spanish Speaking population in the United
States in 1970 wits enumerated on the basis of the latter . . . An Asian person's
origin %%as enumerated separately and it as based upon a person's birthplaee or
the hirthylnee of his parents . . . Except for the Spanish populations, persons
living in the U.S. for more than two years were not ithsitilied by thdr country of
origin. The mita that is invalid for Asians who identify ethnically with their
country of origin altl gh they have been in the U.S. for several geuerations."'

Another source of bias eau be traced to the enumeration procedure in the case
where a person's parents were of differing etInde origins; in such cases, the
origin of the father was assigned. For Asian Amerieans, a re-classification allow-
ing the children to be enumerated as Asians in lionsehlilds where the moth( r
is of Asian origin, a substantial increase mould be expected. "particularly in tin'
Japanese and Korean populations where at least one-third of all the Asian
women have married tom- Asians husbands."'

In addition. the data on Asian Americans is limited by the fact that it has
been four )ears since the last decennial census was conducted and thereby does
net reflect the eonsiderable upsurge in the nundiers of immigrants of Chinese,
Korean and Minipill') extraetion. Since 1970. t he Chinese population has increased
by 14 percent, the Philipino population by 2ti percent and the Korean population
by $e percent.' These newest immigrants have a definite impart on each group's
population as %%ell as implivations in the realm of increasing service twe.: of
the immigrant communities.

The impact of this upsurge is highly evident in the increase of local Re.
school populations (see Edneation). The are also typifies another related
problem: the fact that state and city agencies in social services do not maintain
Meal demogeaphic statistics (i.e.. employment status. income, age, language'
dialect. hiked ig situation. vitae:lam:al attainment. etc.) whieh are sufficiently
reliable Of existent at all) for purposes outline d iu this bill. rite one exam-
ple. the Ilovvrimient maintains no records regarding the collective unemploy-
ment situation of Asian immigrants, thus toroenting the required vomputations
under Section t 3 I. (See Employment I. Nor is there reliable information on
the number eligible for public assistance or those actually receiving benefits
under such programs, preeluding computations under Section 414 ).

In other words. precise information about the socio-econotair status of immi-
grants in the 11'8.4hhinton. D.C. area is essentially inaccessible and this in Mimi'.
institotionalls 11mA%; the presence of qualified immigrants, thereby precluding
impb.mentat ion of programs under this bill.

Si an" this proposed legislation is primarily aimed at providing employment,
educational opportunitks for the newly-arrived Americans. a :mire accurate
estintatimi or tine new-arrived imlnigrant population is necessary lit order to
meet t he bill's stated object Ives. We suggest a it alternate mechanism for establish-
ing a more conelushe percentage of newcomers: a tabulation of immigration by
year, ykittih g accurate philtre for any given year or any number of years.
This alternative is feasible and more appropriate for t aleidatiug yearly state ter
city) entitlement grants and should be used in lieu of the official decennial
(paste: of the United States.

We strongly urge that. if this bill is to nehieve its objectives. this bill he modi-
fied to provide funds for the establishment :and/or upgrading of local systems
to eolleel immigrant data, with careful provisions to safeguard individual privaey
and rights.

II. EmPt.oYNtEsr

Many of the recent Asian immigrants to the Washington. D.C. area are refu-
gees searching for political and economic stability. They arrive with the pre-

Crhan Ass:winos. Inc. "A Study of Selected Sociocentionee Characteristics of Ethnic
Minor,t1r4 Fused on the 1970 Census." Vol. II : t1slan Americans.

2 Ibid.. p. 4.
a Ibid.. o. 5.

Iblel., p.
13 523-771
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conception of easily obtaining employment. However, there are small numbers
of employment positions which do not require English as a means of communica-tion. The non-English speaking immigrants are therefore limited in their scope
of possible income sources. The non-English speaking Chinese immigrants, in
particular, are restricted to menial jobs in the few existing Chinese owned andoperated restaurants, laundries and grocery stores. Many work 10-14 hours a
day, 6-7 days a week. often in more than one job. There is no free time to learn
English language and advance to better-paying employment opportunities. These
immigrants, then. are caught in a viseious cycle of menial labor at long hours
for low wages with no immediate end in sight.

The manifested problem is one of underemployment rather than unemployment,
i.e. even though the unemployment rate in Washington, D.C. might be low thereis the problem of subemployment and a large number of persons at or below the
poverty level. This chiefly die to to the willingness to accept any type of employ-
ment rather than remain unemployed and admit one's inadequacy,It is worthy to note that jobs taken by the poor Chinese immigrants are ex-eintled from coverage by federal minimum wage statutes. Among the exceptions
listed in the Fair Labor Standards At oY 1961i are laundry workers and "anyemployee of a retail or service e.aaldisluuont alto is employed primarily in connection with the preparation or offering of food or beverages for human con-snmption." Without this wage protection many Chinese remain below the poverty
level. Additionally, they rarely receive the employer-paid benefits suck as life
and health insurance. severance pay and pensions plans. In a 1973 study con-ducted by the District of Columbia's Redevelopment Land Agency (RI,A) the
hnmigrant population of 1).C. Chinatown was estimated at 52 percent. The sur-
veyors Contacted 3.015 persons of which only 50 percent (109 persons! responded
to inquiries concerning income source and employment. Of the total responses 306earned a yearly salary below $2,000. Another 32 persons were at the povertylevel $3,000-$3.999: Sl persons ranged between $2.000-$2.9)9 and SS other per-
sons ranged between $1000-$4.9b9. What is highly significant is the other half
of the population %im refused to answer the questions, due to suspicion of inter-viewers. fear of the use to which the answers might be directed and the re-luctance to admit the lack of selfesteem to strangers, Applying this situation to
the larger Asian American population the difficulty in obtaining accurate unem-
ployment and underemployment rates and income levels is inherently inevitable.Along the same vein many Asian Americans are not cognizant (because of the
language handicap) of other mums of income maintenance. such as Public Assist-
ance. Social Security benefits. Old Age Assistance and Workmen's Compensation.
We therefore propose that this legislation would include the requirement of the
'Department of Health. Education and Welfare to step-up the dissemination of
bilingual information explaining, and instructions for applying for, Social Se-
curity. Workmen's Compensation. Medicare and Medicaid benefits. There also
should be a closer coordination between HEW and the Immigration and Nat-
uralization Service In matters relating to determining eligibility for sucka'e programs.

Even if imedgrants are aware of such aid they do not seek it, because, again,of the dual factors of false self-pride and the inability to communicate in the
English language. The soltnion. then, would be to provide job training to the un-
skilled so that they will be able to break the cycle of long working hours at menialsi::: at low pay scales. The job training programs, however, must be one of bi.
lingual manpower training in order for it to be relevant.

I:MJCATION

The rib:ea ional system is part of the total society and is influenced by the total
so. ietfs tradia us, weaknesses, tensions, power structure and pattern of change.
Since the American society derives much of its traditions front European sources,it is not surprising therefore that the education of the non-English-speakingAsian American child is in content, style and values inadequate for remedying the
ehild's deficiency, let along helping him to build a positive self-image, allowinghim to take his place as an equal in society. Unless properly instructed, the child
suffers from a disadvantage. and heeomes the disadvantaged adult whose eco-
nomic and social contribution to his society is less than society can afford and hispersonality can tolerate.

Inadequate language skill is a permanently damaging disadvantage. Low level
language skills k suffieiently precise and flexible for most simple purposes of
communications, but is inadequate and unsuitable for increasingly elaborate,
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absttact, and subtle needs of communieation in higher education and in skills of
professional occupations. The equipment for learning in a modern society is
largely linguistic, and if the equipment is deficient, then the content of that which
is learned and the ability to learn, will be correspondingly deficient.

In other words, existing programs. like children's television do not have any
real educational or cultural relevance to Asian Americans and no relevance at
all to those Asian Americans who do not speak English. or do they contribute
significantly to the understanding of Asians by non-Asians.

What is the impact of all of .his? Urban Associates. Inc. (1970), a consultant
firm under contract with the U.S. Dept. of IIEW on an ethnic minorities study,
has estimated that more than 63,000 Asian American pupils are in need of

education programs, with the greatest needs among the
Chinese. Phi Niglio. and Korean populations. And the number of Asian American
students is growing at a phenomenal rate. Ever since the immigration quotas
based on national origins were abolished in 1963, which raised the Asian immi-
gration limit to 20,000 immigrants per year per countrythe !ame as for European
countries the level of Asian immigration inereased from 45,000 in 1965 to 95,000
in 1970 and is estimated to be well over 100.004) for 1974.

1)1 the Greater Washington, D.C. area. for examplea region which is not
usnally associated %% ith the presence of large hers of Asian Americanshas
faced a mushrooming problem. -In Arlington. Va. and Prince George's County
t Ntd.) the number of foreign-born students has doubled in t he past three years.
In Fairfax Comity (Va.) the untidier of 1'4)14.1gal-born students is expected to
increase by 40 pet cent this year alone." Koreans have increased by 64 percent in
one year. Philipinos hate increased 103 percent during the same period. It is
estimated that Koreans comprise 15 percent of the total pupil population in
this area."

Such an influx cannot be traced solely to diplomats ; it is rather attributed
to immigrants who are leaving their countries for America because of the
deteriorating economic situation hi other areas of the world, according to David L.
Drummond, Director of the NVashington District Office of the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

The Federal Government has already recognized the need for bilingual class-
room instruction in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act by establishing
the Bilingual Education Program (Title VII).

Bilingual education is defined as the use of two languagesone of which is
Englishas complimentary mediums for educating children who have limited
English speaking ability and who are raised in environments where the dominant
language is one other than English. It recognizes that the muse of the children's
mother tongue in school can have a beneficial effect upon their education by
preventing retardation in school performance until sufficient command of English
is attained. Provisions are made to include the study culture associated with
the mother tongue and thereby maintains self-esteem and legitimate pride in
both cultures.

We strongly urge that new provisions be made in H.R. 9893 to coordinate
and supplement the Bilingual Education Act. Coordination hahides the identifica-
tion of new concentrations of immigrant pupils as requirements for establishing
additional programs. Supplemental action includes the development of adult
bilingual classes for vocational manpower and training programs.

We also suggest the adoption of such provisions because there is a desperate
need for properly trained personnel and especially to develop bilingual/bicul-
tural curricula materials for Asian Americans, Correspondingly, we insist that
the Bilingual Vacation Office of DEW take immediate and appropriate steps
to bolster its staff to include more qualified Asian Americans and increase its
awareness/sensitivities to problems of Asian American children.

IV. Accourr.inuirY

The entire crux of the programs supported by this legislation would be
jeopardized unless centralized coordination between varying local, state and
federal agencies is clearly mandated. Success is dependent upon, on the one band,
sound, efficient administrative management on all levels, and on the other hand,
clear lines of accountability which would insure proper allocations of funds for

5Bron. Doug (1074). Increase In Foreign Students Brings Change to Schools, Wash..
Ington Post, Nov. 10, 1974, p. Bl.
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deserving programs, and maintain feedback from target populations as one form,
of program evaluation and routrol.

As many states and municipalities will require assistance to either establish
or upgrade data collection systems, they would benefit from one identifiable
source of expertise. As the Department of HEW maintains the Office of Asian
American Affairs, OS-OSC. we fecl that the structure already exists to institute
this concept of coordination and accountability. It is strongly recommended that
this office be provided the neeessa my staff and ant horit) for these important tasks.

To insure that the program is continually directed towards the most deserving
target groups. it is suggosted that a citizens advisory panel be constituted at
both the state and federal levels to provide community input.
Concluding Re»uiks

We would like to extend our gratitude for this opportunity to voice our views
and proposals amid your time and consideration of tl.e same. It is hoped that the
suggestions that have been presented n ill enable this legislation to facilitate the,
accomplishments of its goals.

INVOLVE TOGETHER ASIANS, INC.,
Los Angeles, Calif., November /I, .1P74.

noun Su ncom xtrrria.: ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES MEMBERS: Re H.R. 9895,
the New Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act bill referred to.
the Committee on Education and Labor August 3, 1973.

The state of California has In time recent past taken on the responsibility of
providing services to needy citizens and foreign born immigrants. But due toheavy cut backs in the government 1. ,gets, the outpost station run out of the
community center owned by ITA has been curtailed.

Yet the need for such services remain in our community. Young people are
finding that they must leave school to seek employment in an effort to sustain
the family sec arity. The elderly citizens find that they are unable to speak English
to communicate the requests for social services provided to this segment of oursociety.

In essence, the burden of selsupport is within reach, but yet so far. In
frustration the immigrant is forced to seek out whatever route possible to sup-port him/herself and possibly a family. With passage of the New Americans
Education and Employment Assistance Act, the path would be easier to assimilate
into society and for the state to maintain and provide vehicles to insure the wel-fare of its citizentry.

One of the finest undertakings that a government can make is to seek to enable
its people to broaden their outlook. to stretch their vision of themselves and ofothers. This has been the policy of our government, but sometimes the responsi-bility and ability to carry out that policy isn't feasible.

Early passage of H.R. 9S95 would facilitate this possibility., I urge your active
support. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
DENNIS TACHIRI,

President, Board of Directors.
NorE.Statistical materials available upon request.

ASIAN FORUM,
Chicago, Ill., November 12, 1074.

Mr. GEORGE LTAO,
Rockville, Md.

DEAR MR. LIAO : The Asian Forum, a nonprofit organization serving the needs
and interests of Asians in hCicago, would like to express its solid support for
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House Dill 9895 that seeks to provide Federal funds for education and employ-
ment assistance in places where there is a heavy concentration of foreign persons.

We hope the bill will prosper and will eventually be approved.
Sincerely yours,

HOWARD KANO, PTC8ident,
Astax Fontiat

What it it
A coining together of Asians, Bangladeshes, Burmese, Cambodians, Chinese,

Egyptians, Filipinos, Indians, Indonesians, Iraqis, Iranians, Israelis, Japanese,
Koreans, Laotians, Malaysians, Pakistanis, Singaporeans, Thais, Vietnamese and
Americans interested in promoting peace and understanding with one another
and bintling themselves as one in the name of love and fellowship regardless of
race. religion or creed.
It.. program of nctirities

Since its founding last year in 1973, the Asian Forum has conducted penetrat-
ing discussions on issues that face Asia today : economic, political, social and
religions. Examples: a tine -forum on the atomic bombing of Nagasaki and Hiro-
shima; Holiday cultural presentation in song.: and dances: a festival of Asian
crafts and arts and an International dinner. Coming up will be more area dis-
cussions, music festivals and cultural programs.
Our platform

We are one in purpose and commitment.
Membership

Membership in the Asian Forum is open to all individuals, associations and
institutions sharing the organization's objectives.
,OryaniZaf ion

The Asian Forum is governed by a Board of Directors and administered by
its offieers, and connnittees.
How to Leconte a member

Contact Mr. Howard Hang, 608 South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, Illinois, 60607,
Phone: 666-0248. Mr. Hang will be glad to send you more information and put
you on the mailing list to receive, without cost, the Asian Light, a quarterly
newsletter, and also announcements about the Asian Forum programs. Please
1111 in your name and address on the bottom of this flyer, clip and mail.
Membership information

Yes. I want to become a member of the Asian Forum (Please indicate type of
'membership).
( 1 Sponsor ($25.00 and up)

I 'Regular Member (810.00)
( ) student and Senior Citizens ($.5.00)

I Association Affiliation (Send for details)
Cheek for $ is enclosed.
(Make check payable to Asian Forum, 608 S. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, Ill., 60607.)
Name
Telephone:
Address :

President : Howard Hang; 1st Vice-President : Pee Festin ; 2nd Viee-Presi-
dent : 7. Quaraishi ; 3rd Tice- President: Marian Webb Shaw; Secretary;
Joseph Thomas; Auditor: Henry Hong.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Rev. Leo Tipay. jr Chairman; Dr. Daniel Shaw, Secretary; Dr. Riaz-ul
Vague: Dr. George Schreiner; Dr. Rachel Thangavela; Mr. Lester Stein ; Rev.
Dean Overholser; Rev. DM: Solis; Prof. Rose Sanloy.
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The Asian Forum
(108 South Ashland Blvd.,
ChicK.o. Illinois 90007
Phone: 060-0248

Dear Sir: Please include me in your mailing tist for the Asian Light and an-
nouncements. I understand that there is no obligation to me.
Name:
Telephone:
Address :

ASIAN SERVICE CENTER

3105 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60657, Phone : 477-7411

deign Service Center
The Asian Forum Service Center is a voluntary, non-political membership orga-

nization %%Welt maintains an office but no paid staff, except for our secretary. All
activities are financed through contributions from organizations, business firms,
and interested individuals. The Center is incorporated as an Illinois notforprofit
organization and contributions and membership dues are tax dednetable.
A need recognized

The need of social services for all Asians in the Metropolitan Chicago area has
been acknowledged over the years as a serious problem, which needs to be solved.
Few Asian people, in spite of their dee!) desire to take their place in the com-
munity were ever really assimilated Into the mainstream of American life.
Cooperation of civil leaders

Since most Asians are affected by this omission to become responsible com-
munity members, it was decided to invite leaders of various civic, educational,
health and business groups to assist the newly formed Asian Forum Service Cen-
ter in sponsoring social services to all Asians. The Asian Forum is here to help ail
fellow Asians. The Center is located at 3405 N. Clark St. Chicago, III 60057.
Feel free to call the center at 477-7411, Monday dim Friday 9:30 a.m.-5 :00 p.m.

OUR SERVICES

Asian American Immigration problems (Housing, family, cultural shock, lan-
guage barrier and health etc.)

Asian American Counseling.
Asian American Welfare (Child, Youth and Adults.)
Asian American Employment Service.
Asian American Information and Referral Service.
Lego.I Aid.
Language Classes.
Health Counseling Service.
Typing Classes and Secretarial Service. (Call 477-7411 for details)
Mrs. Augusta L. Stein, DirectorService Center. Francis Kung, Assistant

Director.
We can render our services only if you let us know your problem.
We have a Hall for rent (call for details).

MIDWEST ASIANS FOR UNITY,
Skokie, Ill., November 10, 1974.

THE CHAMMAN,
Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities,
House of Representatives,
Congress of the United States,
'Washington, D.C.

DEAR Snr: This letter is written as testimonial of our strong support for the
passage of House Resolution No. 9895, titled The New Americans Education
and Employment Assistance Act, which has been introduced by Congresswoman
Patsy T. Mink.
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It is our understanding that passage into law of this Resolution will greatly
alleviate the pitiful plight of thousands of immigrants and their families by
enabling states and city governments to provide programs, heretofore lacking or
inadequate, in education, health, housing, orientation and employment.

A great proportion of these new wave of immigrants are of Asian and Pacific
Island ancestry. Many of them have found their way into the urban centers of the
Midwest such as Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City, Milwaukee
and other cities. Their inability to quickly blend into the American society is
compounded by non-recognition of even their existence by misleading Census
statistics. Consequently, states and city governments often have not included
their large numbers and unique problems in their provision of health and social
services or in their legislative and economic planning.

If these immigrants have been lucky to possess edueational and profe.ssioual
qualifications, preferential treatment and discrimination by vested groups are
oftentimes allowed to work against their ability to pursue of valid employment.
A case in pelat is the campaign of the American Nurses Association to limit the
influx of trained Asian and Pacific Island nurses by making it difficult for themto obtain licensure.

Onetvery sad case of a breakdown of an individual immigrant is that of Por-
firio 13autista, who In his despondency over his inability to secure a job that will
give hint back his self-respect, committed suicide by drowning himself in Lake
Michigan together with his two young daughters.

It Is both an advantage and a disadvantage of the Asian culture to expect the
Individual to help himself and to consider it a loss of his self-respect to seek
public assistance. Ever cognizant of this paradox, we of the Midwest Asians for
Unity, supported by the national group to which we are affiliated, known more as
the Pacific /Asian Coalition, have mobilized our entitle human and economic
resources to help our immigrant brothers and sisters. We have attempted to
document the needs and concerns by calling together more than 199
who singly or as representatives of groups of differeat ethnic backgrounds. from
different generations, both grass-roots and professionals to not only identify the
needs but also to develop strategies for impletentation of recommended solutions.

With this mandate, the First Midwest Regional Conference On Asian Health,
Education and Welfare was held In Chicago in May 31 through June 2, 1974. The
enclosed copy of the Proceedings of that Conference should be useful to the Sub-
committee members as incontrovertible evidence of the magnitude of the problems
of the Asian immigrants In particular and the silent minority of Asian Americans.

The Midwest Asians for Unity is the permanent structure that have evolved
out of that conference to provide continuity in the development and implemen-
tation of strategies to meet the needs. However, because of compounded neglect
and apathy over the years, we face the reality that self-help alone would not even
make a noticeable dent on the surface. We, therefore, urge the American people
to help us, through their elected representatives in the Congress of the United
States. to pass Into law this very needed piece of enabling legislation, House
Resolution No. 959. By so doing should benefit not only the new immigrants but
also the American society and provide further testimony that the great American
dream can still be a reality.

Most respectfully,

Enclosures.
Ms. FE C. NtzvratA, Chairperson.

ASIAN MALTII, EDUCATION AND WELFARF.PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST MIDWEST
REGIONAL CONFERENCE

INTRODUCTION

For many years now, the predominant perception of the Asian American com-
munity has been one of stability along with the lack of social problems such as
juvenile delinquency, mental Illness, or the need for social services. This percep-
tion, which is held by institutional service agencies as well as the general public.
has been reinforced by official statistics which show low rates of crime or mental
illness, for example, in the Asian American community.

Nonetheless, many Asian Americans have felt that the actual social service
needs of their community are at variance with those indicated by the statistics,
the difference being attributed to cultural factors. It has been hypothesized that
language barriers, the stigma of public assistance, and apprehensions concerning
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111%111101md agencies have prevented some Asian Americans from utilizing cxist-
lug facilities. Others have thought that the family anti the community. informal
organizations which have traditionally handled social problems, are not capable
of providing the professional services available to the public.

Thus. in an effort to articulate the true needs of the Asian American comnumity.
the first Midwest Conference au Asian Ilealth. Education. and Welfare was held
in CilleagO. It is hoped that the actions token by the delegates will begin to
sensitize the many social service agencies which must serve all segments of the
piddle at large.

Background
On the last veekend in May. 1974. over 179 Asian Americans gathered in

Chicago for the first Midwest Regional Conference on Asian Health. Education
and Welfare. Sponsored in Part through a grant by the National Institute of
Mental Health. this conference was one of several held around the country in au
ort to begin to develop a national organization tvhie6 would speak to the needs

of Asian Americans on the national. regional and local levels. The following
report traces the haekground of the ("intensive. the conference itself. a summary
of reeounnendations from the delegates. and postronferenee efforts.

The Midwest Regional Conference on Asian Health. Education and Welfare
had its roots in April of 1972 in San Francisco. At that time the first National
MIterenee on Min AnlOrleall Montni Health teas the initial effort hr Asian

Americans on a national level to attempt to articulate the social service needs of
;Ills group. Eighty-one otileial delegates and more than OM other Interested
participants representing all Asian ethnic, groups across the country. ;minding
different generations. grassroots emeditneneles. professional agencies school::.
and other organizations met in a weekend marked by tremendous activity and
ending with a posi t I re ollt look for the (mime.

From the ottleiaI delegates a National Interim Committee was selected with
representation (ruin all regions of the country to Itegill to carry out the 1111111daten
of the conferees. The first tasks of the Committee was to develop a proposal to
obtain funding w11101 would allow each region to hold its own conference. It was
clearly the feeling of the delegates that different regions have differing needs flmi
thus Melt area would have to create unique programs. At the Sallie Mlle. however.
a national organization would provide signiori and eommunleation to the regions
as well as provide a national structure to assist in local and regional govern
mental fundir.g efforts.

The proposal developed by the Interim Committee was funded in 1973 hi
Ni MIT for approximately $138.000.00. which was divided according to the total
population of Asians In each region., The Midwest's sure was $7.090.00. These
fluids were designated for regional conferences with the following objective:::

:11 Identification of local and regional needs and concerns of the Asian Amer-
ican ponulation in terms of health. education. and welfare.

(21 Development of preliminary strategies to meet the above needs and
concern..

(31 Development of a permanent structure or organization in the Midwest to
provide continuity it the development and implementation of these strategies.

141 Selection of regional representatives to the national federation to gain
cshier support for local and regional concerns and to Provide ifflolt and sill/Port
for future national programs.

With the resources available to hold a conference. the Midwest began to orga-
nize towards this objective in October. 1973. The regional representative on the
National Interim Committee. along with the Exeentive Director of the new
national organization convened a Meeting its Chicago With representatives from
the different Asian communities to discuss the possibility of their working with
fledgling organization. The prospect of this was encouraging' enough to warrant
a second meeting. which led to the development of a local steering committee to
plan the conference.

although the conference was to represent flue entire Midwest region. realities
of time and money were such that most of the initial 'dinning was done by the
local steering committee in Chicago. One of the firs actions of the committee.
however, was to establish communication in other areas of the Midwest in the
hope of ensuring their input and participation in the conference. In April. 1974
representatives from these other areas met in Chicago vith the local committee
to form an interim regional steering committee whose tenure would last until
the conferees could select a permanent one.
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coNVEIIENct: Moot)

On May 31. June 1 awl:41:17'1. 4he 11r4 Midwest Regional Conference on Asian
Health. Education and Welfare was itchl at the Jose Ulm! Nlentorial Center in
Chicago. Illinois. Over one hundred and fifty Asian Amer leatt$ participated in
the conference %vide!' Lepot on Friday evening. May 31. A St-ace of excitement
and cordlalit: was present (luring registration and seechd lontr. For many part lel-
pa Ms. this was t he tirst opportunity %%-here Asians from many walks of life would
13e meeting together regarding their concerns in !Math. etilleati011 welfare.
Groups came from carbons Midwestern colleges, universities and states suet: us
3111mesota. Wisconsio. Michigan. Illinois told °o.

The General Assembly teas held that night. Ford Kuramoto or "''111 :11141

Lehi Ignacio of the PacitlejAsian Coalition spoke to the particip... this
India suspicion was verbalized regarding SiMis jurolvemeot ; would its Duman-
cratie structure hamper the fleet-100meg- of grass-roots concerns? Row much
suPPert wool(' X11IIi give to conferene recommendations After the thmentl
4sseitildY, the students got together (111110Sed to the "others" or non-students.

Oil Saturday the following workshop sessions were 113431: genitor eitiZellS and
the Ilandleamted : Asian Children, youth and Families; immigration. Job Oppor-
tunities and Economic Development : Asian Amriean Studies; The Media ;
Research as Toels for Community Organization and Change; Education.

Participants attended the sessions of their choice. Each session was headed
by :t moderator and recorder. Groups reflected varying degrees of intensity,
itmliptit discussion. et:Wilding views on issues, and ability to work timer:ter.
Ina general. many participants felt the urge to wove on to "action" in terms of
viable programs rather than merry-go-round type discussions on 3t topic.

In the evening. au ethnic bouquet was followed by enjoyable entertainment
consisting of dancers from various Asian ethnic groups. The movie, The Chinese
Atnerleam. was slim% II 11$ :I concluding event for the night. Informal rap groups
formed to dismiss the movie as the majority of participants left for the day.

On Sunday morning. the worlo.holl reports were given by the recorders. Once
again. a sense of excitement anti pride was felt as the recommendations were
heard by those In attendance.

Frustration developed during the unstructured business meeting In which sev-
enteen representatives were elected to the Iteghmal Steering Commit tee.

The first Midwest Regional Conference demonstrated the crucial needs fur
Asian involvement in the areas of health. education and welfare and for Asians
to work together as a cohesive group on the problems. The workshops were
exeiting Os well as frustrating. The report and recommendations reflect all of
these aspects and document the concerns and ideals of Asian Americans In the
Midwest.

Accomplislunent and optimism were the prevailing sentitnents of the conferees
at the close of the threeday nating. Some found It remarkable thatthe conferees
were able to overcome the traditional separation of the different Asian etimie
groups and attract Support from all the communities around the common needs,
of Asians. Others were enthusiastic about the Idea of an Asian advisory group
which would articulate Asian concerns to politicians. agencies, and the publ!:: at
large.

Most of the conferees. however. realized that one meeting and ''good feelings"
would not sustain a regional organization. The needs of an urban men with It
large Asian population such as Chicago would obviously be different front the
small town with one Asian fatally. a not uncommon situation in the Midwest.
Just the logistics of bringing together a regional steering committee will cause
problems. And, finally. It is still unclear to many e3manunity-oriented workers..
what exactly are the advantages of establishing a regional structure.

The first year should be critical in answering this question.

ArM M tatYO1 wOHNSIIOPHECOMMENDATIoNs

Senior cit I:ens and the handicapped
The members of the workshop expressed deep concern for the elderly and Ow

luonlicapped Asia:: Antericans as a valid segment of our community; It was felt
these people and their needs and concerns should be as top priority within the
communities. Tints. the following recommendations resulted:

1. American Society would have their elderly and handicapped feel a spiv* of
guilt: instead we as Asian Americans must banish this guilt and continue as a

4 els,
0.01.1.
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people to develop our communities as a strong base to care for our people and
maintain our strength.

2. Each community should define its needs and objectives; to meet the needs
of the emumunity, neither resources from the community itself nor from outside
funding agencies should be negated; but the energies must be generated from
the community itself.

3. It is necessary to educate existing institutions to the particular needs of
Asian American elderly and handicapped ; particular needs of the Asian Ameri-
cans stem from the nature and beauty of our proud culture. But. because of the
existing insensitivity and inflexibility of present agencies and institutions, alter-
natives must be developed.

I. Asian Americans are a people of rich, full and strangle -laden history: it is a
history of a people that needs to be preserved for generations to come. This his-
tory is an importglit source of pride aad an reason for our maintaining ourselves
as a people. Therefore, it is imperative to r,-od our history in biographies and
stories through the eyes of our elderly who lived our history.
-Islam children, youth and famine.:

Children of Asian immigrants have difficulties in being accepted by their peers
and parents need skills to help their children confront and deal with their prob-
lems as Asian Americans. Furthermore. there is a need to develop some forms
of extra-familiar institutions to support the %lability of the Asian American
family. With these thoughts in mind, the workshop participants recommended
t he following:

1. Formation of task forces to explore nays of promoting interpersonal com-
munications between members of the families and among families. Brochures,
pamphlets and other guide materials along Hues similar to "parent effectiveness
training" and other techniques and methods for interpersonal conuminication.;
should i.e disseminated. These materials should he presented in formats that
will :alto into consideration the language barriers and cultural differences so
that they will be relevant to Asians.

2. Conummient ion outlets for seeking help
col Outlets similar to "hot lines" where Asians may feel free to

"naltrden".
(b) Asian social agencie3 to provide trained "ombudsmen" to whom in-

dividuals or families may relate when they have problems.
(c) Existeuee of Asian ministers, social workers, psychologists. etc., whom

they can trust. should be made known to Asian communities so that they
can contact them.

3. Identify the negative institutions that especially affect Asians and can be
traced as sources responsible for their problems. Disseminate research informa-
tion to Asian communities that affect their daily life, i.e.. how much weight does
the Asian vote have in influencing social welfare legislation?

. Encourage the Asians to broaden their social orbits beyond the extended
family to Strengthen their identity. Asians should know members of their own
particular group as well as those of other ethnic groups.

S. Undertake, in many population centecs. long-term projects such as Asian
centers where Asian groups may develop various programs for interpersonal
communications and appreciation of cultural heritage. Utifize effective media
such a s T. V. and printed publications.

IL Encourage individual Asian ethnic groups to sponsor programs for the
various arts, music, painting. sculpture. a rehiteeture. novels. plays. etc. with the
objective of raising their on n et lode eonseiousness. Through thorough knowledge
of one's own heritage, pride is engendered and self-voncept is enhanced.
immigrotion, job opportunities (tad economic development

Limited employment and economic development opportunities exist for Asian
Amerieaus and Asian Immigrants because of government restrietions and rul-
ings. Consequently. there is a lack of local and federal government efforts and
direction in recognizing and formulating resolutions on job and economic oppor-
tunities concerning the Asian minorities. The following recommendations were
made:

1. Direet group rebuttal efforts toward government agencies that could reverse
rulings or legislate new rulings on behalf of aliens in general, and Asians in par-
t lento r.

2. Initiate programs within the commnnities to help prepare Asians for better
employment,

123
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3. Create the necessary centralized agencies and required mechanics to aid
in the problems related to immigration, job opportunities. economic development.

4. Start a program to organize and mobilize the Asian community from the
grass-roots level to make known their needs.

5. The Department of Wealth. Education and Welfare, the Department of
Human Resources and other community involved government agencies need to
make the Asian community continually aware of all local and federal laws amt
programs directly affecting Asian opportunities.

6. Involve the inclusion of the Asians, as a distinct minority group, in govern-
ment budgeting and fund allocution.

t. Establish an Asian Bank that will net only be a source of financial assistance
bat will also provide the necessary planning and management help for Asian
eeterpreneurs to help thou evaluate the effectiveness of their projected invst-
ments.

.t.iun American xladics
Asian Studies deals with Asians in Asia and Asian American Studies deals

with Asians in Americo. Asian American Studies must deal vith the identity of
Yellow peoples in Anteriean society. address itself to diseovering cc by Asian
Americans are -lathers" in American Society, and then, work out how to create
a Society free of "others- where we can relate to each other as full human
lacings. Asian American Studies can no longer accommodate white volutes. It
Amnia create the fumulation for our nun liberation. Recommendations is

1. Development of programs dealing with educat al. economic. political, and
social problems of the members of the Asian community.

2. Support and assistance to the profes ads seeking equal oppoltunity and
training in their specific fields.

3. Support and :assistance or foreign students in their attempts to oppose
discriminatory legislation affecting their economic status in the capillary.

4. Inclusion of Asian American Studies in colleges and universities.
Re.3eurch as tools for community oryani:ation and chantiC

The recd for a nationally coordinated research miter at some level was
brought tact by participants from various locales and concerns. Research infor-
m:at' and expertise gained is necessary. but badly larking in terms of orzaniz-
lion and availability at the present. Research must above all, directly benefit the
colon lllll ity by having the co lllll maity Involved ot ell levels including the st
satisfying one of having the community initiate, conduct, and analyze on its
sawn all research. Hopefully, through example, there will be a movement lowants
:mmunity action, organization and change with tools like community-initiated
research.

Definite recommendations made by the workshop for regional and /tar national
consideration were as follows:

1. A Manual for Asian Community Research should be compiled and made
a vailo

A newsletter should be formulated which could also solicit and carry in-
formathm and data about on-going or desired research projects by the Asian
American mumunities or other parties.

3. A renter for the exchange of information should be considered at some or
all levels to collect data and results and be a consortium for such research
material.

4. Above all. efforts should be made to identify and encourage the training of
community people to develop and initiate research of and for the community's
needs.

The media
The representation or non-representation of Asians in all forms of mass

media (e.g. cinema, television, edneational materials) is ripe with inaccuracies
if not outright racism. The long term effects of this type of representation has
been the creation and perpetuation of stereotypes which defame. denigrate or
otherwise deny the humanity of Asian eoples. The following recomnoonlations
were made:

1. Decrease/eliminate negative programming of Asians.
2. Increase positive programming of Asians.
3. Utilization of Asian resources, personnel, and input by media. This includes

programs by and for Asians in this country.
4. Increased casting of Asian actors and actresses, especially in roles calling

for Asians.

1M



5. Inclusion
stations.
Education

Education was recognized as a major influence in determining attitudes and
values of children and adults. Specific recommendations were made in areas
where edueation should be meeting the needs of Asian Americans, such as:

1. Establish bilingualbicultural programs, especially in urban areas where
the immigration rate is high.

J. Inclusion of Asian American studies programs at all levels of education:
elementary, high school, colleges and universities.

3. Development of curriculum materials which recognizes the contributions
of Asians to the history of the United States.

4. Establishment of a job bank for Asian American editcators to Help facili-
ta' the hiring of qualified personnel by school districts.

11S

Of Asian Americans and their concerns on public broadcasting

WORKSHOP pumas

Senior citizens and the handicappcd
The workshop began with descriptions of the programs for the Asian elderly

tieing implemented in Chicago through the Japanese American Service Com-
mine and other organi:ations. The afternoon began with a description of a
group of parents of handicapped children. The ensuing discussion encompassed
the realms of funding. whether or not it is a priority; of community and
community organizing and ideas and procedures of orgunizing; of developing
au understanding of the problems and issues facing the elderly and handicapped;
the function of established institutions, their availability. and flexibility to
meet the needs of Asian American elderly and handicapped, as well as the func-
tion and aere4sity of alternatives: of the guilt elderly and handicapped persons
are made to feel: and of the necessity to document the history or biographies
or our elderly iu their struggles in lite ruited States.

The members of the workshop expressed deep concern for the elderly and
handicapped Asian Americans as a valid segment of our community; it was
felt these people and their needs and concerns should be a top priority within
the communities. Thus, the following recommendations resulted :

1. American Soviety would have their elderly and handleapped feel a sense
of guilt; instead we as Asian Americans must vanish this guilt and continue
as a people to develop our communities as a strong base to care for our peopleand maintain our strength.

2. Each community should define its needs and objectives: to meet the needs
of the emnnmnity : neither resources from the community itself nor from out=
side funding agencies should be negated: but the energies must he generatedfrom the community

3. It is necessary to eduoite misting institutions to the particular needs of
Asian American elderly :and handicapped: particular needs of the Asian Ameri-
cans stem from the nature and beauty of our proud culture. That. because of the
existing insensitivity and inflexibility of present age tees and institutions, alter-
natives must be developed.

t. Asian .Americans mire a people of a rich. full and :struggle laden history it isa history of a people that tteNls to be preserved for generations to come. this
history is an important source of pride and a reason for one maintaining our-
selves as a people. Therefore. it is imperative to record our history in biographies
and stories through the eyes of our elderly who lived our history.
A.vion children. youth. rout familieA

rig ttcrai Deseription of the Heathers and the rrocredings.nuest speakers were
invited to speak on their own personal esperienees and contacts with other
Asians in the course of their professional Involvements. A group of high school
students from Sena high St4tool in Chien() were invited to participate as a
panel and were interrogated by the workshop members. The workshop members.
represented a good sampling of the different ethnic groups and rome from the
major urban centers of the Midwest. From the introductions made during the
first morning of the workshop. it was observed that the age groupings of the
workshop members were heterogenons. i.e.. college students, middle age parents
and professional in many areas of the social and humanistic sciences.

The workshop wan chaired by Mr. Edwin Be, currently Assistant Director of
the T.awrenee Hall for Boys in Chicago. Dr. Prakash Demi, Administrator of
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Illinois Department of Mental Health, Region 2, and Sister Chou of Saint
Theresa's Mission in Chinatown, Chicago, were invited to speak to set the basis
of discussions.

Mrs. Fe C. Nievera, currently Director of Volunteer Services at Saint Mary
of Nazareth Hospital Center, also in Chicago, served as Recorder. The verbal
report to the General Session of the workshop proceedings -.vas jointly rendered
by Mrs. Nievera and Mr. Be.

The recommendations were written down and were posted on the walls for the
conference members' convenience since reporting time was limited.
The Speakers

Dr. Prakash Desai delineated some of the theoretical and psychological bases
.. for uttlerstanding and appreciating the importance of basic culture bound differ-

calms between the Eastern (Asian) and Western (American) individuals and
families. These differences in capsnlized summary are:

1. As contrasted with the Westerners, who observed stricter generation bound-
aries, Asians foster continuity between generations. Reverence of the Asians for
the past promotes tendency to revere age as synonymous with experience and
wisdom. Rigid role definitions for the young and the old are fostered.

2. To Asians, future orientation is less important; to Westerners, everything
is oriented towards the future giving rise to rapid change not only in technology
but in lu'nian relationships too, including child string practices.

- 3. This rapid change in human relationships encourages the early dissolution
of attachments or dependence of children from parents. Among Asians, how-
ever. dependence and attachment to the "extended family" (grandparents, par-
ents, siblings and other relatives) are built-in their child rearing practices.

4. Because the existence of the "extended" family assures protection, Asians
do not fevl the need so much for special institutions outside the family to take
care of the members of society who are unable to be productive. In Western cul-
ture, special institutions are necessary to care for these members of society.

5. In the West there is an emphasis on the nuclear family and thus the
husband-wife dyad is important.

There is also a heavy dependence on secondary relationships to support the
primary relationships of family such as clubs, professional associations, PTA'S
and the like.

Asians, on the other hand, rely on primary ties of parent-child and less in-
clined to forming secondary group ties. Loss of the comfortable familiarity and
security of the extended family among Asians is often manifested in somatic
symptoms. such as migraines, allergies, etc.

Acquisition of language skills is usually pivotal in buttressing an individual
from acculturation shock and hastening his assimilation into the new cultural
environment. However, the degree and speed of the process of acculturation is
dependent on the particular individual's adaptive style and inter-personal
strengths. Also, children assimilate easier than their parents.

Sister Chou of Saint Theresa's Mission in Chinatown, Chicago, related concrete
cases of the manifestations of acculturation shock mentioned by Dr. Desai among
the Chinese immigrants and growing number of Chinese-Americans with whom
she ha.: contact in her work. Family breakdowns and conflicts arising from
differenees in the value systems between generations engender frustrations on
the metulebrs of the family. The lack of eommuniaction skills of the new immi-
grant and the older generation give rise to economic difficulties.

To get some input on the actual experiences of current high school-age Asian
Amerieans. four students from Senn High School in Chicago were Interviewed
by the workshop members. From their responses, as contrasted with the personal
revelation.: of some of the college -age workshop members, there is apparent indi-
cation that severe feelings of lack of self-identity is net experienced by Asian-
American,: at this level although they are aware of the difference in how they
relate with their families and how their American peers relate with theirs.

There were more bitter feelings of interpersonal conflicts and societal dig-
erimination expressed among college-age workshop members. In their expres-
sions can be found reminiscences of childhood sufferings, especially among those
whose families are isolated from other Asians.
Problem areas

Problem areas that were discussed by the workshop members are the following:
L Children of Minn immigrants have difficulties in being accepted by their

American peers. Children need help with their Asian identity beyond what their
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parents can provide in terms of modeling; children do not develop strong ego
defense.

2. Parents need skills to help their children confront and deal with their
problems as Asian Americans.

:3. There is a need to develop some forms of extra-familial institutions to
support the viability of the Asian-American family.

. What constitutes the definition of the notion of "happy family"? Do we
remain strictly Asian or do we assimilate everything in the new environment?
Or should we strive for amalgamation of the best of the two cultures?

5. We need to identify the negative societal institutions (political, economic,
social) that affect Asians.

G. While it is imperative for Asians to mobilize their resources to gain,recog-
nition and acceptance as an integral segment of the American society, the
workshop members cautioned against racist strategies.

7. The notion that is always security in being with one's own ethnic group
is sometimes a myth.

S. Following the worldwide movement of the growing consciousness of women,
the impact on their changing self-concept is felt more strongly by Asian women.
,S'olutionx and/r plan of action

1. Formation of task forces to explore ways of promoting interpersonal emu-
ItzunitAtions between members of the families and among families. Brochure..
iminpitlets and other guide materials along lines similar to "parent effectiveness
traitting" and other techniques and methods for interbersomil communiatious
should 1 e disseminated. These materials should be presented in formats that
will take into consideration the language barriers and cultural differences so
t hat they will be relevant to Asians.

2. Communication,: outlets for seeking helpA. Outlets similar to "hot lines"
where Asians may be free to "unburden". B. Asian social agencies to provide
t roined -ombudsmen" to whom individuals or families may relate when they
Lane problems. C. Existence of Asian minister, social workers, psychologists,
whom they can trust should be made known to Asian communities so that they
can (quintet them. D. Various Asian civic groups should be mobilized ta provide
needs unmet by American social agencies. Example: Koreans needed medical
attention when newly resettled. The Korean medical organization provided
medieal eonsultations to them.

identify the negative institutions that especially affect Asians and can be
traced as the source responsible for their problems. Disseminate research in-
formation to Asian communities that affect their daily life, i.e., how much
weight does the Asian vote have in influencing social welfare legislation?

4. Encourage the Asians to broaden their social orbits beyond the extended
family to strengthen their self identity. Know members of your own ethnic group
as well as many as you possibly can of the other ethnic groups.

Undertake in many population centers, long-term projects such as Asian
renters where Asian groups may develop various programs for interpertonal com-
munications and appreciation of cultural heritage. Utilize effective media such
as T.V. and printed publications.

0. Individual ethnic groups should be encouraged to sponsor programs for
t he various arts. music, pointing, sculpture, architecture, novels. plays, etc.
with the objective of raising their own ethnic consciousness. Groups should pro-
vide their own leadership and seek sources of funding within their own 1110111-'
bership or outside sources and not rely for initiation of such programs by the
Americans. Through thorough knowledge of one's own heritage, pride is en-
gendered and self-concept is enhanced.

IMMIGRATION, JOR OPPOIrIUNITIES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

1. Introduction
The workshop has accomplished, within the time and resource constraints, the

following: A. Defined problem areas. B. Diseasaed the significance of these prob-
lem areas. C. Formulated resolutions to resolve, and In many cases start to re-
solve. these problem areas.

This report will therefore be limited to a presentation of the significant prob-
lems defined and the basic resolutions formulated. Also to be presented later on
in this report, are very relevant observations and disetssions that, bemuse of
the constraints already mentioned, were never really resolved. It is felt that they
should at least be part of the over-all documented coverage that hopefully will
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provide substance and direction to the post-conference efforts of the Asian
II..W.

It is understood that the resolutions presented in this report are the workshop's
resolutions. As such, they are subject to further analysis by the post-conference
committee; and the priorities we have established subject to re-prioretizing syn-
thesis with the resolutions from the other workshop groups.
2. Problem Areas

A. Limited employment and economic development opportunities because of
government restrictions and rulings.

Examples: (1) Specific licensing restrictions covering alien professionals (with
or without immigrant visas). (2) Stricter requirements for alien student sum-
mer employment. (3) Government and government-supported policies that have,
or could, result in discriminatory hiring practices against Asians. Among this are
citizenship requirements, weight and height regulations, qualification requile-
ments favoring majority groups, etc....

B. Government and private business pressures from other citizen groups which
in one wa v or another result in an attack on alien work opportunities.

Examples: (1) American Nurses Association resolution currently being re-
viewed by the Immigration Bureau to eliminate preferential treatment, to' alien
nurses. This %%ill eventually result in alien nurses being categorized as laborers
and not :us professionals. (::) General attitude of majority groups directed againq
alien minorities during times of economic recession.

U. lack of local and federal government efforts and direction in recognizing
and formulating resolutions on job and economic opportunities concerning the
..Isiau minorities.

Examples: (1) The Asian minority group is not addresses' as a distinct entity
in government studies on employment discriminatory practices and therefore
does not play a significant role in the government programs to resolve these prob-
lems. This is also apparent in legislations governing federal and local aids to
minority private enterprises which almost always specifically addresses only
Blacks and Latinos in the Midwest region. (2) The Asian minority is not given
the necessary significance in the budgeting and allocution of government funds.
43) Government agencies do not seek or require Asian representation in their
hearings and deliberations affecting minorities in general, and even Asian minori
ties in particular.

D. Lack of communication and organization among Asian ethnic groups to
specifically study Asian problems and make the necessary resolutions.

Examples: (1) Lack of shah:Iles comparing job positions, salary levels, etc..
with the majority group and other minority groups. (2) Lack of concentrated
efforts to research and publish to the Asian community employment and eco-
nomic opportunities already open to Asians. (3) Lack of organized programs to
seek, open up. and demand job training and demand job training and job oppor-
tunities for Asians. (1) Lack of organized programs to help newly arrived luuni-
granis job opportunity problems because of language barriers and
social disorientation. (3) Lack of centralized Asian agencies that should provide
job referrals, legal assistance for test cases involving alleged discriminatory
hiring soul preferential rractices, medical assistance programs that will help
Adams not be forced to accept employ meat bel..) their qualification and economic
level.

3. Re$oluliens
A. What the Asian MEW. must do within its own Asian Community. (1) Sup-

port (in-going professional and non-professional group rebuttal efforts directed
toward government agencies that could reverse rulings or legislate new rulings
in behalf of aliens in general, and Asians in particular. (2) Initiate programs
within the community to help prepare Asians for better employment. (3) Create
the necessary centralized agencies and required mechanics of solving the prob-
lems enumerated in this report. (4) Start a program to organize and mobilize the
Asian community from the grass-roots level. (5) Provide au effective communi-
cation link between different Asian ethnic groups in the Midwest region. We can
start by disseminating information mu legislations already passed fu behalf of
Asian professionals such as lifting 1111AI restrictions on taking state board exam-
inations for licensing and practice of the profession. OD The Asian organisation
must involve and apply itself to Asian community self-help programs and start
tapping Asian professionals for ad% isory assistance or any other volunteer
work that may be required.
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B. What the Asian 11.E.W. must do to elicit local and federal government recog-
nition and support of its needs and programs. (1) The organization must seek,
find, and demand what rightfully belongs to the Asian community in terms of
employment and economic opportunities. (2) The organization must take an
affirmative stand, and demand open hearings with proper Asian community rep-
resentation, on all issues that may affect the status and opportunities of the
Asian minority. GO The organization should ask, and demand if necessary, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Department of Human Re-
sources and other community involved government agencies to make the Asian
community continually aware of all local and federal laws and programs directly
affecting Asian opportunities. (1) The organization should develop and present
twidenee of specific Asian community needs to the proper government agencies
and demand recognition and action on these needs. This will involve the inclu-
sion of the Asians in government budgeting and fund alloeatiol. as a distinct
minority group.
4. General Observations and Discussions

There was a brief but significant discussion on planning and financial assist-
ance to Asians interested in starting. or have already started. their own private
businesses. Although the workshop did not have highly qualified resource persons
in this area, an attempt was made to at least recognize this particular need of
Asian private enterprise. If the Asian H.E.W. really wishes to become a signifi-
eant force in the Asian communitY, it must address Itself to all facets of Asian
needs, and when necessary invite the assistance of qualified persons in those
areas where expertise in the current membership is definitely lacking. This of
course applies in general. It was also observed that this Asian private business
ventures hopefully open up additional job opportunities for Asians.

One ambitions but significant suggestion along this line is the establishment
of an Asian Bank that will not only be a source of financial assistance but will
also provide the necessary planning and management help for Asian entre-
preneurs to help them evaluate the effectiveness of their projected investments.

Another topic discussed was the tapping of large Asian corporations that
have opened branches and factories in the United States to utilize Asian
manpower and resources in their operation.

Caution was however placed on the possible adverse impact of this approach
on general commu oily reaction. Another area of concern discussed is the
necessity of a close watch on efforts to seek government funds so that the Asian
organimtion may not fall into political manipulation and other profit motivated
irregnlarties.

Finally, the organization must be aware in its future deliberations of possible
charges of reverse discrimination. Moderator: Bytin Chung Shin. Recorder:
Ernesto Mutuc.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES

Due to the dispersed nature of Asian communities iu the Midwest and the
absence of Asian American Studies, we felt it necessary to define what exactly
is Asian American Studies. We immediately came upon a conceptual problem
diffcientiating Asian Studies from Asian American Studies. Some of the

ussd "Asian Studies" and "Asian American Studies" interchangeably,
Objections were raised to suet' loose usage of the term "Asian American
Studies". It was pointed out that Asian Studies deals with Asians in Asia
and Asian American Studies deals with Asians in America. This is a simple
point but frequently subject to inkututerstanding. It should be emphasized that
the Asian American experience is distinct and particular to the racism of
American society.

Asian American Studies necessarily must deal with the identity of Yellow
people in American society. We need to develop a collective pride iu our ethnic
heritage. We have suffered too long the disgrace of whites or white-thinking
people writing our people's history. Therefore, for our own self-determination,
we need Asian Americans writing and teaching Asian American Studies.

The participants exchanged their diverse experiences in organizing for Asian
American Studies. We learned of the efforts at Stewart Center In developing
bili»gnal and bicultural education. We also gained a sense of some of the
unary problems encountered in pushing for Asian American programs on
campuses. These problems range from lack of student interest to insentitive
white administrators,

129
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It was brought up that there was a "generation gap" within the workshop
itself. It was mentioned that Asian Americans enjoy significantly better
conditions than most foreign-born Asians. Interracial dating was given as an
example of how conditions have become much more liberal. However, it was
strongly feit by some of the participants that these incremental improvements
within the educational system affected short-term change only.

Asian Americans are still considered "others" in this society. Stereotypes.
whether they be positive ot negative, are still stereotypes. Because we have all
suffered the effects of this discrimination, we realized that what makes us Asian.
American. rather than Chinese. Japanese. Filipino. or Korean American. is
that we are all "others", based on the color of our skins. It is this realization
that gives us a basis for unity as struggling Asians in America.

Although we never reached any total group nutty, it was strongly felt that
self-determination cannot be achieved simply by incremental change. Titese
small -successes" can fool us into believing that we are making it in American
Society.

Asian American Studies must address itself to discovering why Asian Ameri-
00ms are others" in American Society, and then working out how to create a
Society free of -others" where we out relate to each other as full human beings.
Asian American Studies can no longer accommodate white values. it mul.t
create the foundation for our own liberation.

it. wolaisttoe M:soi.trrioN PRIORITIES

1. community: The Midwest Asian Coalition should assist and initiate pro-
grams dealing n ith educational. economic, political and social problems of the
membc.rs of the Asian community.

2. Professional related problems : The Asian coalition should prat kie all
means Of support and assis:ance to professionals seeking equal opportunity and
training in their specific fields.

a. Students : The Asian coalition should do whatever possible to support and
assist foreign students in their attempts to oppose discriminatory legislation
affecting their economic str *us in the country. Moderator: Jack Tchen. Recorder:
Beth Takekawa.
The media

It is the sense of the Media workshop that the representation or non-repre-
entation of Asians in all forms of mass media (e.g. cinema, television. educa-
tional materials) is rife with inaccuracies if not outright racism. The long
term effects of this type of representation has been the creation and perpetua-
tion of stereotypes which defame, denigrate or otherwise deny the humanity
of Asian people.

We are also aware that the so-called "selective" presentation of Asians is
counter-Productive to the creation of realistic and accurate images of historical
and social contributions of Asian people to American society. Because such an
atmosphere exists, American society and especially we Asians, develop negative
and/or inaccurate self-images of ourselves and our people.

A status quo based on the witting or unwitting denial of a peoples' humanity
must be criticized and restructured. We therefore resolve that a comprehensive
Program of ideatifieation, criticism and rephteentent be undertaken. We inu41
begin to develop our own aiternative media with which to counter and eliminate
the effects of what presently exists. Accordingly, our workshop presents the
following action program which we hope all Asians will assist in implementing
to brio., about progressive change. In light of the needs to: (1) Educate /sensitize
media and the general public. (2) Develop our own Asian American resources
for positive media programming.

we will set up a communications network in the Midwest. Contact people
will be located in the cities and universities. These persons will be responsible
for disseminating media information to the Asians living in those immediate
areas. Tont Hibino of Chicago will be the "head contact". Contact people will
disseminate the following :

( Concerns regarding racial defamation in media i.e. sharing of complaints
sit that protest will be from more than one person.

(2) Master list of contact people working in media/related to media. Tom
Hilda° will compile this list and send it out so that local areas know who to
work with/on in bringing about change.
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(3) Master list of Asian American media in tering of: (a) Who they are
(b) Where they are'? (c) What they have? (d) What they are developing?

Johann Lee of Oberlin College, Ohio, will develop this list.
In addition, a "cause" person. Sid iliremath of Chicago will keep a list of

media eanses and a list of media causes and a list of peol le who have fought
for causes. These lists will aid local communities in their work with media.

The °venall effects of working with media are: (1) Decrease/eliminattu
negative programming, of Asians. (:!) Increase positive programming of A41:111.4.
(3) Make media deal with our concernsthen, media will need to utilize our
:ervices in order to implement the previous two points. '3Ioderator: Tom Ilibino.
Recorder : Gloria Ktunagni.

nEst:Aucti .%s Toots rota commUNiTY ounAxizATiox Aga cuAxat:

The morning session of this workshop began with the introduction of two
perspeetives on the notion of research for the community. One was presented
by Florence Field. a planner and advisor in Comprehensive Health Planning
at the University of Chicago. in which the idea of research for organizing com-
munities vas taken up. This onsideration was based not on any particular
bent or concern with comparative methodologies that are service oriented.
but instead upon action oriented approaches for the emumunity to develop
oil its own, recognizing its own resources and potentials, desires and needs. with
the help from hilt not reliale upon experts. professional social workers and
the like. It was noted that this was due to the fact that in service oriented
research conducted by established personnel. the people in a community may
become dependent upon the professional. and subsequently not develop on its
own. hi addition to not focusing upon action oriented research u hieli call result
in tangible and more readily needed changes.

This aspect was given examples from other participants in the workshop.
Arthur Park. a profe..or at Nr;* lie State University in Detroit and a member
of the Asian Presto:coati Caucus ill Michigan. spoke of an internship position
set up and funded b% the canens' elb its to gather preliminary research on the
facet.- and characteristics of the Asian c mminalties in 11w areas of Miehigan.

and Kentucky in order to give regional organizations a better idea on
the aspects of the region. tthieh can in 111141 be forwarded back to the COM-

%Vitt' recommendation-, and offers of aid and ad% ice. It was also men-
tioned that in Los Angeles. a bilingual hot-line for the Korean community was
ser Imp '2 1 hours a da% and manned by volunteers, to help in solving problems
and an,weri" quyslimn., best it emlid, still another example of action-
orit.nted programs that research can recommend for communities to undertake
by themselves.

The other per:Teethe on researoll and the community was presented by Dr.
Tong Whim Park, a Pfessor in political seietwe al Northwestern University,
Ile rendered a comparative analysis of the focus of certain formal research
methodologies, One approaeli was labeled as a Prescriptive Policy Analysis,
which bnliCally was. 1)r, Park explained, a reformist orientation looking at the
trends and nature of the problems of the community and arriving at proposals
amid sqintions ha.ed open past research and anal%sis. Another was labeled the
In.litutional Design Approach. which arises from the criticism of time Prescrip-
tive Policy Analysis Imeause of the latter's acceptanee and background in the
status quo. and instead. demand.- new outlooks and changes in the institutional
forms and struetnres of the Carious components and relationships with the coin-
inualty, such as basic evil:on:lie. political. and social factors of the community.

From these Piformathe and sometimes deeply intellectual presentations, the
proceeded with discussion and questioning *1 rought about by these

perspeetives. These entailed general points such as: Woe is considered the
Community? What are the goals of research both from the community within
and from without? It %%as noted Inter in the %workshop that different research
institutions conducting research programs will have different desires and pri-
oritia regardless of the recognized aim that research should always lament
the community dintl%. itc.e Ind' coming from the universities. governmental Or
foundation source. twill by nature be more removed from giving this goal mor
priodt% than it' 11w vonimustit% were to independently hire its own outside pro-
fes.-ional information gallmnrs. or better %el, as inter eimehuled by the work-

the be.-1 approach lLe community should initiate and carry out its (Aril
de,,ired research plans b% itself utilizing its oun community organizations or
v4mIlinteers.
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Farther discussion in the morning session elaborated on the definition of the
forms and goals of research, and aspects of research such as financial resources.
Examples of forms of research were brought out such as referral centers, as
one program being considered by a Filipino group entitled "Informacion".
cation was cited as an example of the goals of research such as when factual
data are gathered to correct or dispel stereotypes which have developed about
tlw Asian American and Asians in this society.

The cvorkshop reconvened in the afternoon with the discussion of concrete
eases from the experiences and present interests of the participants. This began
with a request from NIr. Yan Yeong-Dili, presently studying at Roosevelt Uni-
versity awl involved with the development of Chinatown North. the area around
Argyle Street and Broadway on the north side of Chicago being formed by the
Hip ling Association of Chicago. This Chinese businessmen's association. headed
by Mr. Jimmy Wong. restaurateur. has already purchased 70% of the real estate
of the area through funds and financial support. and wanted to begin con4dering
the planning of the social as well as economic development of the area in terms
of the community which would come to the area and settle there.

NIr. You asked for suggestions as to how research email be conducted or could
Benefit this planning. discussion followed with a reiteration of the mints oe
aims of research and the oonnuinity, find the dilemma of whether social sec Searal
is coloIlleted for the benefit of tl:e economic planners or only for the benefit of
certain segments of the community which happen to represent. varied hiterestst
but desire more exposure or no popularity and support. Concrete detail such
:is costs of professimial research, morality of social workers' participation In
limited Indirect forms of cinumunity betterment. and the ambignio of the present
desires of the group devehiping the new Chinatown were discussed, us well as
suggestions given on how to begin to reform and better design the aims and
purposes of the moo. Chinatown development. It was noted that herd lay :11,

new step in the experience of the Asiali-Amerlean commanity in recent history.
for where the natural expansion of previously economically and socially dictated
living area5 Within the 111'1)1111 :wens, now (-Mlle the moment when Asians were
to create new area:: by their own design and not those forced upon them by
utcessity. This gave a lot of ootential as well as a great deal of possible dis-
appointment for the area of Asian American selfdevelopment and determination.

The workshop then heard alas. Kim. moderator, give a breakdown on proposals
for a nationally coordinated research center, and discussion continued with ques-
tioning of the merits or value of such center and efforts. Criticism arose over the
fact that such a center with its Straethre and elaborate nonionic concepts was
Indicative of the systems snob that thinking of professionals. thus getting fur-
ther removed from the grass Nods level of the communityfrom the individual

ho ultimately Is the subject. object and most Important aspect of It all. It was
decreed that ;40e11 gmernment or foundation funded strum-hires served only to
profit those professionals involved in the operation of it and could not demon-
strat the heed. or prIletleality of shell center. It was further said by some inirt le-
ipants tbat often times such efforts Il the pact had proceeded to fall in practical
terms. or began to directly influence the community without neeessarily boat-
Jug It. and thus manipulating the people as well :is diverting money that (41111(1
best be bobbid for and allocated directly to community groups themselves.

!harmer, the need for such a center at some level was brought out by parti-
[Inuits from various locales and concerns. stating that the Information and ex-
pertise gained was necessary and badly lacking In terms of orgaulzat but and
availability at the present. Disenssion then finally mice more reaffirmed the
notion of the meeting that research must above all. directly benefit the commu-
nity by having the community involved at all levels up to the most satisfying
one of having the community initiate. conduct, and analyze on its 04% all re-
search. and 11011(4111Y proceeding from there to generate through example, a
movement toward community action, organization and change with tools like
community- Initiated research.

Definite proposals made by the workshop for regional and /or national consid-
oration were as follows:

1. A manual for Asian community research should he compiled and made
available.

2. A newsletter sholthl be formulated which could also solicit and carry infor-
mation amt data about ongoing or desired research projects by the Asian Anted-
(all eommunities or other parties.

3. A center for the exchange of Information should be considered at some or
all levels to collect data and results and be a consortimu for such research
material.
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4. Above all, efforts should be made to identify and encourage the training of
community people to develop and initiate research of and for the communiWs
needs. Moderator : Bok-Lint C. Kim. Recorder : Sim Van Chan.

I.:nut:A.110x
A. Coneernx
Among the concern. expressed 111I1 diSelISSed Were
1. With an increasing number of mm-English speaking Asians in a school dis-

triet in Chicago. a proposal for it bilingualid-cultural program has met with some
opposition from the white American group who fear the IONS of their positions.
The feeling was that as long as one IS qualified to teach. that person need not
be au Asian. With the language and cultural harriers. It was felt that an Asian
can bridge the gap faster besides the fact that for the non-English speaking
Asian. it is a good feeling to identify with a model who looks like them. Another
concern in tile Sallie Sellout also was the fact that with an enrollment of more than
200 Asians, there is no Asian counselor.

2. We Asians are too good and too modestwe do not speak up. Let us unite
sad be heard.

3. Problems between the generations and conflicts between the Asian and
American culture. This also deals with the identity problem. Who ant I? Which
part Of me k Asian and whielt is American? For example. one participant who
was horn in Ilawnii of Japanese origin suddenly became a foreign student in the
mainland. Another participant was asked to report ill the class about her home-
land. Ym she is of Japanese descent : however, she was born ill the U.S. and
has never been to Japan : yet she was expected to talk about her homeland
which in her case is the 'United States. This is a common cry of Asian Anted-
ans "We are Amerieans. We speak American and feel American. but because
of our physical lippellnillee We are considered immigrants in our own country."

4. While Asian American studies programs are being included in colleges and
universities. there is a lack of this in the curriculum on the elementary and high
school levels.

5. Litek of curriculum materials which recognizes the contributions of Asians
in the history of the United States.
R. What ix being done so jar!

1. III Chicago: (a) A proposal lak been submitted fqr a Bilingual-Bicultural
Education program for the city of Chicago under Title IX. (b) Another applica-
tion was also submitted for an Ethnic Heritage Center which would hopefully
serve as an East Asian American Resource center. (c) At Senn High School.
a proposal for an Asian multi-cultural program has been submitted. ) The
Asian American Educators' Association was organized.

2. In Ann Arbor. Michigan: A multi-Ethnic Project fancied by Title III for
three years has an Asian American consultant for its Asian American component.
This person works with a Model School Program staffed by eight teachers. The
curriculum covers three areas: a Teachers' Guide. Activities in the Classrmin,
and the Environment in the Classroom such as Visual Aids. The whole curriculum
is meant to deal with the Asian American experience in the United States. Re-
souree people are used as needed and when appropriate. The consultant works
heavily with eight schools and service thirty.three schools (parochial and
public).

3. In Minnesota : A college student doing work in Asian American Studies at
the University of Minnesota has prepared a curriculum for high school students
and this includes a booklet for teachers, a Japanese American. Chinese American.
and Filipino American sections and a Bibliography.

A group of college students in Asian American studies at the University of
Minnesota have also made slide presentations of Asian American stereotypes for
teachers' human relations programs. a requirement for recertification by the
Minnesota State Board of Education.
C. What eon be donerecommendations and proposals

L The group supports the concept of the proposal for a Bilingual-Ilicnitural
Education Program and the establishment of an Ethnic Heritage Center which
world serve as all East Asian American center.

2. The group supports the concept of the Senn High School proposal for an
Asian MultiCultural program.

3. The group recommends that the Asian American Educators' Association be
the coordinating center for educationwhere information on what is being done
in the Midwest is sent and disseminated.
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4. The group recommends that a job bank be established for Asian American
professional staff. The Asian American Educators' Association has started to
collect information along this line; hopefully this can be of help to districts who
are looking for qualified personnel.

5. The group wanted to be on record that they support the concept of including
in the citericulum of all schools the teaching of significant contributions made
by all ethnic groups. Moderator; Sam Ozaki. Recorder ilelen A miradi.

FIRST MIDWEST RI,GIONAI. CHM:Ma:NI ON ASIAN IINALTII, EIWCATI(IN, AND
WEI.FAltr.

Lint of Conference Participant::
Alfredo Aeierto, Chicago. Ill.; Niaria G. Acierto. Chicago. III.; ikinald Aka-

Niadison. Wis.; AlIVI Antago, B'iteaton, Ill.; Baden S, Andrada, Aflame-
111/01i.t. n.. Bon Altair:Ida. Minneapolis, Mit.: Gloria A. Asuncion. Fred E. Ballad.
Viands. MI.: Margie C. ilandico, Detroit. MI.; Edwin W. B. Be. Chicago.
Alas III)ratsky. Chicago. III.: Isidra Calieu. Minneapolis, Ain.: Proceso
Ablate:111011s. Nth.: Alma Castro. Anokit Ibnito Castro, Anoka, Mn.: Sap-
ping K. chile. Margie Chan. Chicago. III.: Shit Yan Chan. ill.: ion
Chang. Ann Arbor. Nil.; Sister Agnes. Chon, Chicago, III.: Margie Chen. Madison,
Wis.; Vivian Chen. Nladison. Wis.; .leff Cheng, Chicago. III.: Yen Yi Chin.
Flieilting. N.Y.: Ngarchnitg Ni. Chin; Raymond Chin. Blue Island. Ill.: Nolan
Chock. Evanston. III.

Dmilingat V. Barber°. Nihau-alkalis. Minn.: Gill Y. Choi. Ilicago, Prakash
Desai, NI.D.. Chicago. Ill.; nutria.' IMMoth, Chicago, Ill.; S. Bill Ikd. Minneapolis,
Mimi.; Ina A. Du Val, Chicago. Albert Eng. Chicago. III.: Mary Lon Eng.
Madison, Paula Ereticta. Chicago, : Alice Esaki. Chicago. Ili. ; Robyn
Esaki. Chicago. III.: Niaideline Chatig. slum Arbor. 3'101.; Jelin Espinosa. Buffalo
Grove, ill.; Sandy Eto. Kirkwood. Mo.: Ento Honzaki Evett, Detroit, Mich.;
Bong:am Ent'. St. Paul, MIMI.: Florence Field. Chicago. Ill.; Steve Magna. Akron,
4)111o; Eiko Fricke. Chicago. ill.: Thelma '1'. Fuentes. Chicago, Ill.: Enti K. radii.
Chicago. III.; Barbara Saelliko Furukawa. Roekville Md.; Keewhaut Choi. At-
lanta, Ga.: (*aro! Sue IIIISPga%va, St. Paul. Minn.: Paul ilashigitelti. ('Iticago. III.;
Alvin Hayashi. Chicago. Mary Ann Hilda°. Chicago, III.; 'font
Chicago. Susan iligueld. !)et Alicia.; NIavis iiirentat h. Downers
I Sang:13'3.a It. Ili 1141111th, Downers Grove, III.; Barbara Ilirotat, Chicago. III.;
Judy Wong-ilolimann. Minneapolis. Minn.

Roy Chicago, ill.: 'Terence Huang. Deerfield. ill.; IIidesuki Ichikawa,
Detroit. Alicia.: Yitek0 Inum, Chicago. III.: Morris li.cuSe, Chicago. Ill.: Donna
Ito. Chicago. III.: Ken Ito: Carol (Deb) lunti. St. Louis. Mil.: Edward J. Jung,
Chicago. III.: R. Jiang. Chicago. Ill.: Brave Wong Jayne. Weston. Maine: Pat
Ilarada. Glenview, Howard Kling. Chicago. III.; Hiroshi Katmai. Chicago.

Diane Mayan°. Chicago. 111.: liok Lim C. Kint. Champaign. Ill.: Chin Kim.
Champaign. III.; Jay Kim: Peter Heeeliong Kim. Livonia. Mich.; Tlik Yul Kiln.
Smithfield. Midi.: Lillian Kimura. Chicago. Koltkaita. Chicago.
Sylvia lIoltri. Evanston. III.: Wabituni Koo, Chicago. III.: Gloria Kumagai.
Niiinieaplls. Nihau.: Frances Kling, Chimp). Samuel S. Ming. Evanston,
ill.: Thaddeus Lau. Flint. 'itch.; George It Johan!: Lei', OIXi ()WO Matey
Y. pace. Chicago. III.: Robert Lee. Chicago, Stephen Leo. Evanston.

Teresa Joe. Chicago). III.; Ted Lin, Anti Arlan. Mich.; itionvenido NI. Llaineta.
Chicago. Ill.; Carnililo A. Liapitan. Chicago, III.: Yitki Llewellyn. Champaign.
Ill.: Virginia Louie. Niitancapolls. Minn.: Ernesto P. Lunt. Chicago, Ill.; Jill
Niark. Chicago. III.: Clean Aiilsuko. Niadismi. Wis.: Janet Niatstintoto. Chicago.
III.: Rick Tara, Atelier. Madison. Wis.; Danis Kong, Madison. Wis.: ARK rt Moy,
Chicago. Ill.: Walter C. Nioy (& Mrs.). Chicago. Ill.: Slag Mnrao, Evanston. III.;
Ernesto Niutue. Chicago. III.: Larry Navattonto. Chicago. III.; David Nantkoong,
Cleveland. Ohio; Frances Nantkoong, Cleveland. Ohio; Judy Nat. Chicago.
Fe ('. Nieverit. Skokie. III.: Jeffrey 018111. Chicago. III.: Smut Lee. Chicago. Ill.;
I)itvid NI. Oliver. Chicago. ; Hartle Ozaki. Chicago. Sum Ozaki. Chicago.
Iii.: Voji Ozaki. Chicago. III.; John K Pamatong. Rockford, Ill.: Arthur R.
Park. Iketroit. Mich.: 'Ping-Whim Park. Evanston. iII. :.lower Yu-Parliament.
Aflame:quills. Albin.; Math:Wan° Pico (Si Mrs.). Minneapolis, Niiiitt;; Mary Salmi-
s:awn. Chicago.

Clarita Niiraflor. Buffalo Grove. Ill.: Gerald Seklintira. Urbana. ill.: Debbie
Shiklni. Chicago. Ill.: Ilytin Chung Shin. Chicago. Ill.: Lily Sittrakawat, Chi-
cago. Ill.: Ilea Sook Sohn. Chicago. M. M. Solis, Chicago. Ill.: Ellen Some-
Iowa. Minneapolis. Minn.; Augusta Stein. Chicago, Ill.; Lester Stein. Chicago,
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Janet Suzuki, Chicago, III.; Mary Okumura. Chicago, Ill.; Beth Takekawa,
31Innenpolis. Mina.; Donna S. Tamanaha. Madison, Wis.; Sue Taoka, Minneapo-
II.:. Minn.; Mary Terada, Chicago. III.; Luke I'. Titoism. Chicago. III.; L. V.

'Thule. Jr.. Maywood. Iii.; Hiroshi Tokubo, Chicago, Iii.; H. Tomita, Chicago, Ill.;
Ite len S. Torres, Detroit, Mich.; Azucenri Tress ler, Chicago. III.; Peter N. Santos,
'Detroit. Mich.; Mall! I:eno, Chicago. III.; It Ueno. Chicago, Th.; Paul Michio
rychara. Westchester. Pa.; Tessie T. Villanueva. Chicago. III.: Paul Wang, Oak
Park. Bill Wei, Ann Arbor. Mich.; Dick T. Yanmsaki. Chicago, Ill.;
S. Michael lasutake. Evanston, Ill.; Ronald K. Yen, Hanover, Park, Iii.; Tau
Yeong-Dili. Chicago , Ill.

Anne Takekawa. Minneapolis, Mimi.; Mark S. Young. Worthington, Ohio; Jack
Trim'. Madison. WIS.: Lem Iguazio. $an Francisco. Calif.: Ford Knratuoto. Rock-
ville, Md.: Frank Tress ler. Chicago. Iii.; titan Yuen-Ying. Chicago, III.; Cathy
Ilironaka, Kettering. Ohio: Kiyo Yoshimura. Chicago, III.; Joyce Yukawa, Ann
Arbor. Mich.; Nemesio M. Salazar, Chicago, Ill.

1974 REGIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE

Fred E. Ballad. Detroit. Mich.; Yuen -Ping Chan. Chicago. Ill. ; Madeline Chang.
Ann Arbor. Mich.: Vivian Chen. Madison. Wis.: Paul Ilashiguchi, Chicago. III.;
Tan IIibinn, Chicago, Ill.t Moriko Much!, Detroit, Mich.; Morris Inouye,
Chicago. Ill.; Jay Kim, Chicago. M.: Gloria Kinnagal. Minneapolis. Minn.; Ted
Liu, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Davhl Nantkoong, Cleveland, Oh! :);' Fe C. Nivera. Skokie,

ynji ozaki, chicago. IIL ; Arthur R. Park, Detroit, Mich.; Luke I. Thonam,
Chicago, L. Y. TINY. Maywood,

pooXo. 1I.1{. 9895 as now written, would authorize Federal
assistance, to States and cities determined by computations using data
based on the most recent decennial census, which is now the 1970 U.S.
(*ensils.

Then we cite several sources. One of the prime sources is the fact
that it has been 4 years since the last decennial census, and thereby this
does not reflect a considerable upsurge in the numbers of immigrants
of Chinese. Korean, and Filipino extraction. Since 1970 the. Chinese
population has increased by 14 percent. The Filipino by 26 percent
1111d flu, Korean population by SO percent.

The-e new immigrants have a definite impact on each group's total
population as well as implications in the realm of increasing service
needs of the immigrant community.

The impact of this upsurge is highly evident in the increase of local
D.C. school populations. The D.C. area also typifies another related
problem: the fact that State mid city agemies in social serv;ces do not
maintain local demographic statistics (that is. employment status,
income,, age. language dialect. housing situation, educational attain-
ment. :111d so forth) which are sufficiently reliable, if extistcnt at all,
for purpose, out lined in this bill.

To cite one example. the D.C. government maintains no records
regarding the collective unemployment situation of Asian immigrants,
duns preventing the required computations under section 4(3). Nor is
there reliable in formation on the number eligible for piddlc assistanee
or those actually receiving benefits under such prognuns, precluding
computations under Melon 4 ().

In other words. precise information about the socio4eonomic status
of hillai.mmts in the Washin.rton 1).(7., area is essentially inaccessible
and this in effect hist itutionarly masks the presence of qualified immi-
4rriut.; thereby precluding implementation Of programs under this,-.
bill.

Since this proposed legislation is primarily aimed at providing em-
ployment, educational opportunities for the nmly arrived Americans,
a more accurate estimation of the105rrived immigrant popu-
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lation is necessary in orner to meet the bill's stater objectives. We
suggest an alternate mechanism for establishing a more conclusive
percentage of newcomers: a tabulation of immigration by year, yield-
ing an accurate picture f,r any given year or any number of years.
This alternative is feasible and more appropriate for calculating yearly
State. or city, entitlement grants and should be used in lieu of the
official decennial census of the United States.

We strongly urge that, if this hill is to achieve its objectives, this
bill be modified to provide funds for the establishment and /or up-
grading of local sYstems to collect immigrant data, with careful pron.
sums to safeguard individual privacy and rights.

In the employment section. many of the recent Asian immigrants
to the Washington. D.C., area are refugees searching for political and
economic stability. They arrive with the preconception of easily ob-
taining employment. However, there are small numbers of employ-
ment positions which do not. require English as a. means of communi-
eation. The non-English-speaking immigrants are therefore limited
III thew seope of possible income sources.

I will go on to one very salient point that is that the jobs taken by
the poor Chinese immigrants are excluded from coverage by Federal.
'Muumuu wage statutes.

Among the exceptions listed in the Fair Libor. Standards Act of
1900 are laundry workers and "any employee of a retail or service
establishment who is employed !brim:wily in connection with the prep-
aration or &tering of food or beverages for human consnmption."

Without this wage protection many Chinese remaie below the pov-
erty level.

Additionally, they rarely receive the employervid benefits such as
life and health insurance, severance pay, and pensums plans.

In a 1973 study conducted by the District of Columbm's Redevelop-
ment Land Agency (RE A) the immigrant population of the District
of Columbia Chinatown was estimated at 52 percent. The surveyors
contacted 1.018 persons of which only 50 percent (109 persons) re-
sponded to inquiries concerning income source and employment.

Of the total responses 8((; earned a yearly salary below $2.000. An-
other 32 !bosons were at the poverty level: $3,00043.999; 21 persons
ranged between $2,000--$2,999; and t8 other persons ranged between
$4.11()044.999.

What is highly significant is the other half of the population who
refused to answer the questions. due to suspicion of interviewers, fear
of the use to which the answers might. be directed and the reluctance
to admit the lack of self-esteem to stningers.

Applying this situation to the larger Asian American population
the difficulty in obtaining accurate unemployment and underemploy-
ment lutes and income levels is inherently inevitable.

Along the same vein many Asian Americans are not cogrnizant (be-
CAuse of the le nguagre handicap) or other means of income mainte-
nance. such as public assistance, social scenrity benefits, old age assist-
ance, and workmen's compensation.

We. therefore. propose that this legislation would include the re-
quirement for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to
step up the dissemination of bilingual information and explaining,
and instructions for applying for, social security, workmen's compen-
sation, nediea re and medicaid belictits.
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There also should he it closer coordination between HEW and the
Immigration and Naturalization Service in mutters relating to de-
termining eligibility for such assistance programs.

Even if immigrants are aware of such aid they do not seek it, because.
again, of the dual factors of false self-pride and the inability to com-
municate in the English language.

The solution, then. would be to provide job training to the unskilled
so that they will be able to break the cycle of long working hours at
menial tasks at low-pay scales. The job training programs, however.
must be one of bilingual manpower training in order for it to be
relevant,

Education,
The educational system is part of the total society and is influenced

by the total society's traditions, weaknesses. tensions, power structure,
and pattern of change. Since the American society derives much of its
traditions from European sources, it is not surprising therefore
that education of the non-English-speaking Asian American child is
in content, style and values inadequate for remedying the child's de-
ficiency, let alone helping him to build a positive self-image, allowing
him to take his place as an equal in society.

Unless properly instrneted. the child suffers from a disadvantage,
and becomes the disadvantaged adult whose economic and social con-
tribution to his society is less than society can afford and his person-
ality can tolerate.

Inadequate language skill is a permanently damaging disadvantage.
Low-level language skills is sufficiently precise and flexible for most
simple purposes of communications. but is inadequate and unsuitable
for increasingly elaborate. abstract. and subtle needs of communication
in higher education and in skills of professional occupations.

The equipment for learning in a modern society is largely linguistic.
and if the equipment in a modern society is largely linguistic, and if the
equipment is deficient. then the content of that which is learned and
the ability to learn. will be correspondingly deficient.

Tn other words, existing programs. like children's television do not
have any real educational or cultural relevance to Asian Americans
and no relevance at all to those Asian Americans who do not speak
English. Nor do they contribute significantly to the understanding of
Asians by non-Asians.

What is the impact of all this? Urban Associates, Inc. (1970). a
consultant firm under contract with the U.S. Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare on an ethnic minorities study, has estimated
that more than 63.000 Asian American pupils are in need of bilingual/
bicultural education programs. with the greatest needs among the
Chinese. Phil ippino, and Korea ii populations.

And the number of Asian American students is growing at a phe-
nomenal rate. Ever since the immigration quotas based on national
origin were abolished in 1965. immigrants per year per countrythe
same as for European countriesthe level of Asian immigration
increased from 45.000 in 1965 to 95.000 in 1970 and is estimated to be
well over 100.000 for 1974.

In the Greater Washington, D.C.. area, for examplea region which
is not usually associated with. the presence of large numbers of Asian
Americanshas faced a mushrooming problem.
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"Tit Arlington. Va.. and Prince Georgr's County. Md.. the number of
foreign born students has doubled in the past 3 years. In Fairfax
County, Va.. the number of foreign born students is expected to
increase by 41) percent this year alone."

Koreans have increased by 04 percent in 1 year. Philippinos have
increased 103 percent. during the saute period. It is estimated that the
Koreans comprise 15 percent of the total pupil population in this
area.

Such an influx c! mot be traced solely to diplomats: it is rather
attributed to immigrants who are leaving their countries for America
because of the deteriorating economic situation in other areas of the
world. according to David L. Drummond. Director of the Washington
District Office of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.

The Federal Government leis already recognized the need for bilin-
gual classroom instruction in the Elementary am! Secondary Educa-
tion Act by establishing the bilingual education program (title VII).

Bilingual education is defined as the use of two languages. one of
which is Englishas complimentary nwdiums for educating children
who have limited English speaking ability and who are raised in enir-
onments where the dominant language Is one other titan English.

It. recognizes that. the use of the children's mother tongue in school
can have a beneficial effect upon their education by preventing retarda-
tion in school performance until sufficient command of English is
attained. Provisions are made to include the study culture associated
with the mother tongue and thereby maintains self-esteem and legiti-
mate pride in both caitures.

We strongly urge that new provisions be limit. in HAL, 9S9:3 to
coordinate and supplement the Bilingual Education Act. Coordination
includes the identification of new concentrations of immigrant pupils
as requirements for establishing additional programs. Supplemental
action includes manpower and training programs.

We also suggest the adoption of such provisions because there is a
desperate need for properly trained personnel and especially to develop
bilingual/bicultund curricula materials for Asian Americans.

Correspondingly. we insist that the Bilingual Education Office of
IIF-W take immediate and appropriate steps to bolster its stall' to in-
cinde more qualified Asian Americans and inerease its awareness/sen-
sitivities to proldems of Asian American ehildren.

Aecountability
The entire crux of the programs supported by this legislation would

be jeopardized unless, centralized coordination between varying local.
State Federal agencies is dearly mandated. Seeress is dependent
upon. on the one hand. sound. efficient administrative management on
all levels. and out the other hand. (gea lines of arronntability which
would insure proper allocations of funds for deserving programs. and
maintain feedback from target populations as one form of program
eva Inat inn and cotton.

As many States and numieipalities will require assistance to either
establish or upgrade data eolleetion systems, they would benefit from
our it lent 'flab) s,,m me of expert ise.

As the Del ttmnt of Health, Education. and Welfare maintains
the Mee of Asian American A ffairs. OS-OSC. we feel that the struc-
ture already exists to institute this concept of coordination and ac-
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countability. It is strongly recommended that this office be provided
the necessary staff and authority for these important tasks.

To insure that the program is continually directed toward the most
deserving target groups, it is suggested that a citizens advisory panel
be constituted at both the State and Federal levels to provide emu -
nninity input.

We would like to extend our gratitude for this opportunity to voice
our views and proposals and your time and consideration of the saute.

It is hoped that the suggestions that have been presented will enable
this legislation to facilitate the accomplishments of its goals.

Thank :vou.
Mrs. 311xn:. I thank you very much for your statement and your in-

structive criticisms which will certainly be taken into consideration in
preparing the bill for reintroduction at the next 94th Congress.

I call Gail Nishioka now as the representative of the JACL in
Washington. Your prepared statement will be entered in the record
at this point.

[The statemetit referred to followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GAIL. NISIIIOICA. ACTING WasntscrroN REPIMSENTATIVE,
JAPANESE AMERIVAN CITIZENS LEAMTE

The Japanese American Citizens. League (.TACL) is privileged to support lilt
tin. "New Americans J.:duration and Employment Assistance Act." As the

only national organization for Japanese Americans. the Japanese American Citi-
zens League agrcs with Congresswoman Patsy Mink that the federal govern-
ment ultidt sets the laws and policies regarding immigration in fltis country
must share with states and local communities the burdens of assisting newly
arrivt91 persons, who are nimble to make the transition into a new and strange
environment without assistance.

The United States is a country of immigrants, it always has been. Without
immigrants. this country might not have come to be. Legislation whereby the
federal government acknowledges its responsibilities to the newly arrived indi-
vidual in terms of monetary assistanee is long overdue. Asians in America have
survived. adapted, and even flourished. but the prejudices and discrimination
which faced the early Asian immigrants continue to plague Asian immigrants
today.

The first Asians arrived in fills eonntry more Hum a century ago. Theycarte as
laborers. as farmers, as craftsmen. as professionals. but ail came with the vision
of America as the land of opportunity. the -Golden Land." They came seeking a
better life for themselves and for their families, as did all immigrants to this
country.

While the experiences raving Asian immigrants may be similar to those of other
immigrants (language. culture. ett+bms), Asian immigrants are uniquethey
are different and have been regarded from the very beginning as unassim-
ilable. Asian immigrants have for this reason experienced probably more travail
than most Eurtmean immigrants because of their Asian origin and visible
ithot Mira t

The Chinese came in the mid 15Offs. al first to work in the gold mint's -of Cali-
fornia. They helped build the railrfoads spanning the land, tt orked iii the orchard.;
and farms of the West Coast. and then in shops and small businesses. The Japa-
nese (lime in the late 1590's to work as laborers in I hp SUg111* refineries in
hi the 1900's they came to the mainland ruilts1 Stales to work on the farms. in
the mines. in the ea mteries. and to help build the railroads- replacing the Chinese
who had been fnrtually excluded front this emmtry by federal law in 1S$2. The

came in growing numbers after lir2-1. They too have worked in the same
areas as the Chinese anti Japanese before them. Even though Asian immigrants
were and are a substanthil fore.. in the growth and development of this eonntry,
as a group they have been ignored. particularly insofar as their economic, edu-
cational, soeial, and political needs are concerned.

Asian troodgraotl.: were treated with outright disdain until the immigration
amendments of 108.5, Their early history III this country was marked by a sue-
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cession of various kinds of exclusion laws and eventual prohibition of Asiaff
immigrants to the United States: Chinese Exclusion Acts; Gentlemen's Agree-
ment (between U.S. and Julian limiting Japanese immigration) ; Asiatic Barred
Zone; Asiatic Pacific Triangle Quota (chargiug all Asians, wherever they were
born, to quotas of the countries of racial origin); 1052 Walter-McCurrn Act
(limiting Chinese immigration to 105 each year, regardless of where they were
born or what citizenship they held) ; 1935 Tydings-McDutfie Act (granted deferred
independence to the Philippines but imposed rigid quota of 50 bumigrants to
U.S. each year) ; the .lieu Land Act ; the Alien Exclusion Act ; and Miseegenas
t ion La ws,

The )cry minuteness of the Asian American population has prevented the
segregation of official and other data to demonstrate their present plight and
problems as has been done for most other ethnic and racial minorities in the
United States. Became so little is known about Asians, there is a belief that deep
seated prejudices have "magically" disappeared and a presumption on the part
of the general public that Asians do not suffer the economic, educational. and
social inequities which other publicized minorities suffer. The view of Asians
today is that of the "model ittiuority.

As it is. due to their cultural background and their desire to be accepted into
the uminstream of life in this country, in spite of the prejudices anal discrimina-
tions that halve been directed against them since their arrival, the immigrant
Asian awl their children have deliberately refrained from complaining of their
troubles and from militantly demanding all of the benefits and grants provided
by their gevernment, from local, state. and federal levels. With the ever iaereas-
ing numbers of immigrants the boundaries of Asian communities are swelling
with a predominance of low income working-class families. Their presence has
changed the nature of our communities by posing a severe elm Ilenge to the inst It u-
ti s within. City. state. and national officials charged with the responsibility
fur aiding the disadvantaged, the denied, and the disillusioned among our
minority groups tend to overlook the tragedies that are overtaking the Asian
population in this country.

Newly arrived immigrants from Asian countries quickly come to the realiza-
tion that English is the only way out for them from the cycle of lowpaying,
menial jobs within the community. For the adults who spend over -10 hours a
week at :heir jobs who must attend adult education courses in evenings and
study later. the diffieulty in mastering English is an mnealistic task. For teen-
azers the humiliation of sitting in classrooms with children half their are k
equally unrealistic as well as unbearable. The outlets sought by the young- are
drugs, robbery. and other crimes becoming common in ghetto communities. More
and more of our young people are dropping out of school and taking to the sheets.ects.

On :mother level. basic commonalty life has been disrupted. The limitation of
employment opportmdties for non-English-speaking immigrants, forces in most
families both parents to take low-paying. long-honr jobs requiring them to be
absent from their homes for most of the day. This situation has led to disintega-
tion of family structure u ithin the community. Juvenile delinqueney, thought to
be non-existent in Asian cemmunis:es. Imes increase(h shave the sixties. The prob-
lems among San Francisco's Chinatown young have received extensive press coy-
era LT, e recently.

!lousing in the core area of Chiru (San Francisco) . . has the
second highest population density rate in the country. seventy-sev.at per -

eeut of the housing in this area is substandard by city codes . . . in the
area of health care, as well, a crisis situation had developed by the late
sixties . . In 1069, despite the feet that Chinatown had the highest sui-
cide rate in the nation. there were only two Chillf.sespeaking psychbu fists
in the eit) of San Francisco . (Longtime Califorie by Victor and Brett
Ire Mary Nee).

The myth .surromuling Asians which tends to foster the notion that our emit-
mmthies have no problem. is fostered bemuse even though the history of our
people in this country has been marked with racism, economic deprivation. and
violence. Asians responded by withdrawing. accepting, uncomplaining. This
quiesence has worked against Asians since it perpetuated attitudes that no
problems" existed in our communities. Because of the stereotyping of Asian
Americans as the "model minority" an attitude prevails among the general pub-
lie to the extent that Asians concerns and needs are considered secondary to
those of other minority groups. This lack of serious recognition has led to the
growth and perpetuation of our community's problemshealth, education, em-
ployment, housing.
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Within the Asian community groups have formed to service immigrants by
attempting to provide resources from the public and private smtors. Given the
limited resourew which are avnilnble within the community themselves, many
groups face frustrations in not being able to do enough. With the change in Im-
migration laws in relation to quotas, the burden has increased on those corn-
tummies where tunny immigrants naturally settle.

NO. 138 IMMIGRANTS, BY COUNTRY OF BIRTH: 1960-71

Country 1960 1965 1970 1971

China (including Taiwan) 3,681 4,057 14,093 14,417
Hong Kong 475 712 3,863 4,457Japan 5,471 3,180 4,485 4,457Korea. 1,507 2,165 9,314 14,297Philippines 2.954 3,130 31,203 28.417

Source. "1972 Statistical Abstiact." U S. Depaitmant of Commerce, pg. 93.
Note' White immigration from some countries will level, immigration officials expect that the immigration from Asia

will continue to increase.

lieause of the insensitivity on the part of many agenchs within communities.
at added burden is placed upon community groups to sensitize public and private
agmwies regarding 11 e needs and situation or Asian immigrants. Many times,community groups t rvieing newly arrived hull% 'duals are rebuffed from
funding by agencies due to various pitogrammatic rules and regulations even
though these groups attempt to provide direct services which will enable new -
cunaeta to Obtain 11W needed tools and skills lor survival amid contribution to anew environment.

People have always immigrated to this country not with their hands out. but
with a willingness and commitment to make a new start for themselves nml their
families. They come with the hope that conditions of work. educational oppor-tunity and living will be better for tlielliKelVes and particularly for their chil-
dren in this land. If the doors continue to remain shut to our immigrants and
opportunities have prerequisites which even the best prepared newcomer cannot
accommodate, this country will continue its trend of neglect.

7, is a step in the direction of allaying the urgent needs for short-range
and long-range planning needed to cope with survival problems which have
historically plagued new immigrantslanguage, housing. education, racism, un-
employment and underemployment, income, health care and vocational training.

Year after year new problems are arising fur which traditional solutions are
not applicable or sufficient. lilt 9S95 s,waks to the need for the federal govern-
ment to come to grips with its responsibilities in the area of immigrants tothis country.

.1A('I, urges this committee to favorably report this bill to the floor of theI louse Chamber.

Ms. NIsmok.t. Mrs. Mink, tin* Milne is Gail Nihhioka. and T ;ini the
acting Washington reprehent dive for the Japane,e American

,va:rue.
(liven the tact that our formally written statenwnt Nt ill he 1)11t 111

the 111.11119PS :111(1 Oven the information that bah been provided to you
this morning by t he other groups my remarks Nill be very brief.

The Japanes.e American Citizens League its not here as an organiza-
tion which otters immigrants. but in support of the many other Asian
group: which do.

As the oldest national organization of any Asian American group
and current ly as t w only national organ izat ion of Japanese Americans
we .would like to join with others in stressing the need for the Federal
Government to begin atlirtnatiely supporting local organizations who
are hervicing immigrants.

Timnio.raut groups which come to America have done so for a
variety of reasons: internal turmoil within their native countries.
fain lay. extreme poverty. et cetera. They all come seeking the "golden
la the United States halbli.been describedbel ley hi" that
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in the United States they hill 1111(1 a better life for themselves and
for their families.

Asians who come to America bring with them unique cultures. rich
in language. values, and habits which have sustained their people for
hundreds of years. Their culture patterns are their means of social
interaction and communication.

On arrival to America. the immigrants seek out communities of their
people with whom they share cultural backgrounds and often because
relatives reside there.

Their economic status upon arrival restricts immigrant, groups to
housing within inner-city ghettos. Years have passed for many
Asians and they and then families continue to reside in the inner-
city or. in the case of some Asians, in ghettos located in rural tannin!,
areas.

The language of Asian people often restricts them to seeking em-
ployment only within their communities where employers speak their
language. Many do not travel beyond the confines of their commu-
nities for the simple reason that they are unfamiliar with reading
English and cannot decipher street signs or markings on buses.

The language of Asian immigrants being non-English prevents
them from being provided with educational, health. legal, employ-
ment and other vital social services. but it alone is not the sole reason
for their not receiving vital aids.

I,ocal. State. and Federal agencies have historically made minimal
strides toward delivering sere lees which are not provided for within
their communities or by their own people.

Year after year new problems are arising for which traditional
solutions aren't applicable. Low-cost housing for densely populated
areas, services for ever-increasing numbers of aged. health facilities.
legal services. minimum wages and work standards for employees.
bilingual education are but a few of the problems which need to be
solved.

We hope that the Congress will recognize through the testimony
offered here today the pressing needs which do exist.

Thank you.
Mrs. MINK. Thank yon very much.
'We will insert the entire statement which you have very thought-

fully prepared into the record and I appreciate your indulgence in
waiting all this morning to present your statement.

I assure you that when the hearings will be fully printed and com-piled that each of yon will receive copies for your respective
organizations.

Itopefully the subcommittee will consider calling further hearings
on this legislation next year and that we will have an opportunity to
take this bill to the major cities where the problems as outlined this
morning exist.

For the purposes of having a complete record of the hearings and
statements of individuals who ceald not be here today. I ask unani-
mous consent. and without objection it is so ordered. that all of the
statements which have been submitted to me or the subcommittee will
be inserted at the appropriate point in the hearing record for today.

Thank you very much for your participation today and the meeting
of the subcommittee stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

CALIFORNIA

ASIAN-AMERICAN MINISTRIES,
THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,

Oakland, Calif., October 23, 1974.
To WHOM IT MAY CoNCERN : Enclosed you will find a copy of the resolution
adopted by the Third Biennial Convocation of the Asian-American Caucus, The
Western Jurisdiction, The United Methodist Church, in its session at Oakland,
California on October 10-12, 1974. -

The resolution expresses the Caucus's support of HR 9895, known as the
"Gateway Cities Bill."

Peace and Grrice.
Sincerely,

JONAH CHANO,
Director of Asian-American Ministries.

Enclosure:

WHEREAS certain States and cities in the United States have heavy concen-
trations of foreign immigrants, Samoan and other nationals, and

WHEREAS a great proportion of these newcomers intend to become permanent
residents. and

WHEREAS many of the newcomers experience difficulty in such areas as food,
housing, education. employment and health upon their arrival in the United
States, in addition to the expected difficulties of language and assimilation into
the community, and

WHEREAS these problems and special needs place a heavy strain upon the
resources of these States and cities, which, in many instances already face
financial crises in welfare and other human service programs for their own
residents. and

WHEREAS the policies under which these newcomers move to the United
States are powerless to regulate, and

WHEREAS the Federal Government has a responsibility to assist those States
and cities in meeting the needs of said foreign immigrants, Samoan and other
national populations,

BE IT RESOLVED by the Asian-American Caucus of the Western Jurisdic-
tion. The United Methodist Church at its session in Oakland, California this 10th
day of October, 1974, to declare its support of the passage of House Resolution
I1,t.95 of the 93rd Congress, which bill would provide Federal programs of educa-
tional. employment and other assistance to areas with heavy concentrations of
immigrants.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this Resolution be transmitted
to the Congressional delegations from the States of California, Hawaii, Wash-
ington. Oregon and Colorado, to the Board of Church and Society of The United
Methodist Church, to the Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins, Chiarman of the
Sifficommitee on Equal Opportunities, House Committee on Education and Labor,
and to the Honorable Patsy T. Mink, Representative from Hawaii and chief
author of HR 9895.

THE ASIAN-AMERICAN CONVOCATION,
Tae WEsTmax JURISoicTioN,

THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH.

(137)
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Pram ALTO, Calif., November 23, 1974.
Re: House Bill 989.
Hon. .1. 13mm:hi As,
Chairman of the Committee on Education and Labor,
Federal Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

I WAR MK. BRA DEMAS The Human Relations Commission of Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia. supports legislation, (II.R. 9895) efforts. and activities that would assist
all Americans (including foreignborn) in securing sutlietent educational-- the
education that is necessary to function adequately in a technology society. to
secure u(iequate housing, food and health needs.

The Human Relations Commission strongly urges you to vote for III; 0895.
the "New Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act" which would
assist tine 4e states and cities which have a concentration of foreign-born popul
don in meeting the special needs thrust upon such communities.

Sincerely,
MARY COTTRKU.,

Chairperson, Human Relations Commission.

SAN FRANCISCO CON' AI l'NITY Cottkok DISTRICT.
March, 12, 1974.

Congresswoman P.vrsy T. MINN..
Washington. D.C.

14:mt Commksswom.%8 .1Itzn.: The enclosed letter addressed to Congressman
Perkins in support of dour Mt 9895 is self-explantory. It eame to may attention
through our local Asian community and on the basis of the information received
We are most supportive.

I am writing Congressman Burton hidicating our interest. Should there he
anything else that I might (16, please let we know.

Enclosure.

Loris F. Il.crAt.o.k.
Chancellor/Superintendent.

g.% .:N; FRANCISCO COM M 011.1.1.3;EDIATRICT.
March 12. 1975.

Congressman CARL D. PERKINS.
Chairman of the HOWir COMMittee nn Educative: and Labor,
Washinglon.

DEAR CommkssmAx PERKINS : The contents of DR 9895 entitled "New Ameri-
cans Education and Employment Assistance Act" has come to my attention.

Our San Francisco Community College District has a responsibility of deliver-
ing educational services to all adults in San Francisco which certainly is one of
the great gateway cities of our country. In discharging this responsibility we
serve thousands of recent immigrants Chinese, Latinos, Chicanos, Filipinos.
Koreans and others. Our responsibilities include teaching English as a Second
Language. preparation for eitizenship, and adjustment to the community. and
finally career training in various occupational programs.

Obviously we are very interested and most supportive of this Bill and urge
its succa-,-sful passage. I would appreciate receiving a copy of its content so that
I might amplify this brief letter of support with greater testimony. Should it
he advisable. I would be prepared to testify in its support.

Sincerely,
Louis P. BATIIALE.

Chancellor/Superintendent.

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION Or RAN FRANCISCO.
San k'rancisco, Calif., Norenther 13, 197 i.

Representative PATSY T. MINK,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DFIAR REPRESENTATIVE MInk The Human Rights Commission of San Fran-
cisco unanimously endorsed II.R. 9895, the "New Americans Education and Em-
ployment Assistance Act", at its regular meeting of November 8, 1973.
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We are notifying our San Francisco Representatives r Id California Senators
of this action, urging them support of this legislation introduced You off
August 3. 1973. We are :eking the Mayor of San 1"raiieiseo and our Board of
Supervisors to join us in support of this important Itatc:SOTC.

Your office provided the IIRC's Social Programs Committee' with information
about H.R. 9:a, for ankh tte are grateful. Will von please write me any far-
ther information you have about the progress of .e !till. which on August 29111
,off said was Pending before the House Committee on Education and Labo,,

Sincerely,
.1ACK' CASFORD,

Human leelutions leepresentatire.
Enclosure:

RIC:1118 COMMt ISSMN DORSEti FLDERA BILL MR. 9695 To Fuxo INtanateNr
Puomems tx G.err.w.ev Crra:s

The Human Rights Commission today (November Stli) voted unanimous en-
dorsement of HAL ltS971, a bill which u'utdd provide American "gateway cities"
such as San Franeisconitre funds for educational. employment, and other
assistaiwe programs to benefit immigrant and foreign -horn populations.

The bill, introduced in the last session of the Congress by Representative Patsy
T. Mink. a Deqnocrat of !Ina ail k pending before the House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor.

Grants would be made by the U.S. Secretary of Health, Edneation. and %Vet-
Pin' to carry out programs of education, health, housing, job training, orienta-
t bin. public a SA stn nee and other aetivities for the benefit of immigrants.

In at u;ition. the Mink bill authorizes Public Health Service treatment for im-
migrants. Food Stamps, travel grants of up to $250 per immigrant to travel from
a gateway city to another State for employment purposes, job referral. etc.

The Illtr. said. Director William Becker, has been working quietly for some
time to get the Federal government to recognize the need for this kind of fund-
ing for gateway cities, Inked on its record of having spent some SRO million sinee
I961 fur Cuban immigrants to Florida, where they have in a decade achieved sole
stout ial economic and even political power.

C IIIN XIOW NNORT DrAC DISTRICT COUNCIL,
aaan XV% Oft, December 19,197.1.

Representative PATsY
(..s. Wow of Renromnintiren.
Washington. DJ'.

1...t Itcenr.sN TA I : It is ins great honor 111111 pleasure to he Writing
to you in support of your effort to assist immigrants in lilt 9895, now pending ill
Congress.

I am in total agreement witlt yon that. since the Federal Government sets laws
and policies on immigration. it should share the burdens of local governments to
assist the new Americans. tehe are usually linguistically illiterate and culturally
disabled. Moreover, this is a nation of, by. and for immigrants. Without them.
oar country, the oldest republic in the world today, might not have existed.
Therefore. it is our duty. as simple citizens, and as elected officials to help those,
who have Isbell. and trill minium' to be, for the years to come, the very sinews
that keep this nation youthful and vital. After all. the only difference between
us is that we en me yesterday and they come today.

The immigrants in 5:111 Prone6to are mostly or Asian descent. rIllpy suing- the
evellknowu disease of linguistic and eultund isolation, which usually leads to
other problems, such as over-crowded housing (particularly in Chinatown). in-
ability to cope 1t ith the educational system. and, of course. difficulty in proenringjoI

They need : specifically. immediate relief for their welfare. as the Cuban
refugees did in th 19110's. FIR 9595 is definitely a step towards such a long-
waited-for and highly necessary direction.

As a community organization. concerned with the welfare of the Chinese com-
munity for the past years, we commend aud support you in your righteous
endeavor.

Thank you for your attention. And Happy Holidays!
Yours truly.

4::-
CIIRIsINA CtniX. Chairwoman,
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Tim INTERNATIONAL. INSTITUTE OF SAN FRANCISCO,
Ban Francisco, Calif., November 15, 1974.

Ms. PATSY T. MINE.
Member of ('ongress,
Rayburn Building,
Washington, D.C.

MAR Ms. MINK: Because of illness on the staff the International Institute of
San Francisco will not be able to send a representative to the H.R. 9895 hearing
on Tuesday. November 19 but instead will be represented by Mr. Wells C. Klein,
director of the American Council for Nationalities Service, our parent organiza-
tion.

We wholeheartedly support the New Americans Education and Employment
Opportunity Act of 1974 as we see in the San Francisco Ray Area an enormous
need for assistance of this kind for immigrants. We cannot but feel that such
assistance is ultimately going to benefit the economy as a whole and therefore is
economically f-outal as well us necessary from a humanitarian point of view.

Our caseload at the Institute has doubled since 1972. and. after assistance with
immigration problems. employment is the area in which the immigrant most
often asks for help.

We hope the hearing will result in Congress acting affirmatively on this bill.
SI mx.rely,

(Mrs.) AUDREY K. DOUGHTY,
Program Director.

DON AND NADINE HATA.
Gardena, Calif.. November 16. 1974.

To: The Honorable Patsy T. Mink. House of Representatives, Member, House
Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities. Washington, DR.

From : Nadine Ishitnni Hata.
~object: Statement for the House Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities public

hearing on H.R. 9893. the New Americans Education and Employment As-
sistance Act (on 19 November 1974. in Washington, D.C.).

I am pleased to have the opportunity to insert into the record the following
statement in support of the general objectives of H.R. 9895. the New Americans
Edtuation and Employment Assistance Act. Although may remarks do not rep-
resent the interests of any one group or organization. I have been very much con-
eerned with the problems of immigrants in my capacity as vice-chairperson of
the California State Advisory Committee to the United States Commission on
Civil Rights. In addition. I am an Assistant Professor of History at El Camino
college (Torrance. California) and have research interests and publications in
the history of Asian and Pacific Americans.

The ',wow?, and. Timeliness of time Problem. It is gratifying to note that the
House Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities is soliciting testimony from the
Asian and Nellie American communities on this issue. Statistics alone Illustrate
the urgent need for federal interest and action on the problems of recent immi-
grants from Asian and Pacific areas. For example, in the one-year period ending
iu June 1973, nearly one -third (124,100) of the -total in (4(10,003) to this
nation were Asians. This is a dramatic increase from a decade ago when, for
eNample. Asian arrivals comprised only seven percent of the total in 1905.

The increasingly desperate need for federal consideration and assistance to
both the immigrants and government agencies (local as well as federal) who aid
time-4) new arrivals has Is-en documented in the transcripts of the Asian and Pa-
eitie American public hearings conduried by the Callforilia State Advisory Com-
mittee to time I'.S. Commission on Civil Rights (San Francisco 22-23 June 1q73:
and La.: Angeles. 30 November-1 December 1973). I refer you and your staff to
the official transeripts and reports of those hearings for additional details beyond
those which I shall outline briefly here.

The Need for Bilingual/Bicultural Personnel in Government Agencies Charged
with the Responsibility for Dealing with Near .1 rrirals. To often the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service as well as !neel public assistance agencies have
no p.nr$0!Htel with bilingual/bicultural capabilities other than Spani'ah.
Moreover, even in the ease of Spanish-speaking personnel, there is no mpecifle
statement re bilingual/bicultural capabilities written into job specifications. This
means that bilingual/bicultural staff are not regularly assigned to positions in
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Bon. PATSY T. Misic,
Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
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CHINATOWN FAMILY OUTIRACH Cratru,
Oakland, Calif., November 13, 1974.

DEAR 110NoRABLE: Patsy T. Mrsg : The Chinatown Family Outreach Center inOakland, California, has been serving the social service and mental health needsof Chinese Immigrants for the past year and a half. As such we are acutely aware
of the increasing adjustment problems which these people face daily.

While the Immigration Act of 1905 has permitted the long-delayed reunion ofmany Chinese families, corresponding funds for supportive services to easetransitional difficulties have been sadly lacking. Thus. our community is needwith increasing problems in the adeas of employment, education, housing. healthand general welfare.
We are in strong support of this bill. II.R. 9895, and encourage the Legislatorsto give our concerns positive consideration.

Yours sincerely,

lion. PATSY MINK,
Congcooncoman, Second District, Dairen. Raliburn Building. TIPoshingtom D.C.

MAR CoNaRESSWOMAN am appreciative of you asking our publication to
appear in behalf of your pending bill II.R. 989.`), but because of our publishingschedule we are not able to attend.

We wish your bill the greatest success, we do feel there is a definite need forstu' an allotment to help our non arrivals to become more competitive. Pleasekeep us In touch with its progress.
If at anytime we can be of service to you, please impose on us.

With regrets,

(Mrs.) Lonna. HUAI& A.C.S.W.

JADE :UM:URINE.
October .13, 1974.

lion. PATSY T. MINK.
House of Representatives,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR REmminovvvrtm MINK : Our caucus would like to be on record as support.
Ng H.R. 9895, the New American Education and Employment Assistance Act. Weapplaud your leadership and efforts to responsibly meet this mounting need.
Clearly monies are involved. but monies will also be involved if the more recent
Immigrants go on welfare, hospital, and jail rolls.

our (quells is made up of Filipino. Formosan, Korean, Japanese and Chinese
Presbyterians. (. As we view it, products of the overeas mission efforts of the
United Presbyterian Church, USA.) Efforts to get the Presbyterian denomination
to respond are very difficult, to tuy the least. We hope the Federal Governmentwill have more resources and more motivation to respond to all the New
Amor:cans.

All snoeess for the hearings on November 19th.
Yours truly,

GERALD JANN, Editor /Publisher.

ASIAN PREsnmatiAN CAues.
Rolling Rills Estates, Calif., November 4, 1974,

(.4mi:rem:woman PATSY MINK,
nal/horn It ?lading.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CoNemeswomAs )11xx : I have just been informed that you have in-troduced a bill in Congress which will provide assistance programs to foreign
both persons. (New Ameriean Education and Employment Assistance Act.) Iwould like to request a copy of your bill.

I strongly support your efforts to obtain assistance for foreign born persons. Asa member of the State Advisory Committee 6e U.S. Commission on Civil

LEsvett E. Kilt, t'hairinatt.

U.S. COMMISSION ox CIVIL. RIGHTS.
Los Angeles, Calif.. June 14, 1974.
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Rights. I have been aware of the many and serious problems faced by the for-eign born. A bill such as this would surely go a long way towards alieriatiagthese problems.
Sincerely yours,

CORA SANTA. ANA.
Member. Stale .4driaory Committee.

CIIINESE XIMCOMERS SERVICE: CENTER,
Nail Francisco. Calif., December 31, 1!17j.

Re New Americans }Attention and Ellildoyllielit AKiiistanee Act.
Hon. PATSY T. Mtxu.
C.S. House of Representatives.
Washington. D.l..

CommEsswomAx Altsx: We write in support of your efforts to enactlegislation which will directly benefit newcomers in urban areas such as SanFrancisco. As you know. it has only been in the past few years that citizenship as.1 criteria for some public service eligibility and 'anae public employment has beendropped. However. even with recent progress, we are daily retainde41 that there
remain harriers to employment and educational opportunities. and gaps in serv-ices which even the most industrious and well educated newcomer cannotovercome.

During the last. Congressional session. the introduction of HR 9S9 came asan cnoomigement to many of us who work with newcomers in our own commu-nity. There is no doubt in our minds that such legislation is timely and urgently
needed: legislation which has national impact, and which will involve all levelsof 20Verilineta mid local eoummaities, We urge your reiatroduction of this biPthiriug the new session and look forward to current drafts, comments and othernews which will enable us to work with you in seeing that such legislation isenacted.

We have enclosed a Itompitlet about our agency for your information. We hope
that ;tat will pot hesitate. should there be a way in which we can be of assistanceto you.

Yours truly,
100 Vox°. Director.

III'MAN MOOTS COMMISSION Or SAN FitANciseo.
Sun Francisco, Calif., map S. pry

Representative PATsY
House of Representatires. Rayburn

lrashington. D.C.
DEnn Mns. Mtxu: Int April 22. 1974, I sent you a petition in supiktrt of the

New Americans Education : Rd Employment let, H.R. 9S95. Forgive me for not
including a translation of the statement. Briefly, the petition says:

Please support Congresswoman Mink's immigrant assistance bill.
Ilawaii Representative Patsy Mink has introduced a bill which would provide

federal programs to states with large concentrations of immigrants. This
measure would authorize that $1.000 per immigrant per year in Federal aid
be granted to the states. In addition grants would be authorized to "gateway
cities- where noire thou 5 percent of the population are immigrants. Funds would
be used for programs in such fields as education, health. housing, employment.
and food stamps. Also, grants of up to $240 per immigrant will he provided for
travel front a gateway city to another state for employment purposes. At the same
time, the Federal governmetit should set up Job training programs to facilitate
job-seeking endeavors by immigrants so that the new arrivals can comfortably tit
into the American environment.

Please sign this petition to show your support so that the Bill can quickly pass
hi Congress.

As you know, the Chinese community in San FrImsco considers 11.I1. 9595
to be vitally important to the welfare of its population and will continue to en-
courage our eottgressatett and other organizations to support it.

Sincerely.
DOROTHY Yur..

Community Liaison.
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I.N10N OF PAN ASIAN COM NIUNITIES OF SAN 1)1E60 COUNTY.,

Nall Diego, Calif., November 15, 1974.
Colla.SAW001:111 PATSY T. MINK,
Muse of Representatives.
1:ayburn Building. Washington, D.C.

DEAu Ms. MtNK: The 111011 Of l'1111 AS11111 C011111111111tieS of Batt Diego has been
actively involved lit tb creation and delivery Of social services to Pacille!Asian,
people.

We are acutely aware of the hitelit mods Of now W1111401110 S to our community
and see the tremendous potential to protehle critically needed servievs to help
new arrivals to beetonte acculturated. self-satlicient citizens.

Beeause we do not have the resources to testify personally before your com-
mittee hearing on 11.1t. 9S9I---The New Americans Education and Employment
assistants All we are sending this vonnumileat ion to inform ion of our unquali-
fied import.

Best Of hick and please keep its 111fOraled as to the progress of your hill.
Sincerely, VtaisoN T. Yosattoto.

Chairman. ("Ale.

SAN F6ANCISCO CENTER volt JAPANEst: ANUICICAN 1VOIS.
Nan reltIlejACO. Cal if, t).tola r I. 1911.

Tim Horse, St-acommtrita: oN Eqem. Orrott:
CoOgre(1 of the United States.
Rouse of Brpresrutatires. Irashington, D.C.

: As all organization interested in Asian American affairs and as
citizens of a "gateway eity." we believe that 11.1t. S115, introduced by Repre-
sentative Patsy T. Nillik would be to the national interest in making useful and
grateful eltiz.is of ttll r recent immigrants.

There appears to Is' a clear federal resmonsibliity in assuming son e of the
tremendous expenses now being borne by certain States anti cities, thru %vitlelt
:bore immigrants otter.

Sincerely yours.
Clarrottn t. ItYmm,

DALE 1%1INAIII, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
ASIAN LAW CAUCUS, iNe..

Oakland, Calif., November IV. 197i.
Statement in support of 11.1t. 9S95.
Prepared by Dale Minand Attorney-at-Law: lecturer. Asian-American Studies

University of California at Berkeley, and Tani Takagi, volunteer, Interna-
tional Institute of the East Day.

II.It. 11111 9sn3 on assistance to immigrants addresses itself to the neglected
needs of a large portion of America's peopleher handgrants. The Bill recognizes
that many foreign -born persons lack sufficient skills :tau education. experience
difficulty in a was of Inmsing, food :111d health, :111(1 create 0110111)A burdens on the
eommunities in which they reside. Since the policies under which immigrants
are permitted entry into this eountry are established by the FeJera I Government.
it is the government's responsild114 to alleviate the trammt of transition into
America through programs or assistanee to the

Th1111101011t rilited States histor there has lova a continual flow of immigrant-7
landing on Amerieatt shores but in recut years. the number of newcomers has
increased dramatically. The total number of imm:gratas in tiseal year 1973 is
(1tei higher than the average annual inflow in the 197M's and is a result. In large
part, of the rapid expansion go" Asians emigrating to the United States. Latest
ottieial figures of the Ut.ited States Immigration and Naturalization servie
Report of 1973 reveal that of the 40,01)3 Immigrants %%Ito were admitted to the

the year ending lune 80. 1973. almost one-third, or 12 t.1131. were from
countries eharacterized as ...SSWH". This represents a :AKA"( Increase from 19115
when Asians accounted for but 7`ii of the total number entering the United
States.

During the first tiw deendes of this century. Asians comprised only 11`1 of
the total number of immigrants due to quotas and exhtsionary laws %Odell
effectively restricted the flow of Asian immigration. With the abolition of the old
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quota system by Congress in UM, the long- established favoritism of Northern
European immigration gave way to fairer, more liberal hemispheric quotas re-
sulting in the phenomenal influx of Asians. Table 1 illustrates the changing:
pattern of Immigration into the country.

TABLE 1IMMIGRANTS BORN IN SPECIFIED AREAS: YEARS ENDED JUNE 30. 1973 AND 1965

Number
Percent
changeArea of birth 1973 1965

Total immigration 4CO3 063 296, 697 +34.8

Total Northern and Western Europe 24.548 73.318 66.5
Total Southern and Eastern Europe 68.322 40.106 +70.4
Total Asia,, 124.160 20 583 +500.3
Total North America..,.., 152.788 126,729 +20.6
Total South America. 20.335 30.662 34.3
Total Africa 6,655 3,353 +56.7

Source: 1973 Annual Report. Immigration and Naturalization Service.

The following table breaks down Asians in the United States by ethnic group
and records their population and percentage increases since 1970. Particularly
among the Filipinos and Koreans, are increases noticeable.

TABLE 2.ASIANS IN THE UNITED STATES

Growth
since 1970'

1970 1574 (percent)

Japanese 591.290 632.600 +7.0
Chinese 435.062 537.900 +23.6

343.060 488.400 +45.6
Korean 65.510 154.000 +135.1

Total . 1,434.522 1.823.900 +27.1

The San Francisco hay Area is 0 major port of entry for Asian immigrants
as well as the permanent residence of a large number of Asian-Amerit ans. Table

details the population of particular Asian ethnic groups, their respective per-
centages of the total population and their growth between 197o and 197;; in the
San FranciscoOakland SMSA.

TABLE 3.ASIANS IN TILE SAN FRANCISCO- OAKLAND SMSA, 1973

Percent of Growth.
total SMSA 1970 1973

Number potelction (percent)

Chinese 94.900 3.0 +8
Filipino 57.200 1.8 +30
Japanese 33.520 1.1 +3
Korean 31 100 1.0 +12

Total 216.700 6.9 +13

From tl'° factual information presented. it is obvious that Asians 111111
American,: are increasing rapidly in this country, primarily Os a result of the
rise of immigration. Among minorities in California for I'xitniple. Filipinos and
Koreans are the fastest growing minority groups and represent growth rate.s
unsurpassed by any other minorities.

These Asian immigrants come for various reasons some to reunite with
their families who already reside in the United Slates, some because they
marry American citizens overseas, and many who seek the "(71dt1 Mountain"
of employment opportunities. The new arrivals ha Ve every intention of becoming
participants In the American system ; the, are not the "sojourners" of the past,
who sought fortunv6 to take back to Asia with no allegiance to America. In.ilead,.
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like l'111101 States citizens. they pay taxes, are subject to United States laws.
enter the labor force and are afforded protections under the Constitut
Statist ies attest to the desire of Asian iu llll igrants who seek permanent re sideney
here as reflected in high percentage of Asians who received adjustment to pensta-
neat residency status.

'!'.set e: 4.---Aliett4 Who Wire Ad juxtert Fe Perrnonent flerident Statax in the Cniteil
-Wines hp Region of Itirth. Year Ended June .10. 197

Region of birth:
otal, all con tatTotal, u

Fatrope
Asia
Africa
North America
South America

Total number

s
MI:wed

-- - 90,741

',IL 055

327. TV.4141

21r2

Anton, those who received adjustment to permanent resident status. 11% were
Immigrants from Asia.

The A.tians who respond to the invitation to "your tired, your poor. your
Intddlesi masses yearning to breathe free" often discover closed doors instead
4.1 arms on their arrival. Crowded housing. language and cultural barriers. -
employment discrimination and inadequate education impede the smooth transi-
tion into American life. Asians and Asian Americans have lower median incomes
time white counterparts. higher poverty rates. more unemployment anti tattler-
emphayment and staffer systematic exclusion from0111 certain occupations and Weber-
paid 'posit ham For those ulna do not speak English and are unfamiliar with
American culture, the problems are gravely exacerbated.

Despite these problems. there has been no systematic governmental effort to
:Ines irt to. the plight of Asian immigrants. In the San Fr:twist.° Bay Area. where
estimates of the percentage of Asian immigrants in relation to the total Asian
Anteri;an population vary from 25% to 50%. there exists virtually no govern-
mental programs of support for Asians. Most organizations dedicated to serving
the foreitatborn receive funding from private foundations, individual donat'
and must utilize substantial volunteer assistance to survive. Table 5 (next
pager illustrates the type of organizations who provide services to imudgrants
and the .antrees of their funding.

TABLE 5

Organization Services provided
Budgetf

I yr Funding sources

tnternationatinstaute of the East Bay, Counseling on immigration proh
!ems. casework. reterals in
housing, jobs. etc

591.000 United Bay Area Crusade.

Asian Law Caucus _. Free and towcost legal services 4$, COO Private foundatronsdonations.fees
Japaiese Community Services Information referrals and counsel-

ing for immigrants
20.000 United Bay Area Crusade.

Sandigan.. do 48.000 San Francisco Foundation.
Chmtown Newcomers Service Cen

ter
do,. 63.500 United Bay Area Crusade.

Filipino immigrant Services Project Information and referral for im
migrants_

Oalkland Chinese Community Coun
ed.

Information and referral 60.e00 United Bay Area Crusade.

Chinatown Family Couheach Center Mental health facilities and eon
seling for immigrants

35.000 State department of health. San
Francisco Foundation.

Asrin Community Mental Health Mental health facilities for Asian IZLCCO County Short Doyle Funds.
Services, Immigrants,

Table 5 is not ineht-ive of all proZra In. starling .tsiatt immigrant.: in I Ire S:ut
Fralleisro y Area. There eNist severa I matiptawer training 'anagrams and other
mental health. health and awl fare organization.; who assist Asian

part of a larger program. Nevertheless as a representative catttple. the organiza-
tions listed confront similar problems. tilted notably overwork and lark of ade-
quate funds. Rut because they formed through the initiative of rommitnity
1111ItibtI'S interested in the problem:. of .lsian iiiiinignints rather than through
legislative lint, these organizations lame developed a unique sensitivity and
unparalleled expelent* in handling problem.; of Asian Immigrants and despite
their shortromings. otTer the only meaningful reuottIon to the difficulties faced
by Asian immigrants.

"4.3
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CON CLUSI

The dramatic rise in immigration from Asian countries signals a new develop-
ment in the pattern of immigration to this country. ASiallS are arriving in this
country in untweeedented numbers. applying for pennament resident status,
taking jobs, building families and becoming a part of America. They arrive. how-
ever. with certain' Polguistle and cultural disabilities in this country which add
to the eomoinic disadvantages. discrimination mid hostility to foreigners making
the dream of equal opportunities merely words on paper. HR 9895 is a step in
the alleviation of the often traumatic transition process of acceptance into
American society. While it cannot rectify the basic causes of immigrants' prob-
lems it does offer remedial solutions to immediate difficulties.

While it is important to create these programs for the benefit of immigrants,
the administration must be controlled by those who have the type of unique
experience working with immigrants not currently obtainable in governmental
programs. A new bureaucracy will not do, hence the significance of insnring that
programs sue!' as those listed becotue the focus and basis for a comprehensive
and magnanimous program of support for the immigrants who have always played
a central role in the development of this country.

Respectfully submitted,
DALE MINAMI,
TANI TAICAGL

ASIAN AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY, INC..

Pato Alto, Calif., July 17, 1974.
MM. ArGESTI'S HAWKINS,
Hot/ fif 1:eprexentatircs.
ll'axliinytint. D.C.

DEAR NIB. DAM KINS : Recently, two) bills currently pending in Congress. HR
6930 and Mt tistri. were brought to our groups attention. Because the pas-age of

bills is est rowel.% important for all Amerfeans and Illt ti39 is estweial-
ly signitieant for Asian Americans, we urge your strongest anal most active
support for their pasage.

Asians are too often stereotyped in a deplorable fashion and we Americans of
Asian deseeut are fremiently misidentified as native Asians. The erection of an
Asian Studies Institute, as describeil in lilt 6930, would promote a greater sense
of respect for. and understanding and acceptance Of the various Asian cultures
and the background of the Asiau Americans. Thus. racism would be reduced by
helping to dispel stereotyped notions of Asian peoples. To quote Congresswoman
Pasty Mink, "In a nuclear age when one finger on a button ran destroy millions,
we simply cannot afford to proceed along the old pathway of ignorance and insu-
larism. All the world's people have become mutually interpedentlent on respect
and accord. Through the enactment ut HR Americans will be able to create
a new sense of identity with Asians. and perhaps future Vietnams or worse
catastrophes can thus be avoided."

The passage of HR fiS5 is crucial in extending aid to HMV in
gateway Pities. These immigrants would be helped in a variety of ways to adjust
to their new life in the United States and establish themselves in employment.

Amrieans. we all gain by casing the transition from one culture to another.
Our organization fully supports both these bilk and would appreeiate anything

yon could do to advocate for the pasvage of IiR 6930 anal HR 9S95.
Sincerely yours.

ALLAN SF.ID.
.1.1r1 Cho irperom.

CHINESE XF,WCOMERS SERVICE. CENTER.
Sun Francisco, ealif., February 12, 1974.

Re :, II.R. 9S9:i.
lion. Arousrua F. flAwiciss.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity,
House Education and Labor Committee, Iro.rh(nylon. D.C.

DF:AR CONGRESSMAN HAWKINS : WP write in support of H.R. 9895. the XPW
Americans Educaiton and Employment Act, which is preesntly before your
committee.

Chinese Newcomers Serv'e Center began four years ago. It is a community's
response to an ongoing need to provide assistance to newcomers; a need to
martial and coordinate resources in the public and private sector.

1.53
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Within Asian communities throughout the U.S., there has always been a need
for services to immigrants. Historically, this need has always existed, but was
controlled by arbitrary immigration quotas. The change in imigration laws in
1965 marked au effort by the U.S. government to provide for some parity in
cimtrolling flow of immigration to the U.S. from all countries. However. this
mensare of good will was not pursued. As stated in Congresswoman Mink's
bill. a heavy burden on communities where many newcomers have settled has
resulted.

ir agency has struggled with the education and sensitization of public and
private agencies regarding the needs and situation of Chinese newcomers. In
additiom we continually expend human resources in a search for public and
private fonds only to be referred to someone else bemuse we do not fit into an
geney's eligibility. criteria or priorities. There has been little support for pro-
grams like ours %%hid( seeks to provide direct services which will help newcomers
obtain needed tools and skills for survival and contribution to a new environment.

Newcomers come to this country. not with their hands out, but with a willing-
ness and commitment to make a new start. They come hoping that conditions
of work, educational oppoLinnity and living will be better and available to their
ehildren and to them. If doors are shut and opportunities have prerequisites which
even the best prepared newcomer cannot accomodate. this country is not giving
the newcomer any chance at all. II.R. 9895 speaks to the need for both preventive
and remedial action. Preventive because it enables the release of public resources
which will allay later potential need for continuing public support. Remedial
because this hill arrests and provides. for intervention in already existing critical
situations.

The leadership and foresight of your committee in favorably passing this bill
out of committee is urged. Should you have any questions or need further infor-
mation please do not hesitate to contact us.

incerely,
LAMBERT CHOY,

President, Board of Directors.

ARRIBA ENTOS CENTER.
San Francisco, Calif., November 19,1974.

Corn AEGVNTES F. IlAwKiss.
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity,
Los Angeles, Calif.

InLtit CON .RESSMAN liAwtaxs: Congresswoman Patsy Mink's ILR. 9S95 bill
is levy impr ant legislation which, in our opinion. $41011141 be approved by Con-
gress. the United States Senate and signed by President Ford. San Francisco,
a port of entry city for immigrants from Asia and Latin-Am.lca, is one of those
cities which needs assistance not currently met by existing federal programs.
Cimaresswinnan Mink's bill would begin to positively address itself to the lan-
guage. job training. education and orientation needs of the immigrants who have
arri..c(1 in large numbers from Simtheast Asia, Mexico, Cental and South Amer-
lea, as well as the Carine.

It would also help to offset the opposition non-English speaking immigrants
are getting from American Blacks because DOL/CETA funds are being used for

Marathal. American Blacks consider this use of funds as an inequity,
and do not took at English a.: a second language as a need for jolt training. This
opposition could lead to serious racial problems among the non-white minorities.
0BCA/ARRIBA .1UNTuS, a United Bay Area Crusade Ageney, has been in
the illvelopmnt of human resources. especially the development. training and
jiti id:1(44mm t of disath antaged people. A number of the better manpower pro-
grams uldeli are now standard throughout the United States, for example. new
earerrs in the pH% ate sector, defined jot') with a designated employer before any
training is undertaken. etc., were pioneered by OBECA/ABRI BA JU.NT(IS.

We would reeommend the following consideration to add to Congresswoman
Mink's bill. or for possible deelopment later, is the establishment of English-
learning. skills slur% ey and development center in foreign (gauntries, so that the
immigrants coming to the United States in the future would he better prepared
to compete in the rutted States. Such preventive preparation would be of great
a a nee to the already overburdened Amrienn taxpayers without depriving
the immigrant from living in this country.

I'ara servirle,
LEANDRO P. SOTO,

Executive Director.
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UN/VERSITY 01' HAWAII,
LEEWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE,

iOIXMLC/' 14, 1974.
HMI. AUGUSTUS S. IlAwNtxs,
Chain/tom Subcommittee, mt Equal Opportunities, Committee on. Education and

Labor, House Oftire, Building, Annex, Washington, D.C.
14.Au CONGRESSMAN HAM:INS: As chairman of the Community Relations

t'onanittee of the faculty senate at Leeward Community College, I would like
to gi% 4. my hearty support to H.R. 9895 -New . mericans Education and Employ-
ment Assistance Act" submitted in August by Our Representative, Patsy Mink.

Our school has one of the higher proportions of immignint students in the
State. recent arrivals from the Philippines. Samoan. Korea, and Hongkong
in particular. As teachers were are aware of their need.: especially during the
tint few years after arrival, and would like to improve our curriculum and facili-
ties to help them if we had the resources.

tt this point the State is not able financially to mann' programs in this
al ca. but we feel Cult federal support would enable us to give these new im-
migratits a better start here in America.

Yours sincerely,
FAY C. ALA'ILIMA.

Ft LINN° CHAmRER Or COMMERCE,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 13, 1974.

TM, CHAIRMAN.
6mmittre on Education and Labor, Subcommittee on Equal Education Oppor-

House of h'emcqco tot lees, IntOt ingtmt, 1).C.
DEAn MR. CHAIRMAN: Before I proceed with my brief testimony defining the

Chamber's stand on H.R. 9895, may 1, on behalf of the Filipino Chamber of
commerce. express our sincere appreciation ami Aloha to our esteemed Congresq-
monpn. Patsy Mink, for her unending concern for the betterment of her con-
stituents. the State of Hawaii and of the nation.

9595. the new American,: Education & Employment Asqistance Act seeks
to provide funds in the area of education, employment to areas ith a large
concentration of foreign born persons,

'lie' Filipino Chamber of Commerce supports the passage and sufficient funding
of 11.11.995 for the following reasons

1. "l'o help immigrants improve their communication skills and acquire ade-
quate knowledge through eduention so as to make them more productive and
u-eful citizen:: of our cotintry

2. To help alleviate the difficulties they are facing in the fields of finding
adept:ink employment. housing and health ;

, To assist immigia»ts so they van assimilate faster u ith the American way
of iife and to aeelimatize them iu 111011' new offilly111

4. To help '' gateua" states and cities to meet the financial needs of immi-
grants.

America is what it is today because of the valuable contributions of inuni-
giants uho came from all over the world. We want America to continue forging
;ahead and the new jnintigrants can, to a large extent, contribute toward this end.

In %lox of this and the reasons enumerated above, we earnestly request the
passage and sufficient funding of 11.R. 9S95.

Respect fully,
Gi:NE A. ALBANO. P/WideGt.

( 1 49)
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HEALTH .tam Com 11 VNITY SERVieEi; Cot, Nell. of
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 21,1974.

Hon. Atnusius F. IlawkiNs,
Chairman, Subcommittee On Equal Opportunitiex. Committee on Education

and Labor, House Office Building Annex, Washington, D.C.
Ito a Sin: The Social Services Division of the Health and Community Services

Council of Hawaii would like to inform you of its support of the intent of
Illt 9805. the "New American's Education and Employment Assistance Act."

The ninny Social Services needs of immigrants in Hawaii places a tremendous
demand on our Social Service resources and our tax dollar. Honolidn, a gateway
city, has been receiving between 6.000 to 7.000 new arrivals annually from foreign
countries since 1971. and if you add the other alien population already living
here, it makes up a rather large target population. We believe that the need
for Social and Cultural adjustment programs and services for this target
group should have more Federal financial support. This is particularly true
where there is a high concentration of foreign arrivals.

The Social Services Division asks that the intent of IIR 9895 be given very
serious consideration and we hope that your committee will 1111(1 it desirahle and
necessary to support legislation that will provide assistance to "Gateway Cities"
to help them provide the kind of help foreign arrivals need.

Respectfully,
NIvitox It. Ctigvilx,

Chairman, $oial Services Division.

OFFICE. oF THE MAYOR,
Cousry or MAT.

Ira ilttku, Maui, Hawaii, November 7, 1974.
TilEiloNoicABLE CHAIRMAN Am) NIEMBERA,
f fee WI Education and Labor,/ /oaxeof lleprexentatires,
11 fiNhington.

GENTLEMEN : We received a copy of II.R. 9S95 and were very pleased to learn
that consideration is being given to provide assistance to areas with heavy
concentrations of foreignborn persons.

Ever since the easing of immigration restrictions by the U.S. Government.
an increasing number of immigrants. particularly from the Philippines, has
arrived in our country. We became aware of the difficulties faced by these
immigrants in adjusting to local community life. Many could not speak English
and others were unaware of local laws, customs and mores.

We attempted to pinpoint the areas of need by conducting a survey of recent
immigrants in 1973. The survey showed that the majority of the immigrants
attended and/or completed only primary and intermediate schools before coining
to Maui. Tiff-, majority of immigrants who enrolled in school indicated that they
had problems with the language, subjects. scland system, schoolmates and
teachers. Of the 891 persons who responded to the survey. 541 were aware of
language difficut::>s.

The survey also showed that the immigrants had problems adjusting to their
neighborhood and that a good number of them are living In substandard and/or
overcrowded housing. Ninety percent of the respondents in the survey assumed life
is Hawaii to be ea** and/or offered many employment opport males. They
usually arrived in Hawaii with limited resources and were confident that they
would he able to find employment to support their families, as well as relatives
left behind. Many reported that they had difficulty in obtaining employment.
Many immigrants do not know what services are offered by various government
a genies.

The information and facts gathered in the survey and other related data show
that there are potentially .erions In enforcement problems. Without effectit e
programs juvenile delinquency aiming immigrant out Ifs will increase and hirther
burden our justice system.

We strongly support H.R. 9895 which would provide assistance to immigrants
hieing all kinds of adjustment problems.

The geographical makeup of Ilan aii is unique. and although the international
airport ds located im HonolohL the direct destinations of many immigrants are
the Neighbor Islands Where relatives reside. Adjustment problems are similar
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in all islands. We urge that serious consideration be given to providing assistance
to immigrants residing in the Neighbor Island counties and not only on Oahu.

We will be happy to provide additional information should you so desire.
Sincerely yours,

ELMER F. CRAvALII0,
Mayor, County of Maui.

SAMOAN NEmatiounoon Gum'.
Honolulu. Hawaii. November 11, 1974.

lion. Acousvus F. Hawitiss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity. House Education and Labor

Committer. Washington, D.C.
CoNGREssMAN IlAwKiNS: We write in support of 1112 9805. popularly

known as "Gateway Cities Bill". Although Samoans are American Nationals, we
also face proldems like any foreign horn person.

our neighborhood group compose of 200 members concerned with the welfare
of Samoa IN. Getting together, discussing our problems, and helping each other
are among the activities we do.

Assistance is very much needed to help nt foreign born be able to compete with
labor market, and be totally adjusted in this new country. We want to live here
the rest of our lives and be contributing members of society.

We ,ttongly urge the passage of this bill for a stronger and better America.
Sincerely.

SA' FIATOA, President.

ANIERWAN LENG ASSOcIATION HAWAII,
November S, 1974.

Arorstrs F. IlAwKi Ns.
chairman. subcommittee On Equal Opportunities, Committee on Education and

Labor. Blame Office Building Annex, Wauhington, D.C.
TEAR SIR: We are %vriting in support of the concept of HR 9695, the "New

Americans Education and Employment Assistance Art.'.
The American Lung Association of Hawaii is primarily concerned with the

Prevention and control of lung diseases and has long been aware of the special
educational needs of immigrants in the area of health. It is through appropriate
health education that we can assure the maintenance and improvement of the
health of our newly arrived residents. To emphasize this, may we point out that
the prevention and control of tuberenlosis is a prominent problem among immi-
grants to Hawaii. The solution to this problem is firmly based in the education
of the susceptible population about the symptoms of the disease and the need
for early detection and prevention.

Proposals such as lilt 805 aimed at improving the educational services avail-
aide in Hawaii can only be of benefit to the health of the entire community.

Sincerely,
DONAT.D R. FORD, Executive Director.

Io LANE NEIGIIII0R1104m) GnOue,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 12, 197 4

lion. A vorsvus F. IlAwtoss,
Chairman. $nheattottluee ott Equal Opportunity, !louse Education and Labor

committee, Waxlangton, D.C.
DEAR CoNaussmAN IlAwKiss: We, the lo Lane Neighborhood Group, would

like to endorse the passage of IIR S95 hotter known as the "Gateway Cities
Bill". Our group is composed of 60 immigrants who are all aware of the difficul-
ties one encounters in a foreign country.

The Bill of Representative Patsy Mink is the answer to our problems regarding
hom.ih g. edilcntion, health and above all acculturation iu this n,pv country of ours,
which we have chosen to be our home.

We strongly support the passage of this bill.
Very respectfully,
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USIYEIISITY OF IIAw.tii,
LI:EwAito COM It tNrry Com.E6E,

November /lb 197i.
Hon. Arausrus IlAwRiSS.
Chairman. subcommittee on Egttal Opporluniths. Committee on Educa lion (n,1

Labor. House Office Budding Annex. Washington. /LC.
Dr.th CoN610;:t$NIAN KINs: The Immigrant Affairs- Subcommitt CV of t be

Committee on Community Relations of the Fa rutty Senate of Leen ard Com-
munity C'ollege. at Pearl City. Hawaii, strongly support H.R. 9895. -Nen Amn-
Cans Ed lention and Entplo meat Assistance Act," n hich n as 1.11bloitted LJ Itelo e-
Sent a ti ye l'a tsy Mink on Augusta, 1973.

We belie % e that passage of the hill hill enable Leen ard Community College to
realize one of its goalsto uteet the educational needs of the unoligritnt:. in the
Leen a rd a rest.

According to the 1974 Report on Immigrant Services and Problems of the
State of Hawaii Immigrant Seri ice Center of the Commission on Mango ,t
and Full EmpIttyment, the island of Oahu has 42,600 iminiglants, PreMuttabi,%.
roughly 10q of them a re in the Leeward rd a rea.

At Leeward ('ouuumtity College. the non-American students this fall semester
are as follow: Cilicittos 120: Ilona; Kong Chinese- 32: Ameriatt Samoans
29: .1apanese-19; Koreaus--15; from the Trust Territory --I2; and front the
Republie of China N. The tot al enrollment is 5.675.

Despite the above figures, Leeward Community College only has one ou-
r:mime: English Language Institute learning pat kage that ean accommodate
only a small number of students. More insolignutts could benefit from addi-
tional sections of this learning package, but State funds are not a% tillable for
this purpose.

1.# eward Community College also has a class in Filipino Studies. but no eourse,
that would promote understanding of the Satnotim Japanese, Chinese, Korean.
and Micronesian Cultures.

With sufficient federal assistance, Leeward Community College eau expand its
pre-( lit course offerings for immigrants and dm Mop additional programs. rours,
and 'or sec ices. both on and off ampus. from c hick they may benefit. These pro-
grams, eourses. and services should include the following:

1. snmeys in order to assess the needs of the immigrants in the Leeward area.
2. orientation courses
a. adjuctment courses
. counseling services
5. off-campus language facilities
6. seminars from which the staff of various public and private agencies 'a the

Leenard area may learn abont the immigrant groups' respective cultures
7. et hnie studies courses to help promote intercultural understanding in the

conummit
S. :t program to train a core of inunierant paraprofessionals who min as,kt

ageaeies that work with immigrants, such as the Department of Education
It is our firm belief that making the above Am:Mott:0 opportunities available

to the immigrants and the people mho interact with them %%ill enable the iht-
utigrauts to achieve sat isfactory adjustment.

Very truly yours,
7.1:SA10A E. Gatryrrii,

Chairman, Subcommittee on fmmiorafion Affairs Faculty Senate Commit-
tee on Community Belations,

Iii At.TU AND COM ItUSITY SEitVICES COL:Nelt. 01, HAWAII,
November 14, 197i.

Ararstes F. IlAwKtss,
Chafrman, Subcononilt( c on Lanai Opportunities. Committee on Education and

Labor. House Office Building Annex. Washington, D.C.
in..%n Stu: At it,ginonthly meeting. the Health Services Division of the Health

and community Sem ices Council of Ilan aii passed a resolution expressing sup-
port for the eoneelds embodied V it hin 11.R. 9895, the ''Nev American's Edneat ion
and Employment Assistance Act."

TI o Ilealtb and Community Services Connell of Hawaii IIICS('H) is a plan-
ning. coordinating. a ad re carelt agency, funded primarily the Aloha United
Way, and with a membership of 115 delegate, agencies nide!' are engaged in.
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health. social, charitable and/or benevolent activities In the State of Hawaii.
The needs of it.. agrants are well knonn to us for between six to see ern thousand
new immigrants outer llanaii every )ear. Many of our member agencies are

etiVely engaged in programs to meet these needs. Unfortituatel. these 110(115
have surpassed the capaei0 of the limited resources available to our local agen-
cies. ntl Munn la' resources are necessary for the continued support and
expansion of etirent at ti Vit ieS.

The 00neelits %%Weil e support in Congresswoman Mink's bill are:
1. that immigration polities are national policies and therefore the Federal

Government has a re.ponsibility to assist those States and cities 1...ving con-
eentrations of foreign born populations in meeting the special needs thelek%
thrust upon such communities ; and

2. that the last major national legislation relating to immigration expressed,
the hope of affording to a larger number of people tespeciall from Asia) the
benefits and opportunities of a bettor life in the United States and that thi.
e\pression must he mitre than a hollow theme and supported b% financial re-
sour«-: and a national piney expressive of the 1101w of a "nen" life.

The United States of America has a heritage richly steeped with the hopes and
aspirations. the success and failure, and the contributions of immigrants to the
growth of our vounto. We sincerely hope that the Congress of the I lilted States
will enact legislation to meet the needs of immigrants and comert hot/I! 1111(1
ClallIS: to reality,

Sincerely,
JAMES SWF.NSON,

Chairman, Health Services Division.
Jolty M. IlAvAKAwA,

Associate Director, Health and Community Services.

XA nos AL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS, INC.,
HAWAII CHAPTER.

Honolulu, Hawaii, November 14,107
lion..trecsTus II.mxtxs,
Chafrman. Si: beommithe on Equal Opportunities, Committee on Education and

uw, House Office Building Annex, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sin: We are nriting in support of H.R. 9S95. the "New American's Edam-

thqt and Entplo meta Assistance Act." The Hawaii Chapter of the National
Association of Social Workers. %%lwe members work and provide sereice to
imaligrantS are well aware of the tunny problems these new-comers face when
they arrive in our State. The traumatie cultural and Social (llama,. they en-
counter and their adjliStInelas are many and the resources of our Slate and
Private agencies are taxed tremendously to provide the needed assistance and
help.

Honolulu, a gateway city. has received between 6.000 to 7.000 nen arrivals from
foreign land since 1971. This figure doe. not include new accusals from American
Samoa. At our Chapter's State Conference held in March of this dear. Immigrants
Sere i.'e pas one of t he sta., ia 1 sessions held to discuss the needs of nee immigrants.
One of the reeome.ndations from this group was to actively support II.R. 9895
and also to have NAM provide effective advocacy and leadership to imprme
nelivery of service.

It is the hope Of our Chapter that Congress recognize the need of new comers
to our country, and in doing so. provide the gateway cities the resources for im-
migrant erjo aR outlined in I1.11. 9S95.

The Hawaii Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers. endorses
H.R. 9895, the New American's Education and Employment Assistance Act'
and encourages its passage.

Respect fully,

Hon. A uatsTers F. TI.twictss.
ehllir11)01, gitb(001Mith'e On Equal

l'ommittee. Washington, D.C.
Dv. u IlAwKENs: We

submitted by Palsy '1', Mink.

IltenAttu K,vro, President.

KOREAN NEIGIIRORHOoD GROUP,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 11,1974.

Opportunity. House Education and Labor

write in support of H.R. 9895 which has been
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r neighborhood group composed of (R) Korean families residing at Kuhio Park
Terrace sharing common problems in adjusting to our new environment.

We came to the United States with a dream of Paradise leaving behind our
native country' and our loved ones. Although we are experiencing many difficulties
in adjusting to our new environment, we want to live here and raise our children
as good American citizens. Assistance is very much needed to help us foreign Willi
in Education. Health. Manpower Training. and Housing.

We strongly urge the passage of this bill.
sincerely.

0-Must Kwox, President.

HONoLULU, HAWAII, November 9, 1974,
Re II.R. 9895.
Him AUGUSTrS P. HAWKINS,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Equal Opportunity, House Education and Labor

('ommittee. Washington, D.C.
DEAR CoNnnKsSmAN HAWKINs: We write in earnest support of H.R. i)&4)5

which has been submitted by Rep. Patsy T., Mink and is presently before your
committee.

A group of Chinese immigrants recently arrived in this country, we are con
fronted with a strange environment. Such a drr,fic change in life has not infre-
quently created considerable inconvenience in such matters as language, employ-
ment. housing, medical services and children's edacation, and resulted in repeated
anxiety and frustration. We know that similar experience also happens to many
of our counterparts in other ethnic groups. We are sure that with government
aids new immigrants like us can lie properly taken care of in their struggle to deal
with initial difficulties. to he self-dependent and finally to he eontrilmtive citizens
of this country,

We therefore welcome the timely pass of H.R. 9895 so that new immigrants
like us ran be helped to reduce their special problems and be useful members
of the community.

Respectfully yours.
YIP-WANG LAW,

Signed on behalf of the following group of Chinese inunigrantn
in Hawaii : Chan, Sidu Sim. Chan, Tai Pun, Chang, Chow,
Chang. Koon 'Ting, Chang, Shu Kan, Cheng, Chi Kit. Cheng,
Kwok Yee. Chu, Ngai Hang, Fong, Shin Wan, rung, Fok Man,
Leung. Wing Chun, Lin. Wen Chung. Fling. Lee Man, rung.
Komi Hung, Ho, Yim Ho, Hung, Ming Cheung, Kwok, Shung,
Lem, Hung Kee. Lam, Tang. Lam, Wa Shui, Lam, Tat Hung,
Lou. Ring She. Ng, Lai Ming, Ng Yui Tung. Lau, Koon Tin,
Law, Yip-wang. Lee, Chi Kwan. Lee. Sal Yee, Lee. Yiek Kwong,
Leung. Kwei Sun. Leung, Ming Chi. Leung, Ming Kin. Leung,
To, Leung. Wing Meting, Wan, Cho Sum, Yuen, Quon.

PARENT AND CHILD CENTER of KAMM, INC.,
Honolulu, Hawaii, Nov, 15,1974.

Hon. AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS.
Chairman. Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities. Committee on Education and

Labor. House Office Building Annex. Washington. D.C.
DEAR Stu: We write in support of H.R. 9S95, the "New American's Education

and Employment Assistance Act." The Parent and Child Center of Kalild. Inc..
works directly with immigrants and with other organizations in the public and
private sector who also offer services to immigrants. The needs of these people
from foreign lands are very well known to us.

The Parent-Child Center is a program which is funded by the Office of Human
Development. under the Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare. Our lin-
pact is to help the families who have at least one child who is within the age
span of () to 3 years. We are funded in ordor to assist the families in their
knowledge of early childhood development and to help the complete family with
regards to health. education, job needs, welfare problems, housing. etc. Presently
we have 19 families enrolled in our program among whom are Samoans, Filipinos.
Ko mins, and Chinese.
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The concerns we encounter by these immigrants involve a lack of knowledge
of their rights concerning health care aud a short supply of foreign language
speaking health providers. There is an inability to communicate with social
workers. teachers. etc., and no one to help with everyday problems of transla-
tion. Their inability to get jobs due to a lack of language and job skills is quite
in evidence. There is a cultural shock and a change in social status and life
style NvIlich is enhanced by financial problems that stem from a lack of knowledge
of financial planning and budgeting, not to mention their adherence to cultural
practices. The lack of housing adequate for large extended families presents
problems of family disorganization, marital problems, personal problems and
problems with children due to the breakdown of cultural mores and religious
beliefs. If the immigrants continue their enitural practices many problems arise
because the local people misunderstand them. There is a difficulty in learning
how to get to available services and around the city of Honolulu in general.
Naturally, there is a problem for them to get their cultural -type foods. Finally,
but certainly not all, there is a lack of understanding or a conflict with cultural
values concerning family planning, legal rights and welfare practices.

We urge that Congress look fa% orably upon IIIMS95 since the eity of Honolulu
is not only a gatew )10, but is a city aabielt has more than 6,000 immigrant
arrivals yearly.

Sincerely,
Lot.t

Chairman, Board of Directors.

FAMILY SERVICES CENTER.
RonOltau. Hawaii, Nocember 1', 1974.

IIoa.ArotsTtrs
Chairman. Nubeonunittee on Equal Opportunities. Committee on Education and

Labor. House Ofliee, Building Inner. Washingtmt,
Wan RSTRi.:4.NATIvE : Services Center, Inc. supports the

New Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act (ILM 9895) that you
recently introduced in Congress.

Family Services Center is Title IV-A funded child care center located in Kalilu-
Palama area of Honolulu which has n high concentration of newly arrived im-
migrants. Our work has brought Msinto contact with Filipino. Korean, Chinese,
and Samoan immigrants shortly after their arriN al because of their my l for child
care.

We support this bill because it would provide assistance to immigrants in the
area of education and job training. Child care services need to be available so
that parents of young aml school age children can be free to :Mold classes or
be employed. Current child care centers need to be e:spanded so that services are
available to all %%lo) need them. The child care enters must have funds to gear
their programs to the special needs of inunigrantr III-lingual staff, ethnic related
curricula. and special parent programs are needed. There are no more Title IV-A
funds available to expand child care programs in Hawaii.

Family Services Center has also observed the difficult transition immigrant
children and families experienee when their children enter the 'while school
system. Parents do not understand the school's expectation and responsibilities.
The children. often non speakers of English, must cope with a new language and
new culture., Intervention is needed at this point to ease this difficult situation.

The needs of immigrants do place a heavy financial burden on the State of
Hawaii. Hawaii has tried very hard to meet these needs because its uniquotess
is built on the multi-racial population that has been established over the years.
However, since the Federal Government has determined immigration policy,
assistance is needed by our State to meet the needs of immigrants. We, the under-
signed. hope that this proposed legislation will accomplish this aim.

Sincerely,
KAREN OSIIII10. Director.

KALIIII-PALAMA IMMIGRANT SERVICE CENTER.
Honolulu, Hawaii, April 3, 1974,

Hon. PATSY MINK.
Federal Building, Honolulu, Hatcaii.

MAosat : As members of the Advisory Board of Kalild-Palama Immigra tion
Service Center we wish to express our appreciation in your efforts to help immi-
grants in Hawaii particularly in introducing II.R. Bill 9895 in the 93rd Congress.

43-523-75-11
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As a group of community leaders concerned with immigrant problems, we are
endorsing our support and remitmendation for the passage of H.R. Bill Osn.i.

We wilt be behind you in your project and please let us know If We eau 1w' of
any help.

Very respectfully,
(lIaxantio AczoN, Cho irama.

UNI VERSITY ur HAW.% I I.
SOCIAL :3CIENVE RESEARCH 1 NsTiTrrx.

31(19 .1,1974.
Hon. l'xrsy
1 Mum- uJ llercxentatire.i.
Rayburn Building, Wanhington,

Mus. Thank you for sending us a copy of the letter of Het% An
unstus ilawkins. Chairman of the Mark. Committee on Education and Labor,
regarding your propose :' legislation on "gateway cities."

We in Operation huumg fully support our bill for the development of federal
programs on education. employment. el e.. in areas with large concentrations
of immigrants like I la wail. As you know, our agency I funded by A("YION) is
concerned with assisting recent immigrant youth from the Philippines.

Thank you for informing us about our efforts regarding immigration prob-
lems. We would like to :assure you of our continued support.

Sincerely yours,
AS! 1- CA ULU., Direelbr.

ITxtvEttstry OF ILwAtt
LEEWARD COIL NI UN t EY COLLEGE.

November 19, 1074.
nom l'ATsY T. MINK,

l'ongrenx,
Federal Building, Honolulu, Hawaii.

MN. Tarsi MINK: We, the Susi Ng Pilipinas Club of Leeward Community Col-
lege. do heleby endorse and support the concepts, philosophies and notions that
are being introduced by Bill II.R. 9895.

This particular club is constantly concerned about the post-sccondary educa-
tional Import mtity for immigrants. part le:Marty those that are of Filipino ancest ry.

Our desires and educational aspirations %you'd certainly be facilitated if bills
such as this would be enacted.,

Sincerely,

Hon. P.t.rsv T. MxcK.
Muse of Represenlatirex.
Rayburn Mouse Ofjicc
11.tshinglon. U.V.

DEAR IrmmusExt,tytvi: MINK: The program of Federal assistance for "gateway
cities" proposed by your New Antericate; Education and Employment Assistance
.let 9S95) is one when urgently needed by the City and County of Hono-
lulu. It would provide our new Americans with the assistance they urgently
require.

From 1903 to 1972 the State of Hawaii had a rate of Increase of Immigrants of
353%higher by 150% than that of any other state in the union (the next highest
was Maryland with 133%), and surpassed only by the U.S. Virgin Islands. In
proportion to its population, Hawaii has a very high percentage of immigrants;
Hawaii ranks 13th in number of immigrants but only 40th in population.

Since we have so many immigrants coming to Hawaii, our ability to meet their
health and social needs is very limited. 'rhe needs of the immigrants range from
health. edtwat ion. employment and housing to legal and psYchological problems.
Many agencies here offer assistance to immigrants in these a was, but all share
the fried rat ion of not being :able to do enough.

DANIEL DAODAGAN, Praidettt.

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU,
Honolulu, Raivaii, April 5, 1973.
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I strongly support your New Americans Education and Employment Assistance
Act.

Sincerely,
ROBERT r. DYE,

Director, Office of Human Resources.

Sr.vrt CONINISSION ON MANPOWER AND FULL VillIbt.01A:ENT.
//flpfl, :tiart/ e. 197j,

!Ion. 1'Aisi"1`. MINK,
Rena-sotto t t re,
Payhurn !louse Offiev
ll'otAington,

DEAR ItEvuEsENT . T1vn MINK: The Commission on Manpower and Full Employ-
ment. which administers the State Immigration Service Center. has had the
opportunity to study MR. :N:15 and we %slo to expree: 4;:r appreciation for your
efforts in developing legislation in this urea. We endorse the intent and purpose
Of lin. ns95 w'hi'p would provide federal assistance to areas with heavy con-
centrations of foreign born persons but make the following scoggestions:

I. That, the definition of the bona "immigrant" in 1e lion 3(2) he clarified
and approximate the meaning of the term contained In Section 101 of the P.S.
Immigration Nationality Act.

2. That priorities in funding be specified among the pregram areas (such as
colowatiou. employment, health, and housing) to ensure that federal assistance
will make a signifient impact iu accomplishing the objectives of the bin, and

3. 'flat the diseretiom of the Secretary of Ikalth. Education and Welfare beclarified with regard to grants. It is not clear froi the present language of
the bill under what conditions grants are to be made to states or to gateway
cities. Perhaps au exception should he made for unique situations such as in
Itawa IL where all grants should be made to Ille State government which provides
the major -human services to the population ht general. This would ensure
coordination and efliciency in the delivery of services.

We welcome the opportunity of discussing these suggestions and other matters
concerning immigration and manpower at your convenienee, I expect to be in
Washington. D.C. from May 15-17 ott Vocational Education concerns for the
Slate Manpower Commission and look forward to seeing Yon. if Possible.

Again. let me express our appreciation for all yonr efforts to improve the
quality of life for all of Hawaii's residents. With best wishes.

Aloha,
Wir.r.t.tai C. KEA. Acting Chairman.

°MIA:ASSOCIATION OF TUE UNITED ettlitell of ellItIsT.
Honolulu. Ito wall, Norm Ler 12, 197

lion. P.ersy T. Mt SI:.
11.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Omn Terse: I want to offer my expression of support for the "New Amerleatis
Ednea thou and Employment Assistance Asst" (1595).

As I am sure you know. the abolishing of the quota system in the InunIgration
Act of It195 has had the effect of making Hawaii, and espeially 110nolnItt. the
highest inunigration impact area per capita in the United States. While the Iona
range effect of this is au enrichment of our culture, the short range problems
are great. particularly in the areas of education. employment stud acculturation.

It seems only fair. that if Hawaii is going to carry this special responsibility for
the whole nation, that there should be a way for the E.S. government to share
the load.

MR. 9415 is a good loin. Yon are to be congratulated fur its introduction.
On Friday. October 15, 1971. the Oahu Association of the Fulled Church of

Christ at its semi-a tonnal meeting, voted mmulmously to go on record suippurE
of your lonl. If there is somethiug further that we can do to (animate its va,,,,ago.
please 'et me know. -
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(.4mgratu-kiiimis tax recent, richly deserved reelection to the U.S.
!louse of Representatives.

Sincerely,
Ilontarr C. I.ovia vss.

i'rourom Ecelifire.

tin) l u irr ('orNI Ir. w I I. V %II.
Jim/id:att. Mtn/a, Sort/Ober I I, 1:r; ;.

l'% rsv 11iNk.
1:( pr. m . .11',uNeof Re forest alatire.,
Wavhington.

I ilvAn RI mist:\ I A 11% r. Nits : The Board of iiovernors or the railed Filipino
orItheli of Ila wail had the Ipportmli; to renew the hill entitled "New Anted-

(an I .A1 tit, II and Mehl tsh.tal:ce Act" 11,1/. 9s95, %vhich ;son Ira ye

1111.140110'd.
With the liberalization of the immizraCon laud. large numbers of new resi-

dent. from A -Ian countries are now lug to Ilaw ii. A majority of these are the
immediate_ member of families of Im.g.lime 1:11 orers who hate not been united
with their families fo man Maay of the recent immigrants ji.lning the

or the state lime specie! :weds and problems. Among other difficulties,
they nee ha:olleapped language barriers and adjustment to a new culture and
environment.

We firmly belime that a bill such as this will undoubtedly help the immigrants
in alleviating some of their problems Also. the introduetion and the passage of
this pill will be a positive oiproach in our at tempt to solve the problems of our new

le-ideate.
Von are to he commended for your concern and for introducing this bill. We

w holly concur w it h its intent mid endorse it.
%e would appreciate )our °nice informing us of the progress of this bill,

Very wily yours,
MANAVAN.

President.
livittrA Y. Aast.vrA, M.D., M.P.H.,

Chairman, Health and Welfare Committee.

STATE OF HAWAII,
DEAMICNT OF iiliALTIT,

110/1011111, Hutcettt, 'November 1.5, 1974.

MM. PATSY ,111::
kePFFSFOto time. r.S. House of llepresentatireg,
in:Aim/ton, D.C.

DnAn vennsKsrATivi: MINN: I have reviewed 11.11. 9895 "New American
Education awl EmilloYnient Act" which you introduced.

the passage of the Immigration Act of 1965, large numbers of immi-
grants from .he Asian countries are now residing in Dawall. 3Iany of these
newcomers are experiencing frustrations null anxieties iu their Meta to
a new environment and a new way of life. Nome are bringing residual health:
problems. such as tmrepaired crippling conditions. Many have been exposed to
conuuunicabie diseases such as tubereulosis and other health conditions common
to their countries of origin. For your information, statistics on tuberculosis and
leprosy are attached.

The Department of Ilealth furnishes many health services utilized by our
new residents. Often we are unable to meet their demand for services because
of the cost of providing these additional services.

The statistical data justify the need for the kind of programs that would
assist us in the better delivery of services in the State. Education, employment,
lowing and other problems are all related to health. I believe that a broader
approach in alleviating these multiple problems is desirable.

I concur with the purposes of ILIt. 9S65. I look forward to Its successful
pa4-age.

Sincerely yours,

At taelmtent.

WALTEtt B. QUIRF,:1111:111tY, M.D.,
Director of Health.
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LEPROSY IN HAWAII

1974
1973 first 6 mo.

(total 39) (total 18)

Hawaii 6 12

Pm Iippine- 25 3
Samoa 7 2
Korea 0 1

Micronesia 1 0

TUBERCULOSIS IN HAWAII-1973

Total 303

Foreign Born 205

Less than 1 yr 113

1 to 2yr 12

Ove2
lo5yr 2

60r 5 yr 0

Mainland 10
Hawaii 78

\Vi:sr OAHU IMAxcu,
THE YOUNG MEN'S Cuntsv.tx Assoct.vrios or IIoNoirlx,

HAWAII, 7 Norcinticr J974.
Congresswoman PATSY T. -Alixx,
Member of Conyre88, G.S. II win of Itcpttxt ?Malt Ft dtrul Blinding, Honolulu,

DI:AR ,MRS. MINK: I OIlld like to submit this letter as tt:tiI11011Y in support
of your Bill kilt Iktri, knoll a as the 1101 A flied can Educational and Emergency
Assistance Act.

It has been my prhilege to lie acquainted uith the personnel of the C.S. Army
Reerniting Stations in W.tipahu and Walibm a. both of which are within your
District and have so Obit, their liinity plantation communities for both sugar
and pineapple.

As )ou know many of our Hew residents. liartiularly those from the Philip-
pines. reside in these plantation camps. Many of them are the sloes and children
of plantation workers solo had come to Hawaii a number of year-4 prior to the
elimination of the National quota system shirt barred them from bringing their
families %slat them. It is particularly the teenage immigrant boys who are experi-
encing the most difficulty in their integration into our American society because
of the cultural gap between the Philippines and the United States (Hawaii).

Although the State of Has% aii does have all educational system of which we
can be proud. unfortunate!). the system has not been able to satisfactorily cope
with the problems of non-nglish speaking students. This has resulted in the
alienation of the immigrant student, causing him to drop out of school totally
unprepared for gainful employment other than the most menial of jobs where
knowledge of English is not required. However, these young men have higher
aspirations and many of them have thought to eL.tst in the Armed Services. An
alarming percentage these young men fail to score high enough to meet the
minimum requiremotas to qualify for induction. In my conversation with the
Army Rei.miters wh have been responsible for administering these tests, the
high failure rate is vet due to a lack of intelligence but in practically every case
it's the inability of these young men to read English sufficiently to understand
the tests. ICs one recruiter's opinion that if the test 55 as given in Tagalog the
men would have no difficulty whatsoever.

Although I have no data to back up this contention. it is claimed by the Re-
cruiter that these Filipino boys ssho have high school diplomas collie to him with a
second or third grade reading level. If such a claim is true and those of on who
!lase soorked %%ilk the immigrant 1 ilipino, stroogly suspect its validity, this then
further supports the need fur pasage of the New American Bill IIR 9S0-5. Pri-
vate, non-profit organization, a-4 well JK public ageneies call then be mobilized

ith sullieient financing to institute English language programs for immigrants,
pa rtieula y school -age children at all grades.

If funds are made available, agencies such as our YMCA are prepared to
mobilized a corps of tutors whoe mission it would be to not only teach English
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but also prot ide group t \put olives to further acquaint them with our %%ay of life
in the robed State. and integrate them through leisure time recreational
acth itic ebb other }outs;: people in our community With whom there is a pres-
ent feeling of l',41 raiwolient and aliemit

Although the tila.hor do list of this letter is fat used tut the needs of the Filipino
immigrant oath. llottolutil..1. .t ga let% .13' tit). is experiencing and in-migration
of pi. 'PIP. front o1 her k 4.talt I IC. tt Ito are .ipso experieneing problems of assitio
Hating into our tomminuty due to their inability to comprehend the English
language. There are numerous and exotic tales of I I !Wm. peoplt. are exploited
and t iohnized to the extent they are often left penniless and are in need of
1111.1111LO assistance and old lip being a burden MI the State rather than Kollin--
the and proud inndu i of our vonmittnit). For this too, adults as well as young
people are in need of programs to learn letie English.

Itecalt.i. the inimigratom laws are a Federal government responsibility and
there are tho,e part h-utai State and gatima3 cities on %fluid' there is the great-
e-t impact due to the iti-inigratIon of itireasing numbe:s of people from foreign
conit rie.: and bel:in-e the strain on the resources of these States and gateway
cities i a burden on the eitizen and taxpa)ers. I urge the Committee's favorable
consideration in passage of Hit 95.

Sincerely.
ERSESI* UNO, B/0/rh EXCLIlf it/C.

ICM.I II !Xi 1-:ItAGENCY COI' NCI!.
Full I M II;I:.% ST

//0/0/f////l, //lt//ii.
1Zepreoltative PATSY T. NI ix

///00:1 of 1:(11.1 M Wolin e.
Bilibla,rn ItuildinlJ-
11 'oxhi»q16)1. 1).1'.

I mx ft 1:1'.1'1,11$1,'S.: L. MIN . tliN letter addresses lair support of Int S95.
popularly known as the -Gateway Cities

We represent approximath II public and private agencies coneerned %vial the
Issues and problems of the immigrant and his family.

The 14151 eight car- has !Well int 11.3:4 1114' number of immigrants coming to
II ova ii. Iaghty pert cut of immigraot, s wiling to settle in 1::1 -1':1 la Illa.

lntong Ill. IllAdrIlt fat tug the immigrant are eiliteation and empho meld. We
are. therefore. in uppott of oillato lug their pursuit of at hie% hug a higher shoul-
d:till of education. meta and other supportive serices. in this
State.

We strongly etolor,:e pas-age of this legislation.
Sincerely.

NOBOIll. YON.% NI INK. f'hltirper.10/t.

TtIE Loast.vrtvr ('o.\1.1 flux.
lfo»oinbi. flutcuii. Newry/for f.;, 1971,

Ito New .tnericatis Flint ation and Abantwe .let 9s4.15.
To. The Conailith- silt Tahu.ttie :t and Labor. Sublime:due,. on Equal Edutatium

Ipport unit ios. of the I Iou-e of Representatives.
The Legilatite 'oath:oil is dip omathizaHmi of 27 Ion income, welfare groups

%rho b ties ohil together in .t "halloo t fro: t in pressure the pot-mildew hist it
I ion. whit hi nend s,t up to I rc our :wed to do pre; l itt an equitable/
'alumina and dotitt tomat:. true people are the twet4 struggling to suri%e on
very lore /MO rgina I ineomos.

We recognize that the .ao, rament e.periem ing an economic risis which
is maidfeid iii 1d411 imempbo no lit rates. high anal rapidly risim, t.s.t of hous-
ing. etidbill2; mid inedi ,.m.. We are fated ebb the problem or haring
to ...11 it ill' mush Its. ill I In. future as I 11 I In11-1. it, tiwuini.1I as-tI mice are
mmoullecd lo :ran erlitimiit .tgi ns its..1t t Ili. point a very critical question needs
to be aked i it moral hinmila iii eon for ttmertiment institUtion not to Pro-
vid adopiat I' for those who find themselves let of an ckanotity
in crisis?
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The question of our government's responsibility toward the needy in an eco-
nomic crisis reflects a growing recognition among all groups in society of the
limits to vhielt the government will go to deny them equal and fair treatment.
Out of this awareness has come a social re-awakening expressed in Hawaii
through sit-ins at the State Capitol, arge crowds at 1)S511 public hearings,
strikes in business industry and more recently laborers protesting pineapple
runaway shops to foreign countries and large numbers of people protesting
rezoning of agrieoltural lands for resort development at public hearings.

The immigrants in Hawaii are also a vital part of this growing awakening
toward government responsibility as another group in need. The Bureau of Inuni-
gra don and Naturalization Service's report of 1971 indicates Hutt Hawaii's inunk
grants have increased in the live year span from 19117 -71 almost 200'4, (28,700)
from the previous five years of 191;2-69 (10,29). For 1971 Hawaii has received
more immigrants proportionate to its population (7.9 per 1,000) than any other
state in the nation.

Such a large segment of our Island population %%ill certainly need govern-
mental assistance to meet their specifie needs and problems. The majority of
these immigrants come here to improve their standard of living from their old
comary. The motivation of these recent immigrants in emigrating here are no
different than the motivations of most of Hawaiis ethnic races who emigrated
in the turn of the century. Historically. the immigrants have contributed a great
deal to the development of the Hawaiian economy and given the opportunities
they will continue this participation in the great American dream.

However. the ideal of a great American society in the eyes of an immigrant
may be disappointing as they come ill prepared to face the same problems as the
rest of mir people. The immigrant who comes here with optimistic expectations
of recch um immediate comforts and material wealth often finds himself living
in poverty. (Tow ded into small living quarters in mostly undesirable sections of
the city. 'rids is especially true of the rural immigrant who lied urban life e0111-
pletely alien and overwhelming. There are language difficulties which tends to
limit their chances in tinding employment.

Various surveys. reports and studies on immigrant needs, problems have been
submitted to the Governor's office a ml a quick review of these indicates that the
must pressing problems of immigrants are the following:

(a) Difficulties with the English language and lack of education hinders
chances of finding employment for most immigrants.

Ib) Professional immigrants are underemployed in their fields due to resi-
deney, citizenship and American training requirements.

(c) Lack of adequate housing is the most critical problem facing the majority
of immigrants. Many depend on relatives; friends for help and date to their value
in the extended family system crowded living conditions in heavily concentrated
immigrant areas now exist.

(it) Numerous intercultural problems are experienced by new immigrants.
The most pressing problem has been manifested in the schools by violence amongst
the youth. The recent death of a Filipino immigrant youth in 21 high school tight
has shocked the passiye community into finding solutions.

There are at least 13 various agencies now servicing Hawaii's immigrants
from Senior Citizen Centers to assistance in increasing English language skills
at Operation Manong. out-reach services in health by the Vista Bilingual Health
Education aides and a ho in Head Start programs. The programs serve many but
a large majority still need to be reached. Newly arrived immigrants are reluctant
to seek government aid for fear of being deported. Consequently despite the
services available critical problems persist.

The Legislative Coalition recognizes the critical needs of Hawaii's large im-
migrant population. If the government chooses to ignore their plight they will
slowly pose a threat to the thousands of us who have been here since birth. This
threat can and mug be stopped. Thus we urge the Federal government to consider
passage of lilt 9S95..1ssistane to immigrants is an assurance to the people in
Hawaii that they can live in it healthy and decent, environment free of inter-
cultural/racial stress.

Since the Federal government has set a liberal immigration poi assumedly
in a genuine gesture to allow others to share in the benefits of our society that
it is also its responsibility to take care of them not ignore or desert them.
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NNAKUI.I. Yore/ober 14,1974.
Re: In support of "New Americans Education and Assistance Act" 11.R. 9895.
To: Committee on Education and Labor. Sulk tee on Equal Education

Opportunities, of the I louse of Representatives.

We, the members of the Samoan Church of Hawaii at Nanakuli support H.R.
9895. a bill %%Melt a as submitted 14 Representative Patsy Mink and cited as the
"NeW Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act."

It is a fact that a large number of Japanese. Filipino. Samoan, and Mierone-
sian immigrants are illiterate in the English language; unemployed or bold
menial jobs: thus. are separated from the mainstream of American life. The
objective and intent of 11.11. 9895 will go a long way in bridging that gap.

As a major samoan iii ,Zanization in Hawaii. it is 0110 Of onr goals to meet the
needs of the Samoan immigrants in Hawaii. We believe that passage of the bill
a ill provide better assistance to realize such goals and give the 'No% Americans"
greater hope to become well-adjusted and productive citizens.

Respectfully yours,
Reverend S. SCE:su'r; Lem

NW:AT fur the member:4Np of the
Samoan Church of Hawaii (Nanakuli):

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF OAHU,
Itonolulu, Iln,cuii, November 14, 1974.

llouse OF ItECRES1-:NTATIVES.
CO/HMV Oft Ed/Wu/ion and Labor.
Su bon:milky on. Equal Education and As:tight nee

llalloumax MEmmus OF THE CoNOI:EsS : I write., in support of 11.12. 9895, "New
Americans Education and Assistance Act." a bill introduced on August 3, 1973 by
Congresswoman Patsy T. Mink of Hawaii. As President of the Young Women's
Christian Association of Oahu. Honolulu, Hawaii, I speak at the unanimous
request of the Board of Directors.

Service to immigrants has been a concern of the YWCA in Ilonoltiln since its
founding in 1900. For the first 0 y ears of this century-, the YWCA operated the
International Institute providing assistance to thousands of immigrants. most
of whom cattle from Asia and the South Pacific. Today. their children and grand-
children are the educators, legislators, civil servants. laborers and business
managers in our multi-raeial. multi-cultural society.

In 1965. when the United States Congress liberalized the immigration laws to
allow for the reunification of family units, Honolulu again became a major
gateway city for immigrants. Statistics from the 1973 report of the State Immi-
grant Service Center of the State of Hawaii Commission on Manpower and Full
mployment show that during fiscal year 1900 through 1972, 3S.0-20 immigrants
(35.2% were children 18 years old and under) chose Hawaii as their permanent
residence. Iu addition. it states that according to the I'.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service. there were 63.034 aliens in Hawaii as of March 15, 1973.
Added to this number was au estimated 13.000 Samoans, most of whom were
American nationals and therefore not subject to Immigration restrictions. A 1974
estimate by the same State agency shows an additional influx of approximately
4.M0 immigrants in 1973 and 1974, of which 78.2% are residing on the Island
of ()aim

In 1005. with the assistance of the Aloha United Way and several local trusts
and foundations. the YWCA of Oahu reinstituted programs and services for im-
migrants. Currently. we are serving immigrants through outreach programs
in varime: geographical areas on the island of Oalm. Services include individual
ease work related to health. employment, housing and legal problems, remedial/
tutorial services through the piddle schools. leadership training through group
organization and the provision of enrichment. inter - cultural experiences. The
programs are designed to de-isolate immigra nts. to bring them out of alienation
and into the mainstream of their Rea ly-chogen culture %vith the ultimate ob-
jective of their becoming independent. confident citizens of the United States.

Immigrants and aliens from the Philippines currently compose the major group
in Hawaii and the YWCA of Oahu operates the Leeward Immigrant Center
serving primarily Filipino family units. In Central Honolulu proper. there is a
growing concentration of Korean immigrants for whom the YWCA is now pro-
viding program services. On the Windward side of the Island, the YWCA is
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working in rural areas w here many American-Samoans and Pacific Island peolde
have settled. Whatever the country of origin, we find that all new arrivals have
multiple problems of adjustment in the process of Americanization and that
without special assistance from both public and private agencies, their alienation
will continue. Such alienation breeds fear and misunderstanding, finally resulting
in serious societal disruption.

It is our experience that a segment of the population in Hawaii, while not
overtly hostile, does resent the presence of the immigrants and the bask reason
is that the immigrants are "mm ing in on their turf." Others strongly feel that
immigrants are a burden to the State in terms of welfare and other assistance
given them. The majority of the population reflects indifference to and ignorance
of the new immigrants. despite the fact that most of the residents have immi-
grant roots. There is also fear of the immigrants, because of the stereotypes that
have been attributed to them, e.g., quick-tempered, prone to violence, "knife-
happy," etc. Paced %vitt' these negative attitudes and stereotypes, the romantic
concept of the "Golden People" that sonic ascribe to Hawaii has, to the immi-
grant, no meaning. no application, and little relevance. Such a concept is as
foreign to them as football and mashed potatoes.

Hawaii's multi-cultural milieu makes this State a potentially great learning
laboratory. One can acquire deep awareness of and sensitivity .o other peoples
and their cultures, their habits, (-Liston's, and mores. One can learn to appreciate
the similarities that exist among the cultures and those differences which make
each unique. Assisting the immigrants to preserve self-esteem while developing
the means and tools to function in a pluralistic society, we believe, is mutually
beneficial to the community at large.

The Board of Directors of the YWCA of Oahu, representing a membership of
20,000 women and girls, respectfully requests the Subcommittee on Equal Educa-
tional Opportunities of the House Committee on Education Ind Labor to look
favorably upon H.R. 9S05, New Americans Education and Assistance Act. We
support this piece of legislation or another with similar intent because it is
vital to cities and states such as Honolulu, Hawaii, where the flow of immigrants
continues to be a challenge.

Sincerely yours,
BETTE TAKAHASHI,

President, Board of Directors,
l'1VGA of Oahu.

SUSANNAH WESLEY COMMUNITY CENTER,
Ilonoluln, Hawaii, November 14, 1074.

Re: H.R. 9,S05.
COMMITTFE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
,NOCOMMil (cc on Equal 1 dncuf inn Opport unity,
Douse of keiwesenta ires, Washington, D.C.

Mks REatm;sENTATms : The Susannah Wesley Community Center would like
to express our support for the adoption of H.R. 9895, entitled the "New Ameri-
cans Education and Employment Act." Our agency has a long history of services
for the immigrant since 1899, and we are intimately aware of the problems the
immigrants face in the community and State.

Their social and cultural adjustment problems stem from two major needs.
The initial concern of the immigrant is an economic' one. Therefore, employ-
ment is their first immediate priority. particularly for adults with children.
However. bemuse many of them lack the edueational background and empboy-
ment skills, most recently-arrived immigrants are forced to accept low paying
jobs. many of which do not provide an adequate income. Particularly for large
families, both parents Iliad it necessary to work. Some individuals find it necessary
to obtain more than one job.

There are also a numher of professionally trained individuals who. because
of State professional standards. are not allowed to pract ire their professions
here. Some of them will be allowed to continue their professions only if they meet
certain reeoirements. whieh entails. for many, obtaining a degree from an
America rational institution.

Should immigrant want to obt: a further education. training. or skills to
be qualified for higher paying jobs or should lie wish to emitinue in that profes-
sion commensurate to his professional or skilled education or training in hig
country of origin, he or she has neither the time nor the resources to do so. It is
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iitlietilt earning enough for housing. food, health and medical sem ices, awl other
tweessary expendit n res.

The new proposed bill idlers the immigrants an opportunity to compete equally
for employment by providing them an opportunity to compensate for educa-
tional and training deficient ies. It will also free the individual from the burden
of supporting himself and his family %%bile pursuing this etTIrt. It will also free
the State and local goermstents to imprme the general oelfare of all their com-
munities and people.

Fur these reasons, we repeat our support of the proposal and urge immediate
passage of the bill.

Sincerely,
Nonni:1r l'oNANt INK,

E.reentir Direetor

SesANNAlt WEsixy ('opt mlNrry CEN't
Ihmolula, Miran. May Id. 19711.

Subject : 9S95 American Education and Employment Assistance Act.
Representative P.vrs'r T. MINK,

Dinese of lleprescntatirm
Rayburn Building, Washington. D.C.

Ittran REPREstINTArIvr. MtsK : The Board of Direetors and staff of Susannah
'Wesley Community ('enter commend you on the introduction of this bill and
strongly urge its passage.

In over our 70 years of involvement with the peOpl of Madill-Palama we have
heroine acutely aware of the impart made on the social sem ice delivery system
of our eommunity by increasing numbers of immigrants. We also are fat rtieularly
aware of the outstanding contributions made by the immigrants once they are
given a fair chalice to compete on an equal footing.

HR. 9S93 will pros ide the mean. to assist the immigrant in obtaining' the neces-
sary levels of health. mine:Mon, job training, mobility. etc. to allow the newly
arrived to make a significant input to the social and eentounie life of the com-
munity and the soriety. Few pieces of Federal legislation seem as crucially
important.

We strongly support the passage of IIR 9S93.
Sincerely,

NOBORU YONAMISE.
E.reentire Director and the Staff of the Center.

TM; HAwAtt Assnct.yrur.v o AsiAS & PACIFie PEoris:s
October IQ. 197i.

The Ilawaii Association of Asian and Pacific Peoples stabmits a proposal for
endorsement by the Padlie-.%sian Coalition for nationwide support on behalf of
House Resolution 9S95, introdnevil by Congressperson Patsy T. Mink of Ilawaii
and referred to the Co lllll littee on Dine:Ilion and Labor. lieu ring is tentatively
set for this resolution on Tuesday. November 19, 1974, 9 :30 aan., at 2261 Ray-
burn Building.

This resolution is intended to provide Federal monies to aid immigrants in
various slates. !Imitating the Dist Het of Columbia. the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico. Guam. the Virgin Islands nod .%111111111 Stillinn. by establishment 'of pro-
grams for the purpose of meeting. the special needs of immigrants. particularly
in gateoay cities. such as Hawaii. It is further intended to improve Millet&
situations affecting innitigrants in the areas of health. education. oelfare, food,
housing and mrsloymnt through job training and opportnnities. Fin:metal aid
is also intended to be made available for those immigrants oishing to move from
one state to another for purposes of employment.

Rased on the fart that Ameriea is founded on the toil of immigrant labor. it
would be in keeping o Rh the Parifie-.%siatt (Indition's philosophy to support
efforts designed to assist people's of minority etlinie groups. If :11)1,1.0%4h this
resobilion could relime immigrants and their families to some degree as they
struggle to adjust and survive in a new vountry, as well as lending relief 111
states considered to lie gateway's in providing funds for needed programs,

Appropriations would be based on the number of iuuuigrant. In the above
named area's, with a basic criteria for funding set forth in 11.11. 989.3.
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appropriation. a ill be ailinausteied Ly the Secret a r_ of Ilealth, Education and
heel rare.

If endorsed by the Pacific-Asian Coalition, we request that testimony be
offered Ity all region., of the coalition. and the condition itself through action of
Bic Board of Directors, to be carried through by staff. The ottice of Congress-
person Patsy T. (link should be advised in advance of testimony being sub-
wait d fur this purpose, to insure that said testinion) %%ill appear on the agenda
for ,zaid hearing.

Respect fully submitted,
PAIGE KAwEto

President, IL:LA.1'd%

'1*LsroioNY or Geoitor. K. IRED4. ExEct t% SMIETART, COMMISSION ON 3IAN-
POER ASO FCU.I. EMILoYMIINT

r, Chairman and Members of the U.S. House Subeommit tee on Equal Op-
p of the Committee on Edueation aial Labor: The Commission on
Manpower and Full Emploment of the State of Ila%%au which administers the
State Inunigrat Service Center wishes to state its support of the objectives of

fis97i known as the "New Americans Education and Employment Assistance
Act"

Since 1970. the State Immigration Service Center has studied the problems
of immigrants entering Ilawaii and has provided a planning and coordinating
:unlian in cooperation with ageneies and individuals from both public and
pri% ate sectors. The primary purposes or asAsting- immigrants are to ensure
the maintenanee of a high quality of life for all residents of Ila%vaii and to
as.ure that immigrants Leconte et-moonlit:ally productive and socially adjusted
to participate iu building a better community.

While the cunuunnitys response to the needs of immigrants has been com-
mendable. it is apparent that we cannot depend entirely on our own resources
in developing the immigrants' potential to billow. contributing members and
Cuff paticipants in our society. This report, summarizes the major problem area.4
as hell a.4 the major net hies and services developed by agencies to facilitate
adjustment of immigrants into the Ila %vadat, to lust ream.

S %%TT:ME:NT OF' \E:1:0 FOR Ft:HEIM ASSISTANCE: TO THE STATE: Or HAWAII

.1. Immigrants to Hawaii
Both in total numbers and in proportion to the State population. the IMIllber

of immigrants corning to have a significant impact. Immigrant allele;
%%Ito arrive in t he U.S. and cite Ila%vaii as the State of their intended permanent
residence emed it ute substa lit jai 'import ion:, of the yearly increases of the State's
ei vil Ian population in the 1970's:

Year

Cotton peplation in Immigrants admitted by
Hawaii July I fiscal year

Increase over Percent of
preceding population

tlumber year Number increase

1249 , 701,754
ISM ..., . ... .. ....... . 721.214 19,460 9.013 46.3
1371 714.9CD 23.888 6,055 25.6
1972 764.178 19.278 6.765 35.1
1973 , . . 783 011 18.863 6,881 36.5

Total . 81.287 28.714 35.3

Soorce. "The State of Hawaii Data Book 1971," Hawaii State Department of Planning and Economic Development,
lim,dmber 1974.

The '2S.71 1 immigrants alto came to in the four years constituted the
ut It tut:hest antillier alto ratite to a state of the although the State's resi-
dent population ants 10th and its civilian population 0% as -list itt size oil July 1.
1971. These figures do lied include Anivrirati Santion. %%ho %%mild also be e;igible
for assistance tinder 11.1t. 1/S97i.

A.
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In the decade front 19(11 1970, Han aii had also received the most immigrants
in proportion to its population of any state. Its "preference rate"' %%as 2.89, 21)
times as high as Mississippi's. although only 1.07 to 1.55 times those of the three
closest states. Even that ',refer( lice rate underestimates the current dispropor-
tionate amount of inumgratom to Hawaii. 1.-sing a el% Mau population base, the
State's preference rate for Fiscal Year 11)73. when it received 1.72 percent of
immigrants to the nation, is 1.65. The 1973 rate is 1.7 to 2.1 times those of the
nearest three stat es.

STATES RECEIVING MORE THAN THE US. AVERAGE IMMIGRATION IN FISCAL YEAR 1973 PER ESTIMATED
POPULATION ON JULY I, 1973

State
Preference

rate

Immigrants
per 1.000

civilian
population

U.S. total. 1.00 1.92

Hawai 4.85 8.87'
New York 2.71 5. 13.
DIStrle% Of Coturnbta .... 2.29 4.37
California 2.18 4.19'
Neu Jersey 1.82 3.44
Florida ... 1.54 2.92
Rhode Island 1.27 2.40
texas 1.21 2.29
Illinois 1.20 2.28
Arizona 1.15 2.16
Massachtisetts 1.15 2.15
Connecticut, 1.13 2.15
Nevada 1.00 1.94

Sources, Promional estimates et July 1, 1973. Liviiidn pa:miaow) 14 US. Bo:eau of the Census. "Cur.ent Population
Reports, P.pulation Estimates and Prolec.ons." series P 25 No. 503 (November 1973). and wanntatcas hum 'Annual
Report o: the U.S. Immigration and NatureiatiGa Se:vice," 1973 (1974). '

Hawaii's alien population increased from 9.642 in 1909 to 63,03-1 in 1973
(+13.392 or +27.0%). The numerical increase in the four years was the eighth
highest state increase; the proportionate increase ranked sixth. In view of the
facts that nearly .30 alien, were naturalized in Ilaaii in the four years and a
number of older aliens died. it may be inferred that many of the recent immi-
grants to Hawaii are remaining in the State. They constitute a substantial pro-
portion of Hawaii's year to year changes in population in this decade.
B. Immigrant Problem? Identified

1. Employment Problemx.-On the basis of its own surveys and studies and
findings of other agencies. the following problem areas were identified by the
State Immigration Service Center:

During the years since 1970. Hawaii has been characterized by increases in
unemployment rates. The average number of unemployed persons in the first
six months of 1974 was 27.089. more than double the 12.510 in 1970. The com-
parable rates for each year increased except for 1973. it boom period in several
sectors of the economy .3 The January to June average unemployment rates
were: 1970. .1 percent ; 1971, 5.7 percent ; 1972, 7.2 percent ; 1973, 0.3 percent ; and
1974. 7.7 percent.

Part of the unemployment problem is attributable to a continuous and large
increase in the number of people who were working or seeking. work in the State.
Additions to the labor force included larger than average numbers of youth
and young adults. veterans returning to civilian employment, more military
dependents. specialized construction workers from the Mainland. housewives
seeking work, and alien immigrants.' The labor force averaged 350.650 in the
first six mouths of 1071. 15.650 more than in comparable months of 1970 (+15.9
percent or +2.S percent per ea r). The 31,080 increase in the number of employed,

1 The preference rate core.1-4n of the State's percentage of immigrant.; admitted to the
Folt.ol Staten tin Wed by its percentage of the U.S. poplan dom.

Itatoait's imemPloyment. labor force and employment are on the ' now bank which
was imtIhued in January 1974.

3 Although large numbers of civilian'. from the Mainland migrate to Hawaii eaeil year.
data do not clearly Quin' that other than military dependents they Isace been at major
falior In Hawaii's increasing labor force In the four years.
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persons during the four y eats tell shut t of the needed increase in jobs by about
11,(A)0.

A tuitional study of part kip:it ion h the labor market by recent immigrants
shims that Mu. after arm al in the country 51.7 percent are in the labor
forge.' On the assmosit oat that nuiti4ostlits to 1111%%:iil %%wild not seek murk less
than the mamma a% ewe, the conclusion %%mild be drawn that by Fiscal Year
1975 about 11.s15 of the State s immigrants its tiseal y ears 1970 to 1973 would be
in the Libor 1.051 1.1e number reisrc Nein, 33 percent of the increase in Hawaii's
.t crags. labor tutee in the last four year, and is %ery near to the increase in the
number of persist!: %%110 are unemployed.

To utilihe the trashing stud shill, of new immigrants and to ensure that they
tats mahe the to.i5utiaut c snit ritaltion to our society sill require that progrtlIlls
fu assist, inform .sad ltasi thou be r Npaialuil. harries:, to suitable employment 111
a ti.ht labor sisal het no Mile mills tor rides ant edits allot! and job experience as
%%ell as lag 1. ot language shills. Us h' 'bent is eontmon among new
itonsigtauts .toil some Hoer obtain twpioyuseut at their highest shill level. In
:alt (sun. the St..te u. itI a.sistance to generate enomfii j5)155, to usefully employ
the current finks% of immigrants in addition to other newcomers to its labor
force.

/fca/th. Info' matisin on health problems was largely provided by the public
health 1111r1.t.z. %%Ito had contacts s%ith the immigrants and their fatuities. Among
the problems reported %%ere the following

a. Pedieulosis. Infestation of lice appeared to be coniinon among the newly
arrived children of immigrant families.

b. Undenwight children. Many immigrant children were underweight due to
1111(10r110111iShIllellt 1111(1,/ or the presence of intestinal parasites.

C. Tuberculosis. The Lanakila x-ray unit continued reports of the high inci-
dence of TB among the foreign born. especially those oho have been here less than
tan y ears. and among visitors on temporary visas applying for extensions.

41. Its utal molds in. Tooth decay and other oral diseases acre prersilent among
hildrcn of immigraut families. This tsas particularly true for immigrant families

living in areas where dental services were not readily available.
e. 31ental health. Mental health problems occurred frequently among young

immigrant brides married to much older men. Maladjustments also occurred
among other immigrants %%ho acre disillusioned after finding living conditions in
11maii completely different from what was encl. toned ill their country of origin.

3. Education. Approximately 2,000 immigrant youngsters 1S years and under
have been admitted .,s permanent residents annually since 196S. According to the
list%%aii Compulsory Education Law. most of these youngsters should be in school.
The Department of Education was aware of problems among the growing number
of immigrant youngsters attending public schools as documented in its 1908 stir-
vey.4 As a result of these findings. the TESOL Program was established in 190S.
Despite t he TSOL Program, serious problems still exist.

The problem of not being able to cope with school situations has often driven
the immigrant youngsters to seek their own kind and thereby has reinforced
isolation. The ituth,rant youngsters need adequate English language skills in
meeting the deneuur of their school work and in sufficient social skills in trying
to live in two different cultures. New programs are needed to provide a transi-
tional experience for children %those social values and background are markedly
different from the western culture.

4. Ilmixing.--11ffie.ing was a critical problem for moderate and low income resi-
dents of Hawaii. The problem was far worse among the Samoans and recent
immigrants because of family size, financial difficulty and cultural factors which
many landlords regard as undesirable.

The survey for the Governor's Conference on Immigration in 1969 revealed
that of 393 immigrant families, 106 or 26.S percent had seven or more persons
living in one unit.' Obviously, overcrowding exists. Housing accommodations for
Samoans and immigrants since then have worsened.

Immigrants and the American Labor Market, "Manpower Research 'Monograph No. 31.
1' S. IN.pt. of Labor. Manpower Administration. 1974.

it. tow t 6)5 Immigrant Services and Problems 19:3, State Immigration Service Center.
.outiol-Niott on Mattprm er and Pull Employment, tr. 10.

trttiee of Re...parch. Department of Education. "Survey of Non English Speaking Stu
./.)11`, Attending the Public Schools". Research Report No. 5S, Honolulu. Hawaii. :tiny
I 90S.

Governor's Conference on Immigration Proceedings, Volume I, p. Honolulu, Hawaii
I Deo.
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1. Pcr.smtal .1dinsto. ut Thi all Mustment to a inch ult al environment is
certainly a difficult and painful process. For very new trait gained. part of one's
culture is disowned or an identity lost. Some cultural practices of immigrants
are at variance with the life style of the mumunity. Culturally sanctioned atti-
tudes make a number of immigrants feel too timid to ask public agencies for
assistance and as a consequence allow complications to develop before problems
come to the agencies' attention. It was reported, for example, that many immi
grant mothers. oven% helmed «ith the desire to meet basic material needs, are
working without adequate imro% 'sit») fir therc (hiIdrems caul. Dime% er, such
experiences can be minimized dela tiding upon the community resources made
available.

II. SPECIALIZED SERVICES 1.110% thin) TO 1).1 111.RAN TS AND SAMOANS IN THE STATE OF
ILA 'A1I

Oorernor's Conference on Immigration
A conference was convened in December 19C9 to study the problems faced by

the immigrants and by the state government in providing services to them. It was
documented in the conference that immigrants and Samoans (predominantly
American nationals) were eueounteriug a variety of serious problems such as
inadequate horsing, shortage of employment opportunities, differing educational
standards, lack of knowledge of community resources, and the need for adjust-
ment to the new cultural environment. The Governor's Conference recommended
the establishment of a government agency to organize assistance to immigrants
and Samoans in order to minimize the impact of their adjustment problems.
It. Estab/i.shment of the Immigration, Service Center

The State Legislature through Act 175. Session Laws of Hawaii 1970, appro-
priated $50.000 for the Commission on Manpower and Full Employment to estab-
lish the State Immigration Service Center effective July 1, 1970. The following
objectives were adopted for the Center :

1. Assist and coordinate the efforts of public and private agencies in providing
services to immigrants and non-English speaking residents ;

2. Provide information on the varied services available in Hawaii and refer the
immigrants to appropriate agencies

3. Encourage local and ethnic groups and community organizations to develop
programs for immigrants and their families:

4. Compile information concerning immigrants and conduct or contract for
studies en problems faced by them ;

5. Gather and compile simplified factual information to aid the prospective
immigrant and his sponsor in complying with U.S. immigration and related laws,
and to develop a suitable orientation program for the immigrant, before depar-
ture from his country of origin and upon reaching Hawaii ;

t;. Serve as liaison on immigration matters of broad community concern, as
well as individual problems of immigrants;

7. Make recommendations to the administration. the Legislature and com-
munity organizations for improving services to immigrants.
C. Network of Immigrant Services

The State Immigration Service Center since 1970 has facilitated the estab-
lishment of various projects through the cooperation of agencies and community
groups. Most of these projects are temporary and insufficient to meet the needs
Irma use of limited funds.

1. Neighbor hdandsa. Hawaii Immigrant Service. Operates under the Mayor's
office to provide information and referral services.

b. Maui Immigraat Service. Operates under the Mayor's office to provide infor-
mation and referral services. Other major undertaking was the study of Filipinos
in Maui as a cooperative effort of the May or, Maui Office of Economic Opportunity
and time University of Hawaii.

e. Kauai Immigrant Set-% ice, Operates under the Kauai Health and Welfare
Council as a joint project of the public and voluntary agencies of the community.
Substantial funding is coming from the United Methodist Church, the United
Church of Christ and Kauai County through the Mayor's office. Emphasis of
the service is towards the youth in the public schools. Information and referral
services is also being provided to adult immigrants.

2. 0oha Kalibi-Palatint Immigrant Service Center. Initially
funded by Model Cities and assumed by the State government through Progres-
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sive Neighborhood Program. Basically the Center provides information and
referral. outreach and clitur.a.ling services through multilingual stall'.

11. L:tv Ennweement Assistance Administration Immigrant Project. A com-
ponent program of the KalihiPalania Immigrant Service Center to !welt:try
immigrant and Samoau youngsters to cope with problems arising from cultural,
social and judicial conflicts. The program is funded by the State Law Enforce-
ment and .1tuettile Delinquency Planning Agency.

e. Leeward Immigrant Service Center. Operates under YWCA and funded by
the Aloha United Fund, the Conference 1 fitted Church of Christ and
local foundations to provide information and referral sere ices to immigrants in
Leeward Oahu.

Maryknoll Sister's Filipino Woult. Operates under the Mar knoll Sisters to
provide information and referral and counseling sere ices to Filipinos in Kalihi.

3. Schoo/-ncia/cd I'myrant.a. 1Vaialna High Immigrant Counseling Program.
Sited:0 program funded by Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary School
Act to pros ide minseling and guidance to immigrant students at Waialua Inter-
mediate and High School.

11. Kollin Education Center. A demonstration project operates under Howdah!
Conimunit;% College and funded by Model Cities and the Adult Act to !trepan.
Samoans to compete in entrance examination for %ocationial training and appren-
ticeship program.

e. Leeward Remedial and Tutorial Services. Operates under YWCA and
funded by the niergeney School Aid Act to provide remedial and tutorial pro-
grams to homigraut children in Leeward school district.

d. Operation :lationg. Operates under the University of Hawaii to utilize
college students as volunteers to assist immigrant youngsters in the public.
schools. Similar to the Big Brother program. Initial funding was made by the
Cnit '41 Presbyterian Church and local foundations. Funding u as assumed
the Federal government through Action.

e. Summer Adult Education for Immigrants. The Department of Education.
Adult Education Section, has instituted a summer program for immigrants.

4. Ifrulth-ltelated Prot/min.a. Health Education for Immigrants. The I)epart-
mem of Health created a position of Health Educator for immigrants and
Samoans in the State.

h. Vista Bilingual Health Aides, A program sponsored by the Department of
Health and funded by Action to assist immigrants to understand Hawaii's
medical care system and to utilize existing health services.

5. Stoat/ and Rex«treit Program.The State Ilmulgration Service Center and
interested University of Ilauaii facility members formed a research group called
the "Immigration Research and Sere ice Council" to stimulate and facilitate
studies on various immigrant groups.

The following are studies completed and about completed by graduate students
at the University of Hawaii through this cooperative effort:

a. "A Study of Attitudes of Filipino Immigrants About Hawaii", CH School of
Social Work. May 1971.

b. `..% Study of Japanese Newcomers in Honolulu", VII Department of Educa-
tional Fonnda I ions. June 197 :1.

r.A Study of the Chinese Int:nit:rants in Honolulu", MI School of Sociol
Work ( to be completed December 1974).

111. PRO.INCI ea) PLANS

The following projected preliminary plans may be fully developed if federal
or ot her funds aet0 available :
.1. hoot/groat I bvorption Center

The purpose of the Absorption Center is to provide a centralized facility to
aid the immigrants in their atiji.stment to the American way of life. Its pro-
gram snould Duack.:

1. Temporary acconnoodation , for those without housing arrangements.
*2. Concentrated orientation program and instruction in English communica-

tion.
3. Assistance in seeking employment or job training program.
4. Follow-up supptortiag services to ensure adequate performance in their job.
5. Introduction to various community :KG% Ries to facilitate their acculturation

into American society.
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B. Integration of Various Immigrant Services Into One Operational Umbrella
The purpose of this integration plan is to facilitate Implementation of pro-

grams Of education, health, housing, job training and other assistance and to
maximize the resources available for these programs.

IV. CONCIXSION

In conclusion. we %visit to reiterate that we believe that II It 9595 would
provide a vehicle to realize lite `tat v.s objectives in assisting Immigrants to
become good citizens and we urge support for this bill,

lIoNottnx, Hxwmr, December 10, 1974.
Ton Comsirme ON EDI:CATION AND LAnon,

onse of kepresentat fres,
Washington, D,c.

GENTLEMEN : My name is Bernadette ledesma and I ant coordinator of a
program Npecilleally created by the Retired Senior Volunteer Program of Hono-
lulu to involve more of the non - English speaking and immigrant senior citizens
into volunteer work. I am writing to express the unqualified support of our
program to the objectives of MIL 0895 entitled "New Americans dneation
and Employment Assistance Act." We believe that this piece of legislation is
a emotive measure that vv Ill go a long way in alleviating the plight of Immigrants
who continue to come to the U.S. in huge numbers and end up displaced in our
community. The period of transition and adjustment to an alien culture Is
especially painful for them and some bold solution should be able to cushion
the shock and alienation that anyone transplanted to a forigen soil Inevitably
feels, The Mink bill intends, among other things, to do just that.

Certain states are especially burdened by this immigration inflow and Hawaii
is among them. Although it is a small state in population (40th among the states),
it ranks 12th in the number of immigrants who choose Hawaii as their permanent
place of settlement. In proportion to Its population, Hawaii has had more immi-
grants settling in its shores than any other state in the Union. Compared to
these large numbers, the existing programs designed to meet immigrant needs
and problems are minimal and insignificant. In recent times, we have experienced
an alarming number of incidents in Hawaii's public schools involving immigrant
youths. Immigrants also suffer from discrhnination in jobs, employment and
housing. Thy are hampered by language problems and other barriers posed by
current civil service, licensing, and training regulations. In a sense, we encour-
age them to come to America especially since 1965 when immigration policies
were liberalized but when they get here, they are left on their own.

It is proper, therefore, that the U.S. government express its willingness to
take major responsibility for the immigration problem by approving the bill
introduced by Mrs. Mink, Contrary to what many detractors say that we are
pampering immigrants, the bill's long-range intention is to make hnmigrants
now in our midst productive and contributing members to American society.
Eventually they will prove to be a credit to the whole society but we must do our
share as a recipient country to make this possible.

Very truly yours,
BERNADETTE LEDESMA,

Retired Senior Volunteer Program of Honolulu.

"OPERATION MANONO"

OperatIon Manong is a federally-funded program which provides assistance to
newly-arrived Filipino Immigrant students in Hawaii's public school system.
III addition to Filipino immigrants, our program also services a number of
Korean and Samoan immigrant children who are now registered iu the public
schools. We employ about 30 university students as volunteers in our project.
They act as tutors to these recently arrived immigrants in various subjects,
especially English.

Our program strongly supports the objectives and provisions of MR. Wri
the "New Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act," introduced
by Rep. Patsy T. Mink. The state of Hawaii has been, over the years, the recipient
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of large numbers of immigrants coming from various countries, particularly
Asia and the Pacific. According to U.S. Immigration and Naturalization records,
there were 63,034 aliens In Hawaii as of March 1973. In addition to this, there
were 13,000 Samoans most of whom are American nationals and therefore not
considered immigrants but treated as such. The bulk of these immigrant groups
settle in Oahu, particularly in the city of Honolulu and its environs.

As a result of this rapid and large influx of immigrants to Hawaii. problems
involving language. personal adjustment, housing, employment. education, soeial
relations and other aspects have invariably cropped up. As the bill rightly points
out. the majority of these foreignbow people leek sufficient education which leads
to a vicious circle of unemployment, poverty, M health, and personal maladjust-
ment. Even granted that they have adequate education. they are prevented
from landing gainful employment by residency, local eXperlence. citizenship. and
American training requirements. Thus, immigrants are caught in a double bind :
on the one hand. they have no sufficient education and become burdens to the
state: on the other, they are faced with other constraints if they do have sta
ticient education. The immigration problem in such fields as education present
special needs that cannot adequately be resolved by the conventional programs
of the state and twat governments. It is imperative that the federal government
take up the burden by supporting legislations such as the one proposed by II.R.
9$95. We believe that this bill presents a bold and imaginative solution to a
problem that the U.S. is faced with and though it does seem to incur a con-
siderable expense initially, long-run benefits are anticipated in terms of making
the immigrants more productive and useful members of the American C0111-
munIty.

Our work in the Operation Manong program has provided us with firstband
experience on the seriousness of the immigration problem and the sparsity of
satisfactory solutions. The proposed bill would make it possible to set up a pro-
gram that is iipecifically equipped to handle the immigration problem. As of now,
existing agencies could only pr Ie piecemeal or sporadic services mainly be-
cause of limited resources.

We, therefore, urge the U.S. Congress to pass H.R. 9895 which is a fine and
creative piece of legislation vis-a-vis the immigration problem.

AM" CAHILL,
Director.

BELINDA A. AQUIN,
Coordinator.

MELINDA TRLAKEVICOLIET,
Volunteer Leader.

MERLE STETszr,
Volunteer Leader.

Volunteer Leader.
Boaz BALLAD'S,

Volunteer Leader.
Lr'A N. Estrum

Secretary.
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ILLINOIS
ASIAN Fonum.

Chicago, Iii., November 12, 1975,
Chairman II.tw I Ns.
sabcommittre wt. Equal Opportunity, noun Of 11cpmenlalices, U.S. Congress,

Irashington, 1).C.
: The Asian Forum. :t nonprofit organization serving the needs and inter-

ests of Asians in would like to express its solid semsort for Mouse Irill
!isu:', that seeks to po,4Ie Federal funds for education and employment assist-
aneto in plates tuber there is a heavy tooneent rat ion of foreign persons.

Nro pray that t he will prosper and wili eventually heaploroCed.
Si1111..bCP:y

lloww KAxo,
President.

The Asian Morton is a not for protit organization of Asian and N(on-Asittit peol-
ple, It is especially interested in promoting friendship, goodwill and understauld-
ing among Asians in this area of the United States.

Si% MAItY'S EPISCOPAL CIICRCII,
C'hiewm, Ill., Nocember .7,1973.

lion. PATsl
.1/f ether of Congress, Regintru Building, Washington, 1),(7.

I Lut MRS. MINK Today. I received a letter from the Rev. Winston W. Clung.
our executive otlietor of Episcopal Asiainerica 31inistry ill the Executive Council
of our church. with a copy of your bill !lit. 11895.

Reading through your proposed bill. 1 thought this kind of bill should have been
enacted long t line ago. I MO aShallied of the fact that oar Federal funds have never
been allocated for the program on newly arrived immigrants to this country.
'though it Is so late in int nsIncing such bill in this country, I am in toll support
of it, and like to express lily sincere appreciation to you for sponsoring it. I pray
and trust that this hill trill N. Inis.441 through your Subcommittee and the house
or Representative as soon as possible.

As a clergyman and community worker for newly migrated Asians in Chicago
area. 1 11311 more than glad to help you to pass this bill. Please instruct me what
and how I can contribute for it.

By the hist ruet ion of Father Ching's letter, I produce some of the evidence and
oboeninents in regards to my effort to help the new immigrants with the coopera--
tion of State government. On February (Rh. 1973. I wrote a letter to Governor
Walker of Illinois stating two particular problems in our Korean community ill
l'hiengo. He has instrueted to his appropriate directors of his cabinet to help us.
and we have followed very closely what they have suggested to us. But the end
test& was tonal failure due to the fact that in case of nurses. none of them
wanted to ge bark to 'High Nellools to learn English as most of them were college
graduates. And in ease of day rare problems. I have checked all the facilities
%titbit they have suggested, but now of them were available. either because there
sere long lists of waiting families or because 110 immigrant famine :were not
(nullified for free rare. I enclose herewith all of the correspoudente let N inn re--
gad to this matter for your refereneto.

I strongly support this bill for following reasons:
1:1 Almost half a million new immigrants a year to this country are Ow

most net:bood people in this eountry as there are practically no established
syst0111 10 help them.

(b) Until they are naturalized which takes 3 to 5 years or longer, none of
them have any voting rights, though they support the government both federal
nod local by paying equal taxes as citizens. As nonvoting residents of the
American society, politicians usually do not consider them as their constituencies
and accordingly neglect them.

(173)
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(c) Immigrants moved to the United States by the immigration policies set
and determined by the Federal Government and therefore, Federal Government
has a responsibility to assist these States and Cities having concentrations of
foreignborn populations in meeting the special needs thereby thrust upon such
commnities, as your bill 11.R. 9S95, Section 2, (6) & (7) indicates.

d In absence or :my agency for new immigrants, their sufferings and com-
plaints are not heard to policy makers due to the language barrier and their fear
that they way be expelled to their country which they left and their suspicion
that it may influence when acquiring their citizenship.

e) Foreign born persons in this country have higher rate of underemploy-
ment and unemployment than that of U.S.-born persons.

May (;otl bless you and your work for powerless people.
Yours sincerely,

111,:rmaw Y. Aux, Vicar.

.tax ANIERICAN EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION.,
Chicago, Ill., -November 29, 1974.

lion. Itxrsv T. MINK.
congress of the United States. House of Representatives,
Rayburn hailding, Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE Mist:: As President of the Asian American Educators
Association, Chicago, Illinois, I write to you in total support of H.R. 9895 or
the "New Americans Education and Employment Assistance Act". We recog-
nize how vital Federal funds would be for use in programs in such fields as
education, health, housing, orientation, and employment of immigrants. We
support this bill and urge its passage.

Respectfully.
WALTER C. MOT,

President.
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NEW YORK
SrATCAU:NT OF At Lex II. Con Ex. ENE( DIRECTOR, CUINATOWS PLANNING

COUNCIL, INC.

My name is Allen It. Cohen. Executive Director of the Chinatown PlanningCouncil. I : Ill representing Mr. Henry Tang. Chairman of our Rimed who could
not 18e present today. We congratulate Congresswisman Mink on bill 9S95
:tad totr;.'e that you report it favorably and work to seem re its passage. .t description
f the Coat eil's actin it u'. and other in tograms in the area will demonstrate, I

hope. z1 need for the passage of this bill.

Or TOE CIIISAVMS cIASNISO CorSIAL

Ele.ven years ago prior to the changes in the inont,ration laws when the
pepontion of Chin:intuit was at a static figure of 27.01.0 a group of mostly
Chinese Americatt citizns who were stabil urhers. educator,. businessmen and
vonstannity leaders began to talk inform:114 about the no:existence of social
set-% ire:: within the Chinese American commit:Idly. Stuart ('attell's report,utle f On t he health problems or Ihiecontiomeity. prophetically pointed out
many of the social problems that had deliberately been hid icn irons view. The
report forewarned that impending' changes in the itatiag:a! lion law would
further eNacerbate at an accelerated rate this altealk sete.e proldem. In 1!M4
the members of this informal glom) derided to stop talhiti.: mid do something
about the problems. The organization was formed Aid io-ot too.tted. Bottled with a
donation of $S 5.111! from one of the Board member,. Tio soot tt.e organiza-
tion's :vain source flu- the first year. Operating out of d zi ace. Board ment-
Iters vt no were t vhers taught : Board numbers who ne.e soial %vtbrkers
counseled: lawyers gave free advice: all on a voluntary ba,i,. in the stunt:ter of
l9t:5 the Connell wrote .1 propOsal for Head Stam that no, 14.1.11. d. At the end
of the summer the program was transferred to the Pres:1y tetiao t lurch under
%%hose auspices it still functions today. The folloning tali the t outwit .,btaittell
a $7(;.000 contract for multi social services front the (*omit Against l'erty. the
New York City administrative arm of O.E.C. These vital wall. -it: services
inehoted: translation, employ mod referral, supportive emoisetiog. ntheostan.
housing assistance and help with a variety of government pro:mane.. :nett:slim:nelfare. medimid, medicare. social security, income tax. el. Initially these
'Programs and the services of the Council were derided as not needed. at best.
to "communistic" at worst. however. through years of thdiented service. people
in the (Immunity came to appreciate the tart that an organiZation flat asked
ROIlliug in return was there to help if it could. tint of the constant bombardmentof social problems created by the influx already dismissed. the Connell began to
pressure the government for a variety of services to meet unmet needs whichwere grouped into several broad categories: employment, housing. youth, theaged and cultural activities.

MINOT:SI ENT

tlnlnct everyone who is physically or mentally able to work works. With both
parents uorking everyone in Chinatown agreed that there nas it tremendous
need for child care services. However. previous attempts to start Stich programs
ended in failure clue to high engls. In 19(Iii the Council started plaas to build a day
care faviiity. in fort, it pioneered for the City a whole new nay of expediting the
funding of sites. However, its own plans were thwarted by a variety of bureau-
cratic red tape--intlationary construction costs and land speeulation. After six
years of minimums work we are constructing the largest comprehensive child
day care program in the United States that wool(' provide services to 400 children
front evett months to eleven years. While this program was being developed the
Council developed the largest sing!' after school day care program in New York
City with an enrollment of inn chitdren. utilizing seven selmolq. In addition to
these centers the Council is developing it 175.ehild center for Confucius Plaza.
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Other day care facilities imitate a 125child tenter sponsored by the Chinatown
Service Center and a 7:1-hi ld kindergarten program supported by tuft' and
grants from Traustlguration Chute h. There are also several illegal day care
centers in the community sponsored by Owe!' gnaws. The Comwil row has a
waiting list of over '410 persons without having advertised this service.

Royfish.o..Hiesecond-homogc (ESL) is a needed program for recent immi-
grants who deserve upward wobility. Will uu t t iiglisla fluency the immigrant is
forced to remain within the coultues of the Chinatown job marketrestaurants
and garment factories; with it they are able to breach the outer job market. Tied
into the ESL program are counseling services to Witt the stations overcome the
many hurdles that stand in the way of continuing with schooling. Learning mate-
rials are geared to their euvirommott imitating emtversational dialogue pertain-
ing to their everyday lives. i.e. how to tied a job. how to order in the restaurant.
mail a package, we the subway. etc. Owe the student has learned sufficieut
English the job counselor attempts to match his skills and English ability with
employmeut opportunities in our job bank. Weaknesses in the job market as a
result of the recession have made this task extremely difficult although not
impossible. (.P.C.'s language renter at its peak was open seven days a week. 12
hours a day to meet the working reeds of our lama:tickle 0410 students). In
addition to our tenter. a similar center is being condueted by the Board of-Educa-
tion at the Chinese Consolidated Benevoleut Association and a small manpower
training renter operated by the 111)TA ou Henry Street. Various churches nod
small communitystsed groups operate less professional but essential ESL pro-
grams. Last year at the peak there were au estimated 1.5110 adults enrolled in
these programs. Cutbacks in federal nod tttttnicipal programs in tiseal year 7.1-73
have put a severe- damper and have decreased enrollments yet the demand for
such services remains unabated.

DAT CARE

We have established tbt in over S.1% of households with children both
paruts work. However. apartments are suta'' and frequently grandparents are
either working themselves or ant in the pientre. Therefore. traditional child
care services are umtexistent. In addition. the neighborhood and living units
are relatively unsafe and it is not desirable to have yeamg children, even
Mood-age children. alone without supervisicn. Cognizant of this need. the Coun-
cil set out six years ago to establish comprehensive day care services in China-
town. At that time Hamilton Madison House, to racially integrated settletueut
house with a 100-child muter was the only one accepting applicants. Today the
Council .sponsors seven after-school centers Witt eurollineat of close to 70:1
youngsters. Cutler notstruction are the ('llrystie Street center for 400 children
from seven mouths to eleven years and n smaller center for to pre-school chil-
dren in Confucius Plaza. The Chinatown Service Center is constructing a day
rare renter for approximately 120 youngsters on Division Street. A private
kindergarten co-sponsored by the Transfiguration Church and St. Christopher's
on Henry Street provide services for 70 yo Two church groups sponsor
illegal centers on :t fee basis. While there are over SOD children ou the waiting
list we have made it siguiticant start iu fultilliug this need. It is important to
note that the muter:: not only perform custodial functions but are basically
social. education mid cultural neuters that involve the children and family in a
learning process.

THE AGED

Yesterday's restattrant worsen:, the male entrepreneur of the hand laundries.
the men who mute to make their fortunes, remit n y and return to China but
who became trapped by circumstances are left to linger on diminished savings.
III-housed. poorly fed. lacking English lauguage skills, they are frequently
trapped in alien neighborhoods witl t it latekgnmnd of experience in construc-
tive leisure activities. They sit isolated and alone, bereft of needed and deserved
social services. alone until CPC's Project Open 1oor begun under a pilot grant
to provide these services on a nofee basis. Prior to 1971 Hamilton Madison
House alone provided some services, partieularly a hot meal program to the
elderly. While they had over 1.004) members. only 17 could be fee on a given
day- TodaY, in addition to 11.NLII. and C.P.C. there is a Chinatown Senior
('it izetes Count ion Center set vita:, 110 meals a day and mad her ore serving a mot I.
ethnic went) which is also a coalition center under eonstruction north of Iloastoh
Street. The Council is au active pa rtieipant of both coalitions.
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Vaunt

The Connell was the first to reef %laze the growing disaffiliat ilia and anti-
social behavior by a small btu signifiratu talitip of 11.inegeeS t tagaged in gang
tights and criminal :lent Ries. or all the pnallems we face this is perhaps the
uoc..t dittieult dme to the tie-iti between the gangS :'dolt etivas
1)% er the )-tarts the Council has etalleat ore:" to wort. «dull some of the,- oting.trs
1.11t frequently did not have the trained staff i plwsieaf resources III 4141

T..11:13- the Celltivil slk.11:41)n,, tun prevention programs geared to meet the 1111115
of Inn affidesents halo might otherwise turn III 111111.::: or gang activities. The

has also initiated a con.ortima «hick will attempt to unify and 111-
"11111181 tintigling Programs and serviees aiming...4 the estaldi...hed y41uth serving
organization:. in the elontimitit. Ffir the -straight- elaildreu there is inadequate
hadaor or outdoor 111 a3 space or organized slowts 'programs. The Clown has or-
ganimd. until reeent13. the only coullPttitive Oneglei len SI Her'S erelgrilin in ellinn
tOn 11 invp.iving hundred.: of yltingsfers. Filfortmmtely this program has been
diminished by a lack of funding. The 1.31CA for the past Ill-II years has been
developing a push 'ten anl a reereational program. Money has been appropriated
to build a comprehen.ive ultural and recreational center ill Columbus Pat k.

ct 1.11-1:At. AlsTs

Mau lives not by bread alone. therefore. we Have 111q1.11.1111 Ulf 01, arts
nameil to provide workshops mad for converts for a arity of age groups
to tire:wry,- the rielmess or the traditional arts and to provide jobs and midi-
cues: for talented performers.

ttorst\o
'bashes housing stock in the eon area of the lower East Side eonsists of old

law tenentent houses of the most 1:4- mature while on the outer rim runs a
series or 1.1W and lemur ilirottit housing imijets. The (*salmi' has pnided
for two bash- services: 1) tenantlandlord romplahas in which esintwil staff
arts as an intermediary. ofteu as mitt o Onlenib011:111 10 protect tenant rights and
interpret ever changing laws. 2) We also seek in handle sneer}-ley 1 singsituations: and assist persons in acquiring public housing. Our most ambitious
plan is a ::ii-year development plan which oink! construe! from ':.INN) to 20.11110
units of Is DW housing MOW:: with preservation of the neighbor-
hood's mixed retail and wholesale trade and light industry. We have formed a
group called the Sara D. Roosevelt 'lousing and Ete D Development A:WO-O:1i ben hint involves Hispanics and other et1 groups residing in the area.
tither CPC activities in the planning. stage are: I1 a group home for emotionally
disturbed or neglected youngsters and 2) a combined nursing and extended tarefaeility fur the aged.

ovum eitotatANts t'S vim AREA

Other !programs geared specifically to meeting the needs of Chinese citi-zens are:
Children's ffignostie (*enter for flue treatment of neurotic children and their

families sponsored by Hamilton Madison House. A health edneation and screen_
hag program sponsored by this chin:flown Health Clinie. An ambulatory !inh
rare elbjjf rel.$11011.:11n91 lay I'omuntnity Service Se wilty and Beekman Hospital.
Tin- Chinatown Family Planning. renter. Research and library projects con-ulimeted by the Basement Workshop. Improvement in hospital services by Beek-taunt and Gouverneur.

Researelt: Almag 1111. latter the 1' ttttt aril itas initiated a eitywid researela
pnijet to determine the need for translatiou services in the municipal hospitals3 stem In meet fhe city':: vastly growing mot-English speaking population.

CoXCLI'StoX :

Wlaenr we go in the unromolitan area we hear the same needs and cries
for help from the Jam: dean. Japanese. Italian. Greek and Korean commitni-:I.:, al* with a growing immigrant poptilat ion and with minimal social serv-lees. Shure our first waves of tonEttglish speaking immigrants in the 19thiotilvy. we have learned a great tlel about tirldg and the delivery of serv-b-. through the lase of bilingual 'Personnel but our knowledge had fallen intodistez until fairly rerently. New York City under former Mayor John Lind-
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say, nsing federul funds, set up offices for the Jewish poor. Congress of Italian
American Organizatins. National Puerto Rican Institute and the Hellenic
American Neighborhood Action Committee. These offices then set up the ap-
paratn to bring new services into their respective communities. These funds,
amounting to $200,000, are now in jeopardy which is why we support AM-
gressa moan Patsy 31inhs bill 9597; to insure that the municipalities a elcomiug
the immigrants lute 121Inlit s or pa Mal relief to meet their growing
demands for services.

Alit:nu-As Corxc u. OP VOLUNTARY Ant:sews Fon
Fonmux Sinwtcx. Exc.,

New York. .V.Y.,Noecatlicr 15, 1911.
Mr. A t'GrsTrS F. II.twmxs.
CioGrown. Suticommithe fio Egnal Opporlunit:4s. Committee on Eflacalina and

Lotair Howe Office iraqtinglan,
th.m: Mn. . The Committee on )11r:ration and Refugee Affairs of

the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign service, Inc. understands
that heatings 1118 be scheduled fur November 19 on H.R. 0S9:i. a bill to provide
fderal prog.ranis of educatitteal, employment. and taller assistance to areas with
heavy concentration of foreign-born persons.

This bill is of interest to our agencies. which represent the major religious
kolleela riil anti gl'111111i11:4V in this country. he:4e tmencieq

with their !oral communities and consume:a:les constitute a wide network of
viturbes, s:,nagtemes. social sem ice agencies and other organizatbms workhg
ou beom f of immigrants, refugees, escapees, expellet N. and displaced persons from
all parts of the world.

The voluntary agonies find H.R. ,I.97, worthy of attention in that it seeks: to
pros Pb- as1.tanee to immigrants in their integration and adjustment into Ameri-
eau communities. It is our opinitm. hone er, that the bill will not accomplish its

Ia rhell4e we firmly believe that permanent resident aliens and refugees
(such as conditional entrants and parolees, should be eligible under state and
fed. rat programs for education, hi:intl, hot.,ing. jolt training. orientation. public
asskialice, and related aetivities v.ithit the total ongoing health, welfare and
education pritgrains fur all people in the I'Hit Al States and that if federal funds
are needed, they should be provided because of u. ' rather than of the basis of
alienage.

Aithongh we mwstion such legislation in principle, it k also our belief that
in this bill the definition of "immigrant" !gels clarity. As it now stands. the bill
hit:holes any individual who was foreign-born (or :111 Ann :lean Samoan) and
who rsitics in the United States (except those rrpr. ,cueing other eminent::
in a diplomatie or similar ca pactty ). Thu. it would ako ad.piy to a r.S. citizen
who was foreign-horn. 011 the other hand. if an intini,zrata is meant to he a per-
son who arrived in the United States with an immigrant visa, refageps who
arrived as conditional entrants or parolees would be excluded.

It is also our opinion that die suggested formula for co:minting ratios for
entitlement to federal fundq is exeeedingly invoked mill complex. requiring
statiies of immigrants who are illiterate. mtenallo3il. aml ma ptal!ii assktat:ee.
The door appears to be open for treating. ogt to this eatmory as special privi-
leged groups. The net result would be one of creating reseatinent between die
non foreign-born and the foreign-born.

Wr agree that aliens permanently residing in the Mated States (including
efn.rees rrhb are conditional entrants or parolee) shottld be eligible for food

stamps. Lit:twise the establishment and nuantenane of riated States Empbo
ment Sort ice programs for job referrals is a %Mill Iiggestion to be implemented
not ty for immigrants but for all Americans.

In addition. the agenris recommend that in view of the recent Supreme Court
deeion. Espinoza v. Farah Manufacturing ('Innimily. a pros isimi of law be me
ailed to bar employment discrimination because of alienage.

The Committee on Migration anti Refugee Affairs of the Ameriean Council,
appreiates this opportunity to register its vitas on the proposed bill, and is
available at any time for consultation with your Committee.

Sincerely,
flAvxon T. Jaonsox.

Chairman, Committee on Migration and Wittig:cif/aim
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Ciivucn Woo Lo Stinctm
New York, X.Y., :Torember 12, 1974.

Mc. Aenrsres F. HAwuiSs.
Choirmon. Faboommilee on Equal Opporlunilic$,
!louse Office Building, Wavhington, L.C.

31a. Comes! As : It is %%ill deep interest and appreciation that we have
re% tewed II.It. tr,s95 entitled Nen American:- CtIttra thin Exottlo3 meat _1...kt-
tow let" introduced by Congresswoman Patsy Mink of Hawaii.

Church Womb! Ser% ice represents the humanitarian social concerns of thirty
comuitnent Protestant and orthodox Comumnious of the National Connell of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. coordinating and operating programs on their
behalf in relief, assistance to refugees, disaster response, rehabilitation and self-
help and development programs in forty count ries in Asia, Africa, Latin America,
Middle East and Europe. Church World Service responds to acute human need- -
to victims of disater, the hungry and the homelesswithont regard to
rave. creed or geographic location.

The Immigration and Refugee Program of Church World Service serves on be-
half of its emktituent denominations as the coordinating and operational :MOWS
in Refugee Resettlement in the U.S. Since World War 11. WS has resettled
=mum) rcngees and escapees, assisting them to find new and responsible lives
in one rnitnr rt.

hltrelt World Service, through its Immigratio and Refugee Program. is the
focal point for problems related to immigration and to the integration into the
American community of immigrants and refugees to the V.S.

Church World Service is av re of the housing. employment, language. health
and welfare. etc. situation: Laced by the newcomers to America and deeply
appreeinte the attention given to this in MR. hStt-71. However, we are as equally

:merged lest the identification of the needs of immigrants and refugees and
the special protisions of ILR. 9S95 would cause this group to receive benefits
from loeal. slate or federal goer rument resources which are not available to
chi:rens. The proposed complicated determination of federal subsidies to `-gate-
way'- cities and stet's %%mild draw attention to the 'liability- of immigration
rather than bringing into :liens the advantages and benefits that come to the.
U.S. through family reunions, professional and highly skilled persons and refu-
gees who become responsible KollinHee members of our economy mid society.

In cities and states that have a large concentration of immigrants and refugees
it is understandable that federal financial ass stance is tooth needed and appro-
priate. Such federal support and subsidy M program.: of health, welfare. educa-
tion. Wowing and employment should be based upon per capita grants for recently
arrived it migrants and refugees who are receiving services from the local and
state agencies "Providing such services to the cm.tmunity.

We deeply appreciate the timeliness of the hearings which the House lair
committee on Equal opportunhies is holding in regard to H.R. US95. The initia-
tive of Congresswoman Mink in introducing this tegislation %%hit+ draws attention
to the problems faced. not nly by the inintigrants themselves. but by the "gate-
way- cities and states hats been opportune and most helpful.

It is our hope that as a result of these hearings, enabling legsiation will be
forthcoming to lied an equitable solution to the problems of health. cduenli
housing, welfare and employment for both American citizens, new immigrants
and refugees in he tot:4 eonummily.

It wrothd be appreelated if this communication front Church World Service
coald Pe inehtded in the bearitig record.

Sincerely,
.Tottx IV. SCII.WER.

Tat: UNITED Pr:FSBYTEI:f.V.V CIttTelf
IN Tug Us trim SrxrEs or AmEntA.

yew Ford:, S.F.. A-ore:00y M. 14:7;.
Mr. .VOICATUR F. HAWKINS.
Itairmall.,501.rontatillre on Equal Opporlustilie.1,

llonto Olney Building.
Ira qh

1)1:%1: ettAllomv : This is a statement of support for TI.IL 9S9'.1 entitled.
"New Amerieart, E.turation . lid Mitidoyment Assist:I:lee Act" introduced by
l'iongresswoman. Patsy Mink. of frawail.
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!hiving had expo-I-iv:tees in assisting the intutigraitt:4 and refugees (with haus-
ettiPloyineut. language. lwalt and welfare services), as the .1:+sociale for

Serial Welfare 31inistries of the United l'resbyterian Church in the U.S.A. I
would like 10 go on record as fully supportive of the bill that would provide
vital subsidy to the neweouters to the United States.

The majority of stew immigrants are hae..licapped by the lack of language
skill-, education, and welfare o-omit:titles. The Legislative Bill would ratlitair
the proiees,-a-S of assisting the onmuttities. pa rtieularly the major nrfotit areas,
to provide dire -et betietit*to the lien immigrants. mid refugees in this ontittr.

*itteerel y,
Tr K. Su iS.

Amon-kite furNariUt Welfare Ministries.

ENEL COrNII. Or TON ErlSorAl.
Nor York. X.Y., Norcother I.>, l!7'.

Iron. l'Arsy llisK,
9 /rubs r Coopre.s.

Build
tro,bin9lon.

u: AIINK : We. the Episeopal Asia:aerie:1 3Iini.try stair and I. regret
Thal v.: are attable III I:44 before the Stanantniitee on November 19, 1914.
Hews-% er. we strongly support in writing the Passage of ILIt. 9S95, the New
Ameriea Edneat ion and Employment .1ssistatter .let.

tine of our immediate and prssitig vent -erns in Asianii-rica Ministry is the
iruti-iott of Ill NMI ti. en, its ;snit ;did housing rut- .0.hlit-Aitterientis and Asian inttsti-
gran,. to this !and of ours.

laNtatiee. thee- grants to "gateway cities" With Mori. than 5 per cent hand-
gra'O inoeI vriainly assist local governments iit their pro-
gram. ;A) 111-111 Asia it-American and Asian immigrants.

Let nie vile one PN:11:ipit. Ills the nerd for :1 bill such as yours. The
Neweomers Seri ire Center in San Fratiriseo mg-vices --third of all

Chin -e families that arrive ill that city: the average manlier of families that
a reit itianher between 1.3o0 a nil :100 to :t year.

In its animal report the Chinese Newromers Service Center slated;
-Among newcomer families. there etas high miemploy taunt and muleremploy-

mete. The burden ,d. unemphament Ift-lug sustained by men (4 7.q to I.S^4). Iu
over no' -- of the families niwit- one or tooth adults nen- professim als. these fam-
in- u ',ere one or loath adults. %%ere imars" al.. them- families experienced
Iturt (4.,letullt or va,t Ittoloremptoyment sitter their arrival ith the This
ma.. itulicate (at the need to rumezel 'Cession:its regarding tests, academie
retptirutonis and other training .-Itich would (stable these persons to practice
as a pr..ressi(.11:11. lb/ the nerd lo ehalimigu the sties ffi: of some Amprirait pro-
fessional omanizat isms siekitrz ifs control ceriniu employment markets to raven-
their twist:omit' interests, and tot the lark of demaml for specialized skills of
some necomer:.

'Furl her, roc w.111101 the largest growth in empityment ... Was in the opera-
tive- eategory. Fur lilefl, the largi-) gr. o tit was in the service category. Roth of
these trends seem consis'ent rurreittly held beliefs that these low paying,

skilled jobs provide the balk or job oppnillitit-s Open to newcomers.
Thus "or these lit w arrivals. job training and tolaentent programs :11111111 :It
111111.:1411g job alternatives open to angtnice handicapped' persons have had
limited impart On newcomers as a whole.-

It will sutiire to say that the example or the center in San Frastvisro lin111.1
trite or all other .ttan-.11:14-rienti anal Asian immigrants to the toiled States.
'fliettratits to "gateway cities" will help them adjust to t he new land.

Nlote should be said about housing and health survives for .1siai1-.1ntericatt.1
and %shin immigrants which are just as valid needs, bat time 'will not admit me
to point them all up.

nl (lit' Pztssage of 9970 owl stnimllt sailing.
1111 la all good wishes, I remain

Faitliftill ours,
WINSTON W. C II INO,

Excel:11re Officer, Episcopal Asiamerira Ministry,
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IN$TLTCTE 3N Pl.rnALISM AND GRIOT InKstrtv.
Sear York, .V.1"., Norem kr 1$. 1971.

Congresswoman PATSY T. MINK,
Iloilo., of llepresentotives,
llnyburn
11,-,ochington, D.V.

_

!WAR CONGRESSMOMAN MINK: Thank you for your invitation to testify on
II.R.8.1. the Neo Americans Education awl Employment Assistanee Act. l'n-
fortunately. no one from our project o ill be able to attend the hearings in person.
but I did want to share our thoughts with you on the progressive aud farsighted
approach your Rill takes. It would indeed be a major piece of legislation in the
field of immigratima and human :zervicm and would go far to reetify the im-
balance between the current needs of immigrants and the capacity of leany
States to meet those needs.

TM) many people are unaware of the extent to %chief' immigration remains an
important element in American popular growth. The change in tmuposition
of the immigrauts leis not dillaIliSh(41 their numbers, and they ea indeed bring
classic difficulties to their new 110111S as they endeavor to adjust and persevere
in their new lives. Immigrant service and resettlement :agencies do admirable
work in helping the new arrivals. but their budgets lire small in relationship to
the overall needs of the new immigrants.

The problem of multilingualism in the delivery of social and educational serv-
ices is one which eould make use of a huge ehunk of your proposed funding. Our
Project has heard repeated testin lllll y from ethnic communities as to the W-
ade' macy of language see ices at public institutions such as hospitals and mental
health dillies. A recently arrived Immigrant, struck by a physical or emotional

unc: to the public facility and is met with a language he clamant under-
stand. In turn, he et t make his problem understood to the institution, and
the two actorzthe one in need of help and the other potentially able to give it
pass by one another unhurt a ct lllll ection Mag. made. If, under the Secretary's
grantmaking authority in your Bill. funds mould go to community groups and/or
local institur s to provide multilingual service aides, this would mitigate
depressing and useless frusta-at" for many individuals. Problems could at least
be properly identified and help 17011111

There are. in cities throughout the vountry. an inereasing number of ethnic
communities organized to deliver services to immigrants, among others. They
should be seen as resmrces limier your Bill, as possible recipients of funds Zo
marry out their programs. and as links between the new arrivals and the commu-
nity :It large. In many eases. services provided through :meta -natural" channels
will be more effective in reaching people than those offered by large scale bu-
reaucracies which are often perceived by new immigrants as threatening or at
least unresponsive. Existing informal eommunity network systems should be
utilized rather than eireumvented.

(hoe again. let me express my appreciation for your invitation to submit
testimony on the Bill, and nay cougratolations on your creative approach to the
problem.

Sincerely,
Jtiorrit IlErtNtAN,

Director of Planning and Research.

KODENS IN Los AseRtais : EMPLOYMENT AND ED(TATIoN

INTRODIATION

The need for such a presentar on the Koreans in Los Angeles stems from
ti a basic hug: of reliable government data. Statistics upon which program funding

is !lased generally falls hawk to two smarms, the Bureau of the Census and Im-
migration and Naturalization Services. Both sources offer only marginal assist-
mace itt helping to draw vague generalizations with regards to the Korean
community. This dictates the necessity of turning to emumunity sources, a
composite of which would hopefully be more repressdative. The section "Node-
quaey of Government Data no Koreans in the United States" attempts to shoW
the need for community based data collection as nu alternative.
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The "Description of the Korean Neighborhood in Los Angeles" is an attemptto present the environment in sun kt ical and verbal terms so that one notWith -Los Angeles would be able to conceptualize the physical conditions in winchthe Koreans of Los Angeles live.
"Age Struetnre" and **Immigration" relate some well - accepted facts thatprevile 0 context in w Welt the two major issues can be discussed.
"Employment" is at the crux of a number of problems which result in thoeconomic oppression of the newly immigrant connuunity. Sitortrunproblems of finding a job and the long-run issue of nutlet employment arediscussed.
"Youth and Education" issues are especially significant becanse the poor

management of these problems and potential problem, will have effect, of anunknown dinten,hot for a duration tot a,:irable in generations. ronfronting
problems of children always has the added dinteie-bm that they are not involvedin deciding on a resolution although they are the ones most affected.

"0)110in-ions and Recommendations" are written on Iwo levels. first. the
findings of this research lend themselves to certain types of policy and pro:trai
recommendations to the government. Second. the natort of this type of ativoc.ley
research has certain implicit recommendationts for all research.

INADEQUACY OF 1.S. GOVERNMENT DATA RE 1:04EANS Itl tcs.
In trying to draw a profile of a community. it Is a baste precept that cerntia

population estimates should be put forth. When trying to profile the Koreans inthe roiled States and Los Angeles, however there are immediate probt,sms of
the substantiation Of data. Varilons levels of government bureaucrat... ill cantto the 197 r.S. Census figure of $.S11 Koreans in the whole of Los 1. made.;
County. Any attempts to apply the figure to the 1973 population is intque,t humblya gross misrepresentation.

Recent immigration of Koreans to the Milted States has increased by geometricproportions. From 1965 through 196S. the average yearly immigration was 4.000.In 1969. the figure rose to 6.000; by 1973. it was 22.930.

Immigration of Koreans to the United States 196: -1973'
Immigrants

.1.00019{LI-19S6

9.300

1969 6.0001970
1971 14.004)1972 IS. 0001973 °". 930
booth:ration raid Naturalization Service. 19G5-0S. 191;9. 1970,11)71.1972. 1973.

The largest number of these immigrants indicated Los Angeles as their destime,Hon. This being the case. it is obvious that the 1970 Census (la tom must he severelymodified if it is to be te-ed for analysis purposes. Immigration NatnrlizatitmService (INS) statistics used ill conjunction with census k a dubious resolution.The INS relies on original destination information of Metalling immigrants. This
information may simply be :1 "sponsor-relative". a friend. or a mailing address.Even if it does refleet an actual destination. it call be expected that a person'sstated destination prior to entering the country is likely to change after beingin the rnited States for a period of time The mutating system used by the INSis the annual Alien Registration in Janimr%. The statistics. however. are bt thewords of an INS staff member. "questionable at best". An INS official estimated
30--5(We of the aliens do not register altht ugh there is the threat of depot- :Ilionfor not doing so.

Another distortion in the counting of Koreans In this country is that many
immigrants enter via another country. As related In the Reporter's Transer:pts
of the Solt Pronetseo Asion-Aineriran Hearings of the California itaphory ('om-mittee to the U.R. Civil Rights Commisvfm, in Jnne, inf. many Koreans enter
the V.S. by immigrating first to ealonill. Germany. or Small America. Althoughno tangible statisties are available. ". . . according to the Immigration authori-
ties and some reliable sources. they say that last year, 1072 and 1913, the Koreansexceeded any (sir) other nationality" IP. 397).

With such variation possible In all counting methods. It becomes clear that nodata source can be relied upon to accurately represent the dynamies or the
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Korean population in the United States or Lbs Angeles. There are, however, cer-
tain conclusions that can be drawn from the shortfalls in U.S. Government statis-
tics. In the ease of Koreans, the minimum population estimates must be substan-
tially greater than either INS or Census figures.

Tins undercounting im the part ut the tederad government can be crucial inaS-
Initell .is many got eminent sew % ices are doled out on the basis of recognition of
an ethnic ininintWs xistenee. Logical 13, then, zin3 undercounting is tantamount
to tlinerecognit ion and thus a smaller slice of the budget pie.

Parallel application or simple inflation of the 1970 census data hi attempting
to represent the Korean cuuuuuuiny is also :it issue. Must simply, the 1970 U.S.
Census showed that 62% of the Los Angeles SMSA Koreans were -foreign born".
The kite scale immigration M.A. has oecuried since 1970 would obviously in-
validate that one statistic. More significantly, though, it is inappropriate to as-
sume. that a new immigrant population would mirror the demographic character-
istics of an existing community albeit 62% "foreign born". The discrepancies
are great and the fluidic:it is that the U.S. Census figures are generally au
inaccurate measure both quantitathely and qualitatively of the Korean com-
munity in the United States today.

nEscicirriox OF THE 1:01:EAN NEIGIIROGIIOOD IN LOS ANGELES

The area generally recognized as the area of Korean concentration fans out
about noir blocks on either side of 013 nipic Blvd. between Hoover and Crenshaw
BI d. Although it is recognized that the largest concentration lives within this
live square mile area, the area is not categorically a Korean enclave. Unlike the
Chinatown of .`Sazi Fraud:K.0 or New lurk City, the Koreans in the Olympic area
.ore only one of many minorities within the community. There are large Latin
(Cuhan, central and south America) populations as well as Chicano, Blacks and
'Mutes. The area also has a rapid13 growing number of Thais and Filipinos and
a more stable po:oila t ion of Chines.e and Japanese.

Hulking hi the area described is predominantly multiple family units of poor
ts ta tr quality. The structures are w oialf none auel stucco ranging from about four
to twenty units per building. Virtually all the Koreans are renters.

tqyznpic Blvd. k .i primary east-west surface street, four blocks south of Wil-
shire- Blvd. and its new high-rise ollicfe structures. The Korean community itself,
is about 13 minutes west of downtown Los Angeles by autontoldie. As :ALA', it can
be projected that the area w ill fall under decelopment pressures, unless com-
Iii1111113 roots are lirnily est:11111,1'Ni toda3. This projected development pattern is
consistent with the Long/ h'unge. Citywide Plan of the City of Los Angeles which
calk for nodal development along t he Wilshire corridor.

Alton; Olympic Blvd.. sign. of growth of a Korean community are continually
being manifest. ILtrilly .i week goes by without the "grand opening" of a new
storefront with hangul t Korean alphabet) signs proclaiming grocery stores,
restaurants. barbers. hamburger staml, gas st.ttions, or other small business. The
tai r pt edoutinettee 44 these rattail busbies-es .t re low capital iin est molt and lease-
hold esta Wish:twins. community bit,inesses %Illl be in jeopardy when de-
1001,111(ga prt,,q.,11n.:_. are (. \cried (111 the 1,111(1 uwuer. This same concern is to be
rakeil when the ul tenure of the residents :mkt of whoni are renters) is re-
%1(.1.(1. Keith .te currently on monthly contracts aml range from
NO-s1.141. AA resiikni ial pres.ure del elims fur apartments in the Wilshire area,

these low rental payments an be expected to climb. Some sign of longer tenure
awl permanence are et pivot, how( ter. There are a number of real estate agents
sh,lic ins properties withuh t he Oly topic area to prospective Korean buyers. There
are alo several eonuoerei.hl has on Oly topic 'Siva. In the hands of Korean real
e.tatt a..ents. The.,..e agents are currently try nig to locate Korean buyers. As these
eointoct ial prOlii.1.1111's Att. 11(.%eltri,(.11.111(1 as residential properties are purchasetk,
the land tenure in the 013 mph! area becomes 1114)rp stable and the Korean l'0111-
11,111111:. 1%111 111(.11 Lave a firm foothold and base for prolonged community
developteent.

W1 : Litt the area of heaviest Korean concentration, the 191(. C'ettsus shows that
_'1.711', of the total families were thing below 12:ir'13 of On puterty level. This
eau Le contrasted to 1.1.1f; for the LOS Angeles-Long Beach Standard fetro-
puritan Statistieal .1Iva SNISA) :t6 a whole. The median annual income in the
neizhinahot41 i, about $5.000 per family as euilipa red to $8,500 for the SMSA.
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Percent
families Median Mean

below 125 family family
percent income income

poverty level

Korean neighborhood,
21. 76Los Angeleslone Beach SMSA 11.40

85.000
8.500

$6,190
1,030

Source:1970 census.

"Near-poor," -poor." and "priori tam" are three levels of low income groups
as defined by the Bureau of Census. They represent 125%, 100% and 7i% of
the poverty level respectively. The income level defining poverty varies with thesize of the family so that a family of two earning a gross monthly income of
$230 to $302 is considered "near-poor." A family of live earning ;19 to $521 per
month is likewise not "poor." but "near-poor."

In terms of trying to describe the ethnic mix in the neighborhood the use of
r.S. Census data is an unfortunate inevitability. The use of this data to estimate
the absolute size of the Korean and, or other ethnic minorities has two serious
shortfalls. First. the U.S. If Itrea tt of the Census has a notoriety for undercount-ing existing inoriteis. The Chicanos in the Southwest United States recently
%von such tt suit in the federal courts. Second. the census connts reflect an attempt
at enumerating the 1970 population. the 'indite of which has changed radicallyin the last four years because of the increased immigration front Asia and LatinAmerica.

Tice data may be an under-representation of the ethnic minorities in terms of
numbers. but even taking the figures as they stand. they reflect an ethnicallyvaried neighborhood.

The Illacks in the neighborhood represent of the total population and per-
sons enumerated as Spanish-surnamed represent 211%. The Asian population of
which the Koreans :are included compo-. 15%. Other than these ethnic groups isa remainder of 32% of the population which ineludes ciinlslt -sn
Whites. Native Aentricans et ai It is evident that the neighborhood is ethnically
varied and as such affords the potential for no culturally rich community
environment.

ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE OLYMPIC BLVD. ElIVIRON I

Number Percent

Total population 83,855

Total Asian
12,151 14.5Korean
(1.706) (2,03)Black 23,674 28.2Spanish surname .. 21.681 25.9Other ' 26.:49 31.4

U S. Bureau of Census, 1970.

AGE: STRUOTrRE

The Korean community in Los Angeles is today, a community of revent immi-
grants; the vast, majority of whom have come to Los Angeles after 1970.

The Korean community in Los Angeles is composed of young families. The
parents are typically 30 years 1)1(1 with one or tno children. Most of the ehildren
are pre-school age. many of ninon %%ere born in the United States shortly after
their parents' arrival, The next largest doss of children are elementary school
aged aura attend local public schools.

A group that is presently !Hissing from the age pyramid is the senior citizens.
those oor fill years of age. This is understandable %%here the population nmjority
is newly arrived immigrants. The older population would less ty Ideally be apt to
move to a new country. There is. lionever, a groning number of grandparents
tieing brought over for the purpose of caring for the pre-school children. These
giantlparents are given a preferential status for immigration by the U.S.
government.

IMMIGRATION

An obvious reasim for the high growth of immigration lies in the liberalization
of immigration regulations in 1905, %%hen discriminator) quotas %sere re-adjusted.
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Ilktead of basing ado Mance to the United States on a proportion of the ethnic
population composition in the Unit ml States in 1920, the 1905 law gave equal
quotas to all countries in the Eastern Hemisphere. The result of this change
for the Korean immigration has been the immigration* of up to 20,000 persons per
Year under the quota and additional persons and their families who qualify for
entry preference independent of the new quotas.

With such a large portion of the population as immigrants, it can be safely
assumed that Korean is the primary language in the Korean community. Also,
because of the high level of educational attainment, one would suspect that
there Mould be a significant level of bilingual Koreans. However the latter is
not the ease. Degree of fluency is a difficult statistic to gather accurately, but
there have been informed community estimates, At the November 30, 1973 Civil
Rights Hearings iu I.os Augeles, testimony was made to the effect that language
k the largest handicap for Koreans seeking employment. Among those over 23
years of age:

about 40 percent can speak no English, 25 percent can speak some English,
10 percent communicate with some difficulty, 15 percent can communicate
with little difficult) and the remaining 10 percent speak English well.
(transcripts of California State Ad% isory Committee, U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, Public Hearing, November 30, 1973)

EMPLOYNIENT

Employment in the Korean community brings to mind two issues, the short-
run issue of unemployment, and the long -run issue of underemployment.

In a report prepared for Thomas Bradley, Mayor of Los Angeles, the state-
ment was made that "unemployment in the Korean work tome runs at a high
rate of IS per emit . The unemployment period is also longer than for other
groups ... Once they get laid off or loose their jobs, it is difficult for them to get
another JIM." t Oa% id Lee and Cooke Sum), -Empio)ment and the Korean Com-
Muni( y." November 1973).

It is the long run problem of chronic underemployment, however, that deserves
particular attention. Although the majority of the adult population have college
degrees, they are not generally hired at commensurate jobs. "Approximately 90
per emit of the Korean working women work as sewing um him operators or hand
pressers" (Civil Rights Hearings, Los Angeles, November 30, 1973), This is
appalling- considering the high level of their education, A large number of the new
immigrants are admitted under the non-quota preferenee reserved for profes-
sionals. But upon arrival, are handicapped with a language difficulty and legal/
technical barriers.

In a brief submitted by the City/Federal funded Oriental Service Center to the
Office of Mayor Bradley, the following statement was made :

... the average Korean immigrant regardless of his educational background
and experience, must accept menial type jobs such as Ittifitor, Laborer. Ware-
honeoeman, Nurse's Aide or Orderly, Service Station attendant or Helper-
Trainee to name a few ... (December, 1973)

The case of pharmacists is especially acme. A pharmacist k trained in Korea
using United States textbooks or texts based on United States books. The
technical education is parallel to that in American universities, but it is given
concurrently with a student's undergraduate work. In the United States, the
same course material is covered, but at a graduate level. Although the training
is virtually the same, the Korean pharmacist is denied access to even taking the
California Stale qualifying examination.

The pharmacist was given preferential admittanee to the United States because
of an (ostensive shortage of pharmacists. But upon arrival, lie discovers that
although the federal government actively encouraged immigration, the state
government is more protectionist and prohibits full participation in the pharmacy
profession. For the unlicensed p..)fessional pharmacist, there is little he can do
to earn a living.

Other professionals for whom the plaeement is difficult include professors,
medical doctors, dentists, a rehitects. etc. It is eonsidered "fortunate" to be
hired as paraprofessionals. Thus, for the sake of economic survival, they remain
teacher's aides, orderlies, laboratory teclmicians, draftspersons, etc.

It is improbably that the population is satisfied with its current low level of
employment. But, admitting societal limitations and economic realities, they have
been willing to work much below their capabilities. In the meantime, however,
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there is an expressed need for English as a Second Language (ESL) courses. The
demand for such classes is sofficient to maintain a full schedule of adult courses
tailored to the specific learning problems of the Korean adults. Criticism is fre-
quently voiced, however, indicating an unavailability of appropriate ESL courses.
This includes inconvenient meeting times and places, high tuition and inappro-
Pilate instruction. The last point is repeatedly heard with reference to ESL
eottrses which are geared to Spanish-speaking students. The point is that Koreans
ate expressing the need for ESL classes geared to those with Korean as theirprimary language.

Many Korean's who immigrate have significant problems in trying to locate
emtdoyment. As mentioned earlier, this most definitely applies to finding work
in their area of expertise, but it also applies to locating any sort of employ-
ment. The college graduate with a major in Korean literature or Political Sci-
ence. or the dentist without a California License has no marketable skill here
in the United States. These many men and women are vying for a mere handful
Of manpower training positions set aside for AsianAmericans. III all of Los
Angeles. there are only 12 MDTAESI. slots set aside for Koreans. The Man-
power Department in the (Mice of the Mayor has made the statement that overall
manpower programs In Los Angeles only have enough funds to service a few per
tent of those in need. Within that limitation, the office publicly stated that ANI:In.
Americans. along with Native-Americans and women, are the most under.repre-
sined minorities in the current programs (Office of the Mayor, Report to Depart-
ment of Labor. February 197-1 ea). .t program which was funded last, month
will soon 1w announcing the opening of applications for a manpower program
designed to service the above three groups; in the entire program there are only
11, training positions for Asian-Americans. These people will be trained in the
field of social service. The idea is definitely a step towards fuller utilization of
the individuals' potential, but the impaet on the overall 1111/IniderellIplOylnent
profile of the community is minimal.

Meanwhile, the great number of Koreans who iio not get into such programs
must find any sort of work in order to survive. Those who find marghed labor
jobs begin looking for utrys of improving their economie earning capabilities.
To these people. the most (Anions step is to t to (01011 in some type of vocational
edneation class. The result of such a stem though. is to provide them with
training for a better job. but still something beneath their actual skills level.
It' these Koreans enroll in such programs as key punch training. :Into Medi:tides,
or crafts trades, it is tantamount to perpetuating and institutionalizing under-
employment.

'YOUTH AND EDI:CATIO

The conditions of youth and students deserves much attention if the longrnn
dynamics of the community are to be evaluated. The fostering of ideas, attitudes
and behavior of school aged children will have society-wide effects as those
Youth grow up. Tensions and biases that exist today will he perpetuated'hy theyoth.

The population-distrilintion discussed earlier indicate that the maiority of the
Koreans in the neighborhood are members of pone.; families. Setting aside for
the mom( nt the problems of economic and cultural adjustment for the adults, it
is evident that the children must also be considered as a distinct tategory of
Koreans in need of public services.

If cannot 1w thought that if employment and English language problems are
solved for the parents that the community will be in harmony. The children are
young immigrants who have the distinctive en% iron:tient of solos)] to nide!they must adjust.

These young immigrants are dominant minorities in a 1111111ber of local ele-
mentary schools and in substantial number in seconda0 schools. They are cast
into this milieu with no orientation. Esti:Illy ebildren are enrolled in school a
few weeks after their arrival from Seoul. When the parent takes the child to
school. there is usually no one there oho can pnolde necessary translation or
interpretation, There is one bilingual Korean pupil attendance officer who has
been nsittned principally to one Junior Digit Sehool. but also tries to service
many of the feeder schools. However. lie is ola iouslv only one person. 'the
parents are obliged either to know English or to bring along au interpreter.
Otherwie. the standard tirocedure at the local high school and even at the etc-
mentarr level is to use rt studs lit as 111 interpreter. Especially at the elementary
level. this is 1111fOrtilltato because the pupil can be expected to do little else than
translate. What is needed is to have available a bilingual Korean counselor,
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teacher, or even aide capable of interpreting and explaining the Los Angeles
schools to the parent as well as to the incoming st tlent.

According to various school teaehers and administrators, the Korean school
Imputation is ty Willed by a high transciency rate, cliques, and English language
dittieutties. What the school %tows as high transciency rate is actually a com-
bination of new ilninigtarnin and settling in patterns, le, moving to a new
residence shortly after nothing initial adjustments to the life style in Los
Angeles. It k not a sy Intotont of social instability: But, where it involves a child
Inning to change schools, it compounds his already difficult task of relatiog
to a new country.

it is no wonder then that the Korean children tend to form cliques in 1.elmi.
They are drawn together by the common experience of adjustment. It is easy to
understood why they do this and It Is easy to understand that this would do
little to foster inter ethnic group relations. An indei.entlent survey was taken
hi lbrulary. 1971 of Asian American students at Los Angeles High School w tole
there are in exeess of I:10 Korean students. It indicated that the major itrobletos
among Korean youths were language and inter-racial (fiction.

Ewean students in public schools are, In reality. piling immigrants. The
ptibbletiN of their parents are mirrored in the school en% ironment. English lan-
guage is the principle hinderance to full participation In schools, the onus is
uneouivocably on the school to provide programmed instruction to ovoeconw
this. Yet. there .ire too timtprehensite programs. In l.'c Angeles High Sellout;
close to 70 per cent of the Korean students are enrolled in ESL courses. Yet.
in this' school, there is not a single Korean-speaking teacher, counselor or adult
figure w ith whom the Korean students can identify, or from whose services
they can benefit.

As noted earlier. pr.- -se hoot mall t Midi% n represent the single largest age
group. Although preschool education is not mandatory, it is a program
%hid' the Korean children could benefit. As either cry young immigrants or
as U.S. born ehildett of recent immigrant parents. it is clear that they would
benefit ft ni a -load start" type of edueational program. Stull an introdnetion
ha eleentary salood would ease the transition from a Korean home environ-
ment to an :Mo seltool etiirontnent. It would be of untold benefit in helping
youngsters overcome initial language problems. A transitional step such as
active pre-school programs could ease many potential adjustment problems
that otherwise would certainly follow as the youngsters reach school age and
are forced to mix in a non-I:ore:no milieu.

While parents and ebildren alike have expressed the need for English language
programs for students, they are not advocating complete assimilation into the
American mainstream. This is evident in the concern parents have for children
to maintain and improve their Korean language fl uency. As a result of Korean
community input and Korean staff advocacy, Iterendo Junior High School iii
his Angeles. will offer a Korean language (lass for Koreans In their summer
prioTant In 1974.

At this time, problems which typify the central city, low Income youth have
not orfaeed among Eoteaas. The wide bast of the age pyramid is in large re-
sponsible for this. The inudicatitm. hoWmer. is that the potential for problems
of drugs. gangs. dropping out schotd. etc. does exist in a grouping where the
potential for alienation is high. Without planning and implementation of pro-
gr tins. serious problms of adjustment are hound to occur as the children grow
older.

Pniblents within selomol are in evidence today and the potential for inereased
dimension and fromeney is real. There is only a handful of Korean professionals
in the school system to when the Koreans lan turn for counsel. The non-Korean
teatiers are generally ignorant of the Korean students' baekground. The Board
of Edtwation offers no type of luau her iteser% ice training to familiarize and
sensitize the teachers to the parth ttlar uniqueness of time Korean-American.

The lack of understanding on the part of teachers means that they are ill -
equipped to meaningfully orient Korean students to the Los Angeles school. or
to help tom-Korean students understand time Korer n-American experience. This
lack of ommunication results in a lack of understanding between students.

COVCI.I.DINC tit:MAIMS

The problems and needs of the Koreans in T.os Angeles outlined here can
basically be looked at in terms of Employment and Education.
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In terms of Esnotoyment. the issue of underemployment is pi:minima. There
Is no ready cure for this and there is no one agency of goverment that is solely
responsible.

III the case of licensing pharmacists and other profess :tls. it is the
State Boards that deserve pressure. They must be made aware of the unjust
situat" and eonvinced it the necessity for change. It must be our responsi-
bility as Koreans to distinguish between bureaucratic and administratirz
all-.4s anti enentios, and to foster relay nith the one and act in concert
against the other.

English language works as :t handicap generally sand at all employment
levels. This handicap discriminates against nowt of the retvut Korean im-
migrants. We should locate sources of funding to provide ESL for adults.

Vocational education tenth: to concentrate efforts in placing its students
in manual arts occupations. If college-t rained and professional Koreans are
trying to get into these tields. it means the perpetuation of underemployment.
We should make a conseions decision whether to take a stand on short nut
goals of more programs here or long run problems of institutionalized under-
mployment.

In terms of Education, there are also a number of conclus that can be
made.

Language anti cultural adjustment problems could best be remedied by
providing pre-school programs for the Korean community. The initiation of
such programs can best be expedited with organized community support.

Students are dropped into the alien environment of school where no
attempt ;s made to help Korean to non-Korean students learn to work
cooperatively o ith each other. Some me of orienration is invited for
in-co:oho: Korean students, but also programs are needed to sensitize other
students to the bat kground of the new group.

The above is in large part the fault of the Board of Education which dots
not provide adequate orientation or training for teachers with regard to
Korean students or ethnic background.

AnDENDCM : VENI:ItAL GOALS IN taLsvancit

On a different, broader level. I would like to suggest what I feel the overall
purpose of my research and presentation is. The work is not in academie terms
strictly smdogieal, economic or even community planning my present:dim' is
what can be termed as advocacy researeh. The purpose is no., to further "higher
pursuits of academe" etc. Bather, the purpose is to create a tool that eau b., used
to effel t bureaucratic ehange in terms of policy/program and :Is such move a
little closer to larger social change.

As Koreans. we have a tremendous responsibility to be aware of polities
in our homeland where the future and destiny of our people lie. But. as Koreans
in America, we have an equally great responsibility to our bre, ters and sisters
here in the ("lilted States. It should be the self-appointed responsibility of
Korean professionals who possess the skills of articulation and the power of
credentials to make the needs and problems of our Korean community heard here
ill the United States.
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PENNSYLVANIA

lion. An:I:SITS F. IlawgIss.
cinfirootu.stthet. "Mr on Equerl Oppewltotil
Malay cl 1:erre.settler f i rR S.
Waxhinglem,

ISF:a: Mu. IlawKINs : -As a :rational officer of the Pailie/A:.ian ('oalit" . I write
in support of [lit. 9s95, the New Americalis Education and Employment
mice Act.

Further. as a member of the I:se:dive Committeenittee f the NlitbAtlantie Reg"
of the Paritie'Asian Coalition. I have been authorized to let you know that
at its meeting yeNterday. the Itegi.itis Steering Committee adopted the follf ow-
big resolution in support of the bill :

It hr-reetx. fo,reignloorn pprsons in the Cnited States require sperial
education to tit them for life in this country:

trio r. ax. Them- foreignlorn persons often need health rare and assistance
in finding adequate looking:

117"4/g. Mall!' Allies, because of their bleat' , have large populations
oC foreign.lown persotk:

II loettlX, These tit and their states are thereby stibject to special
exp. ns

tt'het4Wt..\n appreciable pot film of the foreign-horn persons are of Pacific/
Asian alieest ry and
111.- eras. The welfare of :II Pacifie/Asja individuals i c of sileehti conet.ril
to the Paritie I :

ke.sotred. That the Mid-Atlantic Regional C. "nee of the l'aeitie/Asian
Coalition. at its meeting of Itt November 1974. affirm its support of 11.R.

the New Amerieate liduration and limpoymnt Assktatire Act.
In addition. a,: a member of the Asian An:riv:In e.f ;mater pima.

delphia. I Intve hty alit horized to ten you that the t'i'nned strongly supp.ortrt
the intent of :h bill.

It k my mitleNtanding that Lemuel Iginteio. Executive I)irector of the
Paeitic/.%sian Coalition. and Tino Calabia. NIC al Board member and member
elf' the Executive Committee of the Xlial-Atlantie Region of the (*Hata' . and

Chairman of the A:.ialt Aineriean Caucus of Greater New York, will testify ill
support of the bill. at the hearings before your Submit lllWoe on 19 November.

Mr. jgnaefn, Mr. CnIabia, and other testifiers will. 1 believe, provide ample
evidence in sitigsn-t of the bill: and I believe they will discuss questiotut that.
ParifiviAsian peoples and I have about the bill. I shall be at the Itearing:, and
if nece-zsary. 1 shall w-ite to you again, after the hearings.

Your: very troll, 3IaftY I. 'WATANABE:, Ph. a,
Crotlil

(1S9)

PA..
Sreitt r 17, 197
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VIRGINIA
TESTIMONY OF CANTA C. PIAN AN") DA%to A. FUENTES, r J ASSOCIATES. ARLINGTON;

VA.

HAMM:MIND

We :ire very gratified that this Subcommittee is holding hearings on MR. 9s05.
a hill t hat we feel is very timely in addressing the needs of recent immigrants to
the United States.

The purpose of this testimony is to provide some general background informa-
1 bet on inaltiz:rants to the 1 hued States and also to raise some technical issues
about the legislation which ne feel require refinement.

The 1970 Census of population reveals that about half of all the foreign born
in the United States came to this country since the end of World War II. .A
little over a sixth of all foreign born in the United States have come since
1.95t5 (see Table 1).

As of 1!170. net! over half of the foreign born population in the United States
150 r; 1 had its et In Europe. %%Idle immigrants from Western I lentispliere
nations c.::: ,.c a total ter or Ito tow U.S. foreign horn insitillation. 1111mi-trams
frm the otiwr continents c.mbined (Asia. Africa, Australia. etc.) comprised
less than a sixth or the total ittooktratit poloont too.

Tire ditritottioo or imottgrtiot, to the U.S. IT count:, of origin has been
chat_ing. %Viten as. throuz.lt i950, the majorit of inning:mots to the United
States were still fr.tin Europe. in mete recent decades there lune Leen taste
intinigralts front We-tern Hemisphere nation:. than from e. here ham .tau
been a rapid increase in immigiants from .Asia, in Pa rt as a result of the
pass.ge of the 1945 Immigration Act. Between 1965 and 197th a lath of all immi-
grant-. enter h.:: the LS. carne from c tries in Asia. In 197:;. nearly a third of
all intinite.a tits this country cane from countries in Asia.

Since the f.ett, of this bill is on Nev.- ly-arrived fore:gn-born Americans- we
recommend that :1.1t. es95 focus upon those nen Americans ulio have arrived
in the United States since 19G5. coinciding 'chit the passage of the present
liotaigcatitte Ian. Cleat *. as the ft.-linen* presented to this subcommittee has
shown. this is the plqtulation nit!: the greatest need for the benefits to he pro-
vided tinder 11.1t. 905.
Pobleing frith 1:xi:ding Nottrerg of Dahl on Imotigro nig

Under the current version of MR. 9,05. the entitlement of each state is to be
bawd upon data from the 1970 rensits. Since that Census nas ta hen. however,
over 1.7 i iiIliou additional immigrants have been admitted to this etonntry.
This represents an Vs"; int tease peer the total foreign born population recorded
in 1970 (see Table and over a 100'1 increase in the total population of immi-
grants who have been admitted to the U.S. betneett 19(15 and 1970

Section I( I)) 12) pro% ides that the percentage of all rum illiterate int-
./ nut:rants is to be computed for the U.S. and for all the slates. At the present

time neither ,rte Bureau of the Census nor any state or loyal jurisdiction collects
adequate data for the !imposes of this section. Census collects data
t is the mother tonguelanguage persons speak as children-lett out} through the
ern.lest of estimations (onto] figures on illiteracy in English be derived from
I his Should this provision reumitt. it will be neressaiT for f'ongress to
implement the required tneehanisms for the data to be eolleeted. An estimate
based mum the education level of the foreign loom population would. in the
meantime. provide some estimate of English language deficient, in the immigrant
populat

Section -I (h) (:11 requires that the percentage of all unemployed immigrants_
in the KS. for each of the state. be computed. Through the 1970 Census an
estimate could be tabulated. however, the figure, at best. can only be a much
estimation. The Bureau of Labor Statistics and loyal employment agencies do
not usually collect data by nativity or year of inunigrat len.

(101)
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Section further settles that the pereentage of i lllll tigrants receiving public
asstanee is to be computed nationally awl for each state. In compiling data for
Urban Associates' study of ethnic minorities fur the Department of Health. Edu-
thin. and 1Ve Mire. «e found that very few local welfare agencies are eolleeting
welfare data according to race. Fartlwrmore, no local welfare agencies awl. at
beer. very few state a elfar agonies require that benetieiary data be collected
by races other than -White, Black. and Other" awl none require that beneficiary

-data be collected IT nativity.
There exists an even greater problem of lack of data when an attempt is made

to identify American Samoans who specitivally are mentioned in this bill. At. this
tatty, aside fr local estimates, data as to the number of American Samoans ia
the U.S. nationally are not available. American Samoans are not identified sep-
arately. either as part of the I'.S. foreign born population or as a aspecific ethuic/
racial group. Thus. it is not now possible to include national data eat socio-eco-
nontie eltaraeteristirs of the American Samoans with data for other immigrant
ppulations. Uta front the survey components of Urban Associate recent study
for 11KW provides some of the only local data on this population outside of
tlnw:iil.

Httally. in reference to groups wide!' are infinite(' tinder the provisions of this
bill, cce recommend that there should be the statement in Section 3(2) -and
Puerto. Itivans residing anywhere in the United States except in Puerto Rico."
Aron-di:a to soioelmomie indices developed by Urban Associates. the Puerto
((trans are among the least educated. most underemphTed. and most disadvan-
taged of -immigrants" to the United States. The Puerto Ricans share the saute

experienced by other non-English speaking immigrants to this emmtry,
in spite of their citizenship status.

As part of Urban Asswiates' study for we have been able to develop
and are continuing to develop extensive hard data on the needs of immigrants in
1hr I' stited States and we !MVP tetl the findings front our StIldieS ott ethnic

as a bask for this testimony. It is our view the' t there is insufficient in-
formation to develop aml arrive at figures necessary to carry out Section -(b)'s
entitlement criteria. We recommend that the provisions under this section of the
bill be modified lest au essential piece of legiSlatiem as HAL 9,495 certainly is. be
subject to controversy and ronfusion in attempting to activate it.
I:We/coy/It/ea

The impart which results front immigration into this country is borne primarily
l' the citie -gateway cities" to whieh immigrants locate. Almost 57% of the
immigrants to the U.S. in 1971 deelared their destination. cities with a pop-
ulation of 100.10o0 or mom Another 4011, moved to urban :areas with populations
of '2;0:0 to 99.999 (see Tables ft and 7 for a list of major cities). H.R. Its'95 cur-
t% atty. however. in its alloeation formula places 7,0% (e more of the authorized
mdes in the hands of the states. The distribution of the immigrants by their
place of residenee hone: ti's that allocations to the individual states cannot have
the impact which direct alloeation to the cities would afford.

in Table ti we rank selected states and territories by highest per capita
of immigratidm in 1971. llawaii leads the stint its nearly 8 new iuuuigrmts
flailing in 1971 per 1,000 state residents. New Ti is second. It is notable that the
recent Per capita immigration rate into the territories (Puerto Rico, Virgin Is-
lands. (Wain, American Samoa) far exceeds rates in any states.

TABLE I

Total
percent 1965-70 1960-64 1955-59 1950-54 1945-49 1035-49 1925-34

Before Not
1925 reported

Year of insifgration
of foreszn.born
population 100 17.7 11.7 10 8.1 6 3.3 7.9 31 4.4

Source: U S. Bureau of the Census, 1973 Census of Population, National Origin and Language, PC(2)-1A

1 Principals of Urban Associates are now operating as ItjAsslehtes.
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TAinE 2.-Origin of 1970 fort gin born populal ion
Pereent
of total

Northwestern Europe 22. 9
Central Europe 21.

EAsteru Europe 2.6
Southern Europe- 13. S
Other Europe O.3

4.
'rota I Europe (59.4)

West Asia I. S
south. Southeast and East Asia O.7

Total Asia (8.6)
North and Central America 24.5
South America 2.7
All other (Africa, Australia. New Zealand. Pacific Island and not

specified) 4. 8

Sourer: Itnreu of the Cenas. 19:0 Census of Population, Detailed Chin octet i.ticx,
O'Dell :Mates Summary, (PC (1 ) ) Cl.

TABLE 3.-ORIGIN OF IMMIGRANTS TO THE US. BY PERIOD OF IMMIGRATION

Percent of all immigrants recorded 1

1901-20 1921-50 1951-63 1964-72 1913

Europe__ 85 2 60.5 48.8 31.7 23.2
19 2.8 6.3 20.0 31.0

nenh and South America,. 10.4 35.8 43.3 46.1 43.3
Other (Aloca. Australia, New Zealand. Pack:

1)taiii.h. and not specified) .5 .9 1.6 2.2 2.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I Includes persons now deceased.
Source; U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service, annual report (11 9.

TABLE 'wawa(' of immigrants since the most recent dcrennial census

Census:
Total foreign horn population of the United States (April, 1970)____ 9,619.300
Total reportedly hantitzrating since 1965 1, 721, 155

Inintignition to the Crated States since 1970 Census:
1970 (April. Ala. June) (estimate) 93,300
1971 ( FY July 1970--June 1971) 360,51)0
1972 (FY July 1971-Jun 1972) 38-1 700
1973 (FY July 1972-June 1973) 490,100
1974 (FY July 1!t73 -,hat' 1914) 39 -1.900

1975 (FY July--1), tuber 1974) (estimate) 95,700

Total additional t (estimate) I, 732,200

t pproot horinse inentt only be takcil it tow es.thnate :r4 Immigration data do not take
into (011.1cltation nlleu c retillni.: In UnIted States whom" vlra slants 14 that of tionlinnil..
gra 01. tint milijeet to change. Ixtta on American Samoan:: are not available.

::zoorre: r.S. Boman of the reicer.,. f970 ecwor4 of l'opahaion: Detailed Clatrarterivtiex,
toted State.; Summary U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration and Na tii

rah,: illon Service :1111111;11 report (by years).

IS.0% increase in foreign born persons)
100.6'.4 increase in foreign born persons admitted since 1965)

TAta.t.:5.-DixtribuiPm of immigrants by destination in 1973
Percent

Meal Areas (less than 2.500 in population) 0.S
I'rban Areas ( population 2.500-99,999) 39.:3

( ;amnia t but of 100.000 or morel 50. 7

Other ( territories. D.C., etc'.) 3.2

Sourer : Department of .fiNtice, Inaulgratiou nod Naturalization Service, annual
report (1973).
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TABLE with 1.000 or more immigrants arriving in fiscal year 11172

5.000 or More Immigrants; Los Angeles. San Francisco, New York, Chicago,
Miami.

3.000-1999 Immigrants: Honolulu, Houston, El Paso, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Newark. Puerto Rico.

1,000-2.999 Immigrants : Oakland. Sacramento, San Diego, San Jose, Santa Ana,
Denver. Ilartfonl. District of Columbia. Seattle, Sail Antonio, Dallas, Cleve-
land. Rochester, Baltimore, Boston, St. Louis, Elizabeth, Jersey City, Pater-
son. Guam.

SOI:ree U.S. Department of :fm,tiee. Immigration and Naturalization Service, annual
report (1972).

'Luna.: V.-Percent of popalation that is foreign born in selected U.S.
ure tonolitan areas
Percent Percent
of tntal of total

population population
Y. 8Anaheim

1Intralo
Chie.tgo
Cleveland
Detroit
I botoluln
.lery (uy
Miami
*.11ilxanhee
Minneapolk

New York _______ 14.7
9. 1 Newark 9.5
6. 2 Patermm-Clifrou 10.7
8.0 Philadelphia 4. 6
6. 6 Pittsburgh 4. 4
7.1 Providence 7. 3
9.1 Can Diego 5. S

13. S San Francisco 10.5
10. S Ban Jose 7.4
"3. 5 Seattle 5.7

. 4 Washington, D.0 ______ 4.3
3.0

Sourw: Rowan of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, National Origin and
1,A14:01: ,;:e. PC(2)-1.1.

8.-Numbrc of immigrants in 1971 per 1.000 State residents

Hawaii
New York
California
New Jersey
:1:Naelniset is
Florriol:1
el 'MINI lent
Illinois

1.S Texas
1.0 Michigan
0.9 Pennsylvania
0.8 Ohio

12741 Guam, Virgin Islands and
AmericanSamoa

20.0 Puerto Rico

S..I:ree 1*.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population. General Population
Chgroeteritie. U.S. summary. reit r-Ill ; U.S. Department of Justice., Immigration and
Naturalization Service annual report (1971).
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WASHINGTON STATE
\V. SHING lON L'ATK M AN RDIIITS COMMISSION,

July 12.1974.
Commissioner HARVEY WONG,
an Francisco Human. Rights Commission,
San Francisco, Calif.

DEM: COMMISSIONER WONG : I ant writing in regards to IIR 9S9,5, the New
Americans Education and Employment Act. In the 5 July 19T-1 issue of the
I'acltie Citizen, I read an article concerning the endorsement of the proposed bill
by the San Francisco Ilutnan Rights Commission. As an Asian American Field
Representative for the Washington State Human Rights Commission, I am
personally interested in the progress of HR 9S95, I was especially encouraged
to hear that your Commission took the affirmative step of endorsing the bill. I
would very much like to know more about the endorsement procedures, how it

ihe about, the political ramifications, etc. Therefore, any information or
suggestions that you might have to otter would be greatly appreciated.

I hope that I will be hearing from on on this matter. Meanwhile, any assistance
that I might have to offer is now extended to you.

Thank you very much!
Sincerely,

31.tratvx Yunixo ARITA,
Field Rep resell Wire.

P.S.Recently the 'Washington State Human Rights Commission was able to
adopt an Education Language Rule. 1 hat e enclosed a copy of the rule for your
perusal.

TE:AIMONY OF BART :ILFORD, PRESIDENT, ASIAN AMERICAN ALLIANCE, TACOMA,
WASHINGTON

The Boar(' of Directors of the Asian American Alliance has voted to submit
teginiony regardin4 the proposed "New Americans Education mud Employment
A.,-,asZance Act" (Hit 0.>95). This legislation would have significant impact upon
Asian Americans in the Tacoma, Pierce County arta of Washington. In the years
Thb9.-1:171, 60S immigrants entered Tacoma. Of these 21,5 (31.6%) were front
.:area t 10.1,1.1.9%) and the Philippines all. 15.0%) alone .

is tae numbers of Asian immigrants continues to lise. both through "normal"
inini,ra non channels and through non-I plota Asian totes of American military
st I% it omen, increasing problems are faced by both the immigrants themselves
dud by public and Khane agent lS attt opting to prof itle services for them. Fed-
t rat financial assistance i, needed to peptide equal quality services to immigrants.
In the long run. it may be !Ca inure cut tionnical to auto increase the quantity and
quality of services to immigrants as they :write. lather than waiting for prob-
lems et IMMO on."( en Mill unsaid I'retcntalitc sert ices may he eXpelNiVe,
hilt they ate more economical than the long-term than ial atilt human casts of
treatineLi to rectify social wrongs.

The acoma orea is unusual in it heavy cotmentrathm of Asian wives of
-ern it caien. This can he attributed to the nearby presence of Fort Lett 3IChord
Air I .reo Base, and Madigan Army Medical Center. Some of the proldenr; faced
especially Ity Asian "tt ar bides". as well as by other Asian Americans. nye
des, t o I in the attached paper Ott "Problems in the Asian American Community."

One toneern which we have about the proposetl legislation is in implementa-
tion and usage of funds. It is unclear how states and .gatetva cities" would use
grant-. It would seem appropriate to specify the intent of the Congress more
clearly in the legislation. rather titan leming this to he discretion of the Secre-
tary in preparing regulations. For example, if school distticts and/or nomprofit
organizations are eligible for funds front the state, this should be specilmil. We
fear that If funds are given just to one large state social service ageney, the
flunk many not ultimately reach the immigrants tt ho are so desperately in need
of services.
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INTERNATIONAL. DISTIUCT YOUTH. COUNCIL, INC.,
Seattle, Wash.

Ilan. ArOUSTU:1 HAW KISS,
Committee on Education and Labor, house of Representatit cs, house Office

Building Arca,1V ashington, D.C.
lloNeeanu At-ocsrus HAwKiss: The problems of Asian immigrants are

far too numerous to adequately describe with II single letter. Personal testimony
%% ill be limited because of the distance to Washington, D.C., but this lack of per-
sonal testimony does not diminish the st)%erit of the immigrants' problems.

Ilistorit ally. Asian immigrants as cheap labor for the agricultural, fishing,
mining. and railroad industries have been economically oppressed aad systemat-
ically discarded. For example. the many (Into se laborers who worked on the
transcontinental railroad system and who died penniless. while the owners
amassed fortunes. Tinkly, Asian immigrants are exploited in restaurants and
garment shops while they must cope with a society based on automation and
teelmology.

The slii)ek of adjustment to American society is tremendous to the immigrants.
The complexity of the English language and contemporary slang. the different

and cultural values. the insensitii0 of the mine:Ilion:II ins'itittions. and
the callous attitudes of employers often 0' erwhelins the immigtant past the
point of frustration. Young immigrants. in particular, are faced with a school

stem %%hid' distorts and iten ignores their peoples' accomplishments and his-
tory. Welt perpetuates a tracking system that is not concerned with providing
au adequate education Or opportunity for the immigrants but only of getting
them out of the school building. and a Lich administrators. vounselors. IenCII-
(Ts ith or understand the immigrants co their needs and
problems are ignored. overlooked. and lost in the bueaueratic maze. Scorned
by society, the youths become frustrated. disillusioned, torn to drugs and gang-
sterism. and drop out of s 10)01. They are forced to work in menial jobs, under
wretched rouditinnS So that they may exist at a subsistence level.

This general oven iew nub touches the surface of the problems of the immi-
grants. S% cannot em plotsize enough. the qevf city of the immigrants problems
and the necessity for immediate attention and implementatbm of concrete solu-
tions We urge the passage of IIR 9897) (Gateway Bill) sponsored by Rep. Patsy
Mink.

Makibaka : Iluwag umtakot
llicirmir. KOMI,

Director,
International Disbqet Youth Council, Inc.

TESTIMONY BY MART'S M. MATSUI) %11:A. EXECUTIVE DI at:croa. WAsut NOTON STATE
Commis:mix ox ASIAN A M I;RICAN AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF THE WI% Elt..1`R ; OLYMPIA.
WASH.

On behalf of the Washington State Commission on Asian American Affairs. T
want to thank the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities for the importunity to
make a statement in support of the New Americans Edneation and Employment
Act of 1974.

Attached to my written statement are letters we have received from members
of the Washington State Congressional Delegation in support o this important
bill.

Among the charges given us as an agency established by the Washington State
Legislature, is to examine and delini) issues pertaining to the rights and needs
of Asian Americans and to make recommendations to govt)rninent with respect
to desirable elmnges in program and law.

According to the 1973 Annual Report of the Immigratb a and Naturalization
Service. there lias been a 43,/,, increase during the past decade in the number of
immigrants residing in this molars. A significant portion of this increase is due
to a 1a(; more yeas ly increase in the number of Asian immigrants residing
in this cionary. mainly from the Philippines. Chinn. and Korea.

I do not think that there is any denying that tuttnigration has been the very
lifeblood of the United States of America. Yet. our experience in dealing with
the problems of newly arrived immigrants has shown that they have posed
serious social and economic problems for the communities in which they have
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settled. We support the principle that Federal government should absorb the
responsibility for assisting State and Cities who are impacted by these problems.

The major reason for the day to day problem facing our "New Americans" is
the inability to interactto coulomb:atefor without communication, there
eau be no social life. The immigrant is not readily accepted be...ause the standards
imposed by our society ore high, his adaptive capacity is very low because he
has great difficulty in interactingthe institutions of our society either cannot,
or sometimes will not interact.

The immigrant comes to America for several reasons; to give opportunities
to their youth, open job opportunities, a democratic way of life, political and
economic stability. They come with the intention of becoming a permanent part
of the America they heard of and dreamed about.

They are not well prepared; high hopes that all will be well as soon as they
arrive quickly vanish into shock, bewilderment, and disillusionment. The gap
becomes obvious beMeen our official creed advocating equality of justice, freedom
and opportunity and the contradictions in conduct demonstrated by the beliefs.
attitudes and practices of a large segment of our American population and our
institutions.

Surveys and studies conducted hi our State correlate with others I have seen.
Over halt of the time, new arrivals express language as the most difficult problem.
followed by job opport uni t ies.

Imagine the frustration for many in trying to get, or even understand, basic
informatiou at the grocery, bank,, shopping centers, bus stops, (dillies and hospitals.

As a consumer, the new illiOligrald is particularly susceptible to exploitation
and fraud, usury, deceit, and unequal application and effect of haft. Garnish-
ments, foreclosures, repossessions, evictions and collection ageticy harassments
are not uncommon occurrences.

Senator Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin in an address to the Consumer Assembly
in 191;7 asserted that -We Lace an obligation to extend a helping hand to thine
who need special assistance in today's market place. The poor, the very young
and the very old, the uneducated, the neweonter to our shores, cannot be expected
to compete on equal terms. . . ." "We need to remember that our constitution
proposes 'justice' and not 'every man for himself.'

Imagine the letdown for main who emuc with unmarketable skills, who cannot
get retrained to perhaps convert their skills, who are simply unable to find
employment. Even the professionals, doctor, engineer, accountant, professor, are
often forced to accept jobs like cooks, busboys, janitors, dishwasherstheir
wives must now work, tooill clothing factories, sweatshops, and launderies
both of whom are grossly underpaid. Serambling to make ends meet, holding
down several jobs, leaves 110 time to advance through English language classes,
etc., and reestablish their true occupation.

Thus. out of ignorance or fear of deportation, they allow themselves to be
exploited in wages, working conditions, housing, and as consumers. The vicious
circle of poverty and powerlessness continues. Hope vanishes and depression takes
root with cultural barriers, isolation. family problems, and the lack of relevant
resources available to them, like social and health servicesthe adaptation to
American ways is slow and often only partial.

While there are government and service agencies in many cities and states
who are trying to cope with specihe employment and adjustment problems of
the new arrivals, the total impact is nominal. The reasons we have found for
their inability to deal effectively in these areas, insofar as they apply to Asian
Americans are:

1. nmerecoguition as a disadvantaged group; i Q. tlte steoreotypic acceptance
that "we have no problems" and that "we take cae of our own".

2. lack of understanding of the diversity of problems.
3. lack of sincerity in attempts to deliver services.
4. lack of willingness to work with community resources; the assumption that

existing service delivery mechanisms and processes are adequate and beyond
criticisminstitutional inflexibility.

5. lack of access or restricted channels of eommintications available to our
communities.

Even if there were or are programs at the state and local government levels,
they are more likely to occupy a posture of low fiscal prioritythe last to be
included in the budget and tlte first to be cut. The typical public service, employ-
ment. or training agency in a gateway city does not have funds to hire personnel
who out relate to the noteEnglish-speaking clients. The typical school in at high
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immigrant population area has few, if any, bilingual teachers, tutors, or coun-
selors to serve the obvious needs.

We can see where the innovative and responsible New Americans Education
and Employment Act of 1974 would um to it possible for; existing agencies to
pro ide new and meaningful programs which specilically wet the needs of our
new Arnerieans in eintao meta, housing, edneation, health, and vocational and
on-thejob training. Also client contact service workers and educators would
be able to get specialized heserviee training.

II.R. 9S05 is urgent'y needed. We urge your favorable consideration andsupport.

Mr. MARTIN 31. MATscnAIRA,
Executive Director, Corn miSsiOn OA Asian American Affairs,
Oyler of the Governor,
Olinapia, Wash.

Dan Mn. MATSCOAIRA : I appreciated receiving your comments concerning
H.R. 9595, the New Americans Education and Employment Assistanee Act.

This legislation is currently pending before the Subcommittee on Equal Op-
portunity of the House Committee on Education and Labor. I plan to supportit, and hope that it will pass.

Thank you for writing and letting me know of your interest in this legislation.Yours very truly,

CONGRESS OF THE UNTIED STATES,
!toys' Or Itia.nust:xTATIvcs.
Washington, D.C., J «ue 3, 107 ).

Mock ADAMS, 31.C.

CONGRESS OF TUN UNITED SUITS,
HOUSE OF Itramr:sr:rTATIvcs.
Washington, D.C., May 21,1074.

Mr. MARTI:NT dh 3IATsenAIRA,
.D.reentire Director. Commission on Asian American Affairs,

T.1fre of the Governor,
Olympia, Wash.

DEAR MR. MATsulanu : Thank you for your letter of May 13th.
I certainly agree with you that Congresswoman 3IinICA legislation, H.R. 9S95,

providing Federal wo*:tance to states and cities with high poimlations of
recent immigrants. is an excellent idea. I will support such legislation whenit comes to the floor for a vote.

:sincerely,
MINE MCCORVACK.

Member of Congress.

CONGRESS OF THE rxt .ro SrAtns.
Horst: itt.encsr.NATIvcs.
Washington, D.C., May 20, 1074,

Mr. M M. MAl st*DAIEA,
Executive Director, conunksion on Asian American Affairs, Office of 11w Cover-nor. Olympia. Wash.

DEAR MR. MATSL DA1RA : Thank you for your letter of May 13 in support of
9595.

At the present time this bill is still in Committee. I have informed them of
tuy interest In and support for the bill. They notify me of any scheduled
action by the Commit tee on the bill.

Thank you for bringing it to nty attention and with my cordial personal
regards. I am

Yours most sincerely,
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Mr. MARTIN M. MA rAVDAIRA.
Ex«butice Director, Commission on Asian American Affai.'s. Office of the (hirer-

1101%, Oly»tpia. Wash.
DEAR Mu. MA I SUDAINA you for your letter of May 13 tegarditigbs95.
I agree that Mrs. Mink's bill provides considerable interest awl appeal and

hope the Education and Labor Committee eau get around to seriously studying- its
provisions. As you point out, this is of particular interest to the Stale of
1Vashington.

Sincerely,

CONGRESS Or Tin: UM runs EA-t
nous': or Itt.cgtst.:% M S.

May 17, 19711.

Mr. MAR"! IN M. MATSUI/AMA,
1...reedire Dfrevlor. commission on Asian American Affairs, Office of the Gover-

nor, Olympic, Wash.
I An Mu. 3i A-4 sun.totA : Thank yon so melt for your letter of May 13.
I assure you toat 11.11. Ins0.1 has my full support, and I will do my best to see

that this legislation is passed.
With best wishes,

Sincerely.

LLOYD 31t;I:os, Nlembc r of Congress.

Costa:v.5s OF TUN UNTIED STATER.
'lousy. or ltrritt.susTATIvEs.
Washington, D.C., May 16,19:4.

JoEt.linrreitAnn.
Member of Congress.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FOR ASIAN ANERICANS,
PLANNING AND 'TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

SCattie, Wash., January 16,197 ;.
fie : I1.1t. 9Q95.

rsy Misg.
C.S. house of Representatives,
ll'avhinytmt. D.C.

Mus. MINK : The Demonstration Project for Asian Americans urges you
to resubmit your bill which would provide Federal financial assistance to States
with exceptional numbers of immigration,

%Vt. wholeheartedly support this type of legislation which would be used for
programs dealing with the education, health, housing, orientathin and employment
of immigrants.

Little pa, been done. thus far, to realistically and humanly meet the net ds of
tlobse ty arrived Amerieaus who have come with many hopes and dreams to
t' -grem land of opportunity."

The problems of the Immigrant is especially graphic to our ageney since we are
presently conducting two research projects on recent arrivals 111 the Asian Brides
of American Servicemen and (2) the Asian Health Professionals. It has become
apparott to us that presently little assistance is extended these two groups anti.
yet. there is much work to he done.

Please. resubmit this mach needed bill.
Sincerely,
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I Ion. l'Aysv NOM:,
oloyer000troolon,

no 'urn Building,
troxhingtert, DX.

iti:%t: Mits. MINK; We II:iye written letters to (our slate's congressional delega-
tion and members of the House Committee on Education and La loot% urging
support for the New Americans Act t ILK !NEI) wide!' you Introduced last
August. We have also told:tined relevant information from the SulCommittee
eu Immigration. C(nineil of State Administration Of the .%Itteritan Public
Welfare Assistance.

4 tur Commission will continue to do o hat we can to rally support for Its
passage.

Sineerety,

*100

Com AttestoN AstAN A NtustcAN Amiss,
Olympia, Wash., Dog 29, 197 f.

MARTIN M. M.YISVIIMICA.
J:'J'r'r'tt tier' Director.

Coo uissios ON AmAx AmtaucAs AwAins.
Olympia, MIA., Noy 14, 1911.

MOO: McoultAcg,
vomico,ststmo.

I oloiollit lboote Deice Building,
I *0.chrottoo. 11. %

MI K: We are Writing to urge your support of
I 1.1t. toNtt:. hit ro.oliteed last Angus' by 1'4Ingresswonnin Iatsy Mink of Ihi wail.
o Wei( iorolvides for ,peeia) federal pregralIN ill education. employment. and other
areas to states nn.l elites having a high population of recent immigrants to the
Cnited States.

Wasidomton State t'olemission on Asian American Affairs is greatly eon -
.erne.) aith the problems and needs of these "new Americans.- The ffeets of
language. enit me. and indeed. 1.4111)1'lla rriers make it est mutely difficult fur many
of these peophe to adjust to their new life in A merlea.

Aeording to immigration and Nat Itralization Srviers records. perm-
nem lemligrants settled in Washington State between 1949 and 1972. Of these.
(1.:11 4:1:: percent I came from Chittall'ahvan 1.190). Korea (1.05(1). and the

3.07s 1. The 1970 census reveals that 59,"c of the Filipino and 7.42%
of the Chinese in the city of Seattle are foreign born.

Ave strongly tar;:e yon to r4 view the need for such an act and the possible
honelits to state's S11111 WaAallIKIOII. We !Wile you will work towards passage
..r 9s95. Thank Yon.

Sincerely,
MAttos M. MArsttimu.t.

..4:(recutire Director.

I NTERNATtONAL 1 Miriam-1' TM rttovklt AssoMATtos.
Scuttle, Muth., January 1.5, 1974.

Representative PATSY'('. MINK,
1*.N. !Dame cif Deprexctstutircs,
lnighingtott.

Tut IIoNnK.tu.e ItueuEsEsvvrivg MINK: The International District Improve-
input Association (INTER01) strongly urges the reintroduction of the New
Americans Ed neat Ion and Employment Act (II.R. 98 %),

As I tirector of INTERINI our focus is the redo-elopment of the International
istrict of Seattle Oka Chinatown), wide!' is the home of many if not the

higher percentage of Asian immigrants living in Seattle. This redevelopment
ineludes physical development, economic development, as well as up-dating

.orrice delivery.,
assistace in very much needed to carry out programs of education, health,

housing. Job training, orientation, public assistance and other activities for the
boetit of Immigrants. Extreme concern should he placed on assisting foreign
graduates of law. medical and dental schools who are unable to practice In this
country mull licensed and in 11:4. meantime are unitecessarito underemployed.

lin:Wiled into this 11111 should be an amendment which would enable Asian
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war brides to also benefit from these services. In the State of Washington as I
imagine elsewhere in the United States the divorce rate among these service
couples is very high, approximately 8 out of 10 marriages. The Asian woman is
usually left to support children and if unskilled and uneducated as many are,
they end up as go-go girls, masseuses and even prostitutes. As most of these
women are classified as permanent residents, they would be excluded from the
hopefully proposed Bill.

.gain may I urge your reintroduction of the New Americans Education and
Employment Act.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT N. SANTOS,

Executive Director.

ASIAN AMERICAN ALLIANCE,
Tacoma, Wash.

Puom.Ems IN THE ASIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY

We tend not to think of the Asian American community as being heavily
laden with problems. It is usually more convenient not to do so. Yet when we stop
to consider indBidual problem areas on a systematic basis, the total pattern of
problems becomes not only evident, but actually overwhelming.

One of the first things to consider is the size of the Asian American population.
Tinge are probably around two million Asians in the U.S. Washington has the
fifth largest Asian American population of all the states. Tacoma /Pierce County
holds the second highest concentration of Asians within the states, an estimated
10.000. Since the immigration laws were changed to reduce diseriination against
Asians in 1965, the number of Asians who immigrated to the U.S. has grown
to about 70,000 each year. or 700,000 per dcoule. Between 1960 and 1970, the
population of Japanese Americans and Chinese Americans approximately
doubled, while the population of Filipino Americans tripled. Data for other
Asian ethnic groups are unavailable, and this is one of the most persistent prob-
lems hi studying the Asian community. over and over again we find that inform; -
thm is unavailable for the -invisible" Asians.

As evidenced by population statistics, there are vast numbers of recent Asian
immigrants in the U.S. Some are well educated, literate in English, and able to
adjust rapidly. Many others are not. Although by no means confined to them,
within the Asian American community. problems are 11104 evident among the
recent immigrants. Within this group, the most dramatie problems seem to be
among the Asian wives of military servicemen. the 'Asian war brides". Over
the past twenty-live to thirty eau:3, these have been largely Japanese and Korean.
Although we tend to think of -war brides" as something from the distant past,
especially since the Korean War ended two decades ago, the reality is that
the number of Korean wives of servicemen entering the U.S has been steadily in-
creasing in recent years. In the wake of American military involvement in south-
east Asia. it seems only reasonable to eNpect new waves of wives from Vietnam,
Thailand, and other countries.

Most problems in the Asian American community can be categorized into cer-
tain bask areas. For the purposes of this paper we will consider live bask prob-
lem areas. and then examine elements of each. These five areas are :

1. Cultural barriers and isolation
2. Family problems.
8. Educational disadvantages
4. Poverty
5. Lack of resources

l)f those problem areas. the broadest one involving the most complexly in-
terwoven elements is the category of culturhl barriers and isolation. The follow-
ing are some of the elements of this problem area.

Communications barricrx. Probably the single most evident problem for Asian
Americans is the language barrier. It is complicated because there are literally
hundreds of Asian languages and dialects, most of %vhich are mutually unin-
telligible. Language is really only one part of communications however, and im-
migrants from a very different culture are confronted with different styles of
communication as well as a different language. The few English as a Second
Language classes have not met the needs of most immigrants. Another problem
is that most Americans have greater difficulty in understanding un Asian accent
t hail a European one.
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Lark of areallarotton. Mary !Maus which most Americans take for granted are
very foream to a tte%% immigrant. Perhaps the most important need for any per-
son is the need for fn I. A.,ittits fare a very different diet in America, alai if they
are unwilling or unable to accept it are confronted with the difficulty and ex-
poke of obtaining N1)(11:11iZVII or imported foods. It is currently difficult for any-
one ott a limited budget to shop for food. It is almost impossible for a recent hu-
migrt.nr who has difficulties in identifying what i:te foods are and in figuring
Out how to prepare them. Transportation is another essential which can be ex-
tremely difficult for an immigrant. Even if a person has access to tratkportation,
it requires a certain degree of acculturation to be able to use It, whether it be
a ear, bus, or taxi.

Physical isolettion. mil:pounds the problems of cultural isolation. There is no
central Asian community in Tacoma. not even a ghetto. Asians are widely seat-
teted geographically and new immigrants often lack transportation. In the as.
of many reeently arrived war brides. husbands frequently strive to keep their
wives physirally isolated in their homes.

Alienation is etatimon to all immigrants, but particularly prevalent when
camp omeled IT physical isolation and cultural barriers. When reinforced by dis-
illusionment with America as the -promised land" and further co:apt:valed by
marital problems. frustrar and alienation can lead to anti-American hatred.
Alienation can he overwhelming for strangers in a strange land.

Intra,lxion bangers exist which reinforce alienation and isolation. These in--
chide generational Intrriom easte-like socio- economic class and educational dis-
tinetions. differences in degrees of Americanization, and nationalist ethnic prej-
udiees. The Japanese and Koreans have been historical enemies, and prejm'ices
are sometimes carried to the It took half a million troops to bridge the
traditional hat red between Vietnamese and Chinese.

llelirion dip re»era exist both among Asians and between Asians and non-
Asians. Spiritual guidance in their own religious faith or denomination is often
unobtainable in the r.s. for immigrants because of the rarity of that faith here.
The alternatives are to continue independently. adopt another faith, or abt.ittion

ata time when many seem to need it most.
stereolypex of beharior perpetuate themselves by conditioning Asians as well

as non-Asians. Although subject to manipulation, as best evidenced by the history
of stereotypes of Japanese American.. such oometimes contradictory behavioral
steorotypes as "tunnel minority", or "quiet and pasSive", or "sneaky and in-
scrutable". or the employment stereotypes of Japanese gardeners, Chinese cooks
and laundrymen, Fil!ipino laborers, and Vietnamese prostitutes do influence
behavior.

Pride mot umrittingocsi to nitwit problems are perpetuated partially through
several stereotypes. particularly the "model minority" one. It is :11/110,4
sible to help someone who refuses to acknowledge that he needs help. regartile.-oz
of how severe his problems may be. This is one of the reasons that social service
agencies have so few Asian clients.

Paranoia and feerof deporlotio» are other reasons. Whether or not there is good
came for it. the fear of deportation is very strong among new immigrants. Fears
may be justified in light of the :fait:mese Atnerican internment in coneentra holt
camps only thirty yoars ago. Pa mania may also be more uaderstandalde sitwe
many immigrants have come from Asian police states.

.Ihsikner of friends. For many new immigrants. there is no ono to turn to. Mili-
tary wives often have no eontaets it) the V.S. Even if a neighbor should offer
1'11(1(1'414% it way be scorned for lack of understanding nnder a different value
system. Collura! and eommunkmtions harriers can mahe it difficult to find friends.

noterentanyment is a problem more for educated Asians than for the average
military life. There are many instanees in which a qualified person can only
get menial jobs because of difficulties in certain language skills, or bemuse
attietness or passivity is confused with lack of ambition, or because of sheer
diserimination. Insensitivity can go so far ns to pressure a Japanese male with a
ptgraduate degree into o job as a gardener.

fliverhoinution is known to all of ns. though (lien difficult to 'trove. It stilt
PNiSIN. Mill it exists towards Asians, as documented by the recent study of Wash-
ington's Asian American Advisory Council to the Office of the Governor,

Tf these factors of eultural barriers and isolation make the situation sound
desperate for Asian Amerieans, ti. n they reflect reality for many: Particularly
for many Asian military wives, family problems make the situation absolutely
intolerable.
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Marital problems are extremely common between military servicemen and
their Asian wives, as might be eXpected in eases of mixed marriages established
on a short-term basis in a culturally prescribed setting and then uprooted and
transferred to a totally different and often hostile environment. The initial ex-
treme dependency of the often submissive Asian woman, the reactions of the
husband's family and peers, the frustrations he himself faces from the culture
.h. ck of returning home, and the necessarily slow prowess of acculturation under-
score any problems which may already exist in the marital relationship. At best
the transition is difficult. In severe cases physical abuse iu tl:e form of wife-
beatiug er child - beading may result.

1)irorec or desertion is the predictable result of most of the military-Asian
1narriages. Although hard statistics are unavailable, estimates of the divorce/
desertion rate Iu run as high as b0%. Associated lygal problems are especially
dfilienit for wives who can easily be taken advantage of because of their ignorance
of American legal processes.

Probots with children occur more frequently in broken homes. They can be
intensified when ehildron are confronted with identity crises partially because of
racially mixed parentage and when generational differences are magnified by
differing degrees of acculturation and language facility. Day care for younger
children can also be difficult to obtain.

Absence of relatives. Partially because they themselves often come from
14air or mabducated families, few of the military wives already have relatives in

I".s. This again heightens timeliness, alienation. and dependency upon the
husband. Along with status factors and the desire to help other relatives in the
wife's native country, it also encoarages the wife to bring her immediate family
over to the U.S. though her mother and father probably speak no English and
though her brothers and sisters probably have families of their own. Often the
wife is not fully prepared to care for her relatives and they in turn are not ready
to make the many adjustments required by such a move.

Edneatt.bal disadvantages are common to the backgrounds of many immigrants.igrants.
l'inler general immigration, some of the Asian immigrants are very well edu-
ia tell. For wives and their families entering the U.S. through special immigration
1.roct dun-, the average educational background is very poor.

Leek of education in native country. Public education is extremely limited
among the lower classes in Asia. particularly in relatively poor countries such as
Korea or Vietnam. Consequently many of the Asian wives have had formal edu-
cation lady through elementary school. This lack of education helps make life
iliffiettlt in the U.S.

Lanntwye barriers and illiteracy are part of the consequenees of a highly
iced edizeation in a foreign country. Not only are many immigrants unable to
read or write English, but often they cannot read or write in their own native
language. particularly in the more literate dialects.

Lack of vocational training is also to be expected of immigrants from war-torn
peasant agrarian economies. The natural result is unemployment in the U.S.

Laek of naturttliration skills is another problem for immigrants of all races.
Training in this field, as well as language and vocational tra* g. is necessary
for alieas seeking citizenship after five years of residency in the U.S.

Poverty IA one of the natural consequences for people facing cultural barriers,
family problems, and educational disadvantages. As with other lll i ll orities, per
capita in; one per educational level averages melt lower for Asian Americans
than for white Americans.

Unemployment is severe among all minorities. Despite recent programs such
as affirmative action plans, the rule still bolds that minorities are the last to be
hired and the first to be fired. For unskilled and uneducated workers with lan-
guage difficulties, any employment other than the most menial and low-paying
of jobs is all but unobtainable.44, Other poverty problems whieh are fairly widespread include inadequate hous-
ing, poor health care, and the lack of sufficient food or nutrition. Drug and abco-
hub abuses could also be imitated here, particularly among the younger genera-
tion. Although none of these problems are endemic to the Asian American com-
munity. it important to remember that they do exist for Asians too and espe-
cially for non-English speaking immigrants. No population is illumine front the
effects of poverty,

fate of the factors which does make poverty worse for Asians is the leek of
resources available to them. Courage, hope, and the strength to face problems
eannot exist for long in a vacuum.
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Ignorance of (tradable rcsourcrx is a prime obstacle for Asians living in cul-
tural iso'ation. Iguoranee is prevalent %%hen no feeling of community exists. and
when language poses a barrier. Outreat It programs are necessary just to provide
equal access to services. Obviously Asians cannot make use of services which they
are not ;mare of. 'this problem reinforces the -model minority" stereotype with
the result that most soma! service agenes repetrt very few Asian elients.

The inscnsitirity of social serrices agenocs is another cause for the rarity of
Asian clients. Few places will take the time to try to understand or to find inter-
pretation for a client who speaks lady broken English. Often the first step in
applying for assistance is to till out seemingly endless series of forms. Many of us
have become accustomed to bureaucratic procedures, but for those %ho eatmot
read or write 1:110S11. this initial step is dismaying. There are also very few
Asian specialists available within agencies to work with Asian clients. Other
related problems common ten many clients of all races include the lung wating
periods. worsened by Mel: of transportati llll or child care, rudeums and demean-
ing attitudes. impatience. etc.

The limitations of anti/able sceriees pose additional problems. Religious serv-
ices are unavailable to those of differing relig' $erviees within the Asian
community are limited by the lack of funds and by the lack of community. For
Asians who entered the U.S. as military dependents, military community service
organizations are understaffed. undertrained. and unauthorized to help wives
who become divorced or whose husbands did not re- enlist.

This is but a quiet: review of problems in the Asiaa eounamtity. It is neither
inclusive nor comprehensive. but it should mallet- to indicate the wide extent of
problems that many Asian Americans face in daily life.

t+TATEMEXT OF AMICK C. WANG. CHAIRPERSON. PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION,
PACIFIC/ASIAN COALITION

As Chairperson of the Pacific Northwest Region (Alaska. Idaho. Oregon. and
Washington) of the Pacific/Asian Coalition, I wish to offer the following state-
ment as testimony supporting the proposed "New Americans Education and
Employment Assistance Art" (PLR. 98951:

The "New Americans Educati llll and Employment Assistance Act- shows sig-
nitieaut potential for addressing the real and urgent problems faced by the
ever-increasing numbers: of Asian immigrants in the Pacific Northwest.

The state of Washington had the fifth hugest Asian Ameriean population in
the 1970 census. In this state alone. during the years 196) -197I. 11.3 immigrants
entered. of whom 3.99.1 1:13.3(4 ) were front Just the Philippines. China, and
Korea. The percentage of immigrants front these three countries is steadily rising
in Washington State. causing significant problems for both service providers and
for the immigrants tilellNelVeS.

The problems of the immigrants range from unemployment and poverty to
social, minim!, and linguistic isolation. One common problem is the lack of equal
access to quality smitel and health service's. Service providers (both state and
local, public and private) have been tumble to adequately deliver appropriate
services to immigrants. hugely because of inadequate fotimelal support. Federal
funding would enable servic providers to work with immigrants as they arrive.
rather than only responding ineffectively to crisis situations. III the lung run
such preventative measures are essential to meet human needs and are far less
expensive than treatment approaches dealing only with symptomatic results of
basic !emblems.

The legislation is long overdue and deserves immediate considenition and
passage. However. au improvement mould be made by clarifying and refining the
intent of the Congress as to how funds should be spent. Rather than having
funds potentially going explosively to state and city agencies which may or
may not be aide to effectively address the problems, provisions should be made
to luelude won-profit organizations and educational ageties. It would also help
to clarify that these funds are designed to be supplementary to existing pro-
grammatic funds. that they should be used for additional programs, and that
they should not simply be absorbed into local budgets.

Respectfully submitted.
ARTIIVR C. WANG.

Chairperson, Pacific Northwest Region. Pacific / :1 arias Coalition.
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